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We consider the general framework of first-order decision-theoretic planning in structured re-

lational environments. Most traditional solution approaches to these planning problems ground

the relational specification w.r.t. a specific domain instantiation and apply a solution approach

directly to the resulting ground Markov decision process (MDP). Unfortunately, the space and

time complexity of these solution algorithms scale linearly with the domain size in the best case

and exponentially in the worst case. An alternate approach to grounding a relational planning

problem is to lift it to a first-order MDP (FOMDP) specification. This FOMDP can then be

solved directly, resulting in a domain-independent solution whose space and time complexity

either do not scale with domain size or can scale sublinearlyin the domain size. However, such

generality does not come without its own set of challenges and the first purpose of this the-

sis is to explore exact and approximate solution techniquesfor practically solving FOMDPs.

The second purpose of this thesis is to extend the FOMDP specification to succinctly cap-

ture factored actions and additive rewards while extendingthe exact and approximate solution

techniques to directly exploit this structure. In addition, we provide a proof of correctness of

the first-order symbolic dynamic programming approach w.r.t. its well-studied ground MDP

counterpart.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Decision-theoretic planning is the task of determining an optimal sequence of actions (or more

generally, an action policy) that optimizes some reward criterion given state information and a

stochastic action model of the environment. It generalizesclassical deterministic planning by

allowing for the uncertain specification of action outcomesand a utility-based specification of

reward that permits one to view plan quality in a fully decision-theoretic paradigm rather than

a more limited goal-oriented or cost-to-goal paradigm.

Planning with decision-theoretic notions is ubiquitous throughout the fields of artificial

intelligence, operations research, control theory, and economics:

• Robots must optimize their actions in the face of uncertaintyand must tradeoff the dan-

gers of approaching obstacles with the need to accomplish their tasks.

• Factories must maximize production in their daily scheduleof activities in consideration

of process delays and potential equipment failures.

• Financial analysts must make long-term investment decisions with different levels of risk

and uncertainty in order to maximize profit.

• Planning in logistics applications requires the minimization of resource usage and the

maximization of goods delivered while taking into account the uncertainties inherent in

various courses of action.

And these are just a few applications. Simply by definition, decision-theoretic planning

is among the most critical components of agent-oriented AI.And if it is generalized to han-

dle partial observability, multiple agents, and sampled model dynamics (i.e., reinforcement

learning), this task subsumes almost any decision or control problem in AI. While we won’t

1
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Paris

Brussels

Rome

Berlin

Moscow

Figure 1.1: An example BOXWORLD problem. Trucks may drive along solid lines and planes
may fly along dashed lines. The goal in this instance is to get all boxes in paris (indicated by
the star).

consider the most general frameworks for decision-theoretic planning in this thesis, we will

consider the general framework of first-order decision-theoretic planning in structured rela-

tional environments. This framework subsumes many planning problems for which the state is

fully observable, the transition dynamics have a known probability distribution, and the state

and action representation is discrete and relational in nature.

1.1 Motivating Examples

To motivate the decision-theoretic planning framework andto provide a sense of what types

of problems we aim to solve, we provide two examples of problems that demonstrate rich

structural regularities that we will exploit in the solution approaches introduced in the thesis.

And while the simple specification of these problems may seemto suggest commensurate

simplicity in the solutions, we note that good solutions forthese problems are often non-trivial

to specify and that the solution methods in this thesis oftenoutperform expert hand-coded

policies and other competing algorithms as we will demonstrate empirically.
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1.1.1 Logistics Planning

The first problem we introduce is a standard logistics problem commonly referred to as BOX-

WORLD [Veloso, 1992]. Throughout all variants, the goal is to deliver boxes to their destina-

tion city by loading and unloading them from trucks and possibly planes that can move between

cities via respective topologies of roads and air routes. Inthe basic setup, only one action can

be executed at each time step, each action being to load or unload a box or to drive a truck or

fly a plane to a destination. Each action typically has a pre-specified success probability that

can depend on various state properties and can have an associated cost. A single reward is typ-

ically given for states where all boxes are delivered to their proper destination. Discounting of

future rewards can be used to encourage optimal solutions that achieve this reward state while

minimizing the total number of actions or the cost of actionsrequired to achieve it. We provide

a pictorial representation of one domain instance of this problem in Figure 1.1.

While the BOXWORLD problem specification may appear straightforward, its exact solu-

tion can become very complex as the number of boxes, trucks, planes, and cities grow. Thus, it

is an ideal problem for exploring algorithms that can exploit relational and first-order structure

to avoid scaling directly with the combinatorial aspects ofthe domain size.

1.1.2 System Administration

The second problem we introduce is motivated by an abstract hypothetical system adminstrator

problem and is commonly referred to as SYSADMIN [Guestrinet al., 2002]. In it, there are

n computersc1, . . . , cn connected via a directed graph topology. In each state, a computer

can be up and running (or not) and on every time step, a computer may be rebooted, thus

causing it to be running in the subsequent state. If a computer is not explicitly rebooted then

its probability of running in the next time step is conditioned on its current status and the

proportion of computers with incoming connections that arealso currently running. The reward

is the count of computers that are running at any time step andrewardst time steps into the

future are typically discounted exponentially int. An optimal policy in this problem will reboot

the computer that has the most impact on the expected future discounted reward over an infinite

time horizon. An example for four computers is given in Figure 1.1.2.

SYSADMIN poses an interesting problem for decision-theoretic planning applications as it

exhibits characteristic structure common to many planningproblems. Additive rewards or util-

ities are perhaps one of the most commonly studied reward structures in decision-theory. And

the exogenous effects in SYSADMIN that permit each computer to reboot or crash on each time
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c1

c2

c4

c3

Figure 1.2: An example SYSADMIN problem with the network topology shown as a directed
graph. One computer is up and running and three are not (indicated by the red circle with
slash). A good action to take in this state would be to rebootc2.

step are representative of a class of realistic world-models that do not require a strong frame as-

sumption — the notion that the only state properties affected by an action directly result from

the action itself. Thus, we focus on SYSADMIN as one of the main examples in this thesis

because it is simple enough to warrant the complete exposition of our solution methods, yet

representative of a much more general class of structured problems. And despite its deceptive

simplicity, we note that the optimal policy may vary widely according to small changes in the

network topology, making it very difficult to manually determine optimal policies.

1.2 Exploitation of Structure in Decision-theoretic Planning

Given the various types of structure that we observe in BOXWORLD and SYSADMIN , our

aim in this thesis is to exploit this structure for efficiencyin decision-theoretic planning. The

groundwork for this thesis work follows in a line of extensive research over the years aimed

at exploiting structure in order to compactly represent andefficiently solve decision-theoretic

planning problems in the Markov decision process (MDP) framework[Boutilier et al., 1999].

While traditional approaches to solving MDPs typically usedan enumerated state and action

model [Puterman, 1994], this approach has proved impractical for large-scale AI planning

tasks where the number of distinct states in a model can easily exceed the limits of primary and
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secondary storage on modern computers.

Fortunately, by switching to a factored state model, many MDPs can be compactly de-

scribed by exploiting various independences in the reward and transition functions. For exam-

ple, in the SYSADMIN problem, the state can be naturally represented with one binary variable

per computer indicating whether the computer is up and running. Then the distribution over the

next state of each computer is dependent on only the state variables of computers with direct

incoming connections. Furthermore, while the reward in SYSADMIN is dependent upon all

state variables, it can be expressed compactly in an additive format in terms of a sum of indi-

cator functions for each state variable. And not only can this independence be exploited in the

problem representation, it can often be exploited in exact and approximate solution methods as

well. Such techniques have permitted the practical solution of MDPs that would not have been

possible using an enumerated state and action model[Hoeyet al., 1999; St-Aubinet al., 2000;

Guestrinet al., 2002]. And as we will show in this thesis, there is an opportunity toexploit even

more structure in the factored MDP model than could be exploited by previous algorithms.

However, factored representations are only one type of structure that can be exploited in the

representation of MDPs. Many MDPs can be described abstractly in terms of classes of domain

objects (e.g., the BOXWORLD logistics problem refers to object classes such asBox , City ,

Truck , andPlane) and relations between those domain objects that may changeover time (e.g.,

BoxIn(Box : b,City : c), TruckIn(Truck : t,City : c), BoxOnTruck(Box : b,Truck : t),

BoxOnPlane(Box : t,Plane : p), PlaneIn(Plane : p,City : c)).1 Often, relational objectives

abstract over objects using quantification as in “get some truck to Paris” or “get all boxes to

their destination”. And relational action templates such as loading or unloading a box from a

truck or plane are likely to apply generically to domain objects and thus can be specified inde-

pendently of any ground domain instantiation. This domain-independent specification allows

very compact MDP specifications when compared to a corresponding grounded propositional

representation. For instance, ten each of boxes, trucks, planes, and cities leads to a combined

500 state variables corresponding to all ground atoms of theabove five binary relations.

Unfortunately, while relational specifications permit very compact descriptions of a variety

of MDPs, this efficiency has not traditionally translated tothe corresponding solution meth-

ods. Most traditional solution approaches to relational decision-theoretic planning problems

ground the relational specification w.r.t. a specific domaininstantiation and then apply a so-

1Throughout the thesis all predicates (including unary predicates denoting domain object classes) are capi-
talized and all variables and constants are lowercased. We use the notationC : v to denote that variablev is
restricted to domain object classC.
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lution approach directly to the resulting ground Markov decision process (MDP)[Puterman,

1994]. Unfortunately, the resulting solution is domain-specificand the space and time com-

plexity of these grounded solution algorithms scale linearly with the domain size in the best

case and exponentially in the worst case.

An alternate approach to grounding is to lift the relationalplanning problem to a first-order

MDP (FOMDP) specification[Boutilier et al., 2001]. This FOMDP can then be solved directly,

resulting in a domain-independent solution whose space andtime complexity do not scale with

domain size. This approach is particularly attractive given that the FOMDP framework can

be used to model many planning problems stated in PPDDL[Younes and Littman, 2004].2

Furthermore, we can extend the set of FOMDP problems that canbe succinctly specified to

include factored FOMDPs with exogenous actions and additive rewards that both scale with

the domain size.

Unfortunately, the expressivity and power that can be gained from converting a decision-

theoretic planning problem to a FOMDP and obtaining a domain-independent solution does

not come without its drawbacks. The introduction of first-order logical languages to describe

FOMDPs introduces the need for logical simplification and theorem proving. Unfortunately,

both of these tasks are difficult by themselves and they introduce significant complications

that have been carefully worked around in the solution approaches covered in this thesis. For

example, while the use of alternating existential and universal quantifiers may complicate the

tasks of simplification and theorem proving, the solution methods used in this thesis exploit

the fact that many practical problems do not make substantial use of this expressivity. As such,

the high degree of regularity and structure inherent in manyFOMDPs permits the application

of solution methods that were not possible in purely ground approaches. Thus, along with

the structural expressivity gains of the FOMDP representation comes the ability to efficiently

exploit the structure laid bare by such expressivity in practice. To this end, this thesis contin-

ues the long-standing trends of exploiting structure in decision-theoretic planning tasks in the

MDP framework by succinctly representing and (approximately) optimally solving relational

decision-theoretic planning problems represented as FOMDPs.

2PPDDL is one of the the most popular probabilistic planning specification languages and incorporates ele-
ments of popular deterministic planning languages such as STRIPS[Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] and PDDL[Mc-
Dermottet al., 1998].
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1.3 Major Contributions

Following are some of the major contributions of the thesis:

1. Affine Algebraic Decision Diagrams: The algebraic decision diagram (ADD)[Bahar

et al., 1993] is a data structure for representing functions fromB
n → R and can be

very compact when the underlying function demonstrates context-specific independence

(CSI) [Boutilier et al., 1996]. Furthermore, unary and binary operations on functions

from B
n → R can often be computed efficiently by direct operations on therespective

ADD representations. As such, ADDs provide an attractive alternative to the tabular

representation of functions fromBn → R commonly used to represent factored MDPs

and thus can be used in the solution of factored MDPs. These ADD-based solutions can

be more efficient than direct manipulation of direct tabularrepresentations if the factored

MDP demonstrates CSI in the problem specification, the solution, or both. However,

many MDPs exhibit additive and multiplicative structure aswell as CSI. Prior to this

thesis work, no data structure could generally simultaneously exploit all three types of

structure.

To remedy this deficiency, we specify a novel extension to theADD data structure —

the affine ADD (AADD) — for simultaneously exploiting additive, multiplicative and

context-specific independence in factored MDP representation and solution methods. We

prove that the AADD never performs more than a constant factor worse in time and space

than an ADD and can lead to an exponential-to-linear reduction in time and space over

the ADD. We present a variety of empirical results suggesting that AADDs are often as

good as or better than ADDs or tabular representations in thesolution of factored MDPs.

2. First-order Decision Diagrams: We specify a first-order extension of both the ADD

and AADD data structures that can be used to replace the case representation and op-

erations used for FOMDPs. In doing this, we present a first-order extension of CSI

that can be exploited in the solution of FOMDPs. FOADDs and FOAADDS permit the

compact representation of FOMDP value functions and policies and help maintain sim-

plified representations that reduce the theorem proving burden on the solution algorithm.

The use of these first-order decision diagrams combined withtechniques for simplifying

first-order formulae permit the fully automated solution ofbasic FOMDPs.

3. Additive Decomposition of Universal Rewards: Universally quantified rewards are

known to make FOMDPs extremely difficult to solve[Gretton and Thiebaux, 2004]. As
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a heuristic alternative to the direct solution of a FOMDP with universal reward, we show

how to additively decompose universal reward specifications in a manner that leads to

efficient FOMDP solutions and reasonable performance characteristics on a variety of

test problems.

4. Linear-value Approximation for FOMDPs: We show how to generalize linear-value

approximation techniques for factored MDPs[Guestrinet al., 2002; Schuurmans and

Patrascu, 2001] to the case of FOMDPs, along with generalized loss-bounds onthe ap-

proximation. We also define a linear program (LP) with first-order constraints and con-

tribute an efficient constraint generation algorithm that exploits the constraint structure

to efficiently solve the LP.

5. Representation and Solution of Factored FOMDPs:We contribute the factored FOMDP

extension to model FOMDPs with factored actions and additive rewards that scale with

the domain size. We also contribute some extensions to symbolic dynamic program-

ming and linear-value approximation techniques to efficiently solve factored FOMDPs

in special cases. While the linear-value approximation algorithms that we introduce are

specific to a domain-instantiation, we demonstrate an example where a solution equiva-

lent to those obtained by ground methods can be obtained in time and space that scales

sub-linearly in the domain size — a result that is impossibleto obtain with grounded

solution techniques.

6. Correctness of Symbolic Dynamic Programming:We provide a formal proof of cor-

rectness of symbolic dynamic programming (SDP) for FOMDPs.The key to this proof is

showing that when an SDP solution to FOMDPs is grounded w.r.t. a domain closure as-

sumption, the result is equivalent to the solution obtainedby first grounding the FOMDP

and then applying standard ground MDP solution techniques.

This is a different proof approach from the original given in[Boutilier et al., 2001].

There the emphasis was on proving the correctness of the SDP algorithm at a purely

logical level (including the case of infinite models). In ourproof, we focus on making a

domain closure assumption (and thus implicitly, a finite model assumption) and proving

correspondence between the first-order and well-known ground MDP solutions.
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1.4 Distinction from Related Work

We note there has been a great deal of recent work in relational forms of decision-theoretic

planning[Hölldobler and Skvortsova, 2004; Karabaev and Skvortsova, 2005; Kerstinget al.,

2004; Wanget al., 2007; Wang and Khardon, 2007; Fernet al., 2003; Gretton and Thiebaux,

2004; Guestrinet al., 2003]. We will discuss these alternate approaches at the appropriate point

in future chapters, but for now we simply note that all related work demonstrates one or both

of the following limitations in comparison to this thesis work and its foundations[Boutilier et

al., 2001]:

1. No other exact solution algorithm applies to FOMDPs withbothuniversal and existential

quantifiers.

2. Other approximate solution approaches rely on domain instance sampling and must scale

at least linearly with the size of these sampled domain instances. As a consequence, these

algorithms cannot scale to arbitrarily large sampled domain sizes and can only provide

error bounds (if any) that grow proportionally to the domainsize.

As such, this thesis work proposes the only exact and approximate solution approaches that can

handle FOMDPs with both existential and universal quantifiers while scaling independently of

the domain size for the case of FOMDPs or potentially sublinearly in the domain size for

factored FOMDPs. Furthermore the approximate solution techniques that we propose permit

the computation of error bounds that applyuniformly to all domain sizes.

1.5 Outline

The thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the basic MDP model and motivate

the importance and generality of the MDP as a model for decision-theoretic planning. We also

present a variety of standard and approximate solution techniques for MDPs.

In Chapter 3, we introduce background material on factored MDPs relevant to the thesis.

This includes demonstrating how the structure of a factoredMDP representation can be ex-

ploited to avoid full state enumeration and how a variety of exact and approximate solution

algorithms can exploit this structure for purposes of spaceand computational efficiency. Next,

we introduce the first contribution of this thesis, the AffineAlgebraic Decision Diagram[San-

ner and McAllester, 2005], which permits the simultaneous exploitation of context-specific,

additive and multiplicative independence in factored MDPs.
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In Chapter 4 we begin by introducing the first-order MDP (FOMDP) formalism and the

symbolic dynamic programming solution approach as originally defined in [Boutilier et al.,

2001]. We then introduce a simple procedure for generalizing the propositionally-based ADDs

and AADDs to first-order (FO) versions that we respectively denote as FOADDs and FOAADDs.

We then show how these first-order decision diagrams can be used in place of case statements

to exploit structure in the basic FOMDP solution algorithmsand provide simple empirical

results for this approach. Faced with the difficulty of solving problems with universally speci-

fied rewards, we conclude the chapter by proposing an additive decomposition solution to this

problem.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty with the value iteration technique proposed in Chapter 4 is

that the value function representations tend to involve extremely complex formulae that can-

not be easily simplified. The inability to simplify often leads to a combinatorial explosion

in the size of the value function or policy. This typically prohibits the exact solution of rel-

atively simple FOMDPs so in Chapter 5 we seek alternate approaches based on linear-value

approximation. In this paradigm, we reduce the task of solving a FOMDP to that of obtain-

ing good weights for a set of basis functions that approximates the optimal value function. In

this chapter, we describe the basic generalization of thesetechniques from the factored case

to the first-order case and also provide a much-needed technique for automatic basis function

generation based on the work of Gretton and Thiebaux[2004].

In Chapter 6, we extend the symbolic dynamic programming framework for first-order

MDPs (FOMDPs) to handle sum/product aggregators and factored actions required to rep-

resent factored FOMDPs. To motivate the need for each of these extensions, we begin by

describing various scenarios where each new construct is required along with the formal se-

mantics of these constructs. Once we have specified the semantics, we proceed to generalize

symbolic dynamic programming (SDP) to handle FOMDPs with these additional constructs.

Noting that a number of intractability issues arise with SDP, we then introduce appropriately

generalized approximate linear programming and approximate policy iteration algorithms for

efficient linear-value approximation in the presence of sum/product aggregators and factored

actions.

We conclude in Chapter 7 with a summary of the thesis and some interesting directions for

future work.



Chapter 2

Markov Decision Processes

The Markov decision process (MDP) model was first introducedin the field of operations

research[Bellman, 1957] and significantly developed in subsequent years[Howard, 1960]. An

excellent recent text on MDPs is that of Puterman[1994]. The MDP has since been adopted

as a model for decision-theoretic planning with fully observable state in the field of artificial

intelligence[Bertsekas, 1987; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Boutilieret al., 1999].

In the MDP model we use in this thesis, an agent is allowed to fully observe the current

state and choose an action to execute from that state. Based onthat state and action, Nature

then chooses a next state according to some fixed probabilitydistribution and the agent receives

a corresponding reward. This process repeats itself for some horizon of time steps, possibly

infinite. The goal of the agent is to choose its actions so as tomaximize the sum of expected

discounted future rewards in this model.1

Given this high-level description of the MDP model, we now proceed to provide a more

detailed mathematical definition of an MDP followed by a description of various algorithmic

approaches for making optimal sequential decisions in thismodel. Except where otherwise

noted, the following presentation derives from Puterman[1994].

2.1 MDP Representation

Formally, a finite state and action MDP is specified by a tuple〈S,A, T ,R, h, γ〉. We now

describe each of these components in turn, noting that in practice, each must be specified by a

domain expert or learned from data.

1While an agent may seek to maximize other objectives in a general MDP model, we focus on maximizing the
sum of expected discounted reward in this thesis.

11
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State spaceS

The world is modeled by a set of distinct statesS. In the most general MDP models,S can be

infinite or continuous, but throughout the thesis, we assumea discrete (possibly infinite) state

space.

Action spaceA

An agent in an MDP can effect changes to its state by executingactions from the setA. In

more general MDP models,A can be infinite or continuous, but again, we assume a discrete

(possibly infinite) action space throughout the thesis. Actions are the only way that an agent

can interact with the state and thus the choice of action to take in each state comprises the main

decision-theoretic task of the agent.

Transition function T

In an MDP model, the effects of actions can be uncertain such that for any actiona ∈ A
executed, the world has a fixed probability distribution over transitions to any state inS. For

the purpose of this thesis, the transition functionT will be modeled as a probability distribution

T (s, a, s′) = P (s′|a, s), which denotes the probability that the world makes a transition from

states ∈ S tos′ ∈ S given that actionawas executed in states. We note that this representation

of the transition function satisfies the Markovian assumptions of an MDP, which require that

the distribution over statesst+1 at timet+1 is independent of any previous statest−i and action

at−i for i ≥ 1 given the statest and the actionat taken at timet.

While we typically think of the transition function as dependent only upon the agent’s

action and the state from which it was taken, there can also beexogenous eventsthat are not

directly influenced by the agent. For example, as discussed in the SYSADMIN problem in

Chapter 1, any computer not explicitly rebooted can independently fail according to some

probability distribution. In order to model such exogenousevents in this thesis, we will simply

fold these implicit probabilistic effects into the transition distribution for each action.

Reward functionR

The preferences of the agent are encoded in a reward function, which for the purpose of this

thesis will be restricted to a real-valued range, that isR : S × A → R. This form of reward

function is much more flexible than goal-oriented notions inclassical planning; for example,
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one can easily model multiple objectives and decision-theoretic reward tradeoffs using different

reward values for different states and actions. In a classical planning model, one is typically

restricted to specifying a set of equally preferred goal states with state-independent action costs.

Horizon h and discount factorγ

In an MDP, the objective of the agent will be to maximize expected utility accumulated over

some time horizonh representing the number of decision steps until termination. While we

cover the case for finiteh in this chapter, for all subsequent chapters of the thesis, we will

assumeh =∞ unless otherwise noted.

In the calculation of accumulated reward, we allow for the discounting of rewardst time

steps into the future by a discount factorγt whereγ ∈ [0, 1]. Throughout this thesis, we will

assume thatγ < 1 unless specifically noted. The use ofγ < 1 allows one to model the notion

that an immediate rewardr is worth more than the equivalent reward delayed one or more time

steps in the future. Such a discounting assumption has both an economic justification as well

as an implicit modeling justification for a process that has a1− γ probability of terminating at

each step.

Practically,γ < 1 is required to ensure that the total expected reward is bounded in the

case of infinite horizon MDPs. However, if we can make the assumption that the only non-zero

reward states in our MDP model are a set of goal states and the system transitions into a zero-

reward absorbing state after reaching a goal state, then we can useγ = 1 in the infinite horizon

setting since the total future reward is guaranteed to be bounded.

2.2 Policy Representation

The goal of an agent is to take the action in each state that maximizes the expected accumulated

discounted reward criterion over a specified time horizonh. A sequence of actions to be taken

can be specified as〈πh, πh−1, . . . , π1〉 where eachπt : S → A is a time-dependent action

policy that specifies an action to take from each statest with t-stages-to-go. An important

result following from the Markovian property of MDPs is thatany policy conditioned on the

state or action history from previous decision stages can berepresented by an equivalent policy

conditioned on only the current state. This follows from thefact that the fully observed state at

any stage renders the previous history irrelevant.

An optimal policy〈π∗
h, π

∗
h−1, . . . , π

∗
1〉 is a sequence of action policies to be taken that max-
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imize the agent’s total expected discounted reward over horizonh. Conveniently, for the case

of h = ∞, there always exists an optimal stationary policy[Howard, 1960]. Thus, no loss

of expected discounted reward is incurred for infinite horizon MDPs by restricting our policy

representation to a single policyπ denoting the action to take from all states at all time stages.

2.3 Optimal Solution Criteria

If the agent’s objective is to find the policy that maximizes the expected sum of discounted

rewards over a specified time horizon, this objective can be formally expressed as

Eπ

[

∞
∑

t=0

γt · rt|s0

]

(2.1)

wherert is a reward obtained at timet, γ is a discount factor as defined above,π is a policy as

defined previously, ands0 is the initial starting state. Based on this reward criterion, we define

thevalue functionfor a policyπ as the following:

Vπ(s) = Eπ

[

∞
∑

t=0

γt · rt
∣

∣

∣
s0 = s

]

. (2.2)

Intuitively, the value function for a policyπ is the expected sum of discounted rewards accu-

mulated while executing that policy when starting from states.

A greedy policyπV w.r.t. a value functionV is simply the action policy that takes an action

in each state that maximizes expected value w.r.t toV defined as follows:

πV (s) = arg max
a∈A

{

R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V (s′)

}

(2.3)

Thus, from any value function, we can derive a correspondinggreedy policy that represents the

best action choice w.r.t. that value estimation.

An optimal policyπ∗ in an infinite horizon MDP maximizes the value function for all states.

An optimal policyπ∗ is the greedy policy w.r.t. an optimal value functionV ∗ and likewise the

optimal value function is the value under an optimal policy,Vπ∗(s) = V ∗(s). We note thatV ∗
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satisfies the following fixed-point equality:

V ∗(s) = max
a

{

R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) · V ∗(s′)

}

. (2.4)

2.4 Exact Solution Techniques

In this section we will discuss exact solution techniques primarily for the case of infinite hori-

zon MDPs. Before we discuss these techniques though, we introduce an alternative matrix

notation for MDPs that will simplify portions of the following presentation.

2.4.1 Vector and Matrix Notation

We sometimes write the MDP in vector and matrix form. For eacha ∈ A, we can represent

the rewardR(s, a) as a column vectorRa indexed by states ∈ S. We can represent the value

functionV (s) as a column vectorV indexed by states. And we can represent the transition

functionT (s, a, s′) for each actiona ∈ A as a transition matrixTa row-indexed by current state

s and column-indexed by next states′ ∈ S. In this case, equation 2.4 can be restated as the

following:

V ∗ = max
π
{Rπ + γTπV

∗} (2.5)

In some cases, we will refer to the reward vector and the transition matrix with respect to a

policy π asRπ andTπ, respectively; here the reward value and transition probability for each

state corresponds to the action choice indicated byπ. Or we may refer to the reward vector and

transition matrices restricted to a specific actiona ∈ A asRa andTa, respectively. If needed,

π itself can be represented as a vector of actionsa ∈ A indexed by state and we letΠ denote

the set of all possible policy vectors.

2.4.2 Dynamic programming

We begin our discussion of dynamic programming by providingtwo equations that form the

basis of the stochastic dynamic programming algorithms used to solve MDPs.

We defineV 0
π = R(s) and then inductively define thet-stage-to-go value functionfor a

policy π as follows:

V t
π(s) = R(s, π(s)) + γ

∑

s′∈S

T (s, π(s), s′) · V t−1
π (s′) (2.6)
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Figure 2.1: A diagram demonstrating a) forward evaluation of the MDP value function and
b) dynamic programming regression evaluation of the MDP value function. Both methods
return the same value forV 3(s), but the forward evaluation requires exponential time in the
search depthO((|S| · |A|)d) and only calculates the value for one initial state whereas dynamic
programming caches its results on each backup thus requiring only polynomial time in the
search depthO(|S| · |A| · d) and solving for the value function ateverystate.

Based on this definition, Bellman’sprinciple of optimality[Bellman, 1957] establishes the

following relationship between the optimal value functionat staget and the optimal value

function at the previous staget− 1:

V t,∗(s) = max
a∈A

{

R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) · V t−1,∗(s′)

}

(2.7)

Value iteration

We start with an algorithm known as value iteration that directly implements Equation 2.7.

Here, we start withV 0(s) = maxaR(s, a) and perform the Bellman backup given in Equa-

tion 2.7 for each stateV 1(s) using the value ofV 0(s). We repeat this process for each stage

t, producing the backed up value function forV t(s) from V t−1(s) until we have computed

the intendedt-stage-to-go value function. This algorithm is demonstrated graphically in Fig-

ure 2.1(b).

Often, the Bellman backup is rewritten in two steps to separate out the backup of a value

function through a single action and the maximization of this value over all actions. In this
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case, we first compute thet-stage-to-go Q-function for every action and state:

Qt(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ ·
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) · V t−1(s′) (2.8)

Then we maximize over each action to determine the value of the regressed state:

V t(s) = max
a∈A

{

Qt(s, a)
}

(2.9)

This is clearly equivalent to equation 2.7 but is in a form that we will refer to later since it

separates the algorithm into its two conceptual components.

Puterman[1994] shows that terminating once the following condition is met

‖V t − V t−1‖∞ <
ǫ(1− γ)

2γ
(2.10)

guaranteesǫ-optimality, i.e.,maxs |V t(s)− V ∗(s)| < ǫ. Thus, the greedy policy derived from

V t iteration loses no more thanǫ in value over the infinite horizon in comparison to the optimal

policy.

We note that the value iteration approach requires time polynomial in the search depthd,

i.e.,O(|S| · |A| · d), and solves for the value function ateverystate. Puterman[1994] provides

a proof that value iteration converges at a linear rate in terms of the number of iterations.

Policy iteration

At each step of the value iteration backup, we are implicitlyperforming a policy update, deter-

mining the best action to take from every state in order to maximize reward. Another approach

to dynamic programming is known as policy iteration[Howard, 1960] and is summarized in

the following algorithm:

1. Initialization: Pick an arbitrary initial decision policyπ0 ∈ Π and seti = 0.

2. Policy Evaluation: Solve forVπi
(see below).

3. Policy Improvement:Find a new policyπi+1 that is a greedy policy w.r.t.Vπi

(i.e.,πi+1 ∈ arg maxπ∈Π {Rπ + γTπVπi
} with ties resolved via a total precedence order

over actions).

4. Termination Check:If πi+1 6= πi then incrementi and go to step 2 else returnπi+1.
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We note that the policy evaluation of afixedpolicy π reduces to the solution of a linear sys-

tem since the MDP reduces to a simple Markov chain. Thus, we can solve forVπ by computing

the right-hand side of the following equation:

Vπ = Rπ(I − γTπ)−1 (2.11)

We note that a unique solution forVπ always exists since the Markovian properties ofTπ

guarantee thatI−γTπ is invertible. We note that solving forVπ directly using matrix inversion

takes timeO(|S|3). Alternately, we can solve forVπ usingsuccessive approximation, which

initializesV 0
π = Rπ and iteratively computesV t

π fromV t−1
π using Equation 2.6 untilV t

π = V t−1
π

(whereVπ = V t
π ).

Once policy iteration has terminated, the final policy returned is the optimal policyπ∗

and the value function corresponding to this policy is the optimal value functionV ∗. Puter-

man [1994] provides conditions and a proof of a superlinear rate of convergence for policy

iteration.

So far, we have implicitly assumed that the above algorithmsperform synchronous updates,

that is, we are updating the value function in value iteration for all states and that we are im-

proving the policy in policy iteration for all states. We additionally note that there are a number

of asynchronous variants of value and policy iteration thatdo not update the value or improve

the policy at every state on all iterations, yet still retainsimilar convergence properties. These

algorithm variants are discussed by Puterman[1994] and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis[1996] and

are extremely useful for proving convergence properties ofthe reinforcement learning[Barto

and Sutton, 1998] and real-time search[Bartoet al., 1993] approaches to solving MDPs. How-

ever, we do not discuss asynchronous methods further as theyare not directly relevant to the

methods we employ throughout the rest of the thesis.

Modified policy iteration

A comparison of the two previous algorithms reveals that they occupy two extremes in terms

of policy updates: value iteration performs an implicit policy update in order to compute every

intermediate value function whereas policy iteration performs an update only after solving

directly forVπ.

If we interpolate between these two approaches, we arrive atan algorithm known as mod-

ified policy iteration[Puterman and Shin, 1978]. In this algorithm, we simply iterate between

policy evaluation and policy improvement phases until our policy is ǫ-optimal using the same
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terminating criteria as value iteration. The algorithm is very similar to policy iteration with the

exception of the policy evaluation phase replaced by an approximate version:

1. Initialization: Pick an arbitrary initial decision policy vectorπ0 ∈ Π and seti = 0.

2. Approximate Policy Evaluation:Solve forVπi
using some number of steps of successive

approximation.

3. Policy Improvement:Find a new policyπi+1 that is the greedy policy w.r.t.Vπi
.

4. Termination Check:If πi+1 6= πi then incrementi and go to step 2 else returnπi+1.

Algorithm convergence requires only that the policy approximation phase does not increase the

error of the value estimate from the previous iteration, i.e.,

‖V ∗ − Vπi+1
‖ ≤ ‖V ∗ − Vπi

‖ (2.12)

Such a property holds, for example, by initializing the value estimate withVπi
and then per-

forming one or more steps of successive approximation underthe policyπi+1.

A proof of superlinear convergence rate for modified policy iteration under certain condi-

tions is given by Puterman[1994]. Puterman also notes that modified policy iteration often

empirically requires less computation time than both valueand policy iteration.

2.4.3 Forward-search

If we reexamine Equation 2.7, we note that we could compute this recurrence in a forward-

search manner by starting at an initial state and unfolding the recurrence to horizonh and

then computing the expectation and maximization as we return to the initial state. A graphical

representation of the unfolding of this computation is shown in Figure 2.1(a). We note that

determining the valueV h(s) for a singlestate using this method requires time exponential in

the search depthh, that is,O((|S| · |A|)h).

Since we are performing forward search to a fixeda priori search depth, we can de-

termine the minimum horizonh to search if we want anǫ bound on the maximum error

of our value function, given knowledge of our discount factor γ and our maximum reward

Rmax = maxs,aR(s, a):

h ≥ logγ

(

ǫ(1− γ)
Rmax

)

− 1 (2.13)
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2.4.4 Real-time dynamic programming

The real-time dynamic programming (RTDP) framework[Barto et al., 1993] is a hybrid ap-

proach that combines real-time forward search with dynamicprogramming. This approach

uses limited depth, forward-search backups to update the value function of the set of states vis-

ited during on-line trials, assuming that initial states were generated according to some fixed

distribution. The policy used for the trials is the optimal policy for the current value function.

Since backed-up and cached values from one step are used by other steps, this approach mixes

the forward-search and dynamic programming paradigms. It is provably convergent and has

the advantage that it only derives the value function for theset of states reachable from the

initial state distribution. This can often be more efficientthan synchronous dynamic program-

ming approaches when the set of reachable states is small compared to the total number of

states.

2.4.5 Linear programming

An MDP can also be solved by formulating it as the optimization of a linear program (LP).

The fact that such a solution exists follows from the notion that the optimal policy and value

function must satisfy the following inequalities for all states as implied by Equation 2.4:

V ∗(s) ≥ max
a∈A

(

R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)

)

; ∀s ∈ S (2.14)

This equality in turn implies the following conditions:

V ∗(s) ≥ R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′); ∀a ∈ A, s ∈ S (2.15)

While this latter set of inequalities only enforces one side of the optimal value function fixed-

point equality given in Equation 2.4, it turns out that finding the minimalV ∗ under anL1

metric that satisfies these constraints suffices to enforce the other side of the inequality. Thus,

the optimal value function can be computed by the following primal specification of a linear
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program[Puterman, 1994]:

Variables: V

Minimize: ‖V ‖1
Subject to: 0 ≥ Ra + γTaV − V, ∀a ∈ A (2.16)

Puterman[1994] provides a proof that this formulation is guaranteed to produce an optimal

value function for an MDP. Puterman also notes that solving the dual LP formulation is often

more efficient than solving the primal LP formulation. However, we do not present the dual

formulation here as we work directly with the primal formulation and its variants throughout

the thesis.

2.5 Approximate Solution Techniques

As the number of states and actions in an MDP grows, it often becomes necessary to ex-

plore approximate solutions in the face of intractability of exact solutions. While approxi-

mation in MDPs can take many forms, it is frequently carried out by considering restricted

representations of the value function. Some methods for restricting the value function repre-

sentation will become relevant once we introduce structured descriptions of our MDP models

and solution algorithms. However, a very general and popular approximate solution technique

for MDPs is that of linear-value function approximation[Schweitzer and Seidmann, 1985;

Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996; Koller and Parr, 1999a; Koller and Parr, 1999b; Schuurmans and

Patrascu, 2001; Guestrinet al., 2002], which we discuss at length in this section.

2.5.1 Linear-value Function Representation

Representing value functions as a linear combination of basis functions has many convenient

computational properties, many of which will become evident as we incorporate factored and

relational structure in our MDP model. However, perhaps oneof the most important aspects

for the work we present here is that linear-value function representations lead to MDP solu-

tion formulations using optimization w.r.t. linear objectives and linear constraints — that is,

the well-studied case of linear program (LP) optimization.Since many robust off-the-shelf

LP solvers are available, this makes such approaches attractive for practical implementation

purposes.
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If we haven states in our MDP, the exact value function can be specified asa vector inR
n.

This vector can be approximated by a value functionṼ~w that is a linear combination ofk fixed

basis function vectors denotedbi(s) as follows:

Ṽ~w(s) =
k
∑

i=1

wi · bi(s) (2.17)

The linear subspace spanned by the basis set might not include the actual value function, but

one can use projection methods to minimize some error measure between the actual value

function and the linear combination of basis functions.

The basis functions themselves can be specified by domain experts, constructed or learned

in an automated fashion (e.g.,[Poupartet al., 2002a; Mahadevan, 2005]). We will consider

more structured forms of automated basis function construction as we introduce structured

MDP representations in subsequent chapters.

On a final note, we mention that there are a variety of other general function approximation

such as nonlinear functions or neural nets[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] but it is generally

difficult to provide useful convergence properties for suchapproximation architectures so we

do not discuss them further in this thesis.

2.5.2 Error Bounds on Approximate Value Functions

Once a set of basis functions has been specified, the problem of finding an approximate value

function reduces to the problem of finding a good set of weights that closely approximates the

optimal value function. One way of measuring thea posterioriquality of an approximated

value functionṼ~w is by evaluating the Bellman errorβ (i.e., theL∞ norm of the Bellman

residual) of the value function under the MDP dynamics:

β = max
s∈S

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ṽ~w(s)−max
a∈A

(

R(s, a) + γ
∑

s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)Ṽ~w(s′)

)∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(2.18)

Of course we note that when the Bellman error is zero, this equation satisfies the fixed-point

equation for the optimal value function given in Equation 2.4 and thusβ = 0 indicates that

Ṽ~w = V ∗.

Let π̃ be the greedy policy w.r.t. the value function approximation Ṽ~w. Onceβ is known for

Ṽ~w, it is then easy to bound the max-norm (L∞) error ofVπ̃ w.r.t. the optimal value function
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using the following inequality[Williams and Baird, 1994]:

‖V ∗ − Vπ̃‖∞ ≤
2γβ

1− γ (2.19)

Thus, in all of the following approximation techniques, we will have some way of determining

a maximum bound on the loss of our approximation.

2.5.3 Approximate Dynamic Programming

Approximate dynamic programming techniques are simply extensions of the previous dynamic

programming algorithms with additional approximation steps. While these approximation

steps do not guarantee convergence, ana posteriorianalysis of the Bellman error of a value

function can show that the value function estimate has converged within some error bound.

Approximate Value Iteration

Approximate value iteration (AVI)is precisely the value iteration algorithm previously pre-

sented with the additional step that after each Bellman backup, the value function may be

projected onto a more compact representation. Since we are focusing on linear-value function

approximation in this section, we will cover the case of projecting the one-step Bellman backup

onto a linear-value function representation.

In AVI using linear-value approximation, we begin by initializing the weights~w0 of our

initial linear-value function representatioñV 0
~w in some way — perhaps with~w0 = ~0 or with ~w0

set so that̃V 0
~w = maxaRa (if our linear-value function representation permits this). Then we

perform the standard Bellman backup given in Equation 2.7 to obtainV 1. Since the dynamics

of our MDP do not guarantee that our linear-value function representation spans the space of

V 1, it will be necessary to projectV 1 onto the space of̃V 1
~w , which we discuss in a moment.

This process can proceed indefinitely in AVI, obtainingV t from Ṽ t−1
~w and projectingV t to

obtain Ṽ t
~w until some predefined stopping criterion such as a maximum limit on iterations or

Bellman error bound has been met.

Perhaps the most obvious choice for projectingV t to obtainṼ t
~w in AVI is the following

where~w∗ represents the weights for the optimal projection andn is the error normLn being

minimized in the projection:

~w∗ = arg min
~w

∥

∥

∥V t − Ṽ t
~w

∥

∥

∥

n
(2.20)
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Tsitsiklis and Van Roy[1996] show that minimizing the Euclidean-distance (L2) error can di-

verge — even wheñV t
~w spans the space of the optimal value function. Likewise, Guestrin,

Koller, and Parr[2001] discuss similar issues with the divergence of AVI for the case of the

max-norm (L∞) error minimizing projection. However, these divergence issues can be miti-

gated in practice if additional basis functions are introduced to minimize the projection error.

Approximate Policy Iteration

Approximate policy iteration (API)with linear-value function approximation is another variant

of dynamic programming that uses a different projection step. The benefit of API is that under

anL∞ projection step, its error can be shown to be bounded for all iterations, thus avoiding the

divergence issues of AVI[Guestrinet al., 2001].

The API algorithm follows the policy iteration algorithm provided previously, except that

the value determination step is now approximate rather thanexact. After starting with an

initial arbitrary policyπ0, policy iteration iterates between the following two stepswhere the

projection is in terms of theLn norm:

~wi = arg min
~w

∥

∥

∥Rπi
+ Tπi

Ṽ~w − Ṽ~w

∥

∥

∥

n
(2.21)

πi+1 = arg max
π∈Π

{

Rπ + γTπṼ~wi

}

(2.22)

Koller and Parr[1999b] provide an API algorithm based on minimizing a weightedL2 norm

in the projection step. In subsequent work, Guestrin, Koller and Parr[2001] presented the

following LP intended to directly minimize theL∞ norm in the projection step:

Variables:~w

Minimize: β

Subject to:β ≥
∣

∣

∣
Rπi

+ Tπi
Ṽ~w − Ṽ~w

∣

∣

∣
(2.23)

One nice advantage of directly minimizing theL∞ norm in the projection step is that when API

converges (i.e.,πi = πi−1 or equivalently~wi = ~wi−1), the objectiveβ for the final LP solution

of Equation 2.23 is the Bellman error of the approximated value function. Thus a bound on the

error of the approximated value function is immediately available by pluggingβ directly into

Equation 2.19[Guestrinet al., 2001].
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2.5.4 Approximate Linear Programming

Approximate linear programming (ALP)is simply an extension of the linear programming

solution of MDPs to the case where the value function is approximated. In a linear-value func-

tion representation, the objective and constraints will belinear in the weights being optimized

and thus the linear programming framework can still be used.Consequently, we arrive at the

following variant of the LP in Equation 2.16 that simply takes into account the linear-value

function representation:

Variables: ~w

Minimize: ‖Ṽ~w‖1
Subject to: 0 ≥ Ra + γTaṼ~w − Ṽ~w, ∀a ∈ A (2.24)

2.6 Application to AI Planning Problems

We focus on MDPs as a model for decision-theoretic planning since they generalize many of the

planning paradigms found in the literature. First we reviewsome of these planning paradigms

and then proceed to a discussion of two general classes of MDPproblems, one oriented towards

a decision-theoretic extension of classical task-oriented planning and the other oriented towards

a non-terminating process model with a long-tern reward optimization objective, but no clear

definition of a single task or goal.

2.6.1 Common AI Planning Paradigms

As mentioned previously, classical planning can be viewed as a restricted case of decision-

theoretic planning in MDPs where all actions are deterministic and the reward is goal-oriented,

that is, there is only one non-zero reward value that is specified for a set of absorbing goal

states. Typically the initial state is known, thus making observability a moot issue — with a

known initial state and deterministic actions, the state ofthe world afteranyaction sequence

will be known with certainty.

In classical planning the objective is simply to find a sequence of actions that will lead to a

goal state from the initial state. There may be an emphasis placed on finding shorter plans, or

more generally there may be costs associated with actions and the use of an objective criterion

that minimizes cost-to-goal. Nonetheless, all of these variants can be modeled in the MDP
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framework. However, this does not mean that standard MDP solution algorithms are partic-

ularly well-suited for classical planning; while standardexact MDP solution algorithms will

provide an optimal policy in the case of classical planning,this optimal policy is provided for

all states. However due to the known initial state and determinism of action effects, solutions

to classical planning can be specified via straight-line sequences of actions that may touch

on only a very small subset of the total state space. Thus, thefull policy provided by exact

MDP solution algorithms will be inefficient compared to deterministic planners in the classi-

cal planning paradigm that can exploit knowledge of the initial state and action constraints to

avoid searching through all states. Weld[1999] provides an excellent overview of many recent

advances in classical deterministic AI planning along these lines.

A related topic is that of optimal deterministic planning, which uses a similar framework

as classical AI planning (i.e., known initial state and deterministic action effects), but relaxes

the goal-oriented notions to a much richer set of preferences over goals and resource con-

straints (see e.g.,[Haddawy and Hanks, 1998; Williamson and Hanks, 1994; Brafmanand

Chernyavsky, 2005]) and even temporally extended preferences (see e.g.,[Bienvenuet al.,

2006; Baieret al., 2007] for some recent work and a discussion of related approaches in this

area). The task here is to find an optimal plan that takes into account the preferences and con-

straints. Since these approaches use a rich notion of preferences and assumptions, there does

not necessarily exist a direct correspondence to the scalar-reward MDP framework discussed

in this chapter. Nonetheless, notions of reward in the MDP framework defined here can capture

some aspects of optimal deterministic planning.

A number of planning problems in AI involve partial observability and thus cannot be

solved in the MDP framework presented here. Two notable problems are variants of confor-

mant planning. In conformant planning[Cimatti and Roveri, 1999] the initial state is restricted,

but strictly unknown and actions have non-deterministic effects with no (or in some variants,

partial) observability. Probabilistic conformant planning is similar except that strict uncertainty

in the initial state and action effects are replaced with known probability distributions[Kushm-

erick et al., 1995]. Nonetheless, the partial observability assumptions of conformant planning

and many other partially observable problems prevent them from being modeled or solved

within the MDP framework presented here.
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2.6.2 Task- vs. Process-oriented Planning

Most classical AI planning problems exhibit the characteristic of being goal-oriented, even

when there are multiple goals and relative preferences overthose goals. The BOXWORLD

problem from Chapter 1 is a good example of a such a task-oriented problem: there are a

number of boxes that need to be delivered to their destination and once this is achieved, the

problem terminates. While many task-oriented decision-theoretic planning problems can be

modeled as MDPs with some form of absorbing goal state, this is only one possible class of

problems.

There are many problems that are continuous processes without a clearly defined notion

of goal or termination, but rather a continuously accumulating reward over an infinite horizon.

The SYSADMIN problem from Chapter 1 is an exemplar of this class of problems. Recalling

the SYSADMIN description, the objective was to maximize the count of computers running

per time step under an infinite horizon discounted reward criterion. However, given that any

computer can independently fail at any time step if not rebooted due to exogenous events, the

task has no clear criterion for termination since no state can persist indefinitely. Fortunately,

this ongoing process-oriented problem is well-modeled as the optimization and solution of an

infinite-horizon discounted reward MDP.

As mentioned in Boutilieret al. [1999], many real-world problems exhibit both task- and

process-oriented behavior. And the beauty of the MDP framework is that it can accommodate

both forms of MDP models and it can seamlessly combine them, if needed. Thus, we can

not only accurately model decision-theoretic planning problems based on the classical task-

oriented paradigm, but we can encapsulate these task-oriented problems in a more realistic

ongoing optimization process with random exogenous events. These types of combined task-

and process-oriented models more accurately reflect the problems than an agent would likely

have to contend with while acting in a realistic world model.

2.7 Summary

We have motivated the decision-theoretic planning paradigm and cast the framework in an

MDP setting. And we have covered all of the groundwork for theMDP solution techiques that

we develop in this thesis. Among these solutions, there are two important choices to consider.

The first choice is whether to use iterative dynamic programming methods or direct linear

program optimization techniques. The second choice is whether to use exact or approximate
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solution methods.

It is not entirely clear when to use dynamic programming algorithms vs. direct linear

program optimization techniques. While Puterman[1994] cites Koehler[1976] in reporting

that dynamic programming based modified policy iteration techniques can outperform direct

linear programming techniques by as much as 10 times, Trick and Zin[1997] report exactly the

opposite case, perhaps owing to their use of the more recently available and highly optimized

ILOG CPLEX LP solver.

The second choice of exact vs. approximate is almost invariably determined by the size of

the state space. If the state space is relatively small then one can easily resort to exact methods.

However, if the state space is sufficiently large, approximate solution techniques are the only

viable option. But this last statement depends critically onhow one measures the size of the

state space.

Looking ahead to future chapters, we note that there is only so much computational ad-

vantage that can be gained by using the approximate solutiontechniques in place of the exact

techniques covered in this chapter. That is, all exact and approximate solution techniques men-

tioned here must represent the value function and policy (ifrequired) as vectors or functions

over an explicitly enumerated state space. As it turns out, there are many representations well

suited to decision-theoretic planning tasks that do not require explicit state enumeration in

the problem representation or in the solution. As such, the use and exploitation of structured

representations is complementary to the choice of exact vs.approximate solution method or

dynamic programming vs. direct linear program optimization. That is, the exploitation of

structure can help all of these methods scale far beyond whatis possible with approaches that

rely on explicit state enumeration.

Thus, the modeling and exploitation of decision-theoreticplanning structure in the MDP

framework will be the core focus of the remainder of this thesis.



Chapter 3

Factored MDPs

In the MDP representation of the previous chapter we expressed the reward, transition distribu-

tion, policy, and value function all in terms of an explicitly enumerated state space. However,

this is neither the most natural nor the most compact representation one can choose, nor can it

be easily exploited in solution methods.

Intuitively, we often think of states in terms of various state properties. That is, a state

representation can be factored into a number of properties that we will call state variables

where each of these state variables can take assignments from a set of possible values. For

example, a state variable may be the location of an object andit may take assignments from

a small set of locations (e.g., office, hallway, or cafeteria). If there are a number of objects,

we may choose to represent the location of each object with a different state variable. In

this case of multiple state variables, states can be considered to be a joint configuration of

all state variables. As we will show in the first half of this chapter, it is not only natural to

represent MDPs in this factored manner, but state variable factoring can also result in compact

representations that can be exploited by solution methods to avoid explicit state enumeration.

In the second half of this chapter, we will review a number of methods for exploiting

factored MDP structure in extensions of solution algorithms from the previous chapter. We

will also introduce the first contribution of this thesis, which is a compact data structure termed

the affine algebraic decision diagram (AADD) that can compactly and simultaneously exploit

multiple forms of independence in the representation and solution of factored MDPs.

29
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3.1 Factored MDP Representations

While the MDP solution techniques from the previous chapter all require time at least poly-

nomial in |S| and |A|, we note that|S| can be very large. To see this, recall the SYSAD-

MIN problem from Chapter 1 where the state can be represented byn binary state variables

x1, . . . , xn where each state variablexi ∈ Xi (with Xi = {true, false}) represents whether

computeri is running or not. In this problem, the total number of statesis 2n (i.e., |S| =

|{X1 × X2 × · · · × Xn}|). This is Bellman’s well-known curse of dimensionality[Bellman,

1957] and it unfortunately implies that the enumerated state solution methods discussed in

the last chapter require time exponential in the number of state variablesn. Obviously, such

enumerated state solution approaches would be computationally prohibitive for as few as 50

computers.1

Consequently, efficient representations and algorithms areextremely important for the solu-

tion of MDPs for realistic problems. This is especially truefor fields such as decision-theoretic

planning where 50 binary state variables would be considered at most an intermediate-sized

problem.2 In the following sections, we describe structured representations and algorithms

that mitigate the problems associated with enumerated state MDP representations and solution

algorithms, thus vastly increasing the size of MDPs that canbe practically solved exactly or

approximately.

3.1.1 Factored Transition and Reward Dynamics

One of the major representational bottlenecks in MDPs stemsfrom representing the transition

matrices. For example, with a state in SYSADMIN formed fromn = 3 binary variables,

the joint transition distribution would be of the formP (x′1, x
′
2, x

′
3, x1, x2, x3, a) (with the x′i

variables representing the next-state variables anda ∈ A representing the three actions to

reboot each of the three computers). If this probability distribution was represented in an

enumerated manner, it would require|A| = 3 matrices of row and column dimension23 for

a total of26 entries per matrix. Clearly, it would become prohibitively difficult to store these

matrices as more variables were added as the number of matrixentries scales exponentially

1For reference, using one byte of storage per enumerated state in an MDP with 50 variables would require
one petabyte of storage, far beyond what could reasonably bestored in primary or secondary storage on a modern
desktop computer.

2For example, in the 2006 ICAPS International ProbabilisticPlanning Competition, the largest problems in
the ELEVATOR domain had well over 350 binary state variables if a binary variable were instantiated for each
ground relational fluent. This amounts to over2350 distinct states.
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with the number of state variablesn.

However, from an intuitive standpoint, most actions affectonly a small subset of state vari-

ables, which can be exploited in a factored representation of the transition distribution. A

dynamic Bayes net (DBN)[Dean and Kanazawa, 1989] serves as an appropriate representation

in this case. Using a DBN, we can specify the effects of an action on an individual computer

conditioned on the relevant state variables. Let us assume that our three computers in SYSAD-

MIN are connected in a unidirectional ring3, thus having the network configuration and DBN

transition function representation in Figure 3.1(a). We can then specify theconditional proba-

bility tables (CPTs)in the DBN where the next state of each computerx′i is conditioned on the

computer’s previous statexi, the computerxi−1 to which it has an upstream connection, and

the action (specifically whetherxi was rebooted by the actionreboot(i)):4

P (x′i = true|~xi, a) =















a = reboot(i) : 1

a 6= reboot(i) ∧ xi = true : .475 · (I[xi−1] + 1)

a 6= reboot(i) ∧ xi = false : .025 · (I[xi−1] + 1)

(3.1)

In words, this states that a computer is running in the next state with probability 1 if it was

rebooted, or otherwise with a probability that is most impacted by the computer’s previous

state and somewhat less by the previous state of its upstreamconnection. The exact numerical

values chosen here are taken from the SYSADMIN specification inGuestrin et al.[2002].

We can use a factored representation in the spirit of influence diagram[Howard and Mathe-

son, 1984] representations to model the state variables that influencethe reward function. This

is also shown in Figure 3.1(a).

For this DBN, we can then write the full conditional joint transition distribution in the

following factored form:

P (x′1, x
′
2, x

′
3|x1, x2, x3, a) = P (x′1|x1, x3, a) · P (x′2|x1, x2, a) · P (x′3|x2, x3, a)

We note that the full conditional joint distribution for a single action would take192 entries

to represent as a fully enumerated CPT while the factored representation requires tables with

a total number of72 entries given the conditional independence assumptions. As the number

3Formally, in a unidirectional ring, each computerxi has one incoming connection fromxi−1 where subtrac-
tion is modulon.

4The notationI[·] is an indicator function that takes the value1 when its argument evaluates to true and 0 when
it evaluates to false.
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Figure 3.1: a) A dynamic Bayes network and decision diagram representing a transition func-
tion and a reward function for SYSADMIN with n = 3 and a unidirectional ring network
topology. b) An compact encoding of the transition functionCPT for the DBN as an ADD.
Note thatx′3 sums to one over all possible previous states. c) An ADD representation of the
additive reward function for SYSADMIN . For all ADDs, the high (true) edge is solid, the low
(false) edge is dotted.

of computersn in this unidirectional network topology increases, the size of the full joint

representation will scale exponentially inn while the size of the DBN representation will scale

only quadratically inn (requiringn CPTs each with8n entries).

Throughout this exposition, we assume that the DBN representation of the transition func-

tion does not have synchronic arcs that specify dependencesbetween post-action variables.

However, if needed, it is easy to modify our DBN notation to permit such arcs and the forth-

coming algorithms to take such arcs into account during inference. Or alternately, one may

choose to modify the problem description to use joint variables in place of variables connected

via synchronic arcs. This approach incurs a representational blowup exponential in the number

of variables joined, but converts a DBN with synchronic arcs to an equivalent (but larger) DBN
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without synchronic arcs.

We also note that there are alternative representations to the DBN transition representation

such as probabilistic generalizations of STRIPS operators[Boutilier et al., 1995a]. However,

Littman [1997] proved that this representation can be converted to a dynamic Bayes net rep-

resentation with only a polynomial blowup in size. This effectively demonstrates that both

formalisms are representationally equivalent.

In the general case, using DBN and influence diagram structures to efficiently represent

transition and reward dependencies often saves a considerable amount of space in these repre-

sentations. Defining theparentsof a next-state variablex′i in the DBN representation as the set

of current-state variables{xj} appearing in a CPT withx′i, we note that in the worst case, every

x′i has all{x1, . . . , xn} as parents, thus requiring a number of parameters exponential in n. In

the best case, every state variablex′i has onlyxi as a parent, requiring a number of parameters

linear inn. However, even in the typical case, if the number of parents of any state variable is

bounded by some constantk < n, this requiresO(n · 2k) parameters in the case of binary state

variables — still an exponential reduction over the worst case. While a factored transition and

reward representation can yield substantial savings for the MDP representation, we note that

this factoring cannot often be preserved in the value function due to the correlation of action

effects over sufficiently extended periods of time[Boutilier et al., 1995b]. Nevertheless, rep-

resenting large MDPs is a first step toward solving them and subsequent techniques will take

advantage of this factored structure for efficient computation and approximation.

3.1.2 Context-specific Independence and ADDs

Even if we can represent the joint transition probability asa Bayes net with a conditional

probability table (CPT) for each next-state variable, we canoften represent these tables more

efficiently than by enumerating all state configurations of the variables in that table. Quite

often, we find that certain values of variables in a CPT render the other values irrelevant. This

is known ascontext-specific independence (CSI)[Boutilier et al., 1996].

For the example DBN in Figure 3.1(a), given that the value ofx′2 depends onx1,x2 anda

in P (x′2|x1, x2, a) but that in the context ofa 6= reboot(2), the value ofx′2 depends on no other

variables, we say that in the context ofa 6= reboot(2), x′2 is independent of all other variables

and thusP (x′2|x1, x2, a 6= reboot(2)) = P (x′2|a 6= reboot(2)). In order to represent this CSI

compactly, we can use a decision tree or an algebraic decision diagram (ADD)[Baharet al.,

1993], which is similar to a tree except that it is a canonicaldirected acyclic graph (DAG)with
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all variable decision tests following a strict order from the root to the leaves. An example ADD

for this probability distribution showing the above CSI is given in Figure 3.1(b). Effectively,

CSI performs automatic state aggregation in that all possible state contexts under the condition

a 6= reboot(2) are effectively grouped together and assigned a common value. An example

ADD for the reward is given in Figure 3.1(c), here there is no explicit CSI, but the reconver-

gent DAG structure of the ADD does allow sharing of common substructure that reduces what

would be a tabular representation exponentially sized inn to an ADD representation quadrati-

cally sized inn.

In addition to the representational efficiency of state aggregation in ADDs, we note that

computation with ADDs can also be very efficient. When we perform operations on factors rep-

resented as ADDs, we can just replace these operations with their ADD-based versions[Bahar

et al., 1993], allowing us to exploit CSI and shared substructure not only in the representation

of factored MDPs, but also in the computations required for their solution.

Since the ADD will be a crucial data structure for our subsequent presentation of factored

MDP solution algorithms, we provide a formal definition of ADDs and algorithms to construct

and manipulate them in the following subsections. The following discussion draws on the work

of Baharet al. [1993], which is itself a slight variant of the original work on ordered binary

decision diagrams (BDDs)of Bryant[1986].

Canonical Reduced ADDs

An ADD is a decision diagram with a fixed variable ordering of all decision tests on paths from

the root to the leaves that is capable of representing functions fromB
n → R. We define ADDs

with the following simple BNF grammar:

F ::= C | if (F var) then Fh else Fl (3.2)

Here,C ∈ R is a constant-valued terminal node. Each internal decisionnode is represented as

if (F var) then Fh else Fl and is associated with a single variablevar that indicates the high

branch leading to nodeFh should be taken whenvar = true and the low branch leading toFl

should be taken whenvar = false.

Let V al(F, ρ) be the value of ADDF under variable value assignmentρ. Then the valua-
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tion of an ADD can be defined recursively by the following equation:

V al(F, ρ) =















F = C : C

F 6= C ∧ ρ(F var) = true : V al(Fh, ρ)

F 6= C ∧ ρ(F var) = false : V al(Fl, ρ)

Formally, we define avariable orderingas a total ordering over all variables such that for all

variable pairsxi, xj (i 6= j) eitherxi ≻ xj or xj ≻ xi. We say thatF satisfies a given variable

ordering ifF = C or F is of the formif (F var) then Fh else Fl where (1)F var does not

occur inFh or Fl, (2) F var is the earliest variable under the given ordering occuring in F and

(3) Fl andFh satisfy the variable ordering. We discuss choices for variable order later in the

context of variable reordering.

Then we obtain the following lemma where we define areducedADD to be the minimally-

sized ordered decision diagram representation a functionf(x1, . . . , xn).

Lemma 3.1.1. Fix a variable ordering overx1, . . . , xn. For any functionf(x1, . . . , xn)

mappingB
n −→ R, there exists a unique reduced ADDF over variable domainx1, . . . , xn

satisfying the given variable ordering such that for allρ ∈ B
n we havef(ρ) = V al(F, ρ).

Bryant[1986] provides a proof of this lemma for BDDs, which only have two distinct ter-

minal values. The proof trivially generalizes to ADDs, which can have more than two distinct

terminal values. This lemma shows that there is a unique canonical ADD representation of all

functions fromB
n −→ R.

Given that there exists a unique reduced ADD for any functionfrom B
n −→ R, we next

describe how this reduced ADD can be constructed from an arbitrary ordered decision diagram.

All algorithms that we will define rely on the helper functionGetNode in Algorithm 1, which

returns a canonical representation of a single internal decision node. UsingGetNode, the

Reduce procedure in Algorithm 2 takes any ordered decision diagramand returns its reduced,

canonical ADD representation (necessarily removing any redundant structure in the process).

The control flow ofReduce is very simple in that it uses theGetNode procedure to recursively

build a reduced ADD from the bottom up (i.e., from the terminal leaf nodes all the way up to

the root node). An example application of theReduce algorithm is given in Figure 3.9.

Binary Operations on ADDs

Given functionsBn −→ R represented as ADDs, we now want to apply operations to these

functions that work directly on the ADD representation. Additionally, we would prefer that
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Algorithm 1: GetNode(v, Fh, Fl〉) −→ Fr

input : v, Fh, Fl : Var and node ids for high/low branches
output : Fr : Return values for offset,

multiplier, and canonical node id
begin

// If branches redundant, return child
if (Fl = Fh) then

returnFl;

// Make new node if not in cache
if (〈v, Fh, Fl → id is not in node cache)then

id := currently unallocated id;
insert〈v, Fh, Fl〉〉 → id in cache;

// Return the cached, canonical node
returnid ;

end

Algorithm 2: Reduce(F ) −→ Fr

input : F : Node id
output : Fr : Canonical node id for reduced ADD
begin

// Check for terminal node
if (F is terminal node)then

return canonical terminal node for value ofF ;

// Check reduce cache
if ( F → Fr is not in reduce cache)then

// Not in cache, so recurse
Fh := Reduce(Fh);
Fl := Reduce(Fl);

// Retrieve canonical form
Fr := GetNode(F var, Fh, Fl);

// Put in cache
insertF → Fr in reduce cache;

// Return canonical reduced node
returnFr;

end

these operations avoid enumerating all possible variable assignments whenever possible.

To do this, we first define theApply function that applies a binary operation to two operands

represented as ADDs and returns the result as an ADD. We letop denote a binary operator

on ADDs with possible operations being addition, substraction, multiplication, division, min,

and max denoted respectively as⊕, ⊖, ⊗, ⊘, min(·, ·), andmax(·, ·). We also define binary
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Figure 3.2: An example application of theReduce algorithm. The input is the leftmost di-
agram. From left to right, the hollow arrow shows the nodeF currently being evaluated by
Reduce just after the recursiveReduce calls to the high branchFh and low branchFl but be-
fore GetNode(F var , Fh, Fl) is called and the canonical representation ofF is returned (see
Algorithm 2). The next diagram in the sequence shows the result after the previousReduce

call. The rightmost diagram is the final canonical ADD representation of the input.
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1,l

  Fvar
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2

2,h 2,l

Figure 3.3: Two ADD nodesF1 andF2 and a binary operationop with the corresponding
notation used in the presentation of theApply function.

comparison functions≥,>,≤,< that return an indicator function represented as an ADD that

takes the value1 when the comparison is satisfied and0 otherwise.

The high-level control flow of theApply routine in Algorithm 3 is straightforward: we first

check whether we can compute the result immediately by calling ComputeResult , otherwise

we check if we can reuse the result of a previously cachedApply computation. If we can do

neither of these, we then choose a variable to branch on and recursively call theApply routine

for each instantiation of the variable. We cover these stepsin-depth in the following sections

and note that Figure 3.4 provides an example of theApply operation.

Terminal computation The functionComputeResult given in Table 3.1, determines if the

result of a computation can be immediately computed withoutrecursion. The first entry in
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Algorithm 3: Apply(F1, F2, op) −→ Fr

input : F1, F2, op : ADD nodes and op
output : Fr : ADD result node to return
begin

// Check if result can be immediately computed
if (ComputeResult(F1, F2, op)→ Fr is not null )then

returnFr;

// Check if result already in apply cache
if ( 〈F1, F2, op〉 → Fr is not in apply cache)then

// Not terminal, so recurse
if (F1 is a non-terminal node)then

if (F2 is a non-terminal node)then
if (F var

1 comes beforeF var
2 ) then

var := F var
1 ;

else
var := F var

2 ;

else
var := F var

1 ;

else
var := F var

2 ;

// Set up nodes for recursion
if (F1 is non-terminal∧ var = F var

1 ) then
F v1

l := F1,l; F v1
h := F1,h;

else
F v1

l/h := F1;

if (F2 is non-terminal∧ var = F var
2 ) then

F v2
l := F2,l; F v2

h := F2,h;

else
F v2

l/h := F2;

// Recurse and get cached result
Fl := Apply(F v1

l , F v2
l , op);

Fh := Apply(F v1
h , F v2

h , op);
Fr := GetNode(var, Fh, Fl);

// Put result in apply cache and return
insert〈F1, F2, op〉 → Fr into apply cache;

returnFr;
end

this table is required for proper termination of the algorithm as it computes the result of an

operation applied to two terminal constant nodes. However,the other entries denote a number

of pruning optimizations that immediately return a node without recursion. For example, we

know thatF1 ⊕ 0 = F1 andF1 ⊗ 1 = F1. If a result cannot be immediately determined in

ComputeResult then we must continue recursing on the substructure of the operands until a
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ComputeResult(F1, F2, op) −→ Fr

Operation and Conditions Return Value

F1 op F2; F1 = C1; F2 = C2 C1 op C2

F1 ⊕ F2; F2 = 0 F1

F1 ⊕ F2; F1 = 0 F2

F1 ⊖ F2; F2 = 0 F1

F1 ⊗ F2; F2 = 1 F1

F1 ⊗ F2; F1 = 1 F2

F1 ⊘ F2; F2 = 1 F1

min(F1, F2); max(F1) ≤ min(F2) F1

min(F1, F2); max(F2) ≤ min(F1) F2

similarly for max
F1 ≤ F2; max(F1) ≤ min(F2) 1
F1 ≤ F2; max(F2) ≤ min(F1) 0

similarly for<,≥, >
other null

Table 3.1: Input and output summaries ofComputeResult . If ComputeResult receives two
constant ADD nodes as input, the constant resulting from thedirect evaluation ofanypossible
binary operation is returned. In other cases where at least one node is non-terminal, special
operand structure and specific operator properties sometimes permit the computation of the
result without further recursion. Some computations rely on the unarymin(F ) andmax(F )
operators that are discussed directly following theApply algorithm.

result can be computed.

Recursive computation If a call toApply is unable to immediately compute a result or reuse

a previously cached computation, we must recursively compute the result. For this we have two

cases (the third case where both operands are constant terminal nodes having been taken care

of in the previous section). These algorithms assume the notation given in Figure 3.3 for the

structure of the operands.

• F1 or F2 is a constant terminal node, orF var
1 6= F var

2 : For simplicity of exposition,

we assume the operation is commutative and reorder the operands so thatF1 is the con-

stant node or the operand whose variable comeslater in the variable ordering so that we

know to branch onF var
2 first.5 Thus, we compute the operation applied separately to

5We note that the first case prohibits the use of the non-commutative⊖ and⊘ operations. However, a simple
solution would be to recursively descend on eitherF1 or F2 rather than assuming commutativity and swapping
operands to ensure descent onF2. To accommodate general non-commutative operations, we have used this
alternate approach in our specification of theApply routine.
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F1 andeachof F2’s high and low branches. We then build an internalif decision node

conditional onF var
2 and get its canonical representation for the result:

Fh = Apply(F1, F2,h, op)

Fl = Apply(F1, F2,l, op)

Fr = GetNode(F var
2 , Fh, Fl)

• F1 and F2 are constant nodes andF var
1 = F var

2 : Since the variables for each operand

match, we know the resultFr is simply anif statement branching onF var
1 (= F var

2 ) with

the true case being the operator applied to the high branchesof F1 andF2 and likewise

for the false case and the low branches:

Fh = Apply(F1,h, F2,h, op)

Fl = Apply(F1,l, F2,l, op)

Fr = GetNode(F var
1 , Fh, Fl)
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Figure 3.4: An example application of theApply algorithm. The indices(i) in the diagram
correspond to successive (recursive) calls to theApply algorithm: for the operands the indices
denote which node of each operand is passed as a parameter to the call toApply (the op is
always⊕); for the result the indices indicate the node that is returned by the call toApply . For
example, the initial call toApply takes the arguments corresponding to the node marked (1)
x2 on the LHS of the⊕ and the node (1)x1 on the RHS of the⊕ (as well as the operation⊕
itself) and returns the node marked (1) on the RHS of the equality.

Other Operations Above we covered binary operations on ADDs, but we will also need to

perform a variety of unary operations on ADDs such as determining themin andmax value of
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Figure 3.5: An example application of the unaryrestriction and marginizationoperations.
Each ADD has all of its internal nodes annotated with[min,max], which can be recursively
computed from the children of each internal node.

an ADD and marginalization over variables. Here we cover some unary operations that can be

performed (efficiently) on ADDs:

• min and max computation: During theReduce operation, it is easy to maintain the

minimum and maximum values for each internal decision node.Exploiting the fact that

an ADD is a DAG,minF = min(Fl, Fh) and likewise formax. A simple example of

this annotation and its recursive relationship is shown in Figure 3.5.

• Restriction: The restriction of a variablexi in an ADD F to eithertrue or false (i.e.

F |xi=true/false) can be computed by replacing all decision nodes for variablexi with the

branch corresponding to the variable restriction. ThenReduce can be applied on the

resulting decision diagram to convert it to a canonical ADD.Two examples of restriction

are given in Figure 3.5.

• Sum out/marginalization: A variablexi can be summed (or marginalized) out of a

function F simply by computing the sum of the restricted functions (i.e.
∑

xi
F =

F |xi=T ⊕ F |xi=F ). An example of this is given in Figure 3.5.

• Negation/reciprocation: Negation can be performed using the binaryApply operation

on 0 ⊖ F . Likewise, reciprocation (i.e.,1
F

) can be computed using the binaryApply

operation1⊘ F .

• Variable reordering: Rudell [1993] provides an ADD variable reordering algorithm

that casts a general variable reordering in terms of a sequence of pairwise reorderings
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of neighboring variables. Then, the basic idea is that two variablesxi andxj can be

reordered locally (i.e., rotated) in the ADD DAG without requiring the modification of

any internal nodes other than those involvingxi andxj. Furthermore, Rudell describes

how this can be done without requiring extra storage for backpointers from children to

parents ifGetNode ’s canonical node cache is allowed to be modified.

As an addendum to this final operation, we note that the MDP solution algorithms based

on ADDs (and their extensions) that we introduce in this chapter could dynamically reorder

variables in an attempt to maintain even more compact representations than possible with a

fixed variable ordering. However, we do not employ such dynamic variable ordering tech-

niques in this thesis as they prevent the reuse of cached computations that underly one of the

major sources of efficiency of ADDs when used in MDP solution algorithms. Furthermore,

searching for compact ADD representations requires searchand is computationally expensive.

Such results are reflected in experiments using ADDs to perform value iteration in factored

MDPs [St-Aubin et al., 2000], which demonstrate that dynamic variable reordering does not

pay off and that a natural fixed variable ordering derived from the MDP description tends to be

compact and preserves structure. As a consequence of these observations, all of the algorithms

used in this thesis use a natural fixed variable ordering derived from the order that variables

appear in an MDP problem description, unless otherwise noted.

3.1.3 Additive Independence

Additive independence in reward structure is a common assumption in utility theory and related

fields[Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Bacchus and Grove, 1995]. In Figure 3.1(c), we note that we

could represent the additive reward structure of SYSADMIN using an ADD whose size scales

quadratically in the number of computersn. But if we can explicitly model additive rewards as

sums of (potentially non-linear) factors, then we trivially note that the SYSADMIN reward can

be expressed compactly in a form whose size scales linearly in n:

R(~x, a) =
n
∑

i=1

I[xi] (3.3)

Furthermore, if we permit the use of similar expressions in the CPTs that we specify for our

transition DBN, we can also exploit additive independence intheir representation. For ex-

ample, lettingConn(i, j) denote that there is an incoming network connection to computer j

from computeri, we note that the CPTs for the transition function for any SYSADMIN network
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topology can be specified in the following additive manner:

P (x′i = true|~xi, a) =











a = reboot(ci) : 1

a 6= reboot(ci) : (0.05 + 0.9 · I[xi])·
∑

j I[j 6=i∧xj∧Conn(j,i)]

|{xj |j 6=i∧Conn(j,i)}|+1

Here we see that the success probability of a computer running scales proportionally to the

number of it’s incoming connections that are also running. And we also note that the previous

CPT we gave for the unidirectional ring in Figure 3.1(b) is just a special case of this CPT where

computeri is connected only to computeri+ 1 (where addition is modulon).

In our subsequent discussion of solution methods for factored MDPs, we note that some

recent approaches can exploit additive reward structure while others cannot. In fact, it will

only be in the final part of this chapter when we introduce affine ADDs (AADDs) that we

will be able to fully exploit CSI and additive independence inboth the reward and transition

functions, not to mention multiplicative independence as it happens to naturally occur in many

value functions.6

3.1.4 Structured Policy Representation

Just as the reward and transition function may be represented in a factored manner in proposi-

tional MDPs, so can the policy. To do this, we adapt the following definition from Boutilieret

al. [1995b]:

Definition 3.1.2. A structured policy is any set of function-action pairsπ = {〈φa, a〉} such that

φa is a structured representation of an indicator function and{φa} partitions the state space.

This induces the explicit policyπa(~x) = a iff φa(~x) = 1.

To ensure that the policy partitions the state space, one must ensure that it is exhaustive and

that all action indicator functions are pairwise disjoint.To ensure that the policy exhausts the

entire state space, one can simply ensure that the sum of all indicator functions is the constant

1 (i.e.,
∑

a∈A φa = 1). To ensure that all action policies are pairwise disjoint,one can ensure

φa · φb = 0 for all action pairsa ∈ A, b ∈ A such thata 6= b.

There are a variety of structured methods for representing the {φa} indicator functions

ranging from decision lists[Koller and Parr, 1999a], to trees[Boutilier et al., 1995b], to ADDs.

Throughout our presentation here, we will use ADDs. Then policy evaluation is simply the task

6Multiplicative independence is just the multiplicative generalization of additive independence.
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of evaluating each ADDφa under a given state assignment~x to see ifφa(~x) = 1 (meaning do

actiona). This structured policy representation will play an important role in our description

of structured policy iteration.

3.1.5 Putting it all Together

Before we cover exact solution methods in the factored MDP framework, let us quickly re-

capitulate the factored MDP representation. In a factored MDP, states will be represented by

vectors~x of lengthn, where for simplicity we assume all state variablesx1, . . . , xn are binary-

valued;7 hence the total number of states isN = 2n. We also assume a finite set of actions

A = {a1, . . . , am}. As usual, we assume a discount factorγ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 where appropriate

steps have been taken to ensure bounded reward in the case ofγ = 1.

To generalize the MDP model from the previous chapter, we specify a propositionally fac-

tored MDP by the following:

1. Factored Transition Function:A DBN-factored state transition model which specifies

the probability of the next state~x′ given the current state~x and actiona. The transition

function can be factored as a dynamic Bayes net (DBN) with CPTsP (x′i|~xi, a) where

each next state variablex′i is only dependent upon the actiona and its direct parents

~xi in the DBN. Then the transition model can be compactly specified asP (~x′|~x, a) =
∏n

i=1 P (x′i|~xi, a).

2. Factored Reward Function:An additive reward function
∑r

i=1Ri(~xi, a) overr reward

factorsRi(~xi, a) dependent on actiona and relevant state~xi, which specifies the imme-

diate reward obtained by taking actiona in state~x.

The individual factors can be expressed as tabular representations, or as trees and ADDs that

exploit CSI, or even as additive expressions that exploit additive independence. Finally, when

needed, a structured policyπ = {〈φa, a〉} uses indicator functionsφa to specify the states

where actiona should be taken.

7However, all of the methods here can be easily generalized tonon-binary variables through known transfor-
mations[Rossiet al., 1990; Stergiou and Walsh, 1999].
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3.2 Exact Solution Methods

In our specification of our solution methods, it will be notationally useful to define abackup

operatorBa for actiona as follows:8

Ba[V (~x)] = γ
∑

~x′

n
∏

i=1

P (x′i|~xi, a)V (~x′) (3.4)

This is essentially the factored representation of the Q-function computation for actiona in

Equation 2.8 from Chapter 2 without adding in the reward. We note that the backupBa[·]
operator can exploit both additive structure since it is alinear operatoras well as efficient

factored computation due to the transition DBN structure.

If π∗ denotes the optimal policy andV ∗ its value function, then we have the following

factored representation of the fixed-point Equation 2.4 from Chapter 2:

V ∗(~x) = max
a∈A

{

r
∑

i=1

Ri(~xi, a) +Ba[V ∗(~x)]

}

. (3.5)

Having done this, we first present the basic factored variants of the relevant MDP equations

from the previous thesis chapter and proceed to show that theprevious MDP solution methods

can be easily redefined in terms of these factored equations.This allows us to exploit the

factored structure and any CSI therein during the application of the MDP solution algorithms.

3.2.1 Structured Value Iteration

ADD-based Value Iteration

The value iteration algorithm from Chapter 2 can be easily extended to exploit factored MDP

structure in a structured value iteration setting. Initializing V 0(~x) to some value, we generalize

Equation 2.7 from Chapter 2 to the factored form:

V t+1(~x) = max
a∈A

{

r
∑

i=1

Ri(~xi, a) +Ba[V t(~x)]

}

. (3.6)

It will be extremely important to use a compact data structure such as a tree or ADD to

exploit CSI in the representation of the value function in structured value iteration. If we were

8Technically, this should be written(BaV )(~x), but we abuse notation for readability whenV itself is structured
and for consistency with subsequent first-order MDP notation.
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to simply use a tabular representation, we would find that in typical MDPs, all variables in the

value function become correlated after some number of backups if the graphical model under-

lying the DBN cannot be decomposed into disjoint components[Boutilier et al., 1995b]. Thus,

a tabular representation will typically need to represent avalue function over all state variables

and in the absence of some method for compactly representingvalue function structure, this

representation will require full state enumeration.

Fortunately, as described previously, ADDs are ideal for exploiting CSI and functions with

shared substructure, both of which may occur in the value functions of highly structured fac-

tored MDPs. As such, representing all factors in Equation 3.6 using ADDs and carrying out its

computation in terms of ADD operations as done in the SPUDD algorithm of Hoeyet al.[1999]

has proved to be a promising method in comparison to the enumerated state value iteration ap-

proach of the previous chapter. While SPUDD may scale comparably to enumerated state value

iteration in the worst case (e.g., when all states have distinct values), the authors demonstrate

that there is much potential for computational and space savings using the SPUDD algorithm

to perform value iteration on many factored MDPs.

Decomposition-based Value Iteration

In a different vein of research, there are alternate (but notincompatible) approaches to struc-

tured value iteration that exploit decomposable task structure in MDPs[Meuleauet al., 1998a;

Singh and Cohn, 1998]. If a problem domain consists of many independent subprocesses that

only interact via their dependence on globally shared resources and/or constraints on joint ac-

tion choices, one can often factor these MDPs into tasks represented as independent subMDPs

with global resource and action constraints. We could take the cross-product of all the subMDP

state spaces and solve the resulting joint MDP, but this would discard a lot of the structure in-

herent in the task decomposition of the initial problem. Alternately we can focus on algorithms

that directly exploit the decomposed structure of the MDP directly.

An exact structured value iteration approach for a subclassof MDPs with highly decom-

posable structure is provided by Singh and Cohn[Singh and Cohn, 1998]. In this model, an

MDP must decompose into a set of subMDPs where each subMDP hasits own independent

state space but an action set that is globally constrained. The reward objective is to maximize

the sum of rewards for each subMDP. The solution approach they advocate is a value itera-

tion method based on maintaining upper and lower bounds on the value function. The upper

bounds simply come from assuming that actions are unconstrained across subMDPs (which
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can be achieved in the best case) and the lower bounds come from taking the maximal re-

ward for an individual subMDP (which could be achieved in theworst case). These upper and

lower bounds allow various actions to be pruned from consideration during value iteration and

with enough iterations will provably converge on an optimalsolution. This decomposed value

iteration algorithm is empirically found to be more efficient than value iteration in the joint

cross-product MDP.

3.2.2 Structured Policy Iteration

Structured policy iteration (SPI) in factored MDPs was firstdefined in Boutilieret al. [1995b]

using trees as a method of state aggregation. Here we describe a similar version using ADDs.9

Recalling the definition of modified policy iteration from theprevious chapter, first we initialize

a random policyπ0 = {〈φa, a〉} and then we iterate between approximate policy evaluation and

policy improvement steps. For approximate policy evaluation, we can simply use the following

factored extension of the successive approximation update(c.f. Section 2.4.2):

V t+1
πi

(~x) =
∑

a∈A

φa(~x) ·
{

r
∑

j=1

Rj(~xj, a) +Ba[V t
πi

(~x)]

}

. (3.7)

Here, the policy indicator functionφa ensures that the value for a state is only updated for

actiona if the policy indicates that actiona should be taken from that state. We note that this

entire computation can be carried out in terms of efficient operations on ADDs. Correctness

follows from the fact thatπi is a partitioning of the state space.

Then, givenV πi(~x), we need only produce a new policyπi+1 that is greedy w.r.t.V πi .

In order to break ties for actions having equal value, we require a total preference ordering

(perhaps random) over actions, that is, for all actionsa andb such thata 6= b, eithera ≻ b or

b ≻ a. Recalling the definition of the ADD “>” and “≥” comparison functions that produce

an ADD taking the value1 in states where the LHS operand is greater than (or equal to) the

RHS operand and0 otherwise, we can produce the ADD representation ofφa for all a ∈ A in

the following iterative fashion:

1. Initializeφa = 1 (the constant 1 ADD)

2. For eacha ∈ A, letQ(~x, a) =
∑r

j=1Rj(~xj, a) +Ba[Vπi
(~x)]

9We will implicitly assume throughout the text that all operations in the following equations such as+,−,×,
etc. are performed on ADDs in terms of their corresponding operations⊕,⊖,⊗, etc.
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3. For eachb ∈ A s.t. b 6= a updateφa as follows:

φa :=

{

a ≻ b : φa · (Q(~x, a) ≥ Q(~x, b))

b ≻ a : φa · (Q(~x, a) > Q(~x, b))

Thus we have defined a structured version of policy iteration. While our algorithm presentation

here differs from the original presentation[Boutilier et al., 1995b], it is consistent with the

overall structured approach to policy iteration. Furthermore, we will build on this approach

when we extend policy iteration to exploit other types of structure in future chapters.

3.2.3 Difficulty of Structured Linear Programming

We do not present a structured variant of the exact linear programming solution to factored

MDPs as this method requiresa priori knowledge of the structure of the value function and

in this case we are talking about the exact value function. Typically, we cannot determine the

structure of an optimal value function from the structure ofa factored MDP. Consequently, for

the exact case, we would have no choice but to use a fully enumerated state representation of

the value function, thus preventing the exploitation of factored structure. However, as we will

see shortly, the approximate variant of linear programmingis in fact quite useful for solving

factored MDPs and there is much opportunity to exploit factored structure in that case.

3.3 Approximate Solution Methods

While some factored MDPs do exhibit considerable structure in their optimal value functions

or policies, sometimes these representations are still toolarge for practical representation or

computation as the size of the problem scales. Thus, in this section we focus on approximate

variants of previously described solution algorithms.

3.3.1 Approximate Value Iteration Methods

ADD-based Approximation

One additional benefit of the use of ADDs to specify factored MDPs is that it allows one to

prune internal nodes in an ADD and replace these nodes with the minimum and maximum

value of the ADD rooted at that node[Dearden and Boutilier, 1997]. An example of this is
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Figure 3.6: An example of approximating an ADD representation of a value functionV (x1, x2)
as Ṽ (x1, x2) by pruning out the decision node for variablex2 and replacing leaf values with
their respective ranges.

shown in Figure 3.6. One can then perform value iteration maintaining these upper and lower

bounds. Since the Bellman backup is a known contraction operator [Puterman, 1994], this

algorithm will still converge, albeit within some error bound of the optimal value function.

This is the idea behind the APRICODD[St-Aubin et al., 2000] algorithm that is essentially

the SPUDD value iteration algorithm with an extra step for approximation by pruning the

value function ADD. We note that APRICODD represents a completely automated approach

to approximate value iteration that autonomously derives the approximated value function. It

should be noted that this contrasts sharply with the linear-value approximation approach to

approximate value iteration discussed in Section 2.5.3 that relies on the pre-specification of a

fixed set of basis functions.

Decomposition-based Approximation

In the vein of exploiting structure in decomposable MDPs, Mealeauet al. [1998a] describe

an approximate value iteration technique for solving weakly coupled subMDPs having global

resource and action constraints. Their algorithm is referred to as Markov Task Decomposi-

tion (MTD) and is an approximately optimal approach to solving the joint MDP that divides

the solution into local and global optimization steps. MTD first determines the optimal value

function for each subMDP. Following this local optimization, a global optimization phase then

chooses a joint action at each time step that enforces the global resource constraint while trad-

ing off local action choices for each task in order to maximize the expected reward. Since an
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optimal sequential solution in this case would be equivalent to solving the full joint MDP, a

heuristic resource allocator is used in this work.

While we don’t exploit the same approximate decomposition ideas in the contributions

of this thesis, we do note that the general framework of additive value decomposition and

approximate solution methods within this framework servesas motivation for our work in

future chapters.

3.3.2 Linear-value Approximation Solution Methods

We next introduce three efficient approximate solution methods for factored MDPs based on

linear-value approximation[Guestrinet al., 2002; Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001]. These

methods are effectively factored extensions of the approximate policy iteration and approxi-

mate linear programming techniques from the previous chapter. The key to the efficiency of

these approaches over their enumerated state counterpartswill be to show how the structure of

the factored representation can be exploited by algorithmssuch asvariable elimination[Zhang

and Poole, 1996] that scale exponentially in the induced tree-width of the representation rather

than exponentially in the total number of state variables. This exploitation of structure will be

most apparent when solving the linear programs for error-minimizing max-norm projections

that are at the heart of these techniques.

In a linear-value function representation, we representV as a linear combination ofk basis

functionsbj(~x) where thebj are typically dependent upon small subsets of~x:

V (~x) =
k
∑

j=1

wjbj(~x) (3.8)

Our goal is to find weights that approximate the optimal valuefunction as closely as possible.

In doing this, all of our solution methods will need to compute the backup of the value function

through an actiona. To compute this, we recall that the backup operatorBa[·] previously

defined is a linear operator such that it distributes into a sum:

Ba[V (~x)] = Ba[
k
∑

j=1

wjbj(~x)] (3.9)

=
k
∑

j=1

wjB
a[bj(~x)] (3.10)
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Thus, if the basis functions are defined over small sets of variables, and the backup introduces

an additional small set of variables that causally affect this basis function according to the

DBN representation of the transition distribution, this sumwill be over factors of small sets of

variables. This factored structure will be exploited in themethods we define in this section.

Next, we explore factored extensions of approximate policyiteration and linear program-

ming. However, we do not cover approximate value iteration approaches due to their possibility

of divergence as noted in the last chapter.

Approximate Policy Iteration

We can generalize policy iteration (API) to the factored linear-value approximation case by

calculating successive iterations of weightsw(i)
j that represent the best approximation of the

fixed point value function for policyπ(i) at iterationi. The method we present here is a slight

variant of that given in Guestrinet al. [2002]10 and is an approach that we will generalize in

the next chapter. To apply this approach, we need to introduce theBπ[·] operator which is just

the backup operator under a fixed policy:

Bπ[V (~x)] = γ
∑

~x′

n
∏

i=1

P (x′i|~xi, π(~x))V (~x′) (3.11)

In the context of the following algorithm, we will discuss howBπ[·] can be efficiently computed

in structured cases.

We perform API by carrying out the following two steps on eachiteration i: (1) derive

the greedy policy:π(i+1) ← πgre(
∑k

j=1w
(i)
j bj(s)) using the approach outlined in Section 3.2.2

and (2) use the following LP to determine the weights for theL∞ minimizing projection of the

10Other than the ordering of action comparisons in the greedy policy derivation method of Section 3.2.2, this
presentations of API follows that of Guestrinet al. [2002]. For greedy policy derivation, they use a special
ordering of action comparisons that first compares all actions to anoop action and then to each other, arguing that
this approach is advantageous for domains such as SYSADMIN .
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approximate value function for policyπ(i+1):

Variables:w(i+1)
1 , . . . , w

(i+1)
k

Minimize: β(i+1) (3.12)

Subject to:β(i+1) ≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

r
∑

i=1

Ri(~xi, π(~x)) +
k
∑

j=1

(w
(i+1)
j Bπ(i+1)

[bj(~x)])

−
k
∑

j=1

[w
(i+1)
j bj(~x)]

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀~x,

We note that this LP is just the factored form of the LP defined for approximate policy it-

eration in Equation 2.23 from the previous chapter where we have exploited linearity of the

backup operator. Consequently, when the policy converges (i.e.,π(i+1) = π(i) or equivalently

~w(i+1) = ~w(i)), we can derive an error bound on the approximated value function by plugging

the projection errorβ of the final LP solution directly into Equation 2.19 sinceβ is the Bellman

error of the approximated value function in this case.

However, we note that in the factored framework,Bπi+1
[·] cannot easily be computed ac-

cording to Equation 3.11 since our structured policyπ(~x) takes the form of indicator functions.

However, we need only enforce that an LP constraint for an action a is satisfied in the states

whereφi+1
a takes the value 1. To do this, we can ensure that the constraint for actiona is triv-

ially satisfied whenφa is 0. So we introduce the following policy factor as a summand in our

constraint:

φ̂i+1
a = (φi+1

a − 1) · ∞ (3.13)

Clearly,φ̂i+1
a will take the value0 in states wherea should be taken according toπi+1 and the

value−∞ otherwise.

To see how this allows us to perform the backup under a policy,let us rewrite the constraints

we have expressed above:

β(i+1) ≥ φ̂i+1
a +

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

r
∑

i=1

Ri(~xi, a) +
k
∑

j=1

(w
(i+1)
j Ba[bj(~x)])−

k
∑

j=1

[w
(i+1)
j bj(~x)]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀~x, a ∈ A

(3.14)

Effectively, the constraint for actiona will be trivially satisfied when the policy factor̂φi+1
a

should not be applied and takes the value−∞. Otherwise,φ̂i+1
a takes the value0 in states

where the policy should be applied and then the remainder of the constraint must be satisfied.

In a subsequent section, we discuss efficient methods for solving the above form of LP with
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a factoredmax-
∑

form of the constraints.

Approximate Linear Programming

In the extension of approximate linear programming (ALP) tofactored models, we simply

replace the enumerated state representation from the previous chapter in Equation 2.24 with the

factored representation introduced in this chapter following Schuurmans and Patrascu[2001]

where we have again exploited linearity of the backup operator:

Variables:w1, . . . , wk

Minimize:
∑

~x

k
∑

j=1

wjbj(~x) (3.15)

Subject to:0 ≥
r
∑

i=1

Ri(~xi, a) +
k
∑

j=1

(wjB
a[bj(~x)])−

k
∑

j=1

wjbj(~x) ; ∀a, ~x

We can exploit the factored nature of the basis functions to simplify the objective to the

following compact form where we assume each basis function explicitly depends on the subset

of state variables in~xj:
∑

~x

k
∑

j=1

wjbj(~xj) =
k
∑

j=1

wjyj (3.16)

whereyj = 2n−|~xj |
∑

~xj
bj(~xj).

Finally, we note that exploiting linearity of the backup operator again provides us with a

factoredmax-
∑

form of the ALP LP constraints from Equation 3.15 as it did similarly for the

final form of the API LP constraints in Equation 3.14. We discuss an efficient solution to LPs

with suchmax-
∑

factored constraints in the next section.

Constraint Generation

In the above LP, both forms for the constraints take on the generic form of a sum ofm factors

Fi(~x) over (ideally) small sets of variables:

0 ≥ w1 · F1(~x) + . . .+ wn · Fm(~x) ; ∀~x (3.17)

Not every factor must have a weightwi, but we note that each factor has at most one linear

weight owing to the structure of the original basis functions and the properties of the backup
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operators.

To view the constraints in a more concrete form, we note that for every possible instantia-

tion ~x∗ of the state, we could simply instantiate the factorFi to its constant valueci = Fi(~x
∗)

under that state assignment and come up with a correspondinglinear constraint:

0 ≥ w1 · c1 + . . .+ wn · cm (3.18)

We could generate constraints forall possible state assignments~x∗ and solve our LP in this

manner. However, we would obviously lose the benefits of our factored representation in that

we would have to specify a number of constraints that scales exponentially in the number of

state variables.

However, if we rewrite the constraints from Equation 3.17 inthe following equivalent form

where we enforce all constraints simultaneously with one maximization then we can see how

to exploit the factored constraint structure:

0 ≥ max
~x

[w1 · F1(~x) + . . .+ wn · Fm(~x)] (3.19)

This cost network[Dechter, 1999] form of these constraints lends itself to very efficient eval-

uation methods such as variable elimination. The question is how to exploit this property in

our LP solution. Fortunately, as it turns out, there are at least two approaches to exploiting this

structure.

The first solution, due to Guestrinet al.[2002] is to directly simulate variable elimination in

the LP encoding of the constraints of Equation 3.19. This leads to a total number of constraints

O(exp(TW )) whereTW is the induced tree-width of the cost-network under the variable

elimination order that was used. This is an attractive method because the structure of the

factored MDP and the basis functions should lead toTW << n when (a) the basis functions

range over small sets of variables with little or no overlap and (b) the backups of each basis

function have similar characteristics due to the property that only small sets of variables affect

each other causally in the Bayes net. Thus, simulating variable elimination in the LP variable

encoding to produceO(exp(TW )) constraints would be a much more efficient solution than

generatingO(exp(n)) constraints as would be done in the enumerated state case.

However, a simpler approach and often an empirically fastermethod in practice11 is the

technique of constraint generation[Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001; Trick and Zin, 1997]. In

11This is despite the lack of similar guarantees on the maximumnumber of constraints generated.
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this case, we perform the following solution procedure where we have specified some solution

toleranceǫ:

1. Initialize LP with ~wi = ~0, i = 0, and empty constraint set.

2. For each constraint in the cost-network form of Equation 3.19 instantiated with the cur-

rent solution~wi, find the maximally violated constraintC (if one exists) using variable

elimination.

3. If C ’s constraint violation is larger thanǫ, addC to LP constraint set, otherwise return

~wi as solution.

4. Solve LP for new solution~wi+1, goto step 2

Using these constraint generation techniques, one can now efficiently apply either API or

ALP with linear-value approximation to factored MDPs. However in comparing API and ALP,

we note that in practice, one cannot always guarantee a compact structure for the policies

generated during API. In addition, API requires one optimization of an LP on each iteration

until convergence or some stopping criterion is reached. Incontrast, ALP does not require a

representation of the policy and tends to have a lower tree-width in its constraints. ALP also

solves the problem with one LP optimization. Consequently, ALP tends to be much faster than

API as noted by Schuurmans and Patrascu[2001], but they also note in their experiments that

API produced better policies.

Basis Function Generation

One additional difficulty with linear value function approximation is that of generating a good

set of basis functions. Certainly, a set of basis functions that poorly approximate the optimal

value function can have an adverse impact on decision quality. Consequently, one can take

a number of approaches to generating basis functions such asfinding subtasks with additive

reward[Poupartet al., 2002a], performing branch-and-bound search to find Bellman-error

minimizing basis functions[Poupartet al., 2002b], or analyzing the dual of the LP solution

to heuristically generate basis function candidates[Poupartet al., 2002b]. Unfortunately, at

this point in time, generating a good basis function set is still more of an art than a science,

and there are no currently known methods that allow one to attain a priori guarantees on the

decision quality for a given set of basis functions.
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3.4 Exploiting CSI, Additive, and Multiplicative Indepen-

dence

Previously we discussed how value iteration could be definedin terms of ADDs — this was

specifically exploited in the SPUDD[Hoey et al., 1999] algorithm. Unfortunately, SPUDD

only exploits CSI and shared substructure in value functionsdue to its use of ADDs. Although

ADDs can exploit some structure in additive rewards as was shown in Figure 3.1(c), ADDs

were not intended to directly exploit additive structure nor can they compactly represent all

additive functions. What is needed is a decision diagram thatcan exploit CSI, additive, and

perhaps other forms of structure.

To address this need, we propose an affine extension to ADDs called affine ADDs (AADDs)

capable of compactly representing context-specific, additive, and multiplicative structure. We

show that the AADD has worst-case time and space performancewithin a multiplicative con-

stant of that of ADDs, but that it can be linear in the number ofvariables in cases where ADDs

are exponential in the number of variables. We provide an empirical comparison of tabular,

ADD, and AADD representations used in standard Bayes net and MDP inference algorithms

and conclude that the AADD performs at least as well as the other two representations and may

yield an exponential performance improvement over both theADD and tabular representations

when additive or multiplicative structure can be exploited.

3.4.1 Limitations of ADDs

As shown in Figure 3.7, ADDs often provide an efficient representation of functions with

context-specific independence, such as functions whose structure is conjunctive (3.7a) or dis-

junctive (3.7b) in nature. Thus, as previously mentioned, ADDs can offer exponential space

savings over a fully enumerated tabular representation. However, the compactness of ADDs

does not extend to the case of additive or multiplicative independence, as demonstrated by the

exponentially large representations when this structure is present (3.7c). Unfortunately such

structure may occur in probabilistic and decision-theoretic reasoning domains, potentially lead-

ing to exponential running times and space requirements forinference on these problems.
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Figure 3.7: Some example ADDs showing a) conjunctive structure (f = if (x1 ∧ x2 ∧
x3) then 1 else 0, b) disjunctive structure (f = if (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) then 1 else 0), and c)
additive (f = 4x3 + 2x2 + x1) and multiplicative (f = γ4x3+2x2+x1) structure (top and bottom
sets of terminal values, respectively). The high (true) edge is solid, the low (false) edge is
dotted.

3.4.2 Affine Algebraic Decision Diagrams (AADDs)

To address the limitations of ADDs, we introduce an affine extension to the ADD (AADD)

that is capable of canonically and compactly representing context-specific, additive, and mul-

tiplicative structure in functions fromBn → R. However, before we formally define AADDs

we begin with two examples of AADDs that compactly representadditive and multiplicative

structure.

Figure 3.8 shows portions of the exponentially sized ADDs from Figure 3.7c represented

by AADDs of linear size. The evaluation of an AADD is essentially the same as ADDs: given

a variable assignment, one traverses the AADD from the root to the leaf following branches

at each node corresponding to the given variable assignment. However, one will note that the

edges are labelled with two parameters〈c, b〉 that denote an affine transform of the subnode

it points to. That is, if the subnode evaluates tov, then the affine transform of that subnode

evaluates toc + b · v. This very simple modification to ADDs to specify affine transforms

on edges turns out to be quite powerful in that previously exponentially-sized ADDs can be

represented as linearly-sized ADDs as shown in these examples.
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Figure 3.8: Portions of the ADDs from Figure 3.7(c) expressed as generalized AADDs. The
edge weights are given as〈c, b〉. The curly braces on the right indicate the elements of the
AADD grammar that correspond to each portion of the AADD diagram.

Recalling our definitions from Section 3.1.2 for ADDs, we formally define AADDs with

the following BNF grammar whereF represents anormalized AADDthat we will subsequently

restrict to have maximum range[0, 1] andG represents ageneralized AADDwith range[c, c+b]:

G ::= c+ bF

F ::= 0 | if (F var) then ch + bhFh else cl + blFl

F may be the constant0 terminal node or an internal decision node represented asif (F var)

then ch + bhFh else cl + blFl. Internal decision nodes have essentially the same semantics

as they did for ADDs in the BNF grammar from Equation 3.2 exceptthat there is an affine

transformch + bh · Fh on the high edge (evaluated whenvar = true) and an affine transform

cl + bl · Fl on the low edge (evaluated whenvar = false). Here,ch andcl are real constants in

the closed interval[0, 1], bh andbl are real constants in the half-open interval(0, 1], F var is a

boolean variable associated withF , andFl andFh are of grammarF (i.e., normalized AADDs

themselves). We also impose the following constraints to enforce canonicity of the AADD

representation:

1. The variableF var does not appear inFh or Fl.

2. min(ch, cl) = 0
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3. max(ch + bh, cl + bl) = 1

4. If Fh = 0 thenbh = 0 andch > 0. Similarly forFl.

5. In the grammar forG, we require that ifF = 0 thenb = 0, otherwiseb > 0.

These constraints require thatF is normalized to have range[0, 1] (whenF 6= 0). Since

normalized AADDs in grammarF are restricted to the range[0, 1], we need the top-level

positive affine transform of generalized AADDs in grammarG to allow for the representation

of functions with arbitrary range. One can verify that theseconstraints hold for the AADDs in

Figure 3.8 where all variable and terminal nodes are normalized AADD nodes in the grammar

for F and the affine transform for the root node of the AADD is a generalized node in the

grammar forG.

Let V al(F, ρ) be the value of AADDF under variable value assignmentρ. This can be

defined recursively by the following equation:

V al(F, ρ) =















F = 0 : 0

F 6= 0 ∧ ρ(F var) = true : ch + bh · V al(Fh, ρ)

F 6= 0 ∧ ρ(F var) = false : cl + bl · V al(Fl, ρ)

Lemma 3.4.1. For any normalized AADDF over a variable domainx1, . . . , xn and for all

variable assignmentsρ to variables inF ’s domain, we have thatV al(F, ρ) is in the interval

[0, 1], minρ V al(F, ρ) = 0, and ifF 6= 0 thenmaxρ V al(F, ρ) = 1.

Proof. For the base case ofF = 0, the lemma obviously holds. Now, forF 6= 0, we inductively

assume thatFl andFh satisfy the lemma and are in the interval[0, 1]. Then forF , we obtain

the range[min(ch +min(Fh), cl +min(Fl)),max(ch + bh ·max(Fh), cl + bl ·max(Fl))], which

simplifies to[min(ch, cl),max(ch+bh, cl+bl)] based on our inductive assumption. Our previous

constraints (2) and (3) then imply the range ofF is [0, 1], which proves the inductive case.

Recalling our previous definition of variable ordering for ADDs, we say thatF satisfies a

given variable ordering ifF = 0 or F is of the formif (F var) then ch + bhFh else cl + blFl

whereF var does not occur inFh orFl andF var is the earliest variable under the given ordering

occuring inF . We say that a generalized AADD of formc+bF satisfies the order ifF satisfies

the order.

Lemma 3.4.2.Fix a variable ordering overx1, . . . , xn. For any non-constant functiong(x1,

. . . , xn) mappingB
n −→ R, there exists a unique generalized AADDG over variable domain
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Algorithm 4: GetGNode(v, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉) −→ 〈cr, br, Fr〉

input : v, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉 : Var, offset, mult, and node id for high/low branches

output : 〈cr, br, Fr〉 : Return values for offset,
multiplier, and canonical node id

begin
// If branches redundant, return child
if (cl = ch ∧ bl = bh ∧ Fl = Fh) then

return〈cl, bl, Fl〉;

// Non-redundant so compute canonical form
rmin := min(cl, ch);
rmax := max(cl + bl, ch + bh);
rrange := rmax − rmin;
cl := (cl − rmin)/rrange;
ch := (ch − rmin)/rrange;
bl := bl/rrange;
bh := bh/rrange;

// Make new node if not in cache
if (〈v, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉〉 → id is not in node cache)then

id := currently unallocated id;
insert〈v, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉〉 → id in cache;

// Return the cached, canonical node
return〈rmin, rrange, id〉 ;

end

x1, . . . , xn satisfying the given variable ordering such that for allρ ∈ B
n we haveg(ρ) =

V al(G, ρ).

Proof. See Section B.1 of Appendix B.

This second lemma shows that under a given variable ordering, generalized AADDs are

canonical, i.e., two identical functions will always have identical AADD representations.

3.4.3 Algorithms

We now define AADD algorithms that are analogs of those previously given for ADDs. As

such, familiarity with theGetNode, Reduce, andApply algorithms from Section 3.1.2 will

greatly aid in understanding the extensions to these algorithms for AADDs.

Similar to ADDs, we begin by defining a procedure for maintaining a cache of unique

AADD nodes. All algorithms rely on the helper functionGetGNode given in Algorithm 4 that

takes an unnormalized AADD node of the formif (v) then ch+bhFh else cl +blFl and returns
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Figure 3.9: An example application of theReduce algorithm. The input is the top, leftmost
diagram (all edge weights are assumed to be〈0, 1〉). The solid arrow shows the node currently
being evaluated byReduce while the next diagram shows the result after this evaluation; when
the solid arrow is on a branch rather than a node itself, it indicates that it is completing the
evaluation of that branch within theReduce call for the parent node. The bottom, leftmost
diagram is the final canonical AADD representation of the input.

the unique cached, generalized12 AADD node of the form〈cr + brFr〉. As for GetNode with

ADDs, such a procedure is needed to ensure that there is a single unique node representing any

given function.13

Then, given a potentially unnormalized representation of an entire AADD, we define an

AADD generalization of theReduce algorithm that constructs a corresponding canonical gen-

eralized AADD, removing any redundant structure in the process. Next, we define an AADD

generalization of theApply algorithm to specify an efficient procedure for performing binary

operations on these AADDs. From these operations, we can then build the remaining op-

erations such as unarymin andmax and marginalization that we will need for probabilistic

inference.

At an abstract level, one can view theGetNode, Reduce, andApply algorithms for AADDs

12Thus the “G” in the procedure name forGetGNode.
13Throughout all of the algorithms we use the tuple representation 〈c, b, F 〉, while in the text we often use the

equivalent notation〈c + bF 〉 to make the node semantics more clear.
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Algorithm 5: Reduce(〈c, b, F 〉) −→ 〈cr, br, Fr〉

input : 〈c, b, F 〉 : Offset, multiplier, and node id

output : 〈cr, br, Fr〉 : Return values for offset,
multiplier, and node id

begin
// Check for terminal node
if (F = 0) then

return〈c, 0, 0〉;

// Check reduce cache
if ( F → 〈cr, br, Fr〉 is not in reduce cache)then

// Not in cache, so recurse
〈ch, bh, Fh〉 := Reduce(ch, bh, Fh);
〈cl, bl, Fl〉 := Reduce(cl, bl, Fl);

// Retrieve canonical form
〈cr, br, Fr〉 := GetGNode(F var, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉);

// Put in cache
insertF → 〈cr, br, Fr〉 in reduce cache;

// Return canonical reduced node
return〈c + b · cr, b · br, Fr〉;

end

as essentially identical to those for ADDs except that they are extended to propagate the affine

transform of the edge weights on recursion and to compute thenormalization of the resulting

node on return.

Reduce

TheReduce algorithm given in Algorithm 5 takes an arbitrary ordered AADD, normalizes and

caches the internal nodes, and returns the corresponding generalized AADD. This produces a

unique representation of the AADD that removes any redundant structure in the input repre-

sentation. One will note that theReduce algorithm precisely follows the constructive proof in

Lemma 3.4.2. This is sufficient to prove correctness of the algorithm. An example application

of theReduce algorithm is given in Figure 3.9.

One nice property of theReduce algorithm is that one does not need to prespecify the

structure that the AADD should exploit. If the represented function contains context-specific,

additive, or multiplicative independence, theReduce algorithm will compactly represent this

structure uniquely and automatically w.r.t. the variable ordering as guaranteed by previous

lemmas.
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Figure 3.10: Two AADD nodesF1 andF2 and a binary operationop with the corresponding
notation used in the presentation of theApply algorithm.

Apply

We let op denote a binary operator on AADDs with possible operations being addition, sub-

straction, multiplication, division, min, and max denotedrespectively as⊕,⊖,⊗,⊘, min(·, ·),
and max(·, ·). We do not explicitly provide binary comparison functions≥, >, ≤, < for

AADDs as we did for ADDs, but note that they could be easily defined analogously to the

other binary operations, if needed.

The Apply routine given in Algorithm 6 takes two generalized AADD operands and an

operation as given in Figure 3.10 and produces the resultinggeneralized AADD. The control

flow of the algorithm is straightforward: We first check whether we can compute the result

immediately, otherwise we normalize the operands to a canonical form and check if we can

reuse the result of a previously cached computation. If we can do neither of these, we then

choose a variable to branch on and recursively call theApply routine for each instantiation of

the variable. We cover these steps in-depth in the followingsections.

Terminal computation The functionComputeResult given in thetop half of Table 3.2,

determines if the result of a computation can be immediatelycomputed without recursion.

The first entry in this table is required for proper termination of the algorithm as it computes

the result of an operation applied to two terminal0 nodes. However, the other entries denote

a number of pruning optimizations that immediately return anode without recursion. For

example, given the operation〈3 + 4F1〉 ⊕ 〈5 + 6F1〉, we can immediately return the result

〈8 + 10F1〉 sinceF1 is shared by both operands.
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ComputeResult(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op) −→ 〈cr, br, Fr〉
Operation and Conditions Return Value

〈c1 + b1F1〉 〈op〉 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 = F2 = 0 〈(c1 〈op〉 c2) + 0 · 0〉
max(〈c1 + b1F1〉, 〈c2 + b2F2〉); c1 + b1 ≤ c2 〈c2 + b2F2〉
max(〈c1 + b1F1〉, 〈c2 + b2F2〉); c2 + b2 ≤ c1 〈c1 + b1F1〉
〈c1 + b1F1〉 ⊕ 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 = F2 〈(c1 + c2) + (b1 + b2)F1〉
max(〈c1 + b1F1〉, 〈c2 + b2F1〉); F1 = F2,
(c1 ≥ c2 ∧ b1 ≥ b2) ∨ (c2 ≥ c1 ∧ b2 ≥ b1)

c1 ≥ c2∧b1 ≥ b2 : 〈c1+b1F1〉
c2 ≥ c1∧b2 ≥ b1 : 〈c2+b2F1〉

Note: for allmax operations above, return opposite formin
〈c1 + b1F1〉 〈op〉 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F2 = 0, op ∈ {⊕,⊖} 〈(c1 〈op〉 c2) + b1F1〉
〈c1 + b1F1〉 〈op〉 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F2 = 0, c2 ≥ 0, op ∈ {⊗,⊘} 〈(c1 〈op〉 c2) + (b1 〈op〉 c2)F1〉

Note: above two operations can be modified to handleF1 = 0 whenop ∈ {⊕,⊗}
other null

GetNormCacheKey(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op) −→ 〈〈c′1, b′1〉〈c′2, b′2〉〉 and ModifyResult(〈cr, br, Fr〉) −→ 〈c′r, b′r, F ′
r〉

Operation and Conditions Normalized Cache Key and Computation Result Modification

〈c1 + b1F1〉 ⊕ 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 6= 0 〈cr + brFr〉 = 〈0 + 1F1〉 ⊕ 〈0 + (b2/b1)F2〉 〈(c1 + c2 + b1cr) + b1brFr〉
〈c1 + b1F1〉 ⊖ 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 6= 0 〈cr + brFr〉 = 〈0 + 1F1〉 ⊖ 〈0 + (b2/b1)F2〉 〈(c1 − c2 + b1cr) + b1brFr〉
〈c1 + b1F1〉 ⊗ 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 6= 0 〈cr + brFr〉 = 〈(c1/b1) + F1〉 ⊗ 〈(c2/b2) + F2〉 〈b1b2cr + b1b2brFr〉
〈c1 + b1F1〉 ⊘ 〈c2 + b2F2〉; F1 6= 0 〈cr + brFr〉 = 〈(c1/b1) + F1〉 ⊘ 〈(c2/b2) + F2〉 〈(b1/b2)cr + (b1/b2)brFr〉
max(〈c1 + b1F1〉, 〈c2 + b2F2〉);
F1 6= 0, Note: same formin

〈cr + brFr〉 = max(〈0 + 1F1〉, 〈(c2 − c1)/b1 + (b2/b1)F2〉) 〈(c1 + b1cr) + b1brFr〉

any〈op〉 not matching above:
〈c1 + b1F1〉 〈op〉 〈c2 + b2F2〉

〈cr + brFr〉 = 〈c1 + b1F1〉 〈op〉 〈c2 + b2F2〉 〈cr + brFr〉

Table 3.2: Input and output summaries of theComputeResult, GetNormCacheKey , andModifyResult routines.
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Algorithm 6: Apply(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op) −→ 〈cr, br, Fr〉

input : 〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op : Nodes and op

output : 〈cr, br, Fr〉 : Generalized node to return
begin

// Check if result can be immediately computed
if (ComputeResult(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op)→ 〈cr, br, Fr〉 is not null )then

return〈cr, br, Fr〉;
// Get normalized key and check apply cache
〈〈c′1, b′1〉, 〈c′2, b′2〉〉 :=

GetNormCacheKey(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2, b2, F2〉, op);
if ( 〈〈c′1, b′1, F1〉, 〈c′2, b′2, F2〉, op〉 → 〈cr, br, Fr〉 is not in apply cache)then

// Not terminal, so recurse
if (F1 is a non-terminal node)then

if (F2 is a non-terminal node)then
if (F var

1 comes beforeF var
2 ) then

var := F var
1 ;

else
var := F var

2 ;

else
var := F var

1 ;

else
var := F var

2 ;

// Propagate affine transform to branches
if (F1 is non-terminal∧ var = F var

1 ) then
F v1

l := F1,l; F v1
h := F1,h;

cv1
l := c′1 + b′1 · c1,l; cv1

h := c′1 + b′1 · c1,h;
bv1
l := b′1 · b1,l; bv1

h := b′1 · b1,h;

else
F v1

l/h := F1; cv1
l/h := c′1; bv1

l/h := b′1;

if (F2 is non-terminal∧ var = F var
2 ) then

F v2
l := F2,l; F v2

h := F2,h;
cv2
l := c′2 + b′2 · c2,l; cv2

h := c′2 + b′2 · c2,h;
bv2
l := b′2 · b2,l; bv2

h := b′1 · b2,h;

else
F v2

l/h := F2; cv2
l/h := c′2; bv2

l/h := b′2;

// Recurse and get cached result
〈cl, bl, Fl〉 := Apply(〈cv1

l , bv1
l , F v1

l 〉, 〈cv2
l , bv2

l , F v2
l 〉, op);

〈ch, bh, Fh〉 := Apply(〈cv1
h , bv1

h , F v1
h 〉, 〈cv2

h , bv2
h , F v2

h 〉, op);
〈cr, br, Fr〉 := GetGNode(var, 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉);
// Put result in apply cache and return
insert〈c′1, b′1, F1, c

′
2, b

′
2, F2, op〉 → 〈cr, br, Fr〉 into apply cache;

returnModifyResult(〈cr, br, Fr〉);
end
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Recursive computation If a call toApply is unable to immediately compute a result or reuse

a previously cached computation, we must recursively compute the result. For this we have two

cases (the third case where both operands are0 terminal nodes having been taken care of in the

previous section):

• F1 or F2 is a 0 terminal node, or F var
1 6= F var

2 : We assume the operation is commu-

tative and reorder the operands so thatF1 is the0 node or the operand whose variable

comeslater in the variable ordering so that we know to branch onF var
2 first.14 Then

we propagate the affine transform to each ofF2’s branches and compute the operation

applied separately toF1 andeachof F2’s high and low branches. We then build anif

statement conditional onF var
2 and normalize it to obtain the generalized AADD node

〈cr, br, Fr〉 for the result:

〈ch, bh, Fh〉 = Apply(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2 + b2c2,h, b2b2,h, F2,h〉, op)
〈cl, bl, Fl〉 = Apply(〈c1, b1, F1〉, 〈c2 + b2c2,l, b2b2,l, F2,l〉, op)
〈cr, br, Fr〉 = GetGNode(F var

2 , 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉)

• F1 and F2 are non-terminal nodes andF var
1 = F var

2 : Since the variables for each

operand match, we know the result〈cr, br, Fr〉 is simply a generalizedif statement

branching onF var
1 (= F var

2 ) with the true case being the operator applied to the high

branches ofF1 andF2 and likewise for the false case and the low branches:

〈ch, bh, Fh〉 = Apply(〈c1 + b1c1,h, b1b1,h, F1,h〉,
〈c2 + b2c2,h, b2b2,h, F2,h〉, op)

〈cl, bl, Fl〉 = Apply(〈c1 + b1c1,l, b1b1,l, F1,l〉
〈c2 + b2c2,l, b2b2,l, F2,l〉, op)

〈cr, br, Fr〉 = GetGNode(F var
1 , 〈ch, bh, Fh〉, 〈cl, bl, Fl〉)

Canonical caching If the AADD Apply algorithm were to compute and cache the results

of applying an operation directly to the operands, the algorithm would provably have the same

14As for ADDs, we note that the first case prohibits the use of thenon-commutative⊖ and⊘ operations.
However, a simple solution would be to recursively descend on eitherF1 orF2 rather than assuming commutativity
and swapping operands to ensure descent onF2. To accommodate general non-commutative operations, we have
used this alternate approach in our specification of theApply routine given in Algorithm 6.
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time complexity as the ADDApply algorithm. Yet, if we were to compute〈0+1F1〉⊕〈0+2F2〉
and cache the result〈cr + brFr〉, we could compute〈5 + 2F1〉 ⊕ 〈4 + 4F2〉 without recursion

as follows:

(a) 〈5 + 2F1〉 ⊕ 〈4 + 4F2〉 = 9 + 2 · (〈0 + F1〉 ⊕ 〈0 + 2F2〉)
(b) = 9 + 2 · 〈cr + brFr〉
(c) = 〈(9 + 2cr) + 2brFr〉

The key observation here is that we can (a) rewrite the secondoperation in a normalized form

where we subtract off the constants and divide by the first coefficient, (b) substitute in the result

of a previously cached computation, and then (c) modify the result to reverse the previous

normalization.

This suggests a canonical caching scheme that normalizes all cache entries to increase the

chance of a cache hit. The actual result can then be easily computed from the cached result

by reversing the normalization as demonstrated in the example. This ensures optimal reuse of

theApply operations cache and can lead to an exponential reduction inrunning time over the

non-canonical caching version.

We introduce two additional functions to perform this caching: GetNormCacheKey to

compute the canonical cache key, andModifyResult to reverse the normalization in order to

compute the actual result. These algorithms are summarizedin thebottom halfof Table 3.2.

Other Operations

We summarize some of the remaining operations that can be performed (efficiently) on AADDs:

• min and max computation: The min and max of a generalized AADD node〈c + bF 〉
are respectivelyc andc+ b due to[0, 1] normalization ofF .

• Restriction: The restriction of a variablexi in a function to eithertrue or false (i.e.

F |xi=T/F ) can be computed similarly to ADDs by replacing all decisionnodes for vari-

ablexi with the branch corresponding to the variable restriction and propagating the

affine transform to the direct subnodes. ThenReduce can be applied on the resulting

decision diagram to convert it to a canonical AADD.

• Sum out/marginalization: A variablexi can be summed (or marginalized) out of a func-

tion F simply by computing the sum of the restricted functions (i.e. F |xi=T ⊕ F |xi=F )
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exactly as done for ADDs.

• Negation/reciprocation: While it may seem that negation of a generalized AADD node

〈c+ bF 〉 would be as simple as〈−c+−bF 〉, we note that this violates our normalization

scheme which requiresb > 0. Consequently, negation must be performed explicitly

with theApply operation as0⊖ 〈c+ bF 〉. Likewise, reciprocation (i.e., 1
〈c+bF 〉

) must be

performed explicitly with theApply operation as1⊘ 〈c+ bF 〉.

• Variable reordering: Rudell’s [1993] ADD variable reordering algorithm previously

summarized for ADDs can be applied to AADDs without loss of efficiency. The only

modification needed is to recompute the normalized affine transforms for pairwise ro-

tations of neighboring nodes involving variablesxi andxj, but this is simply a local

application of theReduce algorithm.

Cache Implementation

If one were to use a naive cache implementation that relied onexact floating-point values

for hashing and equality testing, one would find that many nodes whichshouldbe the same

under exact computation often turn out to have offsets or multipliers differing by±1e-15; these

numerical precision errors result from repeated multiplications and divisions during theReduce

andApply operations. This can result in an exponential explosion of nodes if not controlled.

Consequently, it is better to use a hashing scheme that considers equality within some range

of numerical precision errorǫ. While it is difficult to guarantee such an exact property for an

efficienthashing scheme, we next outline an approximate approach that we have found to work

both efficiently and nearly optimally in practice.

The node cache used inGetGNode and the operation result cache used inApply both use

cache keys containing four floating-point values (i.e., theoffsets and multipliers for two AADD

nodes). If we consider this 4-tuple of floating-point valuesto be a point in Euclidean space,

then we can measure the distance between two 4-tuples〈u1, u2, u3, u4〉 and〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉 as

theL2 (Euclidean) distance between these points. In an approximate caching scheme that takes

numerical precision error into account, we might consider two 4-tuples corresponding to hash

keys to be equivalent if theirL2 distance from each other is smaller thanǫ:

√

(u1 − v1)2 + (u2 − v2)2 + (u3 − v3)2 + (u4 − v4)2 < ǫ (3.20)

Ideally, when probing the cache to see if a key exists within anL2 distance ofǫ, we would
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Figure 3.11: A geometric representation of the hashing scheme we use. All points withinǫ of
〈u1, u2〉 (the shaded circle) lie within the ring having outer and inner radius

√
u1

2 + u2
2 ± ǫ.

Thus, a hashing scheme which hashes all points within the ring to thesamebucket guarantees
that all points withinǫ of 〈u1, u2〉 also hash to the same bucket. Note that buckets are discretized
according to the distance from the origin (i.e., the vantagepoint for comparison).

prefer to avoid a pairwise comparison of our probe key to all nodes currently in the cache. For-

tunately, we can use thevantage point[Yianilos, 1993] method for efficiently finding nearest

neighbors in a metric space. The basic idea of these methods is that we can exploit the triangle

inequality to obtain the following necessary conditions implied by the previous error between

two 4-tuples:

√

(u1 − v1)2 + (u2 − v2)2 + (u3 − v3)2 + (u4 − v4)2 ≤ ǫ

=⇒ |
√

u1
2 + u2

2 + u3
2 + u4

2 −
√

v1
2 + v2

2 + v3
2 + v4

2| ≤ ǫ

A geometric representation providing intuitions for thesenecessary conditions is given for

two dimensions in Figure 3.11. The benefit of these necessaryconditions is that their compu-

tation only requires the relative distances of each 4-tupleto the origin (thus, we can view the

origin as the vantage point for comparison). While this only gives us a necessary condition

in our search for 4-tuples within someL2 distance of the probe, it gives us a simple test that

allows us to prune out the majority of 4-tuples that we need toconsider in a typical case.

Based on these necessary conditions for Equation 3.20, we canuse the following approx-

imate hashing scheme that will determine other 4-tuples in the hash table that are candidates

for being within ǫ distance of a probe〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉: Compute theL2 distanced between
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〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉 and the origin. To compute the hash key for〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉, extract only the bits

of the floating-point representation ofd representing a fractional portion greater thanǫ and use

this for an integer representation of the hash key (we are effectively discretizing the distances

into buckets of widthǫ). For equality testing in the hash table, test that the trueL2 metric

between a tuple〈u1, u2, u3, u4〉 and the probe〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉 is less thanǫ.

While this hashing scheme does not guarantee that all 4-tuples havingǫ distance from

the origin〈0, 0, 0, 0〉 hash to the same bucket (some 4-tuples withinǫ could fall over bucket

boundaries), we found that with bucket widthǫ = 1e-9 and numerical precision error generally

less than1e-13, there was only a small chance of two nodes withinǫ distance hashing to

different buckets. For the empirical results we describe, this hashing scheme was sufficient to

prevent any uncontrollable cases of numerical precision error.

An alternate (and exact) hashing scheme would be to explicitly check the neighboring

bucket for matching 4-tuples when the probe comes withinǫ of a bucket boundary.15

3.4.4 Theoretical Results

Here we present two fundamental results for AADDs. The first theorem bounds the worst-case

space and time performance of theReduce andApply operations for AADDs in terms of the

corresponding operations on ADDs:

Theorem 3.4.3.For all functionsF1 : B
n −→ R andF2 : B

m −→ R (n ≥ 0 andm ≥ 0),

the time and space performance ofReduce(F1) andApply(F1, F2, op ) for AADDs (operands

and results represented as canonical AADDs) is within a multiplicative constant ofReduce(F1)

andApply(F1, F2, op ) for ADDs (operands and results represented as canonical ADDs) in

the worst case assuming any fixed variable ordering.

Proof. See Section B.1 of Appendix B.

While the above results bound the space and time of the AADD operations on arbitrary

functions relative to the ADD operations for the same functions, it is interesting to note that

the worst case space and time bounds for theApply operation givensolely in terms of the

corresponding size of the input operands is very different for ADDs vs. AADDs.

The size of the result of the ADDApply operation is known to be bounded quadratically

in the size of the largest input operand. Bryant[1986] shows this simply by observing that

the size of the ADD can be bounded in the number of possible distinct Apply calls given two

15Thanks to Roni Khardon for suggesting this modification.
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operands (any non-distinct calls will already have been cached), which is at most all possible

pairs of nodes when taking one node each from the first and second operands. The number

of these node pairs is obviously quadratic in the size of the largest input operand. Since each

(recursive)Apply call can contribute a maximum of one node to the ADD resultingfrom the

Apply operation, the space bound ofApply follows.

On the other hand, we note that the size of the result of the AADD Apply operation can

only be bounded exponentially in the combined size of the operands. To understand this,

note that unlike ADDs, AADDs do allow reconvergent edges when these edges are labelled

with different affine transforms of the same child node. For example, this can be observed

in the linearly structured AADDs of Figure 3.8. Letn be the number of nodes in a linearly

structured AADD; then anApply call with one of these AADDs as operands may need to

traverse all possible distinct paths from root node to terminal node, which isexp(n) due to

the reconvergent structure. Following the same reasoning as for the ADD, this exponential

number ofApply calls can lead to a result of theApply operation that has a number of nodes

exponential in the combined size of the operands (in the worst case).

Nonetheless, it is important to reiterate the result of Theorem 3.4.3 that the time and space

complexity of operations on functions represented as AADDsis never more than a constant

times worse than the operations applied to the same functions represented as ADDs.

The second theorem shows that in special cases, the AADD can yield an exponential-to-

linear reduction in the time and space complexity over the ADD:

Theorem 3.4.4.There exist functionsF1 andF2 and an operatorop such that the running

time and space performance ofApply(F1, F2, op) for AADDs can be linear in the number of

variables when the corresponding ADD operations are exponential in the number of variables.

Proof. See Section B.1 of Appendix B.

Empirically, we note that while the use of AADDs in place of ADDs has always led to

smaller space requirements and faster operations for all ofour test cases, the rather extreme

best case of a reduction from exponential to linear complexity noted in Theorem 3.4.4 has

rarely been observed in practice. And perhaps more disappointingly, functions that may appear

to have additive and multiplicative structure that can be exploited extensively by AADDs turn

out to benefit little from the use of AADDs in place of ADDs. Forexample, the AADD

representation of the function(
∑n

i=1 2ixi)
2 requires precisely 1/4 of the space of the ADD

(for n > 2) even though the additive and multiplicative structure inherent in this function
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ostensibly suggest that the AADD might achieve a substantially more compact representation

than the ADD. Nonetheless, a 75% reduction in space obtainedby using the AADD in place

of the ADD for this example still justifies the use of the AADD in this case.

3.4.5 Empirical Results

First we explore the running time and space requirements of ADDs and AADDs for simple

operations such as summation, multiplication, and maximization. Then we explore a number

of paradigms for structured probabilistic inference and compare the performance of standard

algorithms implemented using ADDs and tabular representations to those using AADDs.

Basic Operations

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the relative time and space performance of tables, ADDs, and AADDs

for⊕,⊗, andmax, each for one example function. These verify the exponential to linear space

and time reductions proved in Theorem 3.4.4. The functions used in these examples are simply

generalizations of the additive and multplicative functions given in Figures 3.7c and 3.8 that

could be represented in exponential space with ADDs and linear space with AADDs.

Bayes Nets

Since dynamic Bayes nets are used in factored MDPs, it is informative to evaluate AADDs on

a variety of Bayes net structures. For Bayes nets, we simply evaluate the variable elimination

algorithm[Zhang and Poole, 1996] under the greedy tree-width minimizingmin-fill [Kjaerulff,

1990] variable ordering with the conditional probability tables(CPTs)Pj and corresponding

operations replaced with those for tables, ADDs, and AADDs:

∑

xi /∈Query

∏

P1...Pj

P1(x1|Parents(x1)) · · ·Pj(xj|Parents(xj))

Table 3.3 shows the total number of table entries/nodes required to represent the original net-

work and the total running time of 100 random queries (each consisting of one query vari-

able and one evidence variable) for a number of publicly available Bayes nets16 and anoisy-

or [Pearl, 1986] modelP (x1|x2, . . . , xn) = 1 − ∏n
i=2 P (x1|xi) whereP (x1|xi) = .1 with

n = 15.

16See theBayes net repository: http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/compbio/Repository
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Figure 3.12: Comparison ofApply operation running time (top) and table entries/nodes (bottom) for tables, ADDs and AADDs. Left to
Right: (

∑

i 2
ixi)⊕ (

∑

i 2
ixi), (γ

P

i 2ixi)⊗ (γ
P

i 2ixi), max(
∑

i 2
ixi,
∑

i 2
ixi). Note the linear time/space for AADDs.
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Bayes Net Table ADD AADD
# Table Entries Running Time # ADD Nodes Running Time # AADD Nodes Running Time

Alarm 1,192 2.97 s 689 2.42 s 405 1.26 s
Barley 470,294 EML∗ 139,856 EML∗ 60,809 207 m
Carpo 636 0.58 s 955 0.57 s 360 0.49 s
Hailfinder 9045 26.4 s 4511 9.6 s 2538 2.7 s
Insurance 2104 278 s 1596 116 s 775 37 s
Noisy-Or-15 65566 27.5 s 125356 50.2 s 1066 0.7 s

Table 3.3: Number of table entries/nodes in the original network and variable elimination running times using tabular,ADD, and AADD
representations for inference in various Bayes nets.∗EML denotes that a query exceeded the 1Gb memory limit.
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Figure 3.13: MDP value iteration running times (top) and number of entries/nodes (bottom) in the final value function using tabular,
ADD, and AADD representations for various network configurations in the SYSADMIN problem.
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Note that the intermediate probability tables were too large in one instance for the tables

or ADDs, but not the AADDs, indicating that the AADD was able to exploit additive or mul-

tiplicative structure in these cases. Also, the AADD appears to yield an exponential to linear

reduction on theNoisy-Or-15problem by exploiting the multiplicative structure inherent in

these special CPTs. While other algorithms have been explicitly designed to exploit noisy-or

network structure for efficient inference[Heckerman, 1990], the AADD automatically exploits

this structure in standard variable eliminination withoutexplicit modification.

Markov Decision Processes

For MDPs, we simply evaluate the value iteration algorithm using a tabular representation and

its extension for decision diagrams as previously discussed for the SPUDD algorithm in exact

structured value iteration. We apply these variants of value iteration to factored MDPs from the

SYSADMIN domain introduced in Chapter 1 and formalized as a factored MDP in Section 3.1.1

of this chapter. Here we simply substitute tables, ADDs, andAADDs for the reward function,

value function, and DBN transition model dynamics in the factored MDP value iteration update

of Equation 3.6.

Figure 3.13 shows the relative performance of value iteration until convergence within0.01

of the optimal value for networks in a star, bidirectional, and independent ring configuration.

While the reward and transition dynamics in the SYSADMIN problem have considerable ad-

ditive structure, we note that the exponential size of the AADD (as for all representations)

indicates that little additive structure survives in theexactvalue function. Nonetheless, the

AADD-based algorithm still manages to take considerable advantage of the additive structure

during computations and thus performs comparably or exponentially better than ADDs and

tables for exact value iteration.

Having provided a structured value iteration algorithm forfactored MDPs, it is a natural

question as to whether we can extend the approximate value iteration ideas to AADDs in the

spirit of the APRICODD algorithm previously discussed. We have preliminarily explored this

and found that it is much more computationally difficult to prune AADDs in a manner that

does not induce unacceptably large approximations. This isbecause the already compact and

distributed nature of the AADD means that every edge typically impacts more states than in

the ADD. Nonetheless, this is an interesting area for futureresearch.
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3.4.6 Related Work

There has been much related work in the formal verification literature that has attempted to

tackle additive and multiplicative structure in representation of functions fromB
n → B

m.

These include *BMDs[Bryant and Chen, 1995], K*BMDs [R. Drechsleret al., 1997], EVB-

DDs & FEVBDDs [Tafertshofer and Pedram, 1997], HDDs & *PHDDs [Chen and Bryant,

1997].17

However, without covering each data structure in detail, wenote there are a few major

differences between this related work and AADDs:

• These data structures all originated in the verification community, which means that their

terminals are restricted to be vectors of boolean variables, or more generally, integers.

When these diagrams can exploit both additive and multiplicative structure, normaliza-

tion of nodes in these data structures requires prime factorizations of edge weights so

there is no direct correspondence between this normalization and AADD normalization

(obviously, the prime factorization of a value inR is ill-defined).

• One could attempt to perform probabilistic inference with integer terminals, thus re-

quiring a rational or direct floating-point representationof values inR. Unfortunately

rational representations of terminals require large amounts of space to achieve compa-

rable precision to floating-point representations. And when rational representations are

restricted to the same space as floating-point representations, their computation error is

much greater than that of a floating-point representation (these reasons are, in fact, the

motivation behind floating-point representations). Probabilistic inference applications

require manipulating very small values and small numericalapproximation errors tend

to multiply uncontrollably during marginalization, requiring very precise numerical rep-

resentations and accurate computations. This can only be reasonably achieved with a

floating-point representation.

• *PHDDs are the only decision diagrams that are intended to directly represent float-

ing point numbers and perform standard operations on them since they were created for

verification of floating-point arithmetic. However the caveat is that computation with

*PHDDs is equivalent to performing all floating-point operations in software. In con-

trast, AADDs using direct machine floating-point representations and highly accelerated

hardware implementations. So, even if *PHDDs could match AADDs in representational

17See[Drechsler and Sieling, 2001] for an excellent general overview of most of these decision diagrams.
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efficiency (the correspondence if true, is not at all obviousand is an open question), their

software-based floating-point computation would slow themdown by orders of magni-

tude in comparison to AADDs.

3.5 Summary and Conclusions

We began this chapter by presenting a factored representation of MDPs that did not require full

state enumeration. We then proceeded to describe a large body of recent work that has sought

to exploit various forms of factored structure in MDP solution algorithms to likewise avoid

explicit state enumeration in those solutions. This work ranges from the use of data structures

like ADDs to compactly represent context specific independence in a variety of factored infer-

ence algorithms to the use of linear-value function approximation methods to exploit additive

structure (and potentially CSI if using appropriate structures for the factor representation) in

linear-value approximation solutions to MDPs.

Having done this, we noted that no solution could simultaneously exploit CSI and additive

independence in both the reward and transition structure offactored MDPs. To remedy this,

we introduced the AADD as a novel data structure that could beplugged into structured value

iteration algorithms to exploit CSI, additive independence, and multiplicative independence

in exact MDP solutions. We have proved that its worst-case time and space performance are

within a multiplicative constant of that of ADDs, but can be linear in the number of variables

in cases where ADDs are exponential in the number of variables. And we have provided

an empirical comparison of tabular, ADD, and AADD representations used in Bayes net and

MDP inference algorithms, concluding that AADDs perform atleast as well as the other two

representations, and can yield an exponential time and space improvement over both when

additive or multiplicative structure can be exploited. However, these results are based on a very

limited analysis and a more comprehensive investigation isneeded in the future to determine

in what situations AADDs should be used.

In practice, we note that all of these factored MDP algorithms can be quite efficient in

comparison to their enumerated state versions. Nonetheless, there are a number of negative

results suggesting that factored MDP representations and factored solution algorithms are not

a silver bullet for the curse of dimensionality in decision-theoretic planning problems. As the-

oretical evidence, Littman et al.[1998] note that finding an optimal plan using tree-structured

CPTs is EXP-COMPLETE, and finding an approximately optimal plan usingbounded-size,

tree-structured CPTs is PSPACE-COMPLETE. While these results do not directly apply to
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other CPT structures, they are nonetheless discouraging.

However, factored MDP structure is just one type of structure that we can exploit in MDPs.

The other type of structure is far more ubiquitous for most ofthe planning community in

AI — that is relational structure. Dating back to the early days of planning when STRIPS

representations were introduced[Fikes and Nilsson, 1971], planning problem specifications

were inherently relational. And to this day, the predominant planning problem description

languages such as ADL[Pednault, 1989], PDDL [McDermottet al., 1998] and its probabilistic

variant PPDDL[Younes and Littman, 2004] are still relational. Yet if we cast these problems

in a factored MDP framework to solve them, we have to ground our relational representation to

propositional variables. But we don’t necessarily think of the problem in these ground terms.

Clearly there has to be more structure that we can exploit in relational planning problems than

just factored structure; we tackle this in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

First-order MDPs

In the last chapter we covered methods for compactly encoding propositionally factored rep-

resentations of MDPs along with solution algorithms aimed at efficiently exploiting this struc-

ture. We originally motivated this propositionally factored structure with the observation that

in many decision-theoretic planning problems, we can factor the state representation into inde-

pendent variables. However, there is much more structure typical in decision-theoretic planning

problems that we can exploit in the representation of MDPs and we need look no farther than

the STRIPS[Fikes and Nilsson, 1971], ADL [Pednault, 1989], and PDDL family[McDermott

et al., 1998; Fox and Long, 2001; Younes and Littman, 2004] of planning description languages

to see that all of these languages leverage relational structure for compact representations.

Given that relational representations seem natural for planning problems, it makes sense to

attempt to exploit this relational structure at a first-order level without resorting to grounding

methods. This is precisely the idea behind the first-order MDP model and its symbolic dynamic

programming solution[Boutilier et al., 2001] that we motivate and review in the first part of

this chapter.

The second half of this chapter introduces a simple procedure for generalizing the proposi-

tional ADDs and AADDs to first-order (FO) versions that we respectively denote as FOADDs

and FOAADDs, or collectively as FO(A)ADDs. We show how thesefirst-order decision dia-

grams can be used to exploit structure FOMDP solution algorithms in much the same manner

that ADDs and AADDs could exploit structure in MDPs. We conclude with a simple set of

empirical results that demonstrate that FOADDs combined with a few logical simplification

rules prove sufficient to provide an automated solution to basic FOMDPs.

Also in the second half of this chapter, we introduce an additive decomposition approach for

approximately solving FOMDPs with universal reward specifications. These approaches are

80
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motivated in part by previous decomposition methods and enable the application of FOMDP

solution techniques to a reward specification that otherwise renders standard solution approaches

intractable.

4.1 Motivation

Before we introduce FOMDPs and their solution, we begin by introducing the basic notions of

relational planning problem specifications and motivate the need for exploiting this structure at

a lifted first-order level rather than at a ground propositional level.

4.1.1 Relational Planning Specifications

We can view many decision-theoretic planning problems as consisting of classes of domain

objects and the changing relations that hold between those objects at different points in time.

For example, recalling the BOXWORLD problem from Chapter 1 and depicted graphically in

Figure 1.1, we have four classes of domain objects:Box , City , Truck , andPlane. And for the

relations that hold between them, we haveBoxIn(Box : b,City : c), TruckIn(Truck : t,City :

c), BoxOnTruck(Box : b,Truck : t), BoxOnPlane(Box : t,Plane : p), PlaneIn(Plane :

p,City : c)).1 In this framework, generic action templates such as loadingor unloading a box

from a truck or plane or driving trucks and flying planes between cities are likely to apply

generically to domain objects and thus the planning problemcan be specified independently of

any ground domain instantiation.

One recent language for representing relational probabilistic planning problems is PPDDL.

At its core, PPDDL is a probabilistic extension of a subset ofPDDL conforming to the deter-

ministic ADL planning language; ADL, in turn, introduced universal and conditional effects

into the STRIPS representation. PPDDL allows for a range of goal-oriented and general re-

ward structure in the spirit of both task and process-oriented planning discussed in the previous

chapter.

To see the compactness of a relational representation, we provide a (P)PDDL2 representa-

1For convenience, we restate our notational conventions from Chapter 1: throughout the thesis all predicates
(including unary predicates denoting domain object classes) are capitalized and all variables and constants are
lowercased. We use the notationC : v to denote that variablev is restricted to domain object classC.

2General PPDDL specifications can be more compact for some problems than the PPDDL subset we refer
to in this thesis. For example, universal and conditional effects and probabilities can be arbitrarily nested, thus
allowing for exponentially more compact representations of probabilistic action effects than can be achieved with
probabilities only at the top-level of aspects as we show here [Rintanen, 2003].
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• Domain Object Types: Box , Truck , City

• Relational (S)tate Descriptors (with parameter sorts):
BoxIn(Box ,City), TruckIn(Truck ,City), BoxOn(Box ,Truck)

• (R)eward: if [∃Box : b.BoxIn(b, paris)] then 10 else 0

• (A)ctions (with parameter sorts) and (T )ransition Function:

– load(Box : b,Truck : t):

∗ Aspect 1 (probability 0.9):

· when [∃City : c.BoxIn(b, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c)] then [BoxOn(b, t)]

· ∀City : c.when [BoxIn(b, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c)] then [¬BoxIn(b, c)]}
– unload(Box : b,Truck : t):

∗ Aspect 1 (probability 0.9):

· ∀City : c.when [BoxOn(b, t) ∧ TruckIn(t, c)] then [BoxIn(b, c)]

· when [∃City : c.BoxOn(b, t) ∧ TruckIn(t, c)] then [¬BoxOn(b, t)]

– drive(Truck : t,City : c):

∗ Aspect 1 (probability 1.0)

· when [∃City : c1.TruckIn(t, c1)] then [TruckIn(t, c)]

· ∀City : c1.when [TruckIn(t, c1)] then [¬TruckIn(t, c1)]

– noop

∗ No effects.

Figure 4.1: A PPDDL-style representation of a simple variant of the BOXWORLD problem.
The deterministic PDDL subset would exclude the probabilistic aspects assuming that all ef-
fects occur with probability 1.0.

tion of the BOXWORLD problem in Figure 4.1 where for simplicity, we omit thePlane class of

objects and associated actions and relations and shorten theBoxOnTruck(Box : b,Truck : t)

relation toBoxOn(Box : b,Truck : t).

While the meaning of the PPDDL representation in Figure 4.1 isintended to be relatively

straightforward, there are a few important dimensions of the specification that should be ex-

plained. First, we assume that actions can execute in all states so we do not encode explicit

preconditions.3 When an action executes, it may have a number of different aspects encapsulat-

ing a joint set of effects, where each aspect is realized independently according to the specified

probability. For example, theunload action realizes its first aspect only 90% of the time it is

3While this assumption is not necessary, it does not have any effect on the optimal policy in a domain that
already has anoop action. It also simplifies (1) the amount of notation in our presentation, (2) the translation
from PPDDL to the stochastic situation calculus and (3) the proofs of correctness for FOMDPs.
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executed whereas thedrive action deterministically realizes its first aspect on each execution.

Aspects themselves consist of conjunctions of effects. Each individual effect can be univer-

sal and conditional. Universal effects allow the inclusionof universal quantifiers that permit the

effect to apply to an arbitrary number of objects not explicitly named in the action’s parameter

list. If a universal effect applies only to the objects explicitly named in the action’s parameter

list, then we refer to it as alocal universal effect. Universal effects are usually combined with

conditional effects denoted by thewhen/then clause pair that specify that thethen effects oc-

cur in the post-action state if thewhen conditions hold for the pre-action state.4 For example,

when theload(b, t) action is executed, the first aspect is realized with 90% probability. When

this set is realized, then for any cityc that satisfiesBoxIn(b, c)∧TruckIn(t, c) in the pre-action

state,BoxOn(b, t) ∧ ¬BoxIn(b, c) will be asserted in the post-action state since both aspects

have equivalentwhen conditions. When this aspect is not realized on 10% of theload(b, t)

executions, no state changes occur and it is equivalent to anoop action.

One can easily see that this relationally specified domain-independent specification al-

lows very compact MDP specifications when compared to a corresponding ground factored

MDP representation. For example, consider instantiating the PPDDL problem in Figure 4.1

to the ground factored MDP representation in Figure 4.2 where we assume a problem in-

stance with a domain instantiation of three boxes, three cities, and two trucks. While this

is a trivially small domain instantiation, we note that its factored MDP representation requires

21 propositional atoms corresponding to over one million distinct states and 18 distinct ac-

tions that can be executed in each state. And the reward, which uses existential quantifi-

cation in the relational PPDDL specification must be grounded to obtain its corresponding

factored MDP representation. Clearly, forn objects, the grounded factor for the formula

∃Box : b.BoxIn(b, paris) will contain |Box | state variables, but if the reward were changed to

∀City : c ∃Box : b.BoxIn(b, c), the ground reward representation would contain|Box | · |City |
state variables — thus implying a combinatorial growth in the number of nested quantifiers.

In general, the number of ground atoms for a factored MDP representation will scale lin-

early in the number of relations, exponentially in the arityof each relation (assuming more than

one domain object), and superlinearly in the number of domain objects that fill each relation

slot (assuming the maximum arity is greater than one). To seethis, let us assume for simplicity

that all object class instantations havek instances. Then a single unary relation would be rep-

4We note that each individual effect is only allowed to mention one positive or negative relation in thethen
portion of the clause. A conjunction ofthen effects can be easily specified as multiple effects with the samewhen

condition. Disjunctive (i.e., non-deterministic) effects are prohibited in PPDDL.
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• Domain Object Instantiation:

– Box = {box 1, box 2, box 3}, Truck = {truck1, truck2}, City = {paris, berlin, rome}

• (S)tate-variable Atoms (i.e., binary state variables):

– BoxIn:
{BoxIn(box 1, paris),BoxIn(box 2, paris),BoxIn(box 3, paris),
BoxIn(box 1, berlin),BoxIn(box 2, berlin),BoxIn(box 3, berlin),
BoxIn(box 1, rome),BoxIn(box 2, rome),BoxIn(box 3, rome)}

– TruckIn:
{TruckIn(truck1, paris),TruckIn(truck1, berlin),TruckIn(truck1, rome),
TruckIn(truck2, paris),TruckIn(truck2, berlin),TruckIn(truck2, rome)}

– BoxOn:
{BoxOn(box 1, truck1),BoxOn(box 2, truck1),BoxOn(box 3, truck1),
BoxOn(box 1, truck2),BoxOn(box 2, truck2),BoxOn(box 3, truck2)}

• (A)ctions:

– load :
{load(box 1, truck1), load(box 2, truck1), load(box 3, truck1)
load(box 1, truck2), load(box 2, truck2)}, load(box 3, truck2)}

– unload :
{unload(box 1, truck1), unload(box 2, truck1), unload(box 3, truck1),
unload(box 1, truck2), unload(box 2, truck2)}, unload(box 3, truck2)}

– drive:
{drive(truck1, paris), drive(truck1, berlin), drive(truck1, rome)
drive(truck2, paris), drive(truck2, berlin), drive(truck2, rome)

• (T )ransition Function:
Follows directly from ground instantion of PPDDL actions in Figure 4.1.

• (R)eward:
if [BoxIn(box 1, paris) ∨ BoxIn(box 2, paris) ∨ BoxIn(box 3, paris)] then 10 else 0

Figure 4.2: One possible ground MDP instantiation of the BOXWORLD FOMDP.

resented byk ground atoms, a binary relation byk2 atoms, and ann-ary relation bykn atoms.

Similarly, the size of the grounding of any quantified formula will scale exponentially in the

number of nested quantifiers, linearly in the number of relations being quantified, and expo-

nentially in the size of the domain object classes being quantified. Assumingk instances for

all object classes andq nested (non-vacuous) quantifiers over formulae containingr relations,

the resulting unsimplified grounded representation would lead torkq ground atoms. Thus, the

number of state variables and the number (if not the size) of the factors in the factored MDP
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representation will scale polynomially in the domain size with an order determined by the max-

imum arity of relations and the maximum number of nested quantifiers in any formula — at

least linearly in the best case.5

Nonetheless, if we have adequate space to permit the grounding of a relational MDP w.r.t. a

domain instantiation to obtain a factored MDPandwe have the time to find an (approximately)

optimal solution to this factored MDP, then grounding givesus one approach to representing

and solving relational MDPs for specific domain instances.

4.1.2 Grounded vs. Lifted Solutions

In contrast to the grounded approach to representing relational MDPs as factored MDPs, it is

important to point out that no matter how many domain objectsthere may be in an actual prob-

lem instance, the size of the PPDDL relational planning problem specification in Figure 4.1

remains constant. Consequently, this invites the followingquestion: if we can avoid a domain-

instance dependent blowup in the representation of a relational MDP such as in PPDDL, can

we avoid a domain-instance dependent blowup in its solutiontoo?

Although we have yet to discuss the specifics of the first-order MDP representation, in Fig-

ure 4.3 we provide an optimal domain-instance independent value function and its correspond-

ing policy for the relational PPDDL specification of the BOXWORLD problem in Figure 4.1

(using discount factorγ = 0.9).

The key features to note here are the state and action abstraction in the value and policy

representation that are afforded by the first-order specification and solution of the problem.

That is, this solution does not refer to any specific set of domain objects, say justCity =

{paris , berlin, rome}, but rather it provides a solution forall possible domain object instanti-

ations. And while the BOXWORLD problem could not be represented as a grounded factored

MDP for sufficiently large domain instantiations, much lesssolved, a domain-independent so-

lution to this particular problem is quite simple and applies to domain instances of any size due

to the power of state and action abstraction afforded by a first-order logic representation.

Thus, an alternative idea to solving a FOMDP at the ground level — and an idea that is cen-

tral to this chapter and the rest of thesis — is to convert the PPDDL relational specification to

a lifted first-order MDP representation and solve this first-order MDP directly at the first-order

level using purely symbolic methods. This approach obtainsa solution that applies universally

5If the domain trivially has one unary relation, then the number of ground atoms would simply be the number
of domain objects filling that relation.
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• if (∃b.BoxIn(b, paris))
then donoop (value = 100.00)

• else if(∃b∗, t∗.TruckIn(t∗, paris) ∧ BoxOn(b∗, t∗))
then dounload(b∗, t∗) (value = 89.0)

• else if(∃b, c, t∗.BoxOn(b, t∗) ∧ TruckIn(t, c))
then dodrive(t∗, paris) (value = 80.0)

• else if(∃b∗, c, t∗.BoxIn(b∗, c) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c))
then doload(b∗, t∗) (value = 72.0)

• else if(∃b, c∗1, t∗, c2.BoxIn(b, c∗1) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c2))
then dodrive(t∗, c∗1) (value = 64.7)

• else donoop (value = 0.0)

Figure 4.3: A decision-list representation of the expecteddiscounted reward value for an ex-
haustive partitioning of the state space in the BOXWORLD problem. The optimal action to
take is also shown for each start partition where the optimalbindings of the action variables
(denoted by a *) correspond to any binding satisfying those variable names in the state formula.

to all possible domain instantiations without scaling in a manner related to any specific domain

instantiation. As we will see, the power of this lifted styleof solution is that it exploits the

existence of domain objects, relations over these objects,and the ability to express objectives

and action effects using quantification directly without resorting to grounding.

4.2 Situation Calculus Background

Before we present the first-order MDP (FOMDP) formalism, we must provide the foundations

for the situation calculus that provides the logical foundation for FOMDPs. We assume a basic

knowledge of sorted first-order logic and refer the reader toReiter[2001] and Brachman and

Levesque[2004] for an overview of first-order logic concepts relevant to thematerial presented

here.

We do make two additional notes w.r.t. our presentation:

• Previously we have specified the sorts of variables explicitly, for example∀City : c φ(c).

This notation can be easily converted to standard unsorted first-order logic for use with

many popular theorem provers, for example,∀City : c φ(c) can be rewritten as∀City(c)

=⇒ φ(c) and likewise∃City : c φ(c) can be rewritten as∃City(c) ∧ φ(c). We omit

explicit sort specifications on quantifiers when they can be inferred from context, for
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example, from the sort specification of relation slots or viatransitivity of equality tests.

• Throughout this background review, we note that the situation calculus isdeterministic

and thus we will be temporarily assuming a deterministic representation conforming to

the PDDL subset of the PPDDL specification for BOXWORLD in Figure 4.1. As noted

previously, this is equivalent to assuming that all of the action effects in Figure 4.1 occur

with probability1.0.

We begin by describing the necessary background material from the situation calculus and

Reiter’s default solution to the frame problem[Reiter, 2001] required to understand FOMDPs.

This includes a discussion of the basic ingredients of the situation calculus formulation: ac-

tions, situations, and fluents along with relevant axioms (e.g., unique names for actions and

domain-specific axioms). Next we introduce effect axioms and explain how these can be de-

rived from a PDDL specification. Then we show how effect axioms can be compiled into

successor-state axioms that underly the default solution to the frame problem of the situation

calculus. We conclude by introducing the regression operator Regr that will prove crucial to

our symbolic dynamic programming solution to first-order MDPs.

4.2.1 Basic Ingredients

The situation calculus is a first-order language for axiomatizing dynamic worlds[McCarthy,

1963]. It’s basic language elements consist of actions, situations and fluents:

• Actions: Actions are first-order terms consisting of an action function symbol and argu-

ments. For example, an action for loading boxb on truckt in the running BOXWORLD

example would be represented byload(b, t).

• Situations: A situation is a first order term denoting a specific state. The initial situation

is usually denoted ass0 and subsequent situations resulting from action executions are

obtained from thedo(a, s) function that represents the situation resulting from the exe-

cution of actiona in states. For example, the situation resulting from loading boxb on

truck t in the initial situations0 and then driving truckt to city c is given by the term

do(drive(t, c), do(load(b, t), s0)).

• Fluents: A fluent is a relation whose truth value varies from situation to situation. A

fluent is simply a relation whose last argument is a situationterm. For example, let us

imagine that we are given an initial states0 such that the fluentBoxOn(b, t, s0) is false,
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but the fluentsTruckIn(t, c, s0) andBoxIn(b, c, s0) are true. Then under the seman-

tics of a deterministic version of theload(b, t) action (which we formally define in a

moment),BoxOn(b, t, do(load(b, t), s0)) will hold true. We do not consider functional

fluents in this exposition, but they could be easily added to the language without adverse

computational side effects[Reiter, 2001].

4.2.2 From PDDL to a First-order Domain Theory

Now that we’ve defined the basics of the situation calculus, we need to describe how one

may go about axiomatizing a domain theory. In order to do so, we must first consider how

to describe the effects and non-effects of actions. We can begin by describing positive and

negative effect axioms that characterize how fluents changeas a result of actions.6

• Positive Effect Axioms: Following is a set of the positive effect axioms stating which

actions can explicitly make each fluent true:

[∃c. a = load(b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)] ⊃ BoxOn(b, t, do(a, s))

[∃t. a = unload(b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)] ⊃ BoxIn(b, c, do(a, s))

[∃c1. a = drive(t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)] ⊃ TruckIn(t, c, do(a, s))

• Negative Effect Axioms: Following is a set of the negative effect axioms stating which

actions can explicitly make each fluent false:

[∃c. a = unload(b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)] ⊃ ¬BoxOn(b, t, do(a, s))]

[∃t. a = load(b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)] ⊃ ¬BoxIn(b, c, do(a, s))]

[∃c. a = drive(t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)] ⊃ ¬TruckIn(t, c1, do(a, s))

In general, positive and negative effect axioms can be specified by considering all of the

ways in which each action can affect each fluent. Fortunately, these axioms are easy to de-

rive directly from the PDDL representation given in Figure 4.1. In fact, one can verify that

these effect axioms are simply syntactic rewrites of the PDDL effects where we have made the

following transformations:

6All relations that can change between states in PPDDL have been rewritten as fluents with an extra situation
term. In addition, we assume all axioms are implicitly universally quantified.
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1. The action name from the PDDL effect is placed in an equality on the LHS of the⊃.

2. All universal quantifiers for universal effects are dropped as all unquantified variables

are assumed to be universally quantified in the effect axioms.

3. Thewhen conditions of the PDDL effect are conjoined on the LHS of the⊃ with all

fluents specified in terms of the situations.

4. Thethen portion of the effect (which should be a single literal) is placed on the RHS of

the⊃ and is parameterized by the post-action situationdo(a, s). Whether the literal is

negated or non-negated respectively determines whether the resulting axiom should be

negative or positive.

5. Any free variables appearing only on the LHS of the⊃ and not appearing free in the

action term are explicitly existentially quantified in the LHS.

This takes care of specifyingwhat changes, however we have not provided any axioms for

specifyingwhat does not change, i.e., the so-calledFrame Axioms. Obviously, if we want to

prove anything useful in our theory, we have to specify FrameAxioms. Otherwise, we would

never be able to infer the properties of a successor or predecessor state for an action as simple

as anoop. However, specifying exactly what does not change in acompactmanner has been an

extremely difficult problem to solve for the situation calculus — this is, of course, the infamous

Frame Problem.

Without covering the various proposals for solutions to theFrame Problem, we jump di-

rectly to Reiter’s[Reiter, 1991] default solution. In this solution, one must specify all positive

and negative effects for a fluent, which conveniently, we have just done in our translation from

PDDL to the positive and negative effect axioms.

We use the following normal form for positive effect axioms:

γ+
F (~x, a, s) ⊃ F (~x, do(a, s)) (4.1)

And we use the following normal form for negative effect axioms:

γ−F (~x, a, s) ⊃ ¬F (~x, do(a, s)) (4.2)

We note here that the potential difference between are previous presentation of positive and

negative effect axioms and this normal form is there is exactly onepositive effect axiom for
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each positive fluent andonenegative effect axiom for each negative fluent. This just happens to

be the case in our example, but if it were otherwise, we could use the simple logical equivalence

[(C1 ⊃ F ) ∧ (C2 ⊃ F )] ≡ [(C1 ∨ C2) ⊃ F ] , (4.3)

to rewrite any set of effect axioms derived from the PDDL subset of PPDDL into this normal

form.

Finally, we need to add in unique name axioms for actions thatspecify for distinct action

namesA andB:

A(~x) 6= B(~y) (4.4)

and also that identical actions have identical arguments:

A(x1, . . . , xk) = A(y1, . . . , yk) ⊃ x1 = y1 ∧ . . . ∧ xk = yk (4.5)

From this normal form, unique names axioms, and additional explanation closure axioms

that state that these are the only effects that hold in our world model, Reiter showed that we can

build successor state axioms (SSAs)that compactly encode both the effect and frame axioms

for a fluent. The format of the successor state axiom for a fluent F is as follows:

F (~x, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦF (~x, a, s)

≡ γ+
F (~x, a, s) ∨ F (~x, s) ∧ ¬γ−F (~x, a, s) (4.6)

For our running BOXWORLD example, we obtain the following SSAs:

BoxOn(b, t, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦBoxOn(b, t, a, s)

≡ [∃c. a = load(b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

∨ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ ¬ [∃c. a = unload(b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]
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BoxIn(b, c, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦBoxIn(b, c, a, s)

≡ [∃t. a = unload(b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

∨ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ ¬ [∃t. a = load(b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

TruckIn(t, c, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦTruckIn(t, c, a, s)

≡ [∃c1. a = drive(t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

∨ TruckIn(t, c, s) ∧ ¬ [∃c1. a = drive(t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

While the notation might seem a bit cumbersome, the meaning ofthe axioms is quite intuitive.

For example, the successor state axiom forBoxOn(b, t, ·) states that a boxb is on a truckt after

an actioniff the action loaded boxb on truckt or box b was already on truckt to begin with

and the action did not unload it.

4.2.3 Regression

An important tool in the development of first-order MDPs willbe the ability to take a first-order

state descriptionψ and backproject it through a deterministic action to see what conditions

must have held prior to executing the action ifψ holds after executing the action. This is

precisely the definition ofregression. Fortunately, the SSAs lend themselves to a very natural

definition of regression; specifically, if we want to regressa fluentF (~x, do(a, s)) through an

actiona, we need only replace the fluent with its equivalent pre-action formulaΦF (~x, a, s). In

general, we can inductively define a regression operatorRegr(·) for all first-order formulae as

follows [Reiter, 2001]:

• Regr(F (~x, do(a, s))) = ΦF (~x, a, s)

• Regr(¬ψ) = ¬Regr(ψ)

• Regr(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) = Regr(ψ1) ∧Regr(ψ2)

• Regr((∃x)ψ) = (∃x)Regr(ψ)
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Using the unique names assumption for actions and these regression rules, we can now

perform regression on any first-order logic formula. For example, if we know the formula

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unload(b∗, t∗), s))

holds then we can use the regression operator to determine what must have held in the pre-

action situations. Following is a step-by-step derivation using the above rules:

Regr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unload(b∗, t∗), s)))

=∃b.Regr(BoxIn(b, paris , do(unload(b∗, t∗), s)))

=∃b.ΦBoxIn(b, paris , unload(b∗, t∗), s)

=∃b. [∃t. unload(b∗, t∗) = unload(b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)]

∨ BoxIn(b, paris , s)

∧ ¬ [∃t. unload(b∗, t∗) = load(b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, paris , s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris, s)]

At this point, we can use the unique names axioms for actions to simplify and we can addition-

ally exploit rules for distributing quantifiers and renaming variables w.r.t. equality to obtain the

following equivalent representation:

= [∃b, t. b = b∗ ∧ t = t∗ ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)]

∨ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s)

= [(∃b.b = b∗) ∧ (∃t.t = t∗) ∧ BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)]

∨ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s)

We now make the assumption that all object domains are non-empty, which is an assumption

we will make throughout the thesis.7 Thus we can obtain the following fully simplified form

of the regression:

Regr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unload(b∗, t∗), s)))

= [BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] ∨ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) (4.7)

7Specifically, we need a background theory for every object classClass that states∃o. Class(o) in order to
use the simplification(∃Class : o. o = o∗) −→ ⊤.
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And this final result is very intuitive. Effectively it states that if there exists a boxb in paris

after unloading some boxb∗ from some truckt∗, then either the truckt∗ was inparis, or a box

was inparis to begin with.

4.3 FOMDP Representation

A first-order MDP (FOMDP)[Boutilier et al., 2001] can be thought of as a universal MDP

that abstractly defines the state, action, transition, and reward tuple〈S,A, T,R〉 for all possible

domain instantiations (i.e., an infinite number of ground MDPs). In this section we formalize

the building blocks of FOMDPs. We begin by introducing the case notation and operations

and discuss the representation of the reward and value function as case statements. Then we

describe how stochastic actions are represented by building on our previous situation calculus

formalization. Once all of these components are defined, we will have everything needed to

generalize the dynamic programming solution from the ground case in previous chapters to the

lifted case of symbolic dynamic programming for FOMDPs.

4.3.1 Case Representation of Rewards, Values, and Probabilities

We introduce two useful variants of acase notationalong with its logical definition to allow

first-order specifications of the rewards, probabilities, and values required for FOMDPs:

(t = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn]) ≡









t =

φ1 : t1

: : :

φn : tn









≡
(

∨

i≤n

{φi ∧ t = ti}
)

(4.8)

Here theφi arestate formulaewhere fluents in these formulae do not contain the termdo8 and

theti are terms. Often theti will be numerical constants and theφi will partition state space.

We emphasize that the case notation for a logical formula (whether in the syntactic form

t = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn] or in the tabular form above) is simply a meta-logical notation used

as a compact representation of the logical formula itself. In the meta-logical notation of cases,

8In contrast to states, situations reflect the entire historyof action occurrences. However, the specification of
our FOMDP dynamics is Markovian and allows recovery of stateproperties from situation terms.
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all formulaeφi, termsti and parameters of the case statement such as the situation term s refer

to symbols of the underlying logical language. At a meta-logical level, a case statement may

be viewed as a pseudo-function (not necessarily assigning adistinct value to all elements of its

domain) and thus cases may be compared with inequalities andmanipulated with arithmetic

operations to produce other case statements (all at a meta-logical level). In this sense, we often

omit thet = prefix from the case syntax and manipulatecase[·] or its tabular representation

as if it were a function; we note that without thet = prefix, a case statement is not a logical

formula, but rather a protological statement.

We usecase1[·] = case2[·] to mean two things. When we sayR(s) = rCase(s), it is

a metalogical notation forR(s) = “some specific case statement” (sometimesrCase(s) is

used, sometimes a tabular representation, and sometimes anexplicit logical formula is used).

The same follows for value functionsV (s) = vCase(s), Q-functionsQ(s, a) = qCase(s, a),

transition functionsP (·, ·, s) = pCase(·, ·, s), basis functionsbi(s) = bCase i(s), and policies

that we will define later. At many other points in the text, we will use case1[·] = case2[·]
in sequences of equational rewrites. The formal definition of such equality rewrites ist =

case1[·] ≡ t = case2[·] (for a new variablet).

In the forthcoming text, we will define first-order decision-theoretic regressionFODTR[·]
and backup operatorsBA[·] as algorithmic/mathematical operations on case statements that

produce a new case statement. These operations can be interpreted as applying to real functions

(like value functions) to produce new functions, or their logical/protological representations.

We abuse notation and occasionally use both representations.

To provide an example of the first usage of equality discussedabove, we represent our

BOXWORLD FOMDP reward functionR(s) from our PPDDL representation in Figure 4.1 as

the followingrCase(s) statement that reflects the immediate reward obtained in situations:9

rCase(s) =
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0
(4.9)

Throughout the text,R(s) will be used to represent a generic FOMDP reward case statement

and rCase(s) will refer to the specific reward. Thus, for BOXWORLD, we writeR(s) =

rCase(s) and whereverR(s) occurs, we can syntactically substitute the specific tabular case

statement on the RHS of Equation 4.9 above.

9For simplicity of presentation, we will assume the reward isnot action dependent, but such dependences can
be introduced without difficulty, if needed.
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Here we see that the first-order formulae in the case statement divide all possible ground

states into two regions of constant-value: when there exists a box in Paris, a reward of10

is achieved, otherwise a reward of0 is achieved. Likewise the value functionV (s) that we

derive through symbolic dynamic programming can be represented in exactly the same manner.

Indeed,V 0(s) = R(s) in the first-order version of value iteration.

The case representation can also be used to define probabilities. We will see an instance of

such a usage when we define the transition function for stochastic actions. Before we do this,

however, let us first discuss the operations that can be performed on case statements.

4.3.2 Case Operations

In this section we introduce various unary, binary, n-ary operations that can applied to case

statements. We begin by introducing a formal logical definition that can be used in proofs and

then proceed to give a graphical example that intuitively demonstrates the case operation being

applied.

We begin by formally introducing the following binary⊗, ⊕, and⊖ operators on case

statements[Boutilier et al., 2001]:

case[φi, ti : i ≤ n]⊗ case[φj, vj : j ≤ m] = case[φi ∧ ψj, ti · vj : i ≤ n, j ≤ m] (4.10)

case[φi, ti : i ≤ n]⊕ case[φj, vj : j ≤ m] = case[φi ∧ ψj, ti + vj : i ≤ n, j ≤ m] (4.11)

case[φi, ti : i ≤ n]⊖ case[φj, vj : j ≤ m] = case[φi ∧ ψj, ti − vj : i ≤ n, j ≤ m] (4.12)

Intuitively, to perform an operation on case statements, wesimply perform the corresponding

operation on the intersection of all case partitions of the operands. Letting eachφi andψj

denote generic first-order formulae, we can perform the “cross-sum”⊕ of case statements in

the following manner:

φ1 : 10

φ2 : 20
⊕ ψ1 : 1

ψ2 : 2
=

φ1 ∧ ψ1 : 11

φ1 ∧ ψ2 : 12

φ2 ∧ ψ1 : 21

φ2 ∧ ψ2 : 22

Likewise, we can perform⊖,⊗, andmax operations by, respectively, subtracting, multiplying,

or taking the max of partition values (as opposed to adding them) to obtain the result. Some

partitions resulting from the application of the⊕,⊖, and⊗ operators may be inconsistent; we

simply discard such partitions (since they can obviously never correspond to any world state).
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We use the
⊕

and
⊗

operators to respectively denote summations and products of multiple

case operands.

We define a few additional operations on case statements, thefirst is the binary∪ operation

for which we provide a formal definition:

case[φi, ti : i ≤ n] ∪ case[ψj, vj : j ≤ m] = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn;ψ1, v1; · · · ;ψm, vm]

(4.13)

In this operation we simply union together the partitions from each of the case statements.

Following is an example:

φ1 : 10

φ2 : 20
∪ ψ1 : 1

ψ2 : 2
=

φ1 : 10

φ2 : 20

ψ1 : 1

ψ2 : 2

Next we define two unary operations. The∃~x. case(~x) operation simply existentially quan-

tifies thecase(~x) statement. Sincecase(~x) is defined logically with a disjunction, we can push

the existential quantifier through to each individual case partition:

∃~x.
φ1(~x) : t1

: : :

φn(~x) : tn

= ∃~x.
∨

i≤n

{φi(~x) ∧ t = ti}

=
∨

i≤n

{∃~x. φi(~x) ∧ t = ti}

=

∃~x. φ1(~x) : t1

: : :

∃~x. φn(~x) : tn

(4.14)

The second unary operation is a unary maximization that we denote “casemax” since it

produces a case statement as opposed to a single numerical value. The result of casemax is

a case statement where the maximal possible value of its caseargument is assigned to each

region of state space in the resulting case statement. Assuming that the case partitions are pre-

sorted such thatti > ti+1 and all partitions of equal value have been disjunctively merged we
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can formally define this operation as follows:

casemaxcase[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn] = case[φi ∧
∧

j≤i

¬φj, vi : i ≤ n] (4.15)

Following is a more intuitive graphical exposition of the same casemax operation:

casemax

ψ1 : t1

ψ2 : t2
... :

...

ψn : tn

=

ψ1 : t1

ψ2 ∧ ¬ψ1 : t2
... :

...

ψn ∧ ¬ψ1 ∧ ¬ψ2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬ψn−1 : tn

One can easily verify that if assuming sorting of partitionsin order of highest (top) to lowest

(bottom) value then the highest value is assigned to each partition by rendering lower value

partitions disjoint from their higher-value antecedents.

It is important to point out that all of the case operators arepurely symbolic in that the

ti case partition values are not necessarily restricted to constant numerical values, but can

be arbitrary symbolic (possibly state-dependent) terms[Boutilier et al., 2001]. However, the

casemax operator (as defined here) implicitly requires a comparison function. Consequently,

we will assume for the rest of this chapter that the case values are numeric rather than symbolic

in order to use the casemax operator. However, we will relax this assumption to accommodate

general symbolic value representations in Chapter 6.

4.3.3 Stochastic Actions and Transition Probabilities

To state the FOMDP transition function for an action, stochastic “agent” actions are decom-

posed into acollectionof deterministic actions, each corresponding to a possibleoutcome of

the stochastic action. We then use a case statement to specify a distribution according to which

“Nature” may choose a deterministic action from this set whenever the stochastic action is

executed. As a consequence we need only formulate SSAs usingthe deterministicNature’s

choices[Bacchuset al., 1995; Poole, 1997; Boutilieret al., 2000; Reiter, 2001], thus obviating

the need for a special treatment of stochastic actions in SSAs.

LettingA(~x) be a stochastic action with Nature’s choice deterministic actionsn1(~x), · · · ,
nk(~x), we represent the distribution overni(~x) givenA(~x) by P (nj(~x), A(~x), s). Continuing

with the translation of our simple PPDDL example, we note that the load(b, t) action has one

set of effects that occurs with probability 0.9. We use the deterministic actionloadS (b, t) to
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denote the successful occurrence of this aspect, and we let the deterministic actionloadF (b, t)

denote the failure of these effects to execute. In order to dothis, we must redefine our SSAs

from the previous PDDL case, where nowload(b, t) will be a stochastic action executed by the

agent withloadS (b, t) andloadF (b, t) being possible deterministic outcomes of selecting this

action. In fact, we will do similarly for the other two actions usingunloadS (b, t)/unloadF (b, t)

as the two deterministic outcomes forunload(b, t), anddriveS (t, c)/driveF (t, c) as the two de-

terministic outcomes fordrive(t, c). For completeness and correctness, we redefine our SSAs

for BOXWORLD in terms of these new deterministic actions for the BOXWORLD FOMDP:

BoxOn(b, t, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦBoxOn(b, t, a, s)

≡ [∃c. a = loadS (b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

∨ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ ¬ [∃c. a = unloadS (b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

BoxIn(b, c, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦBoxIn(b, c, a, s)

≡ [∃t. a = unloadS (b, t) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

∨ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ ¬ [∃t. a = loadS (b, t) ∧ BoxIn(b, c, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s)]

TruckIn(t, c, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦTruckIn(t, c, a, s)

≡ [∃c1. a = driveS (t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

∨ TruckIn(t, c, s) ∧ ¬ [∃c1. a = driveS (t, c) ∧ TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

Here, we have simply replaced our previous deterministic action names from the PDDL ver-

sion with the deterministicsuccessversions of Nature’s choice actions that we will use in our

FOMDP.10

We can now specify a distribution over Nature’s choice deterministic outcome for each

stochastic action where we denote a specific instance ofP (nj(~x), A(~x), s) with the case state-

10Since we intend the failure versions of the actions to represent the “no effects” case, they obviously do not
play any role in the SSAs. The frame assumption implicit in the SSAs will ensure that what was not explicitly
changed will remain the same.
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mentpCase(nj(~x), A(~x), s):

pCase(loadS (b, t), load(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 0.9 (4.16)

pCase(loadF (b, t), load(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 0.1 (4.17)

pCase(unloadS (b, t), unload(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 0.9 (4.18)

pCase(unloadF (b, t), unload(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 0.1 (4.19)

pCase(driveS (b, t), drive(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 1.0 (4.20)

pCase(driveF (b, t), drive(b, t), s) = ⊤ : 0.0 (4.21)

Since the above axiomatization does not fully illustrate the power of the FOMDP representa-

tion in that the probabilities are not state dependent, we digress for a moment to demonstrate

a slightly more interesting variant. Suppose that the success of driving a truck to a city de-

pends on whether the truck contains a boxb with volatile material denoted by the predicate

Volatile(b). Then we can specify a distribution over Nature’s choice deterministic outcome for

this stochastic action:

pCase( driveS (t, c), drive(t, c), s ) =
∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b) : 0.9

¬(∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b)) : 1.0

pCase( driveF (t, c), drive(t, c), s ) =
∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b) : 0.1

¬(∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b)) : 0.0

Here we see the transition probability ofdrive(t, c) can be easily conditioned on state proper-

ties and action parameters.

It is important to note that the probabilities over all deterministic Nature’s choices for a

stochastic action sum to one:

k
⊕

j=1

P (nj(~x), A(~x), s) = ⊤ : 1

In addition, eachP (nj(~x), A(~x), s) should be a disjoint partitioning of state space such that

no two case partitions ambiguously assign multiple probabilities to the same state. These

two properties are crucial to having a well-defined probability distribution over all possible

deterministic action outcomes for every possible state.

For this last example, the second property can be verified easily and we verify that the first
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property holds as follows:

pCase( driveS (t, c), drive(t, c), s )⊕ pCase( driveF (t, c), drive(t, c), s )

=
∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b) : 0.9

¬(∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b)) : 1.0
⊕ ∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b) : 0.1

¬(∃b.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ Volatile(b)) : 0.0

= ⊤ : 1 .

4.4 Symbolic Dynamic Programming (SDP)

Symbolic dynamic programming (SDP)[Boutilier et al., 2001] is a dynamic programming

solution to FOMDPs that produces a logical case descriptionof the optimal value function.

This is achieved through the symbolic operations of first-order decision-theoretic regression

and maximization that perform the traditional dynamic programming Bellman backup at an

abstract level without explicit enumeration of either the state or action spaces of the FOMDP.

Among many possible applications, the use of of SDP leads directly to a domain-independent

value iteration solution to FOMDPs.

Although we will assume a constant numerical representation of values in order to explicitly

perform the casemax during SDP in this chapter (see the previous discussion), an appropriate

generalization of casemax allows the definitions covered here to apply to general symbolic

value representations, hence the original use of “symbolic” in the name of the SDP algorithm.

We will demonstrate SDP applied to some symbolic value extensions in Chapter 6.

4.4.1 First-order Decision-theoretic Regression

Suppose we are given a value functionV (s). The first-order decision-theoretic regression

(FODTR) [Boutilier et al., 2001] of this value function through an actionA(~x) yields a case

statement containing the logical description of states andvalues that would give rise toV (s)

after doing actionA(~x). This is analogous to classical goal regression, the key difference

being that actionA(~x) is stochastic. In MDP terms, the result of FODTR is a case statement

representing a Q-function.

We define thefirst-order decision theoretic regression (FODTR)operator in the following
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manner:11

FODTR[V (s), A(~x)] =R(s)⊕

γ

[

k
⊕

j=1

{P (nj(~x), A(~x), s)⊗ Regr(V (do(nj(~x), s)))}
]

(4.22)

This is a meta-logical notation whereFODTR takes as argumentsV (s) representing the case

statement for a value function with situation variables and a parameterized stochastic action

termA(~x) with free variables~x. Because the meta-logical notation ofV (s) refers to vari-

ables in the underlying logical language, we can make a logical substitution of terms such

asdo(nj(~x), s) for s (standardizing apart usage of the variables before substitution) to ob-

tainV (do(nj(~x), s)) where we apply this same substitution directly to the (proto)logical case

representation ofV (s). The result of applyingFODTR is a case statement. All subsequently

defined operations on case statements in this thesis will be defined analogously.

As opposed to the deterministic regression operator for first-order formulae, FODTR takes

into account a decision-theoretic expectation over the regression of Nature’s choice determin-

istic actions w.r.t. the utilities of the possible post-action formulae as specified byV (s). From

here out, we will denote an instance of the value functionV (s) by the case statementvCase(s).

And as defined previously, we also assume that instances of Nature’s choice action probabilities

P (nj(~x), A(~x), s) and reward functionR(s) are denoted respectively bypCase(nj(~x), A(~x), s)

andrCase(s).

As an example, let us compute the FODTR forvCase(s) = rCase(s) through the stochastic

actionA(~x) = unload(b∗, t∗) whererCase(s) is the BOXWORLD reward as previously defined

in Equation 4.9. SincevCase(s) is logically defined, we can push theRegr operator into the

individual vCase(s) partitions as follows:

FODTR[vCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)] = rCase(s) ⊕

γ

[

k
⊕

j=1

{

pCase(nj(~x), unload(b∗, t∗), s)

⊗ Regr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(nj(~x), s))) : 10

Regr(¬∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(nj(~x), s))) : 0

}]

Now, since the stochastic actionA(~x) = unload(b∗, t∗), we know that Nature’s determin-

11If the reward were action dependent here, then we would simply replaceR(s) with R(s,A(~x)).
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istic action choicesnj(~x) range overunloadS (b∗, t∗) andunloadF (b∗, t∗). We now substitute

the pCase definitions for the deterministic actionsunloadS (b∗, t∗) andunloadF (b∗, t∗) from

Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19, respectively.

FODTR[vCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)] = rCase(s) ⊕

γ

[{

⊤ : 0.9 ⊗ Regr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadS (b∗, t∗), s))) : 10

Regr(¬∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadS (b∗, t∗), s))) : 0

}

⊕
{

⊤ : 0.1 ⊗ Regr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadF (b∗, t∗)))) : 10

Regr(¬∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadF (b∗, t∗)))) : 0

}]

We note that we have already computedRegr(∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadS (b∗, t∗)))) from

Equation 4.7 where the deterministicunload(b∗, t∗) from the PDDL case has been renamed to

unloadS (b∗, t∗). And by the properties ofRegr , we know thatRegr(¬φ) = ¬Regr(φ) so we

can easily negate Equation 4.7 to obtainRegr(¬∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(unloadS (b∗, t∗)))). It is

important to note that just asrCase(s) partitioned the state space, theRegr operator preserves

this partitioning inRegr(rCase(·)). This result follows directly from the properties ofRegr

and can be easily verified for the two partition case ofφ and¬φ. We note that

Regr(φ(~x, do(unloadF (b∗, t∗)))) = φ(~x, s)

sinceunloadF (b∗, t∗) has no effects and this is equivalent to anoop action. Making these

substitutions, explicitly multiplying in the action probabilities andγ = 0.9, and explicitly

writing out rCase(s), we obtain the following where for readability, we use¬“ to denote the

conjunction of the negation ofall partitions above the given partition in the case statement:

FODTR[vCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)]

=

[∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)]

∨∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 8.1

¬“ : 0

⊕ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0
⊕ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬“ : 0
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Finally, explicitly carrying out the⊕’s and simplifying yields the final result:

FODTR[vCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)] = (4.23)

=

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 19.0

¬“ ∧ [∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 8.1

¬“ : 0

(4.24)

This result is intuitive, it states that if a box was already in paris then we get reward 19 (10

for the current reward and 9 for the discounted 1-step reward). Otherwise, if a box is not in

paris in the current state, but boxb∗ was on truckt∗ in paris and the action was specifically

unload(b∗, t∗), then we get an expected future reward of 8.1 taking into account the success

probability of unloading the box and the discount factor. Finally, if no box is inparis in the

current state and we do not unload a box then we get 0 reward total.

It is important to note that the case statement resulting from FODTR contains free variables

for the action parameters~x in A(~x). In this case, the actionA(~x) = unload(b∗, t∗) so the

parameters wereb∗ andt∗ and we note that these do, in fact, occur in the final result.

This case statement represents the value of taking a specificstochastic actionunload(b∗, t∗)

and acting so as to obtain the value given byrCase(s) thereafter. However, what we really need

for symbolic dynamic programming is a logical description of a Q-function12 that tells us the

possible values that can be achieved foranyaction instantiation ofb∗ andt∗. This leads us to

the following definitionQ(A, s) of a first-order Q-function that makes use of the previously

defined∃~x unary case operator:

Qt(A, s) = ∃~x.FODTR[V t−1(s), A(~x)] (4.25)

We denote a specific instance ofQt(A, s) by the case statementqCaset(s, A). We can think of

qCaset(s, A) as a logical description of the Q-function for actionA(~x) indicating the values

that could be achieved byany instantiation ofA(~x). And by using the first-order case rep-

resentation of states as well as action quantification via the ∃~x operation, FODTR effectively

achievesbothaction and state abstraction.

LettingvCase0(s) = rCase(s), we can continue our running example to obtain the follow-

12Recall Equation 2.8 from Chapter 2 for the enumerated state version of the Q-function.
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ing Q-function description for actionunload where we have removed vacuous quantifiers:

qCase1(unload , s) = ∃b∗, t∗.FODTR[vCase0(s), unload(b∗, t∗)]

=

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 19.0

∃b∗, t∗. [¬“ ∧ ∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 8.1

¬“ : 0

This gives us a very intuitive result that states if the box was already inparis then we get a

discounted reward of 19. Otherwise, if a box is not inparis in the current state, but thereexists

some box on a truck inparis, then we could unload it to get an expected discounted reward

of 8.1. Finally, if there is no box on a truck to unload inparis and there is no box already in

paris then we get 0 expected discounted reward. It is instructive to compare this description

to the prior description of FODTR without existential action quantification — the difference is

subtle, but important for action abstraction.

Technically,qCase1(unload , s) would not be an exhaustive partitioning of the state space

in that the0 value partition from Equation 4.25 is not the same one implied here from the

¬“ because the partition formulae above it have been quantified. However, throughout this

thesis, we can exploit our assumption that all FOMDPs have anoop action to assume that

the minimum value for any state is0. Thus we will always show the final0 partition as¬“

(thus forcing the partitioning to be exhaustive by filling inany state space not covered by other

partitions with a 0 value) even when this does not directly follow from the logical operation

being applied.

We additionally remark thatqCase1(unload , s) may no longer have mutually exclusive

partitions due to the existential quantification: the formulae pairA(x) and¬A(x)) are mutually

exclusive, but the formulae pair∃x, y.A(x, y) and∃x, y.¬A(x, y) are not mutually exclusive.

The resulting ambiguity of value assignments occurring after existential quantification will be

resolved by assigning every state its maximal value as discussed next.

4.4.2 Symbolic Maximization

At this point, we can decision-theoretically regress the value function through asinglestochas-

tic action to obtain a representation of its Q-function, butto complete the dynamic program-

ming step in the spirit of Equation 2.9 from Chapter 2, we need to know the maximum value

that can be achieved byanyaction. For example, in the BOXWORLD FOMDP, our possible ac-
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tion choices areunload(b, t), load(b, t), anddrive(t, c) and our Q-function computations using

Equation 4.25 give usqCase1(unload , s), qCase1(load , s), andqCase1(drive, s). In general,

we will assume that we havem stochastic actions{A1(~x1), . . . , Am(~xm)} and a corresponding

set of Q-functions{qCaset(A1, s), . . . , qCaset(Am, s)} derived from a common value function

vCaset−1(s).

One way to obtain a case description of the value functionvCaset(s) would simply be to

apply the case∪ operator to merge all partitions of the Q-functions, i.e.,qCaset(s, A1)∪ . . .∪
qCaset(s, Am). While this does, in fact, give us a description of the value functionvCaset(s),

the caveat is that the state spaces of each Q-function overlap with each other and thus the

union of case partitions from each Q-function typically assigns multiple values to overlapping

regions of state space. What we really want instead is to assign thehighestpossible value to

each portion of state space. Fortunately, this is quite easywith the casemax operator. Thus we

get the following equation for the symbolic maximization ofQ-functions:

V t(s) = casemax
[

Qt(A1, s) ∪ . . . ∪Qt(Am, s)
]

(4.26)

Recalling the way in which the casemax operation is computed from Equation 4.15, every

resulting instancevCaset(s) of the value functionV t(s) will have the following case statement

format where value case partitionψj corresponds to valuevj andvi > vi+1:

vCaset(s) =

ψ1 : v1

ψ2 ∧ ¬ψ1 : v2

... :
...

ψn ∧ ¬ψ1 ∧ ¬ψ2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬ψn−1 : vn

This approach effectively gives us a decision-list representation of our value function13 — to

determine the value for a state, we can simply traverse the list from highest to lowest value and

take the value for the first case partition that is satisfied. The casemax operation guarantees that

this value function will be a disjoint partitioning of the state space and our previous assumption

that all actions are executable in all states ensures that this value function exhaustively assigns

a value to all possible states (assumingvCaset−1 was exhaustive).

13Recall the optimal value function representation from Figure 4.3.
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4.4.3 First-order Value Iteration

One should note that the SDP equations given here are exactlythe lifted versions of the clas-

sical dynamic programming solution to MDPs given previously in Equations 2.8 and 2.9 from

Chapter 2. Since those equations were used in part to define a value iteration algorithm, we

can use the lifted versions to define afirst-order value iterationalgorithm whereǫ is our error

tolerance:

1. InitializeV 0(s) = R(s), t = 1.

2. Compute theV t(s) from V t−1(s) using Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26.

3. If the following is not true

‖V t(s)⊖ V t−1(s)‖∞ ≤
ǫ(1− γ)

2γ
, (4.27)

then go to step 2, otherwise terminate.

For example, applying first-order value iteration to the 0-stage-to-go value function (i.e.,

vCase0(s) = rCase(s), given previously) yields the following simplified 1- and 2-stage-to-go

value functions in the BOXWORLD domain:

vCase1(s) =

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris, s) : 19.0

¬“ ∧ ∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris, s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 8.1

¬“ : 0.0

vCase2(s) =

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris, s) : 26.1

¬“ ∧ ∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris, s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 15.4

¬“ ∧ ∃b, c, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, c, s) : 7.3

¬“ : 0.0

After sufficient iterations of first-order value iteration,the t-stage-to-go value function con-

verges, giving the optimal value function (and corresponding policy) from Fig. 4.3.

Having presented the value iteration algorithm, we may now wish to prove some properties

of it. Boutilier et al. [2001] provide a proof that SDP and thus every step of value iteration

produces a correct logical description of the value function. However, they do not provide an

explicit correspondence between FOMDPs formalized with the deterministic situation calculus

and MDPs as formalized in Chapter 2 with explicit stochastic actions. While the correspon-

dence is not difficult to show, it is nonetheless useful to make this explicit. Thus, we provide a
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direct correspondence between FOMDPs and MDPs in Appendix A.7.1 and provide an alter-

nate proof of correctness of first-order value iteration based on this correspondence:

Theorem 4.4.1.Given a correspondence between a FOMDP and a ground MDP obtained

from the FOMDP forany domain instantiation, the value functionvCaset(s) computed by

first-order value iteration corresponds to the value function V t(s) computed by enumerated

state value iteration.

Proof. Follows directly from Theorem A.7.1. Refer to Appendix A for complete definitions

and a proof of Theorem A.7.1.

From this theorem, we get the following corollary:

Corollary 4.4.2. Terminating according to the criteria given in Step 3 of first-order value

iteration guarantees thatvCaset(s) is anǫ-optimal value function foranydomain instantation.

Proof. The proof of this corollary follows directly from the correspondence given in Theo-

rem 4.4.1. That is, we know from Puterman[1994] that this property holds for all ground

MDPs, and this theorem tells us there is a direct correspondence between a FOMDP and all pos-

sible ground MDP instantiations of that FOMDP. Therefore the corollary trivially follows.

4.4.4 Policy Representation

Given a value function, it is important to be able to derive a first-order greedy policy represen-

tation from it, just as we did in the ground case in Chapter 2 andthe factored case in Chapter 3.

This policy can then be used to directly determine actions toapply when acting in a ground

instantiation of the FOMDP, or it can be used to define first-order versions of (approximate)

policy iteration.

Fortunately, given a value functionV (s), it is easy to derive a greedy policy from it. As-

suming we havem parameterized actions{A1(~x), . . . , Am(~x)}, we can formally derive the

policy π(s)[·] using the[·] to denote the value representation· from which the policy is derived

as follows (taking into account a few modifications to the case operators that we discuss in a

moment):

π(s)[V (s)] = casemax(
⋃

i=1...m

∃~x.FODTR[V (s), Ai(~x)]) (4.28)

We denote a specific instance ofπ(s) by a modified case statement representationπCase(s)

that we describe here. For bookkeeping purposes, we requirethat each partition〈φ, t〉 in
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∃~x FODTR[V (s), Ai(~x)] maintain a mapping to the actionAi that generated it, which we

denote as〈φ, t〉 → Ai. Then, given a particular world states, we can evaluateπCase(s) to

determine which maximal policy partition〈φ, t〉 → Ai is satisfied bys and thus, which action

Ai should be applied. If we retrieve the bindings of the existentially quantified action variables

∃~x in that satisfying policy partition, we can easily determine the parameterization of action

Ai that should apply according to the policy.

To make this concrete, we derive a simple greedy policy for the BOXWORLD FOMDP as-

suming the value functionV (s) = rCase(s) and that we only havetwo actionsunload(b∗, t∗)

andnoop. Noting that we have already computedFODTR[rCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)] in Equa-

tion 4.24 and thatFODTR[rCase(s), noop] will just be rCase(s) with 10 replaced by19, we

easily obtain the following policy:14

πCase[rCase(s)]

= casemax({∃b∗, t∗.FODTR[rCase(s), unload(b∗, t∗)]}
∪ {FODTR[rCase(s), noop]})

=

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s)) : 19.0 −→ noop

¬“ ∧ [∃b∗, t∗, c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 8.1 −→ unload(b∗, t∗)

¬“ : 0 −→ noop

We note that the there are technically an infinite number of actions that can be applied since

there are an infinite number of ground instantiations ofunload(b∗, t∗) for arbitrary domain

instantiations. Thus, this policy representation managesto compactlyrepresent the selection of

an optimal action amongst an infinite set.

For a more interesting policy, we refer the reader back to theoptimal value function and

policy for BOXWORLD given in Figure 4.3.

4.5 Comments on Policy Iteration and Linear Programming

We do not provide first-order policy iteration or linear programming algorithms for FOMDPs,

although it is possible to define a first-order modified policyiteration algorithm as we discuss

shortly. As a non-trivial consequence of the extension of MDPs to first-order MDPs, the num-

14This is in fact the optimal policy for BOXWORLD usingvCase(s) = rCase(s), but one has to grind through
all the FODTR applications forload(b, t) anddrive(t, c) and simplifications to show this. Here, we restrict the
action space to demonstrate a more obvious result.
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ber of distinct values in theexactvalue function can be infinite. This is problematic because

our current piecewise-constant case representation of thevalue function can only make a finite

number of value distinctions given finite space. Since representing an infinitely sized value

function would be impossible in the current case representation this precludes two computa-

tions under our current representation: (1) the exact computation of the value for a first-order

policy in a FOMDP using a linear system in the spirit of Equation 2.11 from Chapter 2; and

(2) the exact linear programming solution of a FOMDP in the spirit of Equation 2.24 from

Chapter 2.

In the case of first-order policy iteration, it is possible todefine a first-order modified policy

iteration algorithm by generalizing successive approximation methods for value determination

under a policy to the first-order case. This is straightforward as we need only replace the sym-

bolic maximization over all actions in SDP with the actual policy being executed analogously

to that done for successive approximation in the factored MDP case (c.f., Equation 3.6 of Chap-

ter 3). We present a method for computing SDP under policy restrictions in the next chapter

that could be used in a modified policy iteration algorithm. This would effectively be the first-

order generalization of the structure policy iteration (SPI) algorithm from Chapter 3. For the

restricted case of a first-order logic with only existentialquantifiers, Wanget al.[2007] provide

a modified policy iteration algorithm with special data structures to handle this restricted logic.

Generalizing the exact linear programming approach is a bitmore difficult in that it requires

the exact value function structure beforehand and there is no obvious workaround for this in

the exact case. Since the value function can be infinite in ourpiecewise-linear case represen-

tation, this precludes the possibility of exact linear programming as a general solution to all

FOMDPs using our current representation. On the other hand,if we have some clue as to what

an approximate value function structure may look like then we can relax our requirements to

an approximate solution and leverage first-order generalizations of the approximate linear pro-

gramming approaches that we used in Chapters 2 and 3. We will present just such an approach

in the next chapter.

4.6 Representation and Solution with First-order (A)ADDs

Just as we previously exploited CSI in the factored propositional representation of MDPs, we

can easily generalize this technique to exploit CSI in the case representation of first-order

MDPs. In the first-order framework, we can define methods for breaking down first-order case

partition formula into their propositional components andcreate afirst-order ADD (FOADD)or
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first-order AADD (FOAADD)representation of the case statement. Then we can apply standard

ADD or AADD operations to perform the⊗, ⊕, and⊖ case operations. We can also define

extensions of the casemax,∃~x, andRegr operators capable of exploiting FO(A)ADD structure.

After discussing each of these topics in turn, we end with a discussion of the practical use of

FO(A)ADDs, a small example of a FOADD application to SDP and adiscussion of related

approaches.

4.6.1 Constructing FO(A)ADDs from a Case Representation

The first aspect of FO(A)ADDs concerns how to construct them automatically from a log-

ical case representation. The key to our approach to FOADDs is that their decision tests are

propositional in nature so we need some method of finding propositional structure in first-order

formulae. We can do this by distributing quantifiers as deeply into case formulae as possible us-

ing the following rewrite rule templates where⋄ indicates variables other than those explicitly

quantified:

• [∃x, y. φ] −→ [∃y, x φ]

• [∀x, y. φ] −→ [∀y, x φ]

• [∃x.A(x, ⋄) ∨B(x, ⋄)] −→ [(∃x.A(x, ⋄)) ∨ (∃x.B(x, ⋄))]

• [∀x.A(x, ⋄) ∧B(x, ⋄)] −→ [(∀x.A(x, ⋄)) ∧ (∀x.B(x, ⋄))]

• [∃x.A(x, ⋄) ∧B(y, ⋄)] −→ [(∃x.A(x, ⋄)) ∧ (B(y, ⋄))]

• [∀x.A(x, ⋄) ∨B(y, ⋄)] −→ [(∀x.A(x, ⋄)) ∨ (B(y, ⋄))]

One can see an example application of these rewrite rules in Figure 4.4(a,b) where the

formula

∃x.[A(x) ∨ ∀y.A(x) ∧B(x) ∧ ¬A(y) (4.29)

has been rewritten to the equivalent form

[∃x.A(x)] ∨ ([∃x.A(x) ∧B(x)] ∧ [∀y.¬A(y)]) (4.30)

where quantifiers have been distributed into the nested formula structure as far as possible.

Once we have pushed quantifiers as far down as possible, we nowwant to extract the

propositional structure of the formula by considering propositional connectives over quantified
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[∃x.A(x)] ∨ ( [∃x.A(x) ∧ B(x)] ∧ [∀y.¬A(y)] )

≡ [∃x.A(x)]
≡ [∃x.A(x) ∧ B(x)]
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0
=First-order CSI!

(b) Push down quantifiers, expose propositional structure:

(c) Convert to first-order (A)ADD:

[∃x.A(x)] ∨ [∃x.A(x) ∧ B(x) ∧ ∀y.¬A(y)]

a ∨ (b ∧ ¬a)
0
1

case =
¬ ”

Figure 4.4: An example conversion from a case statement to a compact FOADD representation
demonstrating first-order CSI.

formula as follows:

∃x.A(x) ∨
(

[∃x.A(x) ∧B(x)] ∧ ∀y.¬A(y)
)

(4.31)

Each of these boxes represents formula that we cannot further decompose into propositional

components. Consequently, we rename each of these boxes withpropositions. To do this,

we maintain a table of mappings from propositional variables p to first-order formulaeψ:

{p → ψ}. When we want to convert a formulaφ to a propositional variable, we examine

each formula-to-proposition mapping in our table. Ifφ ≡ ψ, we returnp as the proposition,

otherwise ifφ ≡ ¬ψ, we return¬p as the proposition. If no proposition in the table matches

then we create a new propositionq and add the mappingq → φ to our table and returnq.

Having built the table shown in Figure 4.4(b), we can proceedto convert the above formula to
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its propositional version:

a ∨ (b ∧ ¬a) (4.32)

At this point, we can build an ADD or AADD from a case statementwhose formulae are

purely propositional. What makes this (A)ADD first-order is the additional proposition to first-

order formula mapping that gives each proposition a first-order definition. While the traditional

(A)ADD can exploit CSI, we note there is now an additional formof CSI that we can exploit in

FO(A)ADDs —first-order CSI. This first-order CSI follows from the structured and potentially

overlapping nature of the propositional variables. For instance, in our example,¬a ⊃ ¬b so as

we traverse the FO(A)ADD representation of this case formula we can force the decision node

for b in the context ofa. This is shown in Figure 4.4(c).

We note that there are a range of options for detecting first-order CSI ranging over the

following:

1. Do not perform any first-order CSI detection at all.

2. Maintain information about all pairwise implications inthe propositional mapping ta-

ble and detect just this pairwise first-order CSI during the application of FO(A)ADD

operations.

3. Perform full simplification for all decision nodes in the context of the conjunction of all

decisions made for parent nodes during all operations on theFO(A)ADD.

Obviously option (1) requires no additional computation atthe expense of FO(A)ADDs with

potentially dead paths whereas option (3) requires substantial computation in return for full

simplication of the decision diagram. We note that if variable reordering is permitted in the

FO(A)ADD then one must resort to option (1) since the prunings may not be sound for other

reorderings. On the other hand, when we know that variables will not be reordered in the

FO(A)ADD, we find option (2) to be a reasonable tradeoff between computation and simplifi-

cation.

It is straightforward to extend the ADD and AADD algorithms to do consistency checking

in the presence of parent decisions when performing the standard (A)ADDApply andReduce

operations. In doing this, it is important to note that although there may be multiple paths to

reach a node in the FO(A)ADD, each distinct path to a node is mutually exclusive and thus

other parents need not be considered when pruning along thatpath. It is simply crucial that

pruning along one path does not accidentally prune along another path, but this can be avoided
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in the following manner: a parent node should check its childnode for implied branches and if

one is found, the parent node’s pointer should be changed to refer to the child’s implied branch.

In this way, the child itself is not changed and any other links pointing into the child are not

erroneously modified.

We note that replacing case statements with FO(A)ADDs in therepresentation and solution

of FOMDPs has the potential to exploit a great deal of structure that naturally occurs in these

representations. First, the disjunctive nature of positive effects in theRegr of FOMDP formu-

lae introduces a number of disjunctions during the application of algorithms such as SDP. Sec-

ond, the existential quantification of the action variablesin these formulae introduce existential

quantifiers that can be distributed through the disjunctions introduced byRegr . Consequently

every SDP step introduces structure that can be directly exploited by the previously described

methods for exposing propositional structure of first-order formulae. Consequently, our ap-

proach to representing FO(A)ADDs is well-suited to FOMDPs as we will soon demonstrate

with a small example.

4.6.2 Operations on FO(A)ADDs

Recalling the case of propositionally factored MDPs from Chapter 3, once we had represented

factors as (A)ADDs, we could directly apply the standard binary operations of addition, mul-

tiplication, and subtraction directly to these data structures. The same basic idea holds for

FO(A)ADDs. Once we convert the case representation to thesedata structures, we can apply

the⊗, ⊕, and⊖ case operations directly to FO(A)ADDs by making using of theanalagous

(A)ADD operations. Note that we do not need to consult the proposition to first-order formula

mapping table to compute these operations; in general, we only need to do this in three cases:

1. We consult this table when constructing a FO(A)ADD.

2. We consult this table when converting a FO(A)ADD back to a case representation or

evaluating a ground state.

3. If we are exploiting first-order CSI, then we may consult this table during the (A)ADD

Reduce andApply procedures.

SDP algorithms for FOMDPs also require special unary operations such asRegr , casemax,

and∃~x that we define now. First, we discuss each FO(A)ADD unary operator at ageneral level

as their use in practice has certain limitations that we discuss momentarily:
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• Regr : We can apply theRegr operator directly to each decision node in a FO(A)ADD.

This property is obvious since an (A)ADD can be represented as a propositional expres-

sion over propositional variables (with additional affine transforms in the AADD case).

Exploiting the previously defined properties of theRegr operator, we can simply push

the Regr into these individual propositional nodes. To regress a propositional formu-

laep at a node, we simply applyRegr directly to the first-order formulaφ represented

by the node (looking upp −→ φ in our variable mapping table), and replace it with a

new variableq whereq −→ Regr(φ). We do not attempt to further decomposeq at this

point. We note that this new formula has free variables (but there is nothing prohibiting

this in FO(A)ADDs). However, the one problem that can occur is that the replacement

of decision node variables with other variables may introduce conflicts with the global

FO(A)ADD ordering. In this case, decision nodes can be internally rotated to correct

the (A)ADD variable ordering (see[Rudell, 1993] for ADDs and theOther Operations

discussion in Section 3.4.2 of Chapter 3 for AADDs).

• ∃~x: The∃~x unary case operation can also be applied directly to FO(A)ADDs. In this case

we assume that the variables being quantified are present in at least one decision node

of the FO(A)ADD (otherwise the quantifiers are vacuous and can be removed). Since

an ADD decision nodeif (a) then φh else φl
15 can be written as the logical expression

(a ∧ φh) ∨ (¬a ∧ φl)
16, we note that when the decision testa does not contain the free

variables being quantified then we can perform the followingrewrite:

∃~x. [(a ∧ φh) ∨ (¬a ∧ φl)]

≡ [(a ∧ ∃~x. φh) ∨ (¬a ∧ ∃~x. φl)]

This allows us to recursively push the existential quantifiers down through each FO(A)ADD

decision node until we encounter a decision node thatdoescontain the variables being

quantified. At this point, we cannot push the quantifiers downany further. Consequently,

the key to an efficient∃x. operation is to (1) rotate all of the decision nodes with free

variables to the bottom of the FO(A)ADD, (2) push the quantifiers down to that level,

(3) explicitly convert the FO(A)ADD structure from that level down to a logical or arith-

metic representation of the formula, (4) perform the existential quantification, (5) rebuild

15Recall our (A)ADD notation from Chapter 3 where we useh to denote the high/true branch of a decision
node, andl to denote the low/false branch of a decision node.

16A similar property holds for AADDs except that it is an arithmetic expression.
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a FO(A)ADD from that logical representation and insert it inplace of the old quanti-

fied structure, and (6) rotate nodes to maintain variable ordering. We make two impor-

tant notes: (a) because nodes are being reordered in this approach, we cannot perform

pruning, and (b) since nodes may overlap due to existential quantification we perform a

casemax (discussed next) simultaneously with this operation to render overlapping nodes

disjoint. Overall, this is a non-trivial algorithm to implement and we discuss it further

in a moment. An example of this along with the casemax operator discussed next is

provided in Figure 4.5.

• casemax: Because this can be an expensive operation, it is important to apply casemax

opportunistically directly where it is needed. That is, theonly operation that can trans-

form an exhaustive and disjoint case partitioning into one that does not satisfy these

properties is the∃~x operator. As a consequence, our approach is to apply the casemax

jointly with the ∃~x operator, when needed. Since the∃~x requires breaking the quanti-

fied part of a FO(A)ADD down into its case representation, we can easily apply both

casemax and∃~x to this representation. A concrete example which illustrates this is given

in Figure 4.5 and an explanation follows.

Here we provide a step-by-step explanation of the joint application of the casemax and∃~x
operators to a specific FOADD instance in Figure 4.5:

(a) First, we show the case statement represented as a FOADD before the casemax and∃~x
operators are applied. We have already rotated nodes with free variables to the leaves

where we assume the sub-diagrams on the high branches ofa andb do not contain the

free variables~x.

(b) Assuming thatcase(x) is a disjoint partitioning of state space, we can push the casemax

and∃~x operators down until a node is reached where a decision variable referencing a

quantified variable is encountered.

(c) We convert the sub-diagram below the casemax∃x to a case statement and explicitly

perform the casemax∃x operations (not shown). We convert this result back to a FOADD

and insert the FOADD in place of the original sub-diagram while inserting any new

variables into our propositional mapping table.
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Figure 4.5: Here we demonstrate the joint application of thecasemax and∃~x operators to an
examplecase statement represented as a FOADD. See the text for details.

4.6.3 Practical Considerations

We did not give explicit algorithms for the FO(A)ADD operations and the reasoning for this is

that they are not only quite complex to implement in practice, but their computational overhead

does not give them significant advantages over the case representation. The reason for this is

that the internal node rotations required to maintain canonicity of the FO(A)ADDs are quite

expensive.

However, this is not to say that FO(A)ADDs have not been useful in the application of

SDP, we simply need to modify the way in which they are used. InSDP, the FO(A)ADDs are

best for performing efficient binary operations and formulasimplification through the break-

down of propositional structure and the elimination of redundancy that occurs during their

construction. In doing these simplifications, the FO(A)ADDs remove a lot of burden from the

theorem prover, which must otherwise detect inconsistencywith highly redundant representa-

tions. Thus, in our SDP algorithms, we use FO(A)ADDs for the purposes that they are useful
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and efficient for — binary operations and logical simplification — and we convert back to the

case representation to perform most of the unary operationsthat can be expensive due to the

need for internal node rotations. As we will see, this approach has led to a successful SDP

algorithm that we discuss next.

4.6.4 Symbolic Dynamic Programming with FO(A)ADDs

The use of FO(A)ADDs in the somewhat hybrid manner discussedpreviously has led to an

automated SDP algorithm. In this approach, we use FO(A)ADDsto perform the binary op-

erations of FODTR and convert to the case representation to perform regression, existential

quantification and symbolic maximization. As mentioned previously, the primary benefit of

using FO(A)ADDs in this manner is in their ability to compactly represent and simplify the

first-order case representation while permitting the efficient computation of binary operations

during FODTR. In addition to FO(A)ADDs, we do perform some additional simplification of

equality, relying on the non-empty assumption for object domains, the quantifier rewrite rules

described previously, and the following two additional rewrite rules:

• [∃x. x = y ∧ A(x, ⋄)] −→ A(y, ⋄)

• [∀x. x 6= y ∨ A(x, ⋄)] −→ A(y, ⋄)

The first rule is fairly straightforward while the second rule follows simply from the negation of

the first rule with renaming. We provide the following example application of these previously

described rewrite and simplification rules to demonstrate their power in simplifying formulae

with equality:

∃x, z. [x = y ∧ A(x, ⋄) ∧B(y, z)]

≡ ∃x. [x = y ∧ A(x, ⋄) ∧ (∃z. B(y, z))]

≡ (∃x. x = y ∧ A(x, ⋄)) ∧ (∃z. B(y, z))

≡ A(y, ⋄) ∧ (∃z. B(y, z))

Together using FOADDs and equality simplification, we have managed to provide an auto-

mated first-order value iteration solution to our running BOXWORLD FOMDP example. The

FOADDs for the reward, optimal value function and policy aregiven in Figure 4.6. For the

variable ordering, we simply maintained the order of formulae as they were added to the vari-

able mapping table in the FOADD during the SDP algorithm. We used the Vampire theorem
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Figure 4.6: An example FOADD representation of the reward inBOXWORLD and the FOADD
representation of the optimal value function and policy forthis domain.

prover[Riazanov and Voronkov, 2002] as the theorem proving component for detecting equiv-

alence and inconsistency. The total running time for this solution was 15.7s on a 2Ghz Pentium

with 2Gb of RAM. Unsurprisingly, the final FOADD for this problem gives exactly the decision

list structure that we would expect for the BOXWORLD problem.

We have also used our FOADD approach to solve other variants of the BOXWORLD prob-

lem including the version given in Boutilieret al. [2001] with an extra fluent forRain(s) and

action probabilities conditioned on this fluent. We also used a BOXWORLD reward of the

following structure:

R(s) =

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) ∧ TypeA(b) : 10

¬“ ∧ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) ∧ ¬TypeA(b) : 5

¬“ : 0

(4.33)
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Here in addition to theRain(s) fluent, we have also added a non-fluent predicateTypeA(b) to

distinguish types of boxes and varying rewards for each typeof box. The FOADDs for these

solutions are too large to display, but we note that after a finite number of steps of value iter-

ation, the value function FOADD stopped growing indicatingthat all relevant state partitions

had been identified. Value iteration continued with this quiesced FOADD until all values at the

leaves converged. The maximum solution times for these morecomplex problems was 489s

on a 2Ghz Pentium with 2Gb of RAM. The use of FOAADDs led to slightly slower runtimes

due to the fact that these test problems did not have any additive or multiplicative structure to

exploit.

Our experience indicates that there seem to be two general criteria for problem domains

to demonstrate a finitely sized optimal value function: (1) the only non-zero rewards must be

existentially quantified and (2) the FOMDP dynamics must notintroduce transitive structure

that cannot be finitely bounded by domain axioms. This last requirement is somewhat vague, so

let us provide an example. In the BOXWORLD problem covered in this chapter, we implicitly

assume that all cities are accessible from each other via thedrive action. If instead we had some

underlying road topology indicated byConn(City : c1,City : c2) that restricted thedrive

actionand we did not know this topology in terms of prior knowledge specified as domain

axioms, then the SDP algorithm would likely need to generaterepresentations for all possible

topologies, thus likely leading to an infinite value function. Another case of an infinite value

function comes when (1) is violated as we discuss in the next section which concerns rewards

with universal quantifiers. While both of these problems elucidate limitations of the current

SDP algorithm, it is possible that with modifications to the SDP algorithm and the case (or

FOADD) representation, these difficulties could be overcome.

Unfortunately, the FOADD solution approach with the current SDP algorithm has failed

to scale to more complex problems used in the planning community (particularly problems

from the ICAPS International Planning Competitions) since they typically use more complex

rewards, including those with universal quantifiers. Whereas problems with existentially quan-

tified rewards may exhibit a finite-size optimal value function, this is rarely the case with uni-

versal rewards. Thus we are in need of additional solution techniques to handle this problem

as we discuss in the next section.
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4.7 Decomposing Universal Rewards

In first-order domains, we are often faced withuniversal reward expressionsthat assign some

positive value to the world states satisfying a formula of the general form∀y φ(y, s), and 0

otherwise. For instance, in our BOXWORLD problem, we may define a reward as havingall

boxesb at their assigned destination cityc given byDst(b, c):

R(s) =
∀b, c.Dst(b, c)→ BoxIn(b, c, s) : 1

¬“ : 0
(4.34)

One difficulty with such rewards is that our case statements provide a piecewise-constant rep-

resentation of the value function. However, the value function for problems with universal

rewards typically depends (often in a linear or exponentialway) on thenumberof domain ob-

jects of interest. For instance, in our example, value at a state depends on the number of boxes

not at their proper destination (since this can impact the minimum number of steps it will take

to obtain the reward). So for example, at-stage-to-go value function in this case would have

the following characteristic structure (where we use English in place of first-order logic for

readability):

V t(s) = =

∀b, c.Dst(b, c)→ BoxIn(b, c, s) : 1

One box not at destination : γ

Two boxes not at destination :γ2

... :
...

t− 1 boxes not at destination :γt−1

Obviously, since there aret distinct values in an optimalt-stage-to-go value function, the

piecewise-constant case representation requires a minimum of t case partitions to represent

this value function. And when we combine these counting dynamics with other interacting

processes in the FOMDP, we often see an uncontrollable combinatorial blowup in the number

of case partitions of value functions for FOMDPs with universally defined rewards. As noted

by Gretton and Thiebaux[2004], effectively handling universally quantified rewards is one of

the most pressing issues in the practical solution of FOMDPs.

To address this problem we adopt a decompositional approach, motivated in part by tech-

niques for additive rewards in MDPs[Boutilier et al., 1997; Singh and Cohn, 1998; Meuleau

et al., 1998b; Poupartet al., 2002a]. We divide our solution into off-line and on-line compo-
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nents where the on-line component requires a finite domain assumption in order to execute the

policy.

4.7.1 Offline Generic Goal Solution

Intuitively, given a goal-oriented reward that assigns positive reward if∀~y G(~y, s) is satisfied,

and zero otherwise, we can decompose it into a set of ground goals{G(~y1), . . . , G( ~yn)} for all

possible~yj in a ground domain of interest. If we reach a state where all ground goals are true,

then we have satisfied∀y G(y, s).

Of course, our methods solve FOMDPs without knowledge of thespecific domain, so the

set of ground goals that will be faced at run-time is unknown.So in the offline solution of the

MDP we assume a agenericground goalG(~y∗) for a “generic” object vector~y∗. Assuming

that our universal reward takes an implicative form as it does in our example, the conditions in

the antecedent indicate the goal objects of interest and thehead of the implication indicates the

specific goalG(~y, s). In our running BOXWORLD example the conditionsDst(b, c) indicate

that we will have goals for all pairs〈b, c〉 whereDst(b, c) holds and the goal that must be

achieved for these object pairs isBoxIn(b, c, s).

It is easy to construct a generic instance of a reward function rCaseG(~y∗)(s) given a single

goal. In our BOXWORLD example we would introduce the distinguished constantsb∗ andc∗

to denote our goal objects of interestG(b∗, c∗):

rCaseG(b∗,c∗)(s) =
BoxIn(b∗, c∗, s) : 1

¬BoxIn(b∗, c∗, s) : 0
(4.35)

Given this simple reward, it is then easy to solve the resulting FOMDP using first-order value

iteration or the approximate FOMDP solution algorithms that we will introduce in the next

chapters. This produces a value functionvCaseG(~y∗)(s) and policy that assumes that~y∗ is the

only object vector of interest satisfying relevant sort constraints and goal preconditions in the

domain. In our running BOXWORLD example, the optimalvCaseG(b∗,c∗)(s) would look very

similar to Figure 4.3 with some differences owing to the factthat our reward is defined in terms

of constantsb∗ andc∗ rather than existentially quantified variablesb andc.

We next derive Q-function instances for each actionAi(~x) from the value functionvCaseG(~y∗)(s)

for the simplified “generic” domain:

qCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s) = ∃~x.FODTR[vCaseG(~y∗)(s), Ai(~x)] (4.36)
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Given a ground states, the optimal action for this generic goal can be determined by finding

the ground action instantiationAi(~c) for this s with maximal Q-value.

4.7.2 Online Policy Evaluation

With the offline solution (i.e., Q-function for each action)of a generic goal FOMDP in hand,

we address the online problem of action selection for a specific domain instantiation given

at run-time. We assume a set of ground goals{G(~y1), . . . , G( ~yn)} corresponding to a specific

finite domain given at run-time. If we assume that (typed) domain objects are treated uniformly

in the uninstantiated FOMDP, as is the case in many logisticsand planning problems, then we

obtain the Q-function for any goalG(~yj) by replacing all ground terms~y∗ in qCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s)

with the respective terms~yj to obtainqCaseG( ~yj)
(Ai, s).

Returning to our running example, from the value functionvCaseG(b∗,c∗)(s) we would ob-

tain a Q-functionqCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s) for each actionAi. If at run-time, we are given the three

goalsDst(b1, paris), Dst(b2, berlin), andDst(b3, rome), then we would substitute these goals

into our Q-functions to obtain three goal-specific Q-functions for each actionAi:

{qCaseG(b1,paris)(Ai, s), qCaseG(b2,berlin)(Ai, s), qCaseG(b3,rome)(Ai, s)} (4.37)

Action selection requires finding an action that maximizes value w.r.t. the original universal

reward. Following[Boutilier et al., 1997; Meuleauet al., 1998b], we do this by treating the

sum of the Q-valuesof any action in the subgoal MDPs as a measure of its Q-value inthe joint

(original) MDP. Specifically, we assume that each goal contributes uniformly and additively to

the reward, so the Q-function for an entire set of ground goals{G(~y1), . . . , G( ~yn)} determined

by our domain instantiation is just
∑n

j=1
1
n
qCaseG( ~yj)

(Ai, s). Action selection (at run-time)

in any ground state is realized by choosing the action with maximum additive Q-value. Nat-

urally, we do not want to explicitly create the joint Q-function, but instead use an efficient

scoring technique that evaluates potentially useful actions by iterating through the individual

Q-functions as described in Algorithm 7.

While this additive and uniform decomposition may not be appropriate for all domains

with goal-oriented universal rewards, we have found it to behighly effective for domains such

as BOXWORLD as we demonstrate empirically in the next chapter. And whilethis approach

can only currently handle rewards with universal quantifiers, this reflects the form of many

planning problems. Nonetheless, there are potential extensions of this technique for more
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Algorithm 7: EvalPolicy({qCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s)}, {G(~y1), . . . , G( ~yn)}, s) −→ Ai(~c)

input : (1) For each action templateA1(~x), . . . , Am(~x), a set of Q-functionsqCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s) for
a specific ground instantiation~y∗ of a goalG.
(2) A set ofn unsatisfied goals{G(~y1), . . . , G( ~yn)} to achieve.
(3) A ground states to find the best action for.

output : The optimal ground actionAi(~c) to execute w.r.t. to the given state and additive decomposi-
tion of unsatisfied goals:Ai(~c) = arg maxi,~c

∑n
j=1 qCaseG( ~yj)(Ai(~c), s)

begin

// In hash tableh, entries map ground actions to corresponding value:A(~x)→ v.
Initialize empty hash tableh;

// Now, compute additive values for all matching ground actions
foreach (actionAi) do

foreach (goalG(~yj)) do
Replace all occurrences of~y∗ in qCaseG(~y∗)(Ai, s) with ~yj ;

foreach (case partition〈∃~x φ(~x), t〉 ∈ qCaseG( ~yj)(Ai, s)) do
foreach (ground binding~x = ~c satisfying∃~x φ(~x)) do

if (Ai(~c)→ v is already inh for somev) then
Updateh to containAi(~c)→

(

v + t
n

)

;

else
Updateh to containAi(~c)→ t

n ;

// Assumeh tracks its maximal entry:Ai(~c)→ v.
Return the maximalAi(~c) from h;

end

complex universal rewards, the general open question beinghow to assign credit among the

constituents of such a reward.

4.8 Related Work

A variety of exact algorithms have been introduced to solve MDPs with relational (RMDP)

and first-order (FOMDP) structure.17 Symbolic dynamic programming (SDP)[Boutilier et

al., 2001] is the original first-order value iteration algorithm for solving FOMDPs introduced

here. First-order value iteration (FOVIA)[Hölldobler and Skvortsova, 2004; Karabaev and

Skvortsova, 2005] and therelational Bellman algorithm (ReBel)[Kersting et al., 2004] are

value iteration algorithms for solving RMDPs.First-order decision diagrams (FODDs)have

been introduced to compactly represent case statements andto permit efficient application of

17We use the termrelational MDP to refer to models that allow implicit existential quantification, andfirst-
order MDPfor those with explicit existential and universal quantification.
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symbolic dynamic programming operations to solve RMDPs via value iteration[Wanget al.,

2007] and policy iteration[Wang and Khardon, 2007]; we elaborate on the differences between

FOADDs and FODDs in a moment. All of these algorithms have some form of guarantee on

convergence to the (ǫ-)optimal value function or policy. However, aside from theSDP algo-

rithm discussed at length in this chapter, all of these othermethods are restricted to RMDPs

and thus do not permit the explicit specification of universally quantified formulae in their rep-

resentation. As for approximate and heuristic FOMDP solution algorithms, we discuss these

approaches at the end of the next chapter in the context of ourown approximate FOMDP

solution algorithms.

Since FODDs are very similar in spirit to the FO(A)DDs we defined in this chapter, we

enumerate some of the major differences between these two formalisms:

1. FODDs disallow explicit universal quantification in rewards and to some extent in their

SSA representation when variables in both the preconditionand the post-action fluent do

not occur as action parameters. This prohibits ADL extensions of STRIPS planning such

as non-local universal effects.

2. FODDs rely on a range of simplification rules to maintain compact representations.

However, rather than having a well-defined simplification algorithm, simplification in

FODDs is somewhat open-ended and heuristic.

3. Rather than perform explicit∃x. and casemax operations, FODDs assume an implicit

semantics where the maximal value is assumed for all instantiations of the free variables.

This can lead to very compact representations during value iteration, but this semantics

requires more complex computation during policy evaluation and may interfere with

extensions of FODDs to handle universally quantified formulae.

Consequently, FODDs represent an interesting alternative in the design space of data structures

for the compact representation of case statements. Nonetheless, the major limitation w.r.t. the

work we present in this thesis is that the expressiveness of FODD-based FOMDPs is limited to

probabilistic extensions of STRIPS and minor variants. Ideally the best approach would be to

combine the advantages of FO(A)ADDs with those of FODDs. This is a non-trivial problem,

however, and is not addressed in the current research literature.

In concluding the discussion of related work, we summarize by noting that the SDP algo-

rithms covered in this chapter are theonly methods capable of exactly solving FOMDPs with
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both explicit existential and universal quantifiers in their specification. Thus, SDP and the ex-

tensions that we will define in future chapters are the only FOMDP solution algorithms that can

generally handle the important planning construct of non-local universal effects from PPDDL

(c.f., the PPDDL/ADL discussion at the beginning of this chapter).

4.9 Summary

In concluding this section on FOMDPs, we note that this framework offers many attractive

properties from an MDP perspective. First, it allows one to draw on relational probabilistic

planning problem specifications like PPDDL to specify FOMDPdynamics directly. Further-

more, FOMDP solution algorithms such as first-order value iteration are completely domain-

independent and do not require explicit state and action enumeration. Therefore these tech-

niques can solve for very concise representations of optimal value functions and policies when

they exist, even when the underlying domain may be infinitelysized as in BOXWORLD.

On the other hand, the expressivity of FOMDPs comes with a fewdrawbacks. First, theo-

rem proving and and a range of first-order logic simplification methods are required to maintain

compact case representations. While techniques such as FOADDs and FOAADDs substan-

tially reduce the simplification and theorem proving burdenby exploiting propositional struc-

ture common to many FOMDPs, these approaches merely delay the inevitable fact that current

simplification and theorem proving technologies can only scale so far. Second, although our

case, FOADD, and FOAADD representations are attempts at compactly representing structure

common to many FOMDPs, even these structures are inadequatefor problems with difficult

reward structure such as universal rewards. In this case we had to suffice with an approximate

decomposition-based solution technique, albeit an ad-hocone with no general performance

guarantees. But the need for approximation in order to obtaintractable solutions is a general

lesson that we should take to heart. Ideally though, we wouldalso desire to have some form

of error bounds on approximate solutions, something possible with APRICODD-style exten-

sions[St-Aubinet al., 2000] of SDP that have not been explored to date.

In general, even though we can now exploit structure that wasnot possible with ground

MDPs or factored MDPs, the fact that we are now domain-independently representing and

solving FOMDPs adds a new dimension of complexity that is noteasily overcome in exact

solution approaches. Given that approximate solution approaches such as linear-value approx-

imation[Guestrinet al., 2002; Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001; de Farias and Van Roy, 2003]

have allowed MDP solution algorithms to scale far beyond thelimits of exact algorithms while
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offering reasonable loss-bounds on performance, this suggests that we might be able to achieve

similar results by generalizing linear-value solution techniques to FOMDPs, which we do next.



Chapter 5

Linear-value Approximation for FOMDPs

Perhaps the greatest difficulty with the previously described exact and approximate value it-

eration solutions for FOMDPs is that the size of the value function case representation can

grow according to a high-order polynominal on each iteration1 and thus exponentially in terms

of the number of iterations. Similar growth properties can occur for the first-order formulae

representing the state partitions of the value function. Once these formulae become too large

to detect equivalence or inconsistency, all hope of obtaining a compact representation of the

value function is lost as the number of partitions in the caserepresentation grow unboundedly

with no practical means for simplification or pruning. Unfortunately, current research has not

identified an alternate representation nor a set of logical simplification rules that can maintain

relatively compact case statements across a variety of planning problems.

Thus, faced with the difficulty of exact and approximate value iteration-based MDP so-

lution methods, we seek alternate approaches based on linear-value approximation. In this

paradigm, we reduce the task of solving a FOMDP to that of obtaining good weights for a

set of basis functions that approximates the optimal value function. We have already defined

such techniques for ground (factored) MDPs and in this chapter, our goal is to generalize these

frameworks to the first-order case. This is a non-trivial task as it requires the generalization

of linear programs to the case with first-order constraints and efficient extensions of solution

methods such as constraint generation and variable elimination in cost networks to exploit the

first-order structure of these constraints.

In the process of developing a completely automated linear-value approximation solution

approach to FOMDPs and in an effort to answer the question “where do basis functions come

1Note that in the worst case, just a single case operation can yield a quadratic blowup in the number of case
partitions in terms of the maximum number of case partitionsin its operands.

127
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from?”, we adapt techniques proposed by Gretton and Thiebaux [2004] for the automatic gen-

eration of basis functions. With appropropriate domain axioms defining legal states, these

techniques give us a practical automated approach to decision-theoretic planning in PPDDL-

derived representations; we demonstrate the efficacy of these techniques on probabilistic plan-

ning problems from the ICAPS 2004 and ICAPS 2006 InternationalProbabilistic Planning

Competitions[Littman and Younes, 2004b; Gereviniet al., 2006].

Parts of the work described in this chapter appeared in[Sanner and Boutilier, 2005; Sanner

and Boutilier, 2006].

5.1 Linear-value Approximation with Basis Functions

Linear-value approximation solutions to FOMDPs are attractive for a number of reasons:

• Given that much of the computation in linear-value approximation solutions reduces to

linear program optimization, this reduces the algorithm design space to the setup and

solution of linear programs.

• Since the size of linear-value approximations is fixed, the size of the linear-value ap-

proximation can be used to moderate the complexity of the resulting solution algorithm.

This leads to a flexible solution approach that trades off approximation accuracy and

computation.

• For algorithms like approximate policy iteration, we can obtain error bounds on the re-

sulting value approximation if the algorithm converges, thus providing us with a domain-

independent bound on approximate solution quality.

• Linear-value approximation solutions do not require logical simplification, just weight

projections that make use of a theorem prover. This is a huge advantage over exact

techniques that require simplification in order to maintaina compact representation.

• Linear-value approximation solutions have yielded reasonable empirical performance for

ground and factored MDPs, which is an encouraging indication that these results may

extend to FOMDPs.

Motivated by the potential advantages of linear-value approximation, we now proceed to gen-

eralize our representation from the propositional case to the first-order case.
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5.1.1 First-order Linear-value Representation

We represent a value function as a weighted sum ofk first-order basis functions, denotedbi(s),

each ideally containing asmall number of formulae that provide a first-order abstraction of

state space:

V (s) =
k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s) (5.1)

Throughout this chapter, we will assume that each individual basis functionbi(s) is represented

by a case statement that is an exhaustive and disjoint partitioning of state space. This property

will be useful when we define the backup operators next.

Using this linear-value function representation, we can often achieve a reasonable approx-

imation of the exact value function by exploiting the additive structure inherent in many real-

world problems. For example, as argued in previous chapters, many planning problems have

additive reward functions or multiple goals to be achieved,both of which lend themselves to

approximation via linearly additive basis functions. Unlike exact solution methods where value

functions can grow exponentially in size during the solution process and must be logically sim-

plified, here we maintain the value function in a compact formthat requires no simplification,

just discovery of good weights.

As an example, we may wish to approximate the value function for our BOXWORLD

FOMDP from the last chapter as follows where we refer to specific instances ofbi(s) as

bCase i(s):

bCase1(s) =
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 1

¬“ : 0

(5.2)

bCase2(s) =
∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 1

¬“ : 0
(5.3)

(5.4)

bCase3(s) =
∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris , s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 1

¬“ : 0
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and a specific instance ofV (s) asvCase(s):

vCase(s) =w1 · bCase1(s)⊕ w2 · bCase2(s)⊕ w3 · bCase3(s) (5.5)

Here we note that each basis function is relatively small andrepresents a portion of state space

to which we would expect to assign some positive value in order to approximate the BOX-

WORLD value function.

5.1.2 Backup Operators

Just as we defined an action backup operator for MDP value functions as a useful notation in

Chapter 3, we can do the same for FOMDP case representations. Suppose we are given a value

function in the formV (s). Backing up this value function through an actionA(~x) yields a case

statement containing the logical description of states that would give rise toV (s) after doing

actionA(~x), as well as the values thus obtained.

However, due to the free variables in actionA(~x), there are in fact two types of backups that

we can perform. The first,BA(~x)[·], regresses a value function through an action and produces

a case statement withfree variablesfor the action parameters. The second,BA[·], existentially

quantifies over the free variables~x in BA(~x)[·]. Thus, the application ofBA[·] results in a case

description of the regressed value function indicating thevalues that could be achieved byany

instantiation ofA(~x) in the pre-action state.

The definition ofBA(~x)[·] is almost the same as thefirst-order decision theoretic regression

(FODTR)operator from Equation 4.22 in Chapter 4, except that we do notexplicitly add in

the reward. Slightly modifying our definitions from Section4.3.3, we letn1(~x), . . . , nq(~x) be

the set of Nature’s deterministic action outcomes for stochastic actionA(~x).2 Then we define

BA(~x)[·] as follows:

BA(~x)[V (s)]

= γ [

q
⊕

j=1

{P (nj(~x), A(~x), s)⊗ Regr(V (do(nj(~x), s)))}] (5.6)

DefiningBA(~x)[·] in this way makes it a linear operator with properties similar to the linear

operators we defined for factored MDPs in Chapter 3, Equation 3.10. Thus, if we apply this

2In general, the set of Nature’s choice actionsn1(~x), . . . , nq(~x) are associated with a stochastic actionA(~x)
andA(~x) will always be clear from context.
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operator to our linear-value function representation, we see that it distributes to each first-order

basis function:

BA(~x)[V (s)] = BA(~x)

[

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s)
]

=
k
⊕

i=1

wi ·BA(~x) [bi(s)] (5.7)

Having definedBA(~x)[·], we now use it to defineBA[·]:3

BA[V (s)] = ∃~x.
{

BA(~x)[V (s)]
}

(5.8)

Unfortunately, if we applyBA[·] to our linear-value function representation in the following

manner

BA[V (s)] = BA

[

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s)
]

= ∃~x.
{

k
⊕

i=1

wi ·BA(~x) [bi(s)]

}

(5.9)

we see thatBA[·] is not necessarily a linear operator. The difficulty in this case is that the ex-

istential quantification ofBA[·] jointly constrains the backup of all basis functions that contain

the existentially quantified variable as a free variable.

However, all is not lost. To show how these problems can be mitigated, we begin with a

few definitions.

Definition 5.1.1. We say that a deterministic Nature’s choice actionnj(~x) affects a fluentF if

there is a positive or negative effect axiom that containsa = nj(~x) in the body of the axiom and

F in the head (c.f., Section 4.2.2). We say that a stochastic actionA(~x) affects a fluentF if at

least one of Nature’s choice deterministic outcomesnj(~x) ofA(~x) affectsF . And we say that a

formulaφ is affected by a stochasticA(~x) action iffφ contains a fluent affected byA(~x); since

a case statement is defined as a logical formula, this definition extends to case statements.

Next, we note the following property:

3For simplicity, we assume that the reward is independent of the arguments~x for any actionA(~x) and thus
omit such reward dependencies here. However, if this was notthe case, we could easily insert it in this equation
and make appropriate adjustments to our later equations.
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Property 5.1.2. When a basis function case statementbi(s) is affected by a stochastic ac-

tion A(~x), BA(~x)[bi(s)] will contain the action arguments~x as free variables. The inverse

of this property is also true: if a stochastic actionA(~x) does not affect a basis functionbi(s),

BA(~x)[bi(s)] will not contain the action arguments as free variables.

To exploit this property, we letI+
A denote the set of indicesi for basis functionsbi(s) that

are affected by an actionA(~x) (so that for alli ∈ I+
A , BA(~x)[bi(s)] contains the free variables

~x). Likewise, we letI−A denote the set of indices of basis functionsbi(s) not affected by an

action (so that for alli ∈ I−A , BA(~x)[bi(s)] does not contain the free variables~x). Then, we

exploit the fact that the∃~x is vacuous for case statements not containing free variables ~x and

remove these terms from the scope of the∃~x quantification. This yields the following result

for BA applied to a linear-value function representation:

BA

[

⊕

i

wibi(s)

]

(5.10)

=





⊕

i∈I−
A

wiB
A(~x) [bi(s)]



⊕ ∃~x.





⊕

i∈I+
A

wiB
A(~x) [bi(s)]





Consequently, if no fluent occurs in more than a few basis functions and few fluents are affected

by an action then we can reasonably expect the result of applying BA to retain some additive

structure.

As a concrete example to demonstrate the backup operators and the exploitation of addi-

tive structure, let us computeBdrive [·] for our previously specified linear-value function from

Equation 5.5:

Bdrive [vCase(s)] = ∃t∗, c∗ Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[vCase(s)] (5.11)

= ∃t∗, c∗ Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[w1 · bCase1(s)⊕ w2 · bCase2(s)⊕ w3 · bCase3(s)]

= ∃t∗, c∗
{

w1 ·Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[bCase1(s)]⊕ w2 ·Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[bCase2(s)]

⊕w3 ·Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[bCase3(s)]
}

= ∃t∗, c∗
{

w1 ·
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0
⊕ w2 ·

∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊕w3 ·
∃b, t. [t = t∗ ∧ c∗ = paris ∧ ∃c1TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

∨TruckIn(t, paris , s)] ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0
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Here, we note that the first and second basis functions were not affected by thedrive(t∗, c∗)

action and thus their backup through this action is equivalent to a backup through anoop.

Since the third basis function is affected by the actiondrive(t∗, c∗) and this introduces the

action parameterst∗ andc∗ into the result of its backup, we can push the quantifiers in tojust

this third case statement:

Bdrive [vCase(s)] = ∃t∗, c∗. Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[vCase(s)]

=w1 ·
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0
⊕ w2 ·

∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊕ w3 · ∃t∗, c∗















∃b, t. [t = t∗ ∧ c∗ = paris ∧ ∃c1TruckIn(t, c1, s)]

∨TruckIn(t, paris , s)] ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0















Finally, we carry out the explicit∃t∗, c∗ operation on the third case statement where we dis-

tribute the quantifiers inside the case partitions and simplify as described in Section 4.2.3 of

Chapter 4. This allows us to remove the∃t∗, c∗ by rewriting equalities and exploiting the

non-empty domain assumption:

Bdrive [vCase(s)] = ∃t∗, c∗. Bdrive(t∗,c∗)[vCase(s)] (5.12)

=w1 ·
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0
⊕ w2 ·

∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊕ w3 ·
∃b, t. [(∃c1.TruckIn(t, c1, s)) ∨ TruckIn(t, paris, s)] ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

This example demonstrates the best case forBA[·] where an action only affects one basis func-

tion thus allowing the other basis functions to be removed from the scope of the∃~x operator.

Then the∃~x operator can be easily applied to a single case statement without incurring a repre-

sentational blowup that would otherwise occur if the∃~x ranged over a sum of case statements

and the explicit “cross-sum”⊕ was required.

Unfortunately in many cases, more than one basis function will be affected by an action.

For example, if we had computedBunload [vCase(s)], all three basis functions would have been

affected by the action and we would have had to explicitly compute the “cross-sum”⊕ of the

backups of all three basis functions. While this worst case effectively cancels many of the

benefits of linear-value approximation since additive structure can no longer be exploited, we
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will see that by generating our basis functions in a restricted manner, we can often manage to

avoid computing the explicit⊕, even whenall basis functions are affected by an action. We

will discuss this aspect during basis function generation.

5.2 Approximate Solution Methods

In this section, we describe two useful linear-value approximation methods: first-order approx-

imate linear programming (FOALP), and first-order approximate policy iteration (FOAPI).

Both of these methods are generalized from the propositionalMDP case outlined in Chap-

ter 3, Section 3.3.2 to the first-order case. We do not cover first-order approximate value

iteration due to its issues with divergence in the ground case [Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996;

Guestrinet al., 2001] that trivially extend to the first-order case. Indeed, our own experi-

mentation with first-order approximate value iteration approaches has proved fruitless due to

divergence issues.

5.2.1 First-order Approximate Linear Programming

We now generalize the approximate linear programming (ALP)approach for propositional

factored MDPs from Equation 3.15 in Chapter 3 to first-order MDPs. If we simply substitute

appropriate notation, we arrive at the following formulation of the first-order ALP (FOALP)

approach:

Variables:wi ; ∀i ≤ k

Minimize:
∑

s

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s)

Subject to:0 ≥ R(s)⊕BA

[

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s)
]

⊖
k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s) ; ∀ A, s (5.13)

As for ALP, our variables are the weights of our basis functions and our objective is to mini-

mize the sum of values over all statess. We have one constraint for each stochastic actionA

(e.g., in BOXWORLD, A ∈ {unload , load , drive}) and each states. Unfortunately, while the

objective and constraints in ALP for a factored MDP range over a finite number of statess, this
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direct generalization to the FOALP approach for FOMDPs requires dealing with infinitely (or

indefinitely) many situationss.

Since we are summing over infinitely many situations in the FOALP objective, it is ill-

defined. Thus, we redefine the FOALP objective in a manner thatpreserves the intention of the

original approximate linear programming solution for MDPs. In the ALP approach of Equa-

tion 3.15, the objective equally weights each state and minimizes the sum of the value function

over all states. However, if we look at the case partitions〈φi(s), ti〉 of each basis function

bi(s) case statement (recall the case statement representation from Equation 4.8), we note that

each case partition serves as an aggregate representation of ground states assigned equal value.

Consequently, rather than count ground states in our FOALP objective—of which there would

be an infinite number per partition—we suppose that each basis function partition is chosen

because it represented a potentially useful partitioning of state space, and thus weight each

case partition equally. Consequently, we rewrite the above FOALP objective as the following:

∑

s

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bi(s) =
k
⊕

i=1

wi

∑

s

bi(s) (5.14)

∼
k
⊕

i=1

wi

∑

〈φj ,tj〉∈bi

tj
|bi|

Here we use|bi| to indicate the number of partitions in theith basis function. Thus, we see

that this approach can be seen as aggregating states within abasis function partition into one

abstract state and then weighting this abstract state uniformly in importance w.r.t. the other

abstract states. When thebi are simply indicator functions for some conditions as we will often

assume in this chapter, we note the objective further simplifies to
∑

iwi — every basis function

and its associated weight is equally important. Of course, this solution requires approximat-

ing the original objective and thus FOALP does not representan exact generalization of the

ground ALP approach to the first-order case. We discuss the strengths of weaknesses of such

an approach in our concluding remarks for this chapter.

With the issue of the infinite objective resolved, this leaves us with one final problem — the

infinite number of constraints (i.e., one for every situation s). Fortunately, we can work around

this since case statements are finite. Since the valueti for each case partition〈φi(s), ti〉 is con-

stant over all situations satisfying theφi(s), we can explicitly sum over thecase i(s) statements

in each constraint to yield a single case statement representation of the constraints. The key ob-

servation here is that the finite number of constraints represented in the single “flattened” case
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statement (for which we provide an upcoming example in Equation 5.17) hold iff the original

infinite set of constraints in Equation 5.13 hold.

To understand this, let us provide an example of the constraints for thedrive action for

FOALP substituting our previously defined basis functionsbCase i(s) from Equation 5.4 for

bi(s), the results of theBdrive operator for these basis functions from Equation 5.12, and the

reward definition for BOXWORLD given byrCase(s) in Equation 4.9 forR(s). We substitute

all of these directly into the constraint form of Equation 5.13 above:

0 ≥ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬“ : 0
⊕ w1 ·

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊕ w2 ·
∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊕ w3 ·
∃b, t. [(∃c1.TruckIn(t, c1, s)) ∨ TruckIn(t, paris , s)] ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9

¬“ : 0

⊖ w1 ·
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 1

¬“ : 0
⊖ w2 ·

∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : 1

¬“ : 0

⊖ w3 ·
∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris , s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 1

¬“ : 0
; ∀ s (5.15)

Next we perform an explicit⊕ and⊖ for some of the case statements, simplify the resulting

partitions, and distribute the weights into the partition values:

0 ≥ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10− 0.1 · w1

¬“ : 0
⊕ ∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s) : −0.1 · w2

¬“ : 0
(5.16)

⊕
∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris , s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : −0.1 · w3

¬“ ∧ ∃b, t, c1.TruckIn(t, c1, s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s) : 0.9 · w3

¬“ : 0

; ∀ s

To maintain our representation in a compact and perspicuousform, we define the following
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propositional renamings for the first-order formulae in these case statements:4

φ1(s) ≡ ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s)

φ2(s) ≡ ∃b, t.BoxOn(b, t, s)

φ3(s) ≡ ∃b, t.TruckIn(t, paris , s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s)

φ4(s) ≡ ∃b, t, c1.TruckIn(t, c1, s) ∧ BoxOn(b, t, s)

And finally, we can fully expand the⊕ to obtain an explicit representation ofall FOALP

constraints for thedrive action in our BOXWORLD example:

φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ φ3(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 +−0.1 · w2 +−0.1 · w3

φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 +−0.1 · w2 + 0.9 · w3

φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ ¬φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 +−0.1 · w2

φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ φ3(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 +−0.1 · w3

φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 + 0.9 · w3

φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ ¬φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 10− 0.1 · w1 +−0.1 · w2

¬φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ φ3(s) : 0 ≥ −0.1 · w2 +−0.1 · w3

¬φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ φ4(s) : 0 ≥ −0.1 · w2 + 0.9 · w3

¬φ1(s) ∧ φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ ¬φ4(s) : 0 ≥ −0.1 · w2

¬φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ φ3(s) : 0 ≥ −0.1 · w3

¬φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 0.9 · w3

¬φ1(s) ∧ ¬φ2(s) ∧ ¬φ3(s) ∧ ¬φ4(s) : 0 ≥ 0

; ∀ s

(5.17)

Here, if any case partition formula had been inconsistent, we would have removed it and the

corresponding constraint.

While we note that technically there are an infinite number of constraints (one for every

possible situations), there are only a finite number ofdistinct constraints. In fact, the case

representation conveniently partitions the state space into regions with the same constraint.

Thus, one approach to the FOALP solution would enumerate allconsistent constraints for every

action and then directly solve the resulting LP. In additionto the above constraints for thedrive

4One will note that the renaming of first-order formulae with “propositional” variables is in the same spirit as
FOADDs. Consequently, we note that FOADDs prove to be an efficient method for representing and performing
operations on the constraints that occur in FOALP and FOAPI.
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action in BOXWORLD, this approach would require us to carry out a similar procedure for the

unload , load , andnoop actions; however, once we did this, we would have all of the constraints

necessary for solving the FOALP first-order linear program specification.

However, as the number of basis functions increases in size,the number of constraints can

clearly grow exponentially in the number of case statementsin the constraint, just as in the

propositional version where the number of constraints was exponential in the number of state

variables. We reviewed various techniques in Section 3.3.2for working around this problem

in the propositional case, including the constraint generation techniques of Schuurmans and

Patrascu[2001] used to efficiently generate a subset of the constraints required to solve the LP.

This suggests we might benefit by generalizing constraint generation to solve first-order LPs.

But before we attack this problem specifically for FOALP, we introduce first-order approximate

policy iteration that happens to define a first-order LP similar to FOALP.

5.2.2 First-order Approximate Policy Iteration

We now generalize approximate policy iteration from the propositional case to the case of

first-order approximate policy iteration (FOAPI).

To start off, FOAPI requires that we derive a suitable first-order policy representation from

a value functionV (s). For this, we can use the policy representation that we introduced in

Equation 4.28 of Chapter 4 updated to use theBA[·] operator with our implicit linear-value

function representation ofV (s) from Equation 5.1 where we assumem stochastic actions of

the formAi(~x):

π(s)[V (s)] = casemax[R(s)⊕
⋃

i=1...m

BAi [V (s)] (5.18)

At this point, we know that the the result ofBAi [·] may retain linear structure, however we

have not given a definition of the∪ operator that can exploit additive structure. We return to

this issue in a moment, but for now assume that the explicit “cross-sum”⊕ is applied to (1) any

additive structure remaining in the result of theBAi [·] operator and (2) the sum ofR(s) and the

result of the∪ operator.

We will assume that this policy derivation method makes the additional policy annotations

that were made for Equation 4.28. To provide an example, we recall vCase(s) from Equa-

tion 5.5 and assume that we have the weight assignment{w1 = 10, w2 = 0, w3 = 0} for this

linear-value function representation. This weight assignment essentially reducesvCase(s) to
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a representation ofrCase(s), so we letV (s) = rCase(s) and recall the result of our previous

policy instanceπCase(s)[rCase(s)] derived in this instance:

πCase(s)[rCase(s)] (5.19)

=

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s)) : 19.0 −→ noop

¬“ ∧ [∃b∗, t∗, c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 8.1 −→ unload(b∗, t∗)

¬“ : 0 −→ noop

We note that the weights we chose forvCase(s) made the derivation of the policy quite

trivial (by zeroing out the second and third basis functions), so let us briefly digress to consider

a more complex case and its implications. If{w1 = 1, w2 = 1, w3 = 1}, the first issue one

might notice when attempting to derive a greedy policy is that the ∪ operator forces us to

perform an explicit “cross-sum”⊕ over its operands (assuming they retained some additive

structure afterBA[·] was applied). However, performing an explicit sum of the operands forces

policy derivation to require time and space that is exponential in the number of basis functions,

effectively cancelling out the representational benefits of a linear-value function representation.

However, there are a number of ways to avoid this exponentialblowup:

1. We could attempt to exploit additivity in the policy representation with additional repre-

sentational machinery.

2. We could use the method of comparing each action Q-function to anoop policy in the

spirit of Guestrinet al. [2001; 2002], in an attempt to extract a compact policy represen-

tation.

3. We could exploit assumptions in the specification of the basis functions that allow us to

achieve a compact policy representation.

While all of these options are viable, the simplest and most straightforward method for our

purposes comes from the third choice. However, since we havenot yet covered basis func-

tion generation, we postpone this discussion until later and assume for now thatπCase(s) is

compact and can be derived efficiently (i.e., without considering policy representations that are

exponential in the number of basis functions).

For FOAPI approach, we will need to define a set of case statements for each actionAi

that is satisfied only in the world states whereAi should be applied according toπ(s). Conse-
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quently, we define an action restricted policyπAi
(s) as follows:

πAi
(s) = {〈φ, t〉|〈φ, t〉 ∈ π(s) and〈φ, t〉 → Ai}

Our previous policy example from Equation 5.19 allows us to derive two example instantiations

πCaseunload(s) andπCasenoop(s) of action restricted policies:

πCaseunload(s)

=
¬[∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s))]

∧[∃b∗, t∗, c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 8.1 −→ unload(b∗, t∗)

πCasenoop(s)

=
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s)) : 19.0 −→ noop

¬“ ∧ ¬[∃b∗, t∗, c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 0 −→ noop

Now, we make two additional modifications toπAi
. Given that we know that every partition

of πAi
contains one non-negated formula of the form∃~x∗.φ(~x∗) (meaning if this formula can

be satisfied, executeAi(~x
∗)), we briefly “unquantify” the formula and re-express it in terms

of free variables — essentially, we remove the∃~x∗. We refer to the result asπAi(~x∗) since the

action variables are again free. Also, following the example of our policy indicator functions

from Equation 3.13 in Chapter 3, we convert the value of the case statement to be0.5 To make

this concrete, let us modifyπCaseunload(s) as described to yieldπCaseunload(b∗,t∗)(s):

πCaseunload(b∗,t∗)(s) (5.20)

=
¬[∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s))]

∧[∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 0 −→ unload(b∗, t∗)

Of course the only differences betweenπCaseunload(s) andπCaseunload(b∗,t∗)(s) are that the

action variablesb∗ andt∗ are now free variables and the value of8.1 has been converted to0.

The reason for doing this will become apparent now that we candefine the first-order LP for

5In Equation 3.13 we set all policy “partitions” where the corresponding action should be applied to0 and
all other partitions to−∞ so that the constraint would be trivially satisfied. In the first-order case, the case
representation affords us the ability to simply not represent any partitions where the policy would not be applied
as this will prevent any constraint from being applied for these situations.
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FOAPI.

We can generalize approximate policy iteration to the first-order case by calculating suc-

cessive iterations of weightsw(i)
j that represent the best approximation of the fixed-point value

function for policyπ(i)(s) at iterationi. We do this by performing the following two steps at

every iterationi after initializing ~w(0) = ~0 andi = 1:

1. Obtain the policyπ(i)(s) from the current value weights~w(i−1) using Equation 5.18.

2. Solve the following first-order LP that determines the weights~w(i) for theL∞ minimizing

projection of the approximate value function for policyπ(i)(s):

Variables:w(i)
1 , . . . , w

(i)
k

Minimize: β(i) (5.21)

Subject to:β(i) ≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗
(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)⊕BA(~x∗)

[

k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j · bj(s)

])

⊖
k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j · bj(s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀A, s

3. If π(i)(s) = π(i−1)(s) (equivalently ~w(i) = ~w(i−1)) or β(i) is less than a prespecified

tolerance then exit, else incrementi and goto step (1).

Here we note that this first-order LP is an exact analogue of Equation 3.12 from Chapter 3.

We useπ(i)
A(~x∗)(s) for two purposes: (1) as an indicator function to restrict the validity of the

constraint for actionA only to those regions of state space whereA should apply according to

the policy, and (2) as a constraint to enforce action selection in the freeBA(~x∗) variable backup

operator to be consistent with one of the policy partitions.6

We’ve reached convergenceif π(i)(s) = π(i−1)(s) (or equivalently~w(i) = ~w(i−1)). And if

convergence is reached, the following theorem holds given the projection errorβ(i) obtained

from the final LP solution of Equation 5.21:

Theorem 5.2.1.LetV (s) be the approximated value function obtained by the weights~w(i) of

the final LP solution of Equation 5.21 for FOAPI applied to a given FOMDP where FOAPI

has converged. Letβ(i) be the objective value of this final LP solution. Then the error bounds

on Vπ̃(s) (the value function obtained by acting according to the greedy policyπ̃ w.r.t. V (s))

6As an aside, we also remark that the constraints represent a symbolic dynamic programming step under policy
restrictions, thus also enabling a form of successive approximation in first-order MDPs.
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derived from pluggingβ(i) in for β in Equation 2.19 hold for all possible finite ground domain

instantiations of this FOMDP.

Proof. See Section B.2 of Appendix B.

Thus, FOAPI provides us with an approximate solution methodthat provides error bounds

that hold forall possible domain instantiations when convergence is obtained. But what do

we do if FOAPI does not converge? Although we don’t provide a formal proof, loss bounds

should still be possible to guarantee for a policy derived from FOAPI if the algorithm did not

converge. In the case of a (ground) MDP, such a loss bound can be computed from the sum of

discounted projection errors resulting from each iteration of approximate policy iteration. For

an explanation and derivation of this result, we refer the reader to Section 3.2.4 ofGuestrin et

al. [2002].

The final question remaining for FOAPI is how to solve the first-order LP given in Equa-

tion 5.21. First, we note that it is simply a mechanical process to write out the exact form of

the constraints of Equation 5.21 on every iteration. To achieve a useful constraint form, it is

important to explicitly compute the∃~x∗ operator in each constraint in a similar manner to that

done for theBA[·] operator. Once this is done, we will have an additive form of the constraints

similar to those observed for FOALP in Equation 5.15. The question again is how to solve this

first-order LP without enumerating all of the constraints asshown previously for FOALP. We

tackle this problem next.

5.3 First-order Linear Programs

All linear-value approximation methods require the specification and solution of afirst-order

linear program (FOLP). A FOLP is nothing more than a standard linear program where the

constraints are written in terms of a sum of case statements whose case partition values may

be specified as linear combinations of the weights. However,efficiently solving FOLPs poses

a number of difficulties and we work through efficient solutions to these difficulties in this

section.
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5.3.1 General Formulation

A first-order linear program is specified as follows:

Variables:w1, . . . , wk ;

Minimize: f(w1, . . . , wk)

Subject to:0 ≥ case1,1(~w, s)⊕ . . .⊕ case1,n(~w, s) ; ∀ s (5.22)

:

0 ≥ casem,1(~w, s)⊕ . . .⊕ casem,n(~w, s) ; ∀ s

The variables and objective are as defined in a typical LP, themain difference being the form of

the constraints. We allow theti in each partition〈φi, ti〉 of case(~w, s) to be linearly dependent

on the weights~w (e.g.,ti = 3w1+2w2). We note that the first-order LPs for FOALP and FOAPI

can be cast in this general form. As previously discussed in our FOALP example, we could

simply compute the explicit “cross-sum”⊕ to flatten out all sums into a single case statement

that enumerated all constraints as in Equation 5.17. However, this could be inefficient as it

scales exponentially in the number of summed case statements. Fortunately, we can extend

constraint generation methods used in factored MDPs[Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001] to the

first-order case as we show next.

5.3.2 First-order Cost Network Maximization

Recalling our discussion of constraint generation for the ground case from Chapter 3, there

were two important components that enabled an efficient solution. First, we must be able to

rewrite the first-order LP constraints in the following format where the RHS of the constraint

assumes the form of a cost network:7

0 ≥ max
s

[case1(~w, s)⊕ . . .⊕ casen(~w, s)] (5.23)

Second, we need to show that we can efficiently generate the maximizing value within this

first-order cost network without enumerating all combinations of assignments to each case

statement (which grows exponentially inn).

7While we have previously used casemax for maximization over cases, we note that here we are just interested
in the maximum value that is possible via a consistent joint selection of case partitions from each case statement
in the constraint.
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Algorithm 8: FOMax (C, 〈R1 . . . Rn〉) −→ 〈S, v〉

input : (1) A setC = {case1, . . . , casen}.
(2) An ordering〈R1 . . . Rn〉 of all relations inC.

output : (1) The maximum valuev achievable.
(2) A setS of partitions{〈φi, ti〉 ∈ casei} for i = 1 . . . n s.t.v = t1 + . . . + tn.

begin
// ConvertC into CNF
for (i = 1 . . . n) do

foreach (〈φi, ti〉 ∈ casei(s)) do
Convertφi to a set of CNF formulae.

foreach (relationR ∈ 〈R1 . . . Rn〉 (in order))do
// DivideC into two sets of cases based on whether they containR
C−

R := {casei|∀j.(〈φj , tj〉 ∈ casei) ∧ φj does not contain relationR}
C+

R := {casei|∃j.(〈φj , tj〉 ∈ casei) ∧ φj contains relationR}
Remove all case statements inC+

R with their explicit “cross-sum”⊕.

// C+
R is now a single case statement andφj is a set of CNF formulae for all〈φj , tj〉 ∈ C+

R

foreach (〈φj , tj〉 ∈ C+
R in order from highest to lowest value)do

Resolve all clauses inφj (including new resolvents) on relationR.
Remove all clauses inφj containingR.
if (∅ ∈ φj) then

Discard〈φj , tj〉 and continue with next〈φj , tj〉.
foreach (〈φi, ti〉 ∈ C+

R whereti > tj) do
if (φj ⊇ φi (modulo variable renaming))then

Discard〈φj , tj〉 and continue with next〈φj , tj〉.

C := {C+
R} ∪ C−

R

v := 0; S := ∅
foreach (maximal value partition〈φj , tj〉 of eachcase ∈ C) do

v := v + tj ; S := S ∪ all partitions from inputC contributing to〈φj , tj〉
Returnv, S.

end

To determine themaxs in this form of the constraints, we provide theFOMax algorithm

in Algorithm 8 that efficiently carries out this computation. It is similar to variable elimi-

nation[Zhang and Poole, 1994], except that we use first-order ordered resolution in place of

propositional ordered resolution. Thus, we term this generalized variable elimination technique

used byFOMax to berelation elimination. We provide a concrete example of the application

of FOMax in Figure 5.1 in the context of the first-order constraint generation algorithm intro-

duced in the next section.

We note that the ordered resolution strategy we are using here is not refutation-complete

in that it may loop indefinitely at an intermediate relation elimination step before finding a

latter relation with which to resolve a contradiction. Thisis an unavoidable consequence of the
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fact that refutation resolution for general first-order theories is semidecidable. Nonetheless, we

note that when the resolution procedure does finitely terminate, then the conjunction of case

partition formulae returned byFOMax is guaranteed to be satisfiable as a consequence of the

completeness of refutation resolution.

From a practical implementation standpoint, it is necessary to bound the number of reso-

lutions performed at each relation elimination step to prevent non-termination ofFOMax due

to an infinite number of resolutions. This renders the algorithm refutation-incomplete and thus

may generate unnecessary constraints corresponding to unsatisfiable regions of state space.

While these constraints serve to overconstrain the set of feasible solutions, this has not led to

infeasibility problems in practice.

5.3.3 First-Order Constraint Generation

We can use theFOMax algorithm to efficiently find the maximal constraint violation when we

have constraints of the form in Equation 5.23. This allows usto define the following first-order

constraint generation algorithm where we have specified some solution toleranceǫ:

1. Initialize LP with ~wi = ~0, i = 0, and empty constraint set.

2. For each constraint in the cost-network form of Equation 5.23, find the maximally vio-

lated constraintC (if one exists) using theFOMax algorithm applied to the constraint

instantiated with~wi.

3. If C ’s constraint violation is larger thanǫ, addC to the LP constraint set, otherwise return

~wi as solution.

4. Solve LP with new constraints to obtain~wi+1, goto step 2

In first-order constraint generation, we initialize our LP with an initial setting of weights,

but no constraints. Then we alternate between generating constraints based on maximal con-

straint violations at the current solution and re-solving the LP with these additional constraints.

This process repeats until no constraints are violated and we have found the optimal solution.

In practice, this approach typically generatesfar fewer constraints than the full set, which

would be exponential in the number of case statements in the constraint. To demonstrate this,

we provide a simple example of finding the most violated constraint in Figure 5.1.

Using first-order constraint generation, we can now efficiently solve the first-order LP from

Equation 5.22, which forms a subroutine of both the FOALP andFOAPI algorithms.
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Suppose we are given the following hypothetical constraint specification fora first-order linear program:

0 ≥ max
s

(

∀b, c. Dst(b, c) ⊃ BoxIn(b, c, s) : 10

¬“ : 0
⊕ ∃b, c. Dst(b, c) ∧ ¬BoxIn(b, c, s) : w1

¬“ : −w1
⊕ ∃t, c.TruckIn(t, c, s) : w2

¬“ : 0

)

Suppose our last LP solution yielded weightsw1 = 2 and w2 = 1. We can efficiently compute the most violated constraint (if one exists) by
evaluating the weights in the constraint and applying theFOMax algorithm. We begin by converting all first-order formulae to CNF where
c1, . . . , c6 are Skolemized constants:

0 ≥ max
s

(

{¬Dst(b, c) ∨ BoxIn(b, c, s)} : 10

{Dst(c1, c2),¬BoxIn(c1, c2, s)} : 0
⊕ {Dst(c3, c4),¬BoxIn(c3, c4, s)} : 2

{¬Dst(b, c) ∨ BoxIn(b, c, s)} : −2
⊕ {TruckIn(c5, c6, s)} : 1

{¬TruckIn(t, c, s)} : 0

)

Assume the relation elimination order isBoxIn,Dst ,TruckIn. We enter the main loop ofFOMax and begin by eliminating theBoxIn relation:
we take the cross-sum⊕ of case statements containingBoxIn, resolve all clauses in each partition (including all new resolvents), and remove all
clauses containingBoxIn (indicated by struck-out text):

0 ≥ max
s

(

{¬Dst(b, c) ∨ BoxIn(b, c, s),Dst(c3, c4), ¬BoxIn(c3, c4, s),¬Dst(c3, c4), ∅ } : 12

{ ¬Dst(b, c) ∨ BoxIn(b, c, s)} : 8

{Dst(c1, c2),Dst(c3, c4), ¬BoxIn(c1, c2, s), ¬BoxIn(c3, c4, s) } : 2

{¬Dst(b, c) ∨ BoxIn(b, c, s),Dst(c1, c2), ¬BoxIn(c1, c2, s),¬Dst(c1, c2), ∅ } : −2

⊕ {TruckIn(c5, c6, s)} : 1

{¬TruckIn(t, c, s)} : 0

)

Because the partitions valued12 and−2 contain the empty clause∅ (i.e., they are inconsistent), we can remove them. And because the partitionof
value8 dominates the partition of value2 (i.e.,2 < 8 and the clauses of the value2 partition are a superset of the clauses of the value8 partition),
we can remove it as well. This yields the following simplified result:

0 ≥ max
s

(

{ } : 8 ⊕ {TruckIn(c5, c6, s)} : 1

{¬TruckIn(t, c, s)} : 0

)

From here it is obvious that theDst elimination step will have no effect and theTruckIn elimination step will yield a maximal consistent
partition with value9. Since this is a positive value and thus a violation of the original constraint, we can generate the new linear constraint
0 ≥ 10 +−w1 + w2 based on the original constituent partitions that led to this maximal constraintviolation.

Figure 5.1: An example use of FOMAX to find the maximally violated constraint during first-orderconstraint generation.
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Algorithm 9: BasisGen(FOMDP,FOALP/FOAPI, τ, n) −→ B

input : (1) A FOMDP specification.
(2) A solution method (FOALP or FOAPI)
(3) a value thresholdτ
(4) an iteration limitn

output : A setB of basis functionsbCasei(s) and corresponding weightswi.
begin

// Note: rCase(s) may be a sum of cases, so we can start with many basis functions.
B := {rCase(s)}
for (i = 1 . . . n) do

foreach (bCasei(s) ∈ B) do
foreach (〈φi(s), ti〉 ∈ bCasei(s)) do

foreach (deterministic actionAi(~x)) do

B := B ∪ ¬φi ∧ ∃~x Regr(φi(do(Ai(~x), s))) : 1
¬“ : 0

Solve for the weights~w using FOALP or FOAPI.
foreach (bCasei(s) ∈ B) do

if (wi < τ ) then
DiscardbCasei(s) from B and ensure it is not regenerated.

if (no new basis functions generated on this iteration)then
ReturnB, ~w.

ReturnB, ~w.
end

5.4 Automatic Generation of Basis Functions

The use of linear approximations requires a good set of basisfunctions that span a space

that includes a good approximation to the value function. While some work has addressed

the issue of basis function generation[Poupartet al., 2002a; Mahadevan, 2005], no methods

have been specifically targeted to generate basis functionsexploiting first-order structure for

FOMDPs. We consider a basis function generation method thatdraws on the work of Gretton

and Thiebaux[2004], who use inductive logic programming (ILP) techniques to construct a

value function from sampled experience. Specifically, theyuse regressions of the reward as

candidate building blocks for ILP-based construction of the value function. This technique has

allowed them to generate fully ort-stage-to-go optimal policies for a range of Blocks World

problems.

We leverage a similar approach for generating candidate basis functions for use in the

FOALP and FOAPI solution techniques. Algorithm 9 provides an overview of our basis func-
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tion generation algorithm. The motivation for this approach is as follows: if some portion of

state spaceφ has valuev > τ in an existing approximate value function for some nontrivial

thresholdτ , then this suggests that states that can reach this region (i.e., found by Regr(φ)

through some deterministic action) should also have reasonable value. However, since we have

already assigned value toφ, we want the new basis function to focus on the area of state space

not covered byφ so we negate it and conjoin it withRegr(φ).

As a small example, given the initial weighted basis function bCase1(s) = rCase(s) from

BOXWORLD,

bCase1(s) =w1 ·
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬“ : 0
, (5.24)

we would derive the following weighted basis function frombCase1(s) when considering de-

terministic actionAi = unloadS (b∗, t∗) during basis function generation:

bCase2(s) = (5.25)

w2 ·
¬[∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s)] ∧ [∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 1

¬“ : 0

If one examines the form of these two basis functions, the “orthogonality” inherent between

the new basis functions and the ones from which they were derived allows for significant com-

putational optimizations. For example, we note that since the top partition ofbCase1(s) takes

the formφ1 and the top partition ofbCase2(s) takes the form¬φ1∧φ2, these two partitions are

mutually exclusive and could never jointly contribute to the value of a state. Thus, when two

basis functions are orthogonal in this manner, we can efficiently perform an explicit “cross-

sum”⊕ on them to obtain a singlecompactcase statement representing both basis functions:

bCase1,2(s) =bCase1(s)⊕ bCase2(s) (5.26)

=

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : w1 · 10

¬[∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s)] ∧ [∃c.BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : w2

¬“ : 0

This style of basis function generation also has many computational advantages for FOALP

and FOAPI. To see this, we return to our original discussion concerning the fact that theBA[·]
operator as defined in Equation 5.10 will not be able to preserve additive structure when all
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basis functions in the linear-value function representation are affected by the stochastic action

A. Recalling Property 5.1.2, if all basis functions are affected byA, then the backupBA(~x)[·]
of each basis function will contain free variables~x requiring their explicit “cross-sum” to be

computed when the∃~x operator ofBA[·] is applied. However, in the best case, if the explicit

“cross-sum” was already pre-computed forn orthogonal basis functions by merging them into

a single case statement ofn+1 partitions then there will be no explicit “cross-sum” to perform

duringBA(~x)[·] and the∃~x operator can be directly applied without a representational blowup.

Of course, since different actions generate different non-orthogonal basis functions from

the same “parent” basis function, it will not generally holdthat all basis functions are pairwise

orthogonal to each other. Nonetheless, if we can exploit themutual orthogonality ofsubsetsof

the basis functions to efficiently carry-out their explicit“cross-sum”, then we can still achieve

an exponential time speedup relative to the worst-case of theBA[·] operator that requires the ex-

plicit computation of the “cross-sum”. To see how subsets ofbasis functions can be efficiently

summed, we refer back to Equation 5.26 that provides an example sum of two orthogonal basis

functions. In general, any mutually orthogonal subset of basis functions can be merged in this

way.

The policy derivation of FOAPI can be similarly efficient since it relies on the application

of theBA[·] operator. And the exploitation of orthogonal basis functions in the partial computa-

tion of the “cross-sum” in the linear-value representationalso facilitates theFOMax algorithm

since it lowers the worst-case complexity ofFOMax where all case statements must be explic-

itly summed. Thus, for both FOALP and FOAPI, we note that we can exploit orthogonal basis

function generation to mitigate exponential space and timescaling in the number of basis func-

tions, where worst-case exponential scaling arises at various points in both solution algorithms

due to the need to explicitly compute the “cross-sum” of the linear-value representation.

On a final note, while we do not claim that this method of basis function generation will be

appropriate for all domains, we will next demonstrate that it works reasonably well for many

stochastic planning problems and that it is relatively efficient in this case.

5.5 Empirical Results

We discuss a number of empirical results on PPDDL planning problems from the ICAPS

2004[Littman and Younes, 2004b] and ICAPS 2006[Gereviniet al., 2006] International Prob-

abilistic Planning Competitions (IPPC). We divide the discussion of results according to each

competition in order to reflect the differences in the competition setup, the data collected, and
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the specific planners that entered each competition.

5.5.1 ICAPS 2004 Probabilistic Planning Problems

We applied FOALP and FOAPI to the BOXWORLD logistics and BLOCKSWORLD proba-

bilistic planning problems from the ICAPS 2004 IPPC[Littman and Younes, 2004a]. In the

BOXWORLD logistics problem, the domain objects consist of trucks, planes, boxes, and cities.

The number of boxes and cities varied in each problem instance, but there were always 5 trucks

and 5 planes. Trucks and planes are restricted to particularroutes between cities in a problem

instance-specific manner. The goal in BOXWORLD was to deliver all boxes to their destina-

tion cities and there were costs associated with each action. The transition functions allowed

for trucks and planes to stochastically end up in destinations other than that intended by the

execution of their respective drive and fly actions. BLOCKSWORLD is just a stochastic version

of the standard domain where blocks are moved between the table and other stacks of blocks

to form a goal configuration. In this version, a block may be dropped while picking it up or

placing it on a stack according to some probability.

We used the Vampire[Riazanov and Voronkov, 2002] theorem prover and the CPLEX 9.0

LP solver in our FOALP and FOAPI implementations and appliedthe basis function generation

algorithm given in Algorithm 9 to a FOMDP version of these PPDDL domains. It is important

to note that we generate our solution to the BOXWORLD and BLOCKSWORLD domains offline.

Since each of these domains has a universally quanitified reward, our offline solution is for a

generic instantiation of this reward following Section 4.7of Chapter 4. Then at evaluation time

when we are given an actual problem instance (i.e., a set of domain objects and initial state

configuration), we decompose the value function for each ground instantiation of the reward

and execute a policy using the additive decomposition approach also outlined in Section 4.7

of Chapter 4. We do use additional axioms to restrict certain fluent slots to have functional

characteristics, e.g. in BOXWORLD, we restrict trucks to only be in one city. Unfortunately,

this information restricting legal states is not encoded inPPDDL, but required for our solution

(otherwise additional constraints for illegal states are generated and these adversely influence

the basis function weights). We do not enhance or otherwise modify our offline solution once

given actual domain information although this would be an avenue for future research.

We set an iteration limit of 7 in our offline basis function generation algorithm and recorded

the running times per iteration of FOALP and FOAPI; these areshown in Figure 5.2. There ap-

pears to be exponential growth in the running time as the number of basis functions increases.
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Figure 5.2: FOAPI and FOALP solution times for the BOXWORLD and BLOCKSWORLD

problems vs. the iteration of basis function generation.

However, we note that if we were not using the “orthogonal” basis function generation, we

would not get past iteration 2 of basis function generation due to the prohibitive amount of

time required by FOALP and FOAPI in this case (> 10 hours). Consequently, we can conclude

that our basis function generation algorithm and optimizations have substantially increased the

number of basis functions for which FOALP and FOAPI remain viable solution options. In

terms of a comparison of the running times of FOALP and FOAPI,it is apparent that each per-

forms better in different settings. In BOXWORLD, FOAPI takes fewer iterations of constraint

generation than FOALP and thus is slightly faster. In BLOCKSWORLD, the policies tend to

grow more quickly in size because the Vampire theorem proverhas difficulty refuting incon-

sistent partitions on account of the heavy use of equality inthis FOMDP domain. This impacts

not only the solution time of FOAPI, but also its performanceas we will see next.

We applied the policies generated by the FOALP and FOAPI versions of our basis func-

tion function generation algorithm to three BOXWORLD and five BLOCKSWORLD problem

instances from the ICAPS 2004 IPC. We compared our planning system to the three other top-
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Problem Competing Probabilistic Planners
NMRDPP mGPT Humans Classy FF-Replan FOALP FOAPI

bx c10 b5 438 184 419 376 425 433 433
bx c10 b10 376 0 317 0 346 366 366
bx c10 b15 0 – 129 0 279 0 0

bw b5 495 494 494 495 494 494 490
bw b11 479 466 480 480 481 480 0
bw b15 468 397 469 468 0 470 0
bw b18 352 – 462 0 0 464 0
bw b21 286 – 456 455 459 456 0

Table 5.1: Cumulative reward of 5 planning systems and the FOALP and FOAPI (100 run avg.)
on the BOXWORLD andBlocks Worldprobabilistic planning problems from the ICAPS 2004
IPPC(– indicates no data). BOXWORLD problems are indicated by a prefix ofbxand followed
by the number of citiesc and boxesb used in the domain. BLOCKSWORLD problems are
indicated by a prefix ofbwand followed by the number of blocksb used in the domain.

performing planners on these domains:8 NMRDPPis a temporal logic planner with human-

coded control knowledge[Grettonet al., 2004]; mGPTis an RTDP-based planner[Bonet and

Geffner, 2004]; (Purdue-)Humansis a human-coded planner,Classyis an inductive policy

iteration planner, andFF-Replan[Yoon et al., 2004] (2004 version) is a deterministic replan-

ner based on FF[Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001]. Results for all of these planners are given in

Table 5.1.

We make four overall observations w.r.t. these results:

1. FOALP and FOAPI produce the same basis function weights and therefore the same

policies for the BOXWORLD domain.

2. We only used 7 iterations of basis function generation andthis effectively limits the

lookahead horizon of our basis functions to 7 steps. A lookahead of 8 would be required

to properly plan in the final BOXWORLD problem instance and thus both FOALP and

FOAPI failed on this instance.9

3. Due to aforementioned problems with the inability of FOAPI to detect inconsistency of

policy partitions in the BLOCKSWORLD domain, its performance is severely degraded

on these problem instances in comparison to FOALP. FOALP does not use a policy

representation and thus does not encounter these same problems.

8The names we use for the planners are intended to intuitivelydenote their approach are not necessarily their
given names. See the associated references for details.

9We could not increase the number of iterations to 8 due to memory constraints.
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4. It is important to note that in comparing FOALP and FOAPI tothe other planners, NM-

RDPP and Humans used hand-coded control knowledge. FF-Replanwas a very efficient

search-based deterministic planner that had a significant advantage because near-optimal

policies in these specific goal-oriented problems can be obtained by assuming that the

highest probability action effects occur deterministically and making use of classical

search-based planning techniques. The only fully autonomous stochastic planners were

mGPT and Classy, and FOALP performs comparably to both of these planners and out-

performs them by a considerable margin on a number of probleminstances.

5.5.2 ICAPS 2006 Probabilistic Planning Problems

We now present results for FOALP on the ICAPS 2006 probabilistic planning competition. For

these problems, we do not present results for FOAPI. As with the ICAPS 2004 competition

problems, the difficulty with FOAPI is that its policy representations tend to grow combina-

torically as more basis functions are added during basis function generation until the policy

size outstrips the ability of the theorem prover to identifyinconsistent policy partitions. This

severely degrades performance and prevents scaling to a number of basis functions required to

obtain reasonable performance on these planning problems.

Consequently, we present results for FOALP applied to three domains from the compe-

tition: BLOCKSWORLD, TIREWORLD, and ELEVATORS. We’ve already covered the basic

description of BLOCKSWORLD, one of the main differences in this competition being that the

table was not considered to be a block and thus there were additional actions for picking up

and putting blocks down on the table. TIREWORLD is a relatively simple problem where the

goal is to drive from a goal city to a destination city, while being able to pick up a spare tire in

some cities. One stochastic outcome of driving between cities is that a tire may go flat and can

only be fixed when a spare tire is present. Thus, routes with cities that contain spare tires are

preferred to other routes that do not. Finally, ELEVATORS is a problem with a grid-like state

space. The horizontal dimension of the grid corresponds to positions on a floor and the vertical

dimension corresponds to different floors. There may be elevators at each position that can

move vertically between floors. An agent can occupy one position on one floor and can move

left or right between positions or can move into or out of an elevator if it exists at the given

floor or position. Any elevator can be moved up or down independently of whether the agent

resides in it. There can be gates at certain positions, whichprobabilistically teleport the agent

back to the start position of floor 1, position 1. Finally there are a number of coins at different
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Figure 5.3: The performance of five planners on the ICAPS 2006 TIREWORLD planning com-
petition problem. The domain instantiations become largeras the problem instance ID in-
creases.

known positions and the goal is to retrieve them all.

Our solution approach is identical to that used for the ICAPS 2004 problems. To recap, we

used the Vampire theorem prover and the CPLEX 9.0 LP solver in our FOALP implementation

and applied the basis function generation algorithm given in Figure 9 to a FOMDP version

of these PPDDL domains. For the BOXWORLD and ELEVATORS problems that had universal

rewards, we additively decompose their solution accordingto Section 4.7 of Chapter 4. As done

before, we specified additional background theory axioms describing constraints on functional

slots of fluents that were required to obtain reasonable solutions (e.g., only one block could be

directly stacked on another block in BLOCKSWORLD). Without these domain axioms, FOALP

erroneously generates constraints for illegal states and these extra constraints adversely affect

the solutions obtained.

In Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, we provide data for FOALP and competing planners that spec-
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Figure 5.4: The performance of five planners on the ICAPS 2006 ELEVATORS planning compe-
tition problem. The domain instantiations become larger asthe problem instance ID increases.

ifies the number of problem instances solved, the online solution generation time10, and the

average number of actions required to reach the goal in each successful problem. We compare

to the following planners that entered the competition: (1)FPG [Buffet and Aberdeen, 2006],

which uses policy gradient search in a factored representation of the Q-functions; (2)sfDP[Te-

ichteil and Fabiani, 2006], which uses SPUDD-style ADD-based dynamic programming[Hoey

et al., 1999] with reachability constraints based on initial state knowledge; (3)Paragraph[Lit-

tle, 2006], which uses an extension of Graphplan[Blum and Furst, 1995] for probabilistic

planning; (4)FF-Replan[Yoon et al., 2007] (2006 version) is a deterministic replanner based

on FF[Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001]. We note that all of the planners in this competition aside

from FOALP are ground planners in that they use a propositional representation of a PPDDL

problem for a specific domain instantiation.

10Offline solutions were permitted 4 hours per problem to remain within the overall competition time limit of 24
hours. However, since the offline solution time can be amortized over an indefinite number of domain instances,
we do not report this in the online time.
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Figure 5.5: The performance of five planners on the ICAPS 2006 BLOCKSWORLD planning
competition problem. The domain instantiations become larger as the problem instance ID
increases.

The results vary by problem, so we explain each in turn. In TIREWORLD, FOALP’s policy

allowed it to solve most problems although we note that according to the average number of

actions to the goal, its policy was suboptimal in comparisonto other planners. In this case, it

appears that the approximation inherent in the FOALP approach fared poorly in comparison to

a deterministic replanner like FF-Replan that could performnearly optimally on this problem.

We note that FOALP’s slow policy evaluation on this problem is due to the transitive nature of

the road connection topology and the lack of optimization inFOALP’s logical policy evaluator.

In ELEVATORS, the top three planners including FOALP all performed comparably with the

deterministic replanner performing slightly faster than the others, again due to the suitability

of this domain for deterministic replanning and the relative speed of that approach. The goals

in this domain are highly decomposable and FOALP thus benefited substantially from its addi-

tive goal decomposition approach. In BLOCKSWORLD, FOALP shows the best performance,

solving more problems, taking less time on the hard instances, and reaching the goal with the
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fewest actions. In this case, FOALP’s performance owes to two advantages: (1) first-order ab-

straction in BLOCKSWORLD considerably helps the system avoid much of the combinatorial

complexity that the ground planners face, and (2) the additive goal decomposition, although not

optimal for all BLOCKSWORLD problems, performed very well on these problem instances.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a first-order generalizationof linear-value approximation using

a linear combination of first-order basis functions. Then weintroduced generalizations of the

backup operators used to exploit linearity in the dynamic programming backup of this linear-

value representation. We next introduced the linear-valueapproximation techniques of FOALP

and FOAPI for FOMDPs and cast them as the setup and solution ofspecialized first-order

linear programs. We introduced the general first-order linear program (FOLP) formulation

that captures both the FOALP and FOAPI solutions along with the solution to a FOLP via

constraint generation methods. Constraint generation methods required the efficient solution

of a first-order cost network and we introduced theFOMax algorithm for this purpose.FOMax

essentially performs a lifted version of variable elimination that we termrelation elimination.

Finally, we introduced a technique for basis function generation that can be exploited efficiently

in the linear-value function representation, the backup operators, theFOMax algorithm, and

the policy representation used by FOAPI.

Having solved all of these problems, we applied our techniques to problems from the

ICAPS 2004 and ICAPS 2006 International Probabilistic Planning Competitions, comparing

to a number of other planners in the process. While FOAPI tended to perform poorly due to

a blowup in its policy representation and inability to scaleto a reasonable number of basis

functions on most problems, FOALP fared comparatively wellwhen using the additive goal

decomposition technique for universal rewards from Chapter4, Section 4.7. In some cases,

FOALP was able to exploit first-order structure in the domainand in terms of success rate

and the number of actions to the goal, it could often perform on par or better than hand-coded

policies, learning-based approaches, constraint-based approaches, and deterministic replanning

approaches. The key to FOALP’s success in these cases is thatit was the only first-order plan-

ner and thus could exploit relational structure that the other ground planners could not. And

perhaps the key to extending its success is to combine it withtraditional online techniques used

by the other planners in order to enhance its performance.

In addition, it would also be useful to revisit the computation of the objective in the first-
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order LP for FOALP since it was an approximated version of theuniform state-relevance

weighting assumption of the ground ALP objective. There aretwo reasons to revisit this com-

putation: (1) as suggested by de Farias and Van Roy[2003], there may be better alternatives

to uniform state relevance weighting, and (2) there may be better FOALP approximations of

the objective than the approach we have taken here. While the current objective allows for effi-

cient computation and appears to yield reasonable performance in practice, even better results

may be attainable if weadapt the importance of each weight in the FOALP objective. For

example, we might attempt to give more importance to weightsrepresenting more frequently

visited case partitions of basis functions by computing theexpected occupany probability of

each basis function partition[de Farias and Van Roy, 2003].

Notwithstanding additional enhancements, our present linear-value function approximation

results are very encouraging in general for the lifted first-order approach to planning that we

motivated in Chapter 4. However, in addition to further practical research to enhance the results

of FOALP and related methods, there are still entire classesof problems that our first-order ap-

proach presented so far can neither represent domain-independently, nor solve efficiently. For

example, when we introduced factored MDPs in Chapter 4, we touted their ability to rep-

resent factored action spaces and additive rewards. Unfortunately, in the case of FOMDPs,

when these factored actions and additive rewards scale withthe domain size, we do not have

the representational machinery to specify such a problem without resorting to domain-specific

representations. The SYSADMIN problem is an ideal example of this — every computer could

independently fail or reboot on each time step and the rewardscaled additively with the total

number of computers that were running. FOMDPs do not currently have the ability to rep-

resent this indefinite factored structure and thus in the next chapter, we turn to representing

these problems in a domain-independent manner and extending the solution techniques from

this chapter to efficiently solve them.



Chapter 6

Factored First-order MDPs

So far we have defined the factored MDP model in Chapter 3 and theFOMDP model in Chap-

ter 4. However, it is interesting to note that many factored MDPs cannot be compactly specified

in the FOMDP formalism previously defined where we use the term compactthroughout this

chapter to mean “the size of the representation is independent of the size of any particular do-

main instantiation”. For example, we formalized SYSADMIN as a factored MDP in Chapter 3,

but we have not yet defined it as a FOMDP. There are two difficulties in doing this: First,

SYSADMIN has an additive reward that scales with the number of computers, yet the FOMDP

formalism does not have the means for compactly specifying asum that scales with the do-

main size. Second, SYSADMIN has a factored action space that does not make a strong frame

assumption —everycomputer can independently reboot or crash as a result of theaction exe-

cuted. To model this compactly, we need to factor action effects into a number of independent

aspects1 that scales with the domain size and specify a factored jointprobability distribution

over aspects that exploits the (probabilistic) independence inherent in their definition. In the

current FOMDP formalism, the representation of this joint distribution cannot be specified

compactly.

In general, SYSADMIN is just a motivating example for a much larger class of relationally

structured MDPs that we refer to asfactored FOMDPs. As another example of a factored

FOMDP, we can easily imagine a simple factored variant of BOXWORLD that we call F-

BOXWORLD, where a box loaded on a truck may independently “drop” off the truck at each

time step with some small probability if it is not otherwise explicitly loaded or unloaded, and

where the “drop” of each box is probabilistically independent. While we will still assume the

1Roughly defined, an aspect is an independent outcome of an action as used previously in Chapter 4.

159
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same existentially quantified reward as in the original BOXWORLD (c.f., Equation 4.9), the

need to model the additional “drop” aspects for each box whena stochastic action is executed

forces us to consider a transition distribution whose outcome/event space scales exponentially

with the domain size, hence whose representation using deterministic Nature’s choice actions

scales exponentially with domain size. In general, modeling exogenous events in FOMDPs

using a number of action aspects that scales linearly in the domain size will have a Nature’s

choice deterministic action representation that scales exponentially in the number of aspects

and thus exponentially in the domain size.

The factored FOMDP formalism that we will introduce allows us to compactly represent

some FOMDPs such as SYSADMIN and F-BOXWORLD that cannot be compactly represented

as FOMDPs. To define the class of FOMDPs that may be compactly represented as factored

FOMDPs, we say that a FOMDP representationscales with domain sizeif the space of its

representation as a FOMDP from Chapter 4 is proportional to the size of a domain instantiation.

Then in general, a FOMDP is a candidate for compact representation as a factored FOMDP if

it has at least one of the following two properties:

(a) An indefinite additive reward whose number of additive components scales with the do-

main size; OR

(b) An indefinite number of independent action aspects that scales with the domain size.

In order to generalize the FOMDP representation of Chapter 4 to factored FOMDPs, we

introduce the following two representational extensions to the FOMDP:

1. We introduce sum and product aggregators to specify additive rewards and joint tran-

sition distributions over aspects of stochastic actions that scale with domain size. The

sum aggregator can often compactly represent property (a) while the product aggregator

partially addresses property (b).

2. We define a factored model of action effects that allows a stochastic action executed by

the agent to decompose into independent aspects. We then specify a joint distribution

over deterministic sub-actions for each of these aspects and we introduce modifications

to the situation calculus to efficiently handle (decision-theoretic) regression with these

sub-actions. Together with the product aggregator, this isoften sufficient to compactly

represent property (b).
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We will discuss the impact of both of these representationalenhancements on various solution

methods at length in this chapter. In general, wecould always obtain a universal solution al-

gorithm for factored FOMDPs by compiling them into a FOMDP2 representation for a specific

domain size, thus allowing the direct application of the FOMDP solution methods of Chap-

ters 4 and 5. However, converting from the compact representation of a factored FOMDP

satisfying properties (a) or (b) to a FOMDP representation for a specific domain size would

incur a representational blowup at least linear in the domain size if only (a) held (due to the

linear number of additive reward components) and at least exponential in the domain size if

property (b) held (due to the exponential number of Nature’schoice deterministic actions as

previously discussed). But this blowup just refers to the size of the FOMDP representation and

we have not even begun to consider the computational impact of the representation size on the

time complexity of its solution. At the very least we can compute a simple lower bound on the

time and space complexity of solution methods that convert afactored FOMDP to a FOMDP

for a specific domain size since the FOMDP representation must be provided as input to these

algorithms; thus, this lower bound is at least linear in the domain size if only property (a) holds

and exponential in the domain size if property (b) holds.

Given these unencouraging lower bounds on the time and spacecomplexity of solving a fac-

tored FOMDP by converting it to a FOMDP and using the previously defined solution methods

of Chapters 4 and 5, one objective in the specification of factored FOMDP algorithms would

be to demonstrate potential cases where the time and space complexity of a factored FOMDP

solution is sub-linear in the domain size when only property(a) holds, sub-exponential in the

domain size when property (b) holds, or potentially independent of domain size in special

cases of (a) or (b) — results that are all impossible to obtainfor methods that solve a factored

FOMDP by converting it to a FOMDP. In general, when we say thata factored FOMDP solu-

tion algorithm isefficientfor a given problem, we imply that it meets one of these three criteria.

With this goal of efficiency in mind, we define (approximate) solutions for factored FOMDPs

that generalize the symbolic dynamic programming and linear-value approximation techniques

described in Chapters 4 and 5. To demonstrate the solution techniques that will be needed to

efficiently handle specific types of problem structure, we will work through various steps of

our solution algorithms for the SYSADMIN and F-BOXWORLD problems; the example rep-

resentation and factored FOALP solution of SYSADMIN appeared previously in Sanner and

Boutilier [2007].

2Throughout this chapter, we will use the unqualified use of the term “FOMDP” to mean the FOMDP repre-
sentation of Chapter 4 and the term “factored FOMDP” to referto the formalism provided in this chapter.
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However, in generalizing the symbolic dynamic programmingand linear-value approxi-

mation solutions from FOMDPs to factored FOMDPS, we remark that our investigation into

these solution methods is only in its initial stages and our results w.r.t. SYSADMIN and F-

BOXWORLD are anecdotal at best in reference to a general solution for factored FOMDPs.

However, it is important to note that an efficient, exact solution algorithm for all factored

FOMDPs is impossible. A negative result of Jaeger[2000] implies that there is no algorithm

that can perform exact inference in the DBN representation underlying the factored FOMDP

that can avoid exponential time complexity in the domain size in the worst case. We discuss

this result in our concluding remarks along with general suggestions for how we might cope

with this worst case in practice.

6.1 Factored FOMDP Representation

In order to specify indefinitely scaling additive rewards and transition distributions, we begin

by introducing the sum and product aggregators. Then we proceed to formalize stochastic

actions with multiple independent aspects and deterministic sub-action outcomes as well as a

factored transition distribution based on this action model. Following this, we introduce the

situation calculus machinery and assumptions required to efficiently handle sub-actions in the

situation calculus. Throughout this discussion, we motivate each construct using the SYSAD-

MIN problem. Finally, we conclude by applying the same modelingformalism to specify a

factored FOMDP model for F-BOXWORLD.

6.1.1 Sum and Product Aggregators

We introduce sum aggregators that are similar in purpose andmotivated by the count aggre-

gators of Guestrinet al. [2003] that permit the specification of indefinite-length sums over

all instantiations of a case statement for a given object class. Likewise, we introduce the novel

product aggregator that performs a similar role to the sum aggregator, except for products rather

than sums. We can easily motivate the sum aggregator by attempting to represent the reward in

the SYSADMIN problem. Given a domain object classComp of n computers{c1, . . . , cn}, we

know that the SYSADMIN reward scales with the number of computers that are up and running:

rCase(s) =
Up(c1, s) : 1

¬Up(c1, s) : 0
⊕ Up(c2, s) : 1

¬Up(c2, s) : 0
⊕ · · · ⊕ Up(cn, s) : 1

¬Up(cn, s) : 0
(6.1)
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However, we note two problems with representing the SYSADMIN reward in this manner. First,

the number of case statements in the reward scales with the domain size and thus will not be an

efficient representation for large domains, not to mention the impact of this representation on

the time and space complexity of the solution algorithms. Second, this reward specification is

domain-specific in that it refers to exactlyn computers; ideally, we would prefer to have both

a compact and domain-independent specification of reward for SYSADMIN . This would then

directly facilitate the solution of factored FOMDPs for indefinitely large domains, something

that is otherwise impossible with a domain-specific representation.

To permit the specification of indefinite length sums and products, we introduce sum and

product aggregators that are defined in terms of the⊕ and⊗ operators where we use a meta-

logical notation that can only be expanded given a concrete domain instantiation:3

∑

c∈C

case(c, s) = case(c1, s)⊕ · · · ⊕ case(cn, s) (6.2)

∏

c∈C

case(c, s) = case(c1, s)⊗ · · · ⊗ case(cn, s) (6.3)

While the sum and product aggregator can easily be expanded for small domain instantiations,

there is generally no finite representation for indefinitelylargen due to the piecewise constant

nature of the case representation. That is, even if the⊕/⊗ is explicitly computed, there may be

an indefinite number of distinct constant values to represent in the resulting case.

Using the sum aggregator, we can now easily define the SYSADMIN reward in a domain-

independent manner:

rCase(s) =
∑

c∈Comp

(

Up(c, s) : 1

¬Up(c, s) : 0

)

(6.4)

Later we will see how we can define the transition probabilityin SYSADMIN using the product

aggregator.

3Here we assume a generic object classC = {c1, . . . , cn}, not necessarily computers.
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6.1.2 Operations with Sum and Product Aggregators

Following are various properties of the
∑

c and
∏

c aggregators that we can use during the

solution of our FOMDP. Since we know that

Regr(case1(do(a, s))⊕ case2(do(a, s))) = Regr(case1(do(a, s)))⊕ Regr(case2(do(a, s)))

and likewise for⊗ owing to the logical definition of the case statement and the properties of

Regr , we can easily infer the following:

Regr
(

∑

c

case(c, do(a, s))
)

=
∑

c

Regr
(

case(c, do(a, s))
)

(6.5)

Regr
(

∏

c

case(c, do(a, s))
)

=
∏

c

Regr
(

case(c, do(a, s))
)

(6.6)

Since the sum aggregator is defined in terms of⊕, the standard properties of commutativity,

associativity, and distributivity of⊗ over⊕ hold. Likewise, since the product aggregator is

defined in terms of⊗, the standard properties of commutativity and associativity hold. In this

chapter, we will make use of the following equivalences thatcan be easily derived as corollaries

of these properties:

∑

c∈C

case1(c, s)⊕
∑

d∈C

case2(d, s) =
∑

c∈C

[case1(c, s)⊕ case2(c, s)] (6.7)

case1(s)⊗
∑

c∈C

case2(c, s) =
∑

c∈C

[case1(s)⊗ case2(c, s)] (6.8)

[case1(s)⊕ case2(s)]⊗
∏

c∈C

case3(c, s) = case1(s)⊗
∏

c∈C

case3(c, s)⊕

case2(s)⊗
∏

d∈C

case3(d, s) (6.9)

6.1.3 Factored Stochastic Actions

Recalling our original FOMDP stochastic action representation from Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3,

we decomposed stochastic “agent” actionsA(~x) into a collection of deterministic Nature’s

choice actionsn1(~x), · · · , nk(~x), each corresponding to a possible outcome of the stochastic

action. We then used a case statement to specify a distribution P (nj(~x), A(~x)) according to

which Nature may choose a deterministic action from this setwhenever the stochastic action is

executed.
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This approach assumes that once Nature chooses a deterministic action, it must commit to

all effects incurred by that deterministic action. Let us consider modeling SYSADMIN in this

FOMDP framework assuming some fixed number of computersn. When the agent reboots a

computer in SYSADMIN , the status of each computer may evolve independently of theother

computers. Thus, givenn computers, each with 2 possible status configurations (up ornot),

this leads to2n deterministic actions sinceeachdistinct joint outcome must be specified with

a separate deterministic action. While we cannot avoid the fact that SYSADMIN has2n deter-

ministic actions, we can potentially avoid explicitly enumerating all of these joint deterministic

actions by exploiting the fact that the stochastic reboot action decomposes into a number of

independent aspects corresponding to direct and exogenouseffects that act individually and

independently (in a probabilistic sense) on each computer.

In this section, we introduce a factored approach to representing stochastic actions and

their associated transition distributions as well as the necessary situation calculus machinery to

integrate them into our FOMDP framework.

Aspects and Deterministic Sub-actions

When an action has multiple independent effects, a more compact representation than a direct

joint enumeration of these effects would be to specify independentaspectsof a stochastic action

in a generalization of the factored PSTRIPS operators of Dearden and Boutilier[1997].4 In this

framework, we can independently specify local probabilitydistributions over each aspect and

combine them into a joint factored distribution using a DBN-like representation — albeit a

DBN over an indefinite number of aspects that generally scale as a function of the domain size.

To justify the slightly cumbersome notation that we introduce in this section, we first begin

with a motivating example. In SYSADMIN , if there aren computers then thereboot(Comp : x)

action that reboots computerxwill haven aspects that we denote generically asreboot1(Comp :

x,Comp : y) wherey refers to the other computers that could be affected as a result of this ac-

tion. Specifically, the aspectsreboot1(x, c1), . . . , reboot1(x, cn) each represent the local effects

of stochastic actionreboot(Comp : x) on each individual computerci. We could imagine a

second class of aspectsreboot2(Comp : x,Comp : z) specifying whether a computerz spon-

taneously catches fire when computerx is rebooted (as may be appropriate in a realistic model

of Dell laptops).

4Motivated by this earlier work and in anticipation of factored FOMDPs, we intentionally used the term aspect
to identify probabilistically independent sets of action effects in the PPDDL representation of Chapter 4.
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In a general framework, we consider that each stochastic action A(~x) may have indepen-

dent aspects that we denote byA1(~x, ~y), . . . , Ap(~x, ~y) where~x represents the stochastic action

parameters,~y is optional and represents additional domain objects that are individually affected

by each aspect, and the action subscripts1 . . . p denote that we havep different classes of as-

pects. Altogether, if~y is non-empty, then we will have a total ofp · |~y| aspects for stochastic

actionA(~x) where|~y| indicates the total number of distinct assignments to the object domains

of variables in~y.

We refer to Nature’s deterministic choices for aspects to besub-actions. In a general frame-

work, for each aspectAi(~x, ~y) we can specify a setNi(~x, ~y) of deterministic Nature’s choice

sub-actions asNi(~x, ~y) = {ni,1(~x, ~y), . . . , ni,q(~x, ~y)} whereq ≥ 2. Often, we use a random

variable notation for Nature’s choice whereni(~x, ~y) ∈ Ni(~x, ~y). Then we can represent a

distribution over Nature’s choice deterministic sub-actions for each aspect as a case statement

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) expression in a manner similar to Section 4.3.3.

For example, in SYSADMIN , we can specify two possible deterministic Nature’s choice

sub-actions for each aspectreboot1(x, ci): n1(x, ci) ∈= {rebootS (x, ci), rebootF (x, ci)}where

rebootS (x, ci) causesci to be running andrebootF (x, ci) causesci to be crashed. Following our

notation from Section 4.3.3, we can specify an instance ofP (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) for aspect

reboot1(x, ci) and its deterministic sub-action outcomes aspCase(n1(x, ci)|reboot1(x, ci), s):5

pCase(rebootS (ci)|reboot1(x, ci) ∧ x = ci, s) = ⊤ : 1 (6.10)

pCase(rebootS (ci)|reboot1(x, ci) ∧ x 6= ci, s) = (6.11)

Up(ci, s) : 0.95

¬Up(ci, s) : 0.05
⊗

1 +
∑

d

(

Conn(d, ci) ∧ Up(d, s) : 1

¬Conn(d, ci) ∨ ¬Up(d, s) : 0

)

1 +
∑

d

(

Conn(d, ci) : 1

¬Conn(d, ci) : 0

)

Here we see that the probability that a computer will be running if it was explicitly rebooted is

1. Otherwise, the probability that a computer is running depends on its previous status and the

proportion of computers with incoming connections that arerunning. The probability of the

5We use the predicateConn(cj , ci) to indicate that there is a directed connection from computer cj to ci.
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failure outcomerebootF (ci) is just the complement of the success case:

pCase(rebootF (ci)|reboot1(x, ci), s) = ⊤ : 1 ⊖ pCase(rebootS (ci)|U(ci)) (6.12)

At this point, the reader familiar with the factored PSTRIPS operators of Dearden and

Boutilier [1997] may note the absence of discriminants in the framework presented here. In

fact, we do have discriminants, but for consistency with theFOMDP framework we model them

with the case representation of transition probabilities.In the factored PSTRIPS framework,

probabilities were restricted to be constants and thus discriminants were needed to distinguish

between the different effect probabilities that would arise for different states and actions. How-

ever, in our specification above, these state- and action-dependent probabilities are specified

directly in the representation ofP (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s). Thus, for a correct probability speci-

fication, we will require that the same properties that held for the discriminants in the factored

PSTRIPS discriminant representation also hold for our general P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) repre-

sentation, namely that the probability distribution over all q sub-action outcomes of an aspect

sum to 1:

∀i, ~y
[

q
⊕

j=1

P (ni,j(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) = ⊤ : 1

]

(6.13)

In addition, eachP (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) should be a disjoint partitioning of state space such

that no two case partitions ambiguously assign multiple probabilities to the same state.

Joint Actions and Transition Probabilities

Now that we have specified the distribution over deterministic sub-action outcomes for in-

dividual aspects, we need to specify how these sub-actions come together to specify a joint

deterministic action. This is actually quite simple. Sincewe will define the effects of a joint

deterministic action to be theunionof effects for each of its sub-actions in the next section, we

can specify a deterministic joint actiona ∈ NA(~x) as theassociative-commutativecomposition

◦ of Nature’s choice deterministic sub-action outcomes forall aspectsAi(~x) of a stochastic ac-

tion A(~x). Following previous notation, we can writeNA(~x) as the following wherė~y stands

for a specific constant substitution for~y and~̇yj stands specifically for thejth possible variable

substitution:

NA(~x) = {N1(~x, ~̇y1)× · · · ×N1(~x, ~̇y|~y|)× · · · ×Np(~x, ~̇y1)× · · · ×Np(~x, ~̇y|~y|)} (6.14)
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Now, assuming a notational equivalence between a set of terms and their associative-commutative

composition using◦, then for alla ∈ NA(~x), a is a composition of one sub-action from each

ground aspect of stochastic actionA(~x).

For example, in the SYSADMIN domain, ifn = 4 and we have 4 aspects forreboot(x),

namelyreboot1(x, c1), . . . , reboot1(x, c4), then one deterministic joint actiona could be the

following:

a = rebootS (x, c1) ◦ rebootF (x, c2) ◦ rebootF (x, c3) ◦ rebootS (x, c4) (6.15)

At this point one might ask whether different sub-actions within a joint deterministic action

could interfere with each other. Once we have defined the effects for sub-actions in the next

section, this will be equivalent to the question of whether sub-actions can have inconsistent

effects. This is an important issue and one that we will address once we formalize the semantics

of deterministic joint actions within the situation calculus framework. However, we must first

specify the probability distribution over joint actions asthis will be an important component in

our guarantee of consistency.

Our example fora in Equation 6.15 was just one of many possible joint deterministic

actions for one domain instantiation of SYSADMIN , and in a general (indefinitely) factored

FOMDP, we will need to specify a joint distribution over all possible joint deterministic out-

comes of a stochastic action. Fortunately, we can exploit knowledge of the independence of

aspects to define the probability of any joint deterministicactiona in terms of its constituent

sub-actionsni(~x, ~̇y), where we assume for simplicity that each aspect depends on the same~y:

P (a|A(~x), s) =
∏

~y∈{~̇y1,...,~̇y|~y|}

p
∏

i=1

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) (6.16)

As long as the properties specified in Equation 6.13 hold for eachP (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s), then

we can obtain the following proposition:

Proposition 6.1.1.P (a|A(~x), s) defines a proper probability distribution overa, i.e.,

∑

a∈NA(~x)

P (a|A(~x), s) = ⊤ : 1 . (6.17)

Proof. See Section B.3 of Appendix B.

Thus, for SYSADMIN , we can now easily specify a compact joint distribution overall
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possible deterministic action outcomes ofreboot(x). For a concrete example of the probability

of the joint deterministic actiona specified in Equation 6.15, we would obtain the following

probability specification where the actual numerical probabilities follow from the evaluation of

Equations 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 for the particular state properties ofs:

pCase(a|reboot(x), s) =

pCase(rebootS (c1)|reboot1(c1), s)⊗ pCase(rebootF (c2)|reboot1(c2), s)

⊗pCase(rebootF (c3)|reboot1(c3), s)⊗ pCase(rebootS (c4)|reboot1(c4), s)

Joint Actions and the Situation Calculus

Up to this point we have ignored the actual semantics of Nature’s choice deterministic sub-

actions and joint actions, but we now address these issues. To begin, we can directly define the

semantics of deterministic joint actions with effect axioms as we did in Section 4.2.2, except

that we must take care to define effect axioms forall possible joint actions and effects. For

example, in SYSADMIN with n = 2 computers, we would obtain the following complete set

of 4 effect axioms (which can be easily converted to the normalized effect axiom form of

Equations 4.1 and 4.2):

a = rebootS (c1) ◦ rebootS (c2) ⊃ Up(c1, do(a, s)) ∧ Up(c2, do(a, s))

a = rebootS (c1) ◦ rebootF (c2) ⊃ Up(c1, do(a, s)) ∧ ¬Up(c2, do(a, s))

a = rebootF (c1) ◦ rebootS (c2) ⊃ ¬Up(c1, do(a, s)) ∧ Up(c2, do(a, s))

a = rebootF (c1) ◦ rebootF (c2) ⊃ ¬Up(c1, do(a, s)) ∧ ¬Up(c2, do(a, s)) (6.18)

While this representation of the effect axioms correctly defines the action semantics for SYSAD-

MIN , it is not compact since the number of distinct joint actionsscales exponentially with the

domain size. In general, for a SYSADMIN domain withn computers, we would have2n joint

actions, not to mention the conjunction ofn effects we would have to specify foreachjoint

action. Clearly, a solution approach based on the explicit enumeration of all effect axioms for

all joint actions in a factored FOMDP such as SYSADMIN would lead to an algorithm whose

complexity scales exponentially in the domain size.

To avoid explicit enumeration of the effects for all joint actions, we exploit the factored

structure inherent in the joint action representation and assume that effects for joint actions can

be specified as a union of effects of their sub-actions. To seethat such an assumption can be
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reasonable, we note that for the effect axioms given for SYSADMIN in Equation 6.18, each of

the effect conjuncts in the consequence of the axiom arises due to exactly one of the sub-actions

in the antecedent. We now proceed to formally define compact representation of effect axioms

in this manner wherewe omit a discussion of preconditions for now, but later show how we

can reintroduce them.

In this section, we represent the effect of an action to be a consistent (potentially empty)

conjunction of positive and negative fluents in a post-action state (i.e., elements of this con-

junction may be of the formF (~x, do(a, s)) or ¬F (~x, do(a, s))). We use the notationEni(~x,~y)

to specify the effects of Nature’s choice sub-actionni(~x, ~y). For example, in SYSADMIN

ErebootS(x,ci) ≡ Up(ci, do(a, s)) andErebootF (x,ci) ≡ ¬Up(ci, do(a, s)). We assume that anef-

fect setEa for joint actionsa can be specified as a union of effects for each Nature’s choice

sub-actionni(~x, ~y) from whicha is composed:

Ea =
⋃

~̇y, i=1...p

Eni(~x,~̇y) (6.19)

Based on this relationship, we can easily write out the unnormalized effect axioms for joint

actions in the following manner where we use© to specify a composition◦ over multiple

terms:
[

a =©~̇y, i=1...pni(~x, ~̇y)
]

⊃
∧

~̇y, i=1...p

Eni(~x,~̇y) (6.20)

From this definition and the previous specification of effectsetsErebootS(x,ci) andErebootF (x,ci)

for SYSADMIN , we can easily derive all of the effect axioms for all joint actions in SYSADMIN

including the example forn = 2 computers in Equation 6.18.

Now, rather than explicitly construct effect axioms for each joint actiona, we can exploit

the fact that the effects for a joint action are just the unionof effects for each of its sub-actions.

Technically, this should allow us to specify effect axioms directly in terms of sub-actions if

we could simply test whether a joint action contains a sub-action. But this is easy, we simply

define the⊒ predicate that tests whether the joint-action on the LHS is composed from the

RHS term. For example, givena as specified in Equation 6.15, we know thata ⊒ rebootS (c1)

is true, buta ⊒ rebootF (c4) is false. And we can now express unnormalizedfactored effect

axiomsdirectly in terms of sub-actions in the following general manner:

∀i, ~̇y. a ⊒ ni(~x, ~̇y) ⊃ Eni(~x,~̇y) (6.21)
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For example, in SYSADMIN , we can now specify the following positive and negative effect

axioms for the joint actiona directly in terms of sub-actions:

∀ci. a ⊒ rebootS (ci) ⊃ Up(ci, do(a, s)) (6.22)

∀ci. a ⊒ rebootF (ci) ⊃ ¬Up(ci, do(a, s)) (6.23)

And it is easy to see that this compact (in fact, constant-sized) specification of effect axioms

suffices to specify all of the effects for any arbitrary SYSADMIN domain size, including the

example forn = 2 computers in Equation 6.18.

Now we tackle preconditions for effects. As done for effects, we assume that preconditions

are associated with sub-actions. We could easily integratepreconditions into our factored effect

axioms; however, we will instead find it advantageous to embed the preconditions directly into

the probability distribution governing Nature’s choice sub-action outcomes since this lays bare

important probabilistic structure that we can exploit in our solution methods.We formalize this

in the following assumption:

Assumption 6.1.2. If ϕ(~x, ~y, s) is a precondition for the successful execution of sub-action

ni(~x, ~y) of an aspectAi(~x, ~y) in situations, then we assume that the case statement repre-

sentingP (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) contains the case partition〈¬ϕ(~x, ~y, s), 0〉 (c.f. Equation 4.8).

Furthermore, letting thenoopi(~x, ~y) sub-action represent an outcome ofAi(~x, ~y) with no ef-

fects, we assumeP (noopi(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s) contains the case partition〈¬ϕ(~x, ~y, s), 1〉.

As a consequence, if two sub-actions had mutually exclusivepreconditions then this as-

sumption would ensure that any joint action composed from them would have probability 0.

Our SYSADMIN examples does not require preconditions on sub-actions, however, in the F-

BOXWORLD problem that we formally define in Section 6.1.4 and present in Table 6.1, we do

make use of preconditions defined in this way.

Our factored representation of effect axioms now permits usto convert them to the normal

form representation of Equations 4.1 and 4.2 and convert them to SSAs as done in Section 4.3.3.

This in turn directly facilitates the efficient computationof the regression operator. As an

example, since the two axioms above are the only effect axioms for SYSADMIN and are already

in normalized form, we can use these to directly compile the SSA for SYSADMIN ’s only fluent

Up(c, s):

Up(ci,do(a, s)) ≡ a ⊒ rebootS (x, ci) ∨ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬a ⊒ rebootF (x, ci)
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And regression follows directly from the SSAs and the definitions given in Chapter 4, Sec-

tion 4.2.3. In SYSADMIN we obtain the following example of regression using SSAs compiled

from our factored effect axioms:

∀a. a ⊒ rebootS (ci) ⊃ Regr [Up(ci, do(a, s))] ≡ ⊤ (6.24)

∀a. a ⊒ rebootF (ci) ⊃ Regr [Up(ci, do(a, s))] ≡ ⊥ (6.25)

Joint Actions and Consistency

Having defined the probabilistic and logical machinery for joint actions, the question arises

as to what happens if a joint actiona is composed of inconsistent effects, for example,a ⊒
rebootS (x, ci) anda ⊒ rebootF (x, ci). Clearly for SYSADMIN , this could never occur because

only one deterministic action,rebootS (x, ci) or rebootF (x, ci), is chosen perci (we prove this

formally below). But for the sake of argument, let us assume that a conflict is possible, as it

will be for more general factored FOMDPs like the F-BOXWORLD problem that we formalize

next. If we evaluatedRegr [φ(do(a, s))] wherea is a joint deterministic action with inconsistent

effects, we would obtain⊥ by definition. This is fine, but then we simply need to ensure that if a

joint deterministic outcomea of a stochastic actionA(~x) is inconsistent thenP (a|A(~x), s) = 0,

otherwise we could assign a non-zero probability to being inan inconsistent state.

To satisfy this condition, we make the following formal assumption regarding the consis-

tency of action effects in a factored FOMDP definition where in this context, we assume a case

statementcase(s) satisfiescase(s) > 0 if one its case partitions〈φi(s), ti〉 hasti > 0:

Assumption 6.1.3.For all joint deterministic outcomesa =©~̇y, i=1...pni(~x, ~̇y) of all stochastic

actionsA(~x), if P (a|A(~x), s) > 0 then we assume





∧

~̇y, i=1...p

Eni(~x,~̇y)



 is consistent.

Effectively, we see here that the onus is on the specifier of the factored FOMDP to cor-

rectly formalize the problem in order to ensure that all non-zero probability joint actions are

consistent. Fortunately, this is often easy to verify without explicitly enumerating all possible

joint actions as we did above for SYSADMIN . The following sufficient conditions show that

Assumption 6.1.3 can be verified by a pairwise analysis of aspects of all stochastic actions in

the following manner:
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Proposition 6.1.4. Let Ai(~x, ~̇yj) andAh(~x, ~̇yk) be two distinct aspects of stochastic action

A(~x) (i.e., eitheri 6= h or ~̇yj 6= ~̇yk) and recall thatNi(~x, ~̇yj) andNh(~x, ~̇yk) are the respective

sets of Nature’s deterministic sub-action outcomes for eachof these aspects. Then for allA(~x)

andi 6= h and~̇yj 6= ~̇yk whereni(~x, ~̇yj) ∈ Ni(~x, ~̇yj) andnh(~x, ~̇yk) ∈ Nh(~x, ~̇yk), if the following

condition holds:

∀~x. [ P (ni(~x, ~̇yj)|A(~x), s) > 0 ∧ P (nh(~x, ~̇yk)|A(~x), s) > 0

⊃ (Eni(~x,~̇yj)
∧ Enh(~x,~̇yk)) is consistent] (6.26)

then Assumption 6.1.3 must hold for the given factored FOMDP.

Proof. See Section B.3 of Appendix B.

Now we demonstrate how this proposition can be used to verifythe correctness of SYSAD-

MIN . First we note that, as the SYSADMIN factored FOMDP has been defined, there is

only one stochastic actionreboot(x) that we need to analyze. Forreboot(x), we must look

at all aspectsreboot1(x, cj) and reboot1(x, ck) where cj 6= ck. We note thatn1(x, cj) ∈
{rebootS (x, cj), rebootF (x, cj)} and likewisen1(x, ck) ∈ {rebootS (x, ck), rebootF (x, ck)}.
For all assignments ofn1(x, cj) andn1(x, ck), we note

∀x. [ pCase(n1(x, cj)|reboot(x), s) > 0 ∧ pCase(n1(x, ck)|reboot(x), s) > 0 ]

according to Equations 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 so we must likewise show that for allx and ef-

fectsEn1(x,cj) andEn1(x,ck) that their conjunction is consistent. Consequently, we enumerate

all possible conjunctions of these effects as defined previously and check consistency (which

holds trivially by inspection sincecj 6= ck and thus each ground fluent can take on any truth

assignment while maintaining consistency):

∀x. [ ErebootS(x,cj) ∧ ErebootS(x,ck) −→ (Up(x, cj) ∧ Up(x, ck)) is consistent]

∀x. [ ErebootS(x,cj) ∧ ErebootF (x,ck) −→ (Up(x, cj) ∧ ¬Up(x, ck)) is consistent]

∀x. [ ErebootF (x,cj) ∧ ErebootS(x,ck) −→ (¬Up(x, cj) ∧ Up(x, ck)) is consistent]

∀x. [ ErebootF (x,cj) ∧ ErebootF (x,ck) −→ (¬Up(x, cj) ∧ ¬Up(x, ck)) is consistent]

This formally proves the consistency of the SYSADMIN factored FOMDP.
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6.1.4 Formalizing Another Factored FOMDP

Having introduced the factored FOMDP formalization as motivated by SYSADMIN , we now

demonstrate the flexibility of this formalism for modeling the F-BOXWORLD problem. We

begin with the specification of BOXWORLD as made in Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4, except that

we now modify two parts of the representation: (1) we reparameterize actions and transition

probabilities forunload , load , drive to satisfy the representation of action preconditions made

in the factored FOMDP representation; (2) on each time step,any box that is on a truck can

independently fall off the truck if it was not explicitly loaded or unloaded, which is modeled

with additional exogenous aspects that indefinitely scale with domain size.

Our first task is to specify all stochastic actions, their aspects, sub-action outcomes for

these aspects and their respective probabilities. These are given in Table 6.1. For the first as-

pects —unload1(b, t, c), load1(b, t, c), anddrive1(t, c) — the deterministic action outcomes,

probabilities, and corresponding effect axioms are semantically identical to thr original BOX-

WORLD although some preconditions in the effect axioms are now represented in the transition

probabilities, thus requiring the additional shared variables in the action parameterization. We

note that the second aspect of each stochastic action rangesover all boxes, trucks, and cities and

permits each box to be dropped off a truck according to some independent fixed probability dis-

tribution; it is important to note that these second aspect probabilities fordropS (· · · , b′, t′, c′)
ensure that this sub-action outcome can only occur with non-zero probability when (a) it does

not interfere with the first aspect and (b) when boxb′ is actually loaded on a truckt′ in city c′.

Thus, we see that F-BOXWORLD is exactly the variant as previously described — the

action dynamics are exactly that of BOXWORLD with the additional aspects that each box may

independently fall off a truck with 0.1 probability when they are not being explicitly loaded

or unloaded. Furthermore, this specification guarantees that all pairs of non-zero probability

sub-actions that can co-occur in a joint action have consistent effects.6 Having now specified

factored FOMDPs for both SYSADMIN and F-BOXWORLD, we proceed to generalize solution

techniques from Chapters 4 and 5 to find (approximately) optimal solutions for them.

6.2 Factored Symbolic Dynamic Programming

We now proceed with an extension of symbolic dynamic programming for the factored FOMDP

representation. Recalling Chapter 4, we note that symbolic dynamic programming (SDP) con-

6This verification is straightforward, but tedious.
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Action Aspects Sub-actions Probability Effect Axioms

unload(b, t, c) unload1(b, t, c) unloadS (b, t, c)
On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s) : .9

¬(On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s)) : 0

a ⊒ unloadS (b, t, c) ⊃ ¬On(b, t, do(a, s))

a ⊒ unloadS (b, t, c) ⊃ BIn(b, c, do(a, s))

unloadF (b, t, c)
On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s) : .1

¬(On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s)) : 1
(note:unloadF (b, t, c) equivalent tonoop)

unload2(b, b
′, t′, c′) dropS (b, b′, t′, c′)

b 6= b′ ∧On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s) : .1

¬(b 6= b′ ∧On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s)) : 0

a ⊒ dropS (b, b′, t′, c′) ⊃ ¬On(b′, t′, do(a, s))

a ⊒ dropS (b, b′, t′, c′) ⊃ BIn(b′, c′, do(a, s))

∀b′, t′, c′ dropF (b, b′, t′, c′)
b 6= b′ ∧On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s) : .9

¬(b 6= b′ ∧On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s)) : 1
(note:dropF (b, t, c) equivalent tonoop)

load(b, t, c) load1(b, t, c) loadS (b, t, c)
On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s) : .9

¬(On(b, t, s) ∧ TIn(t, c, s)) : 0

a ⊒ loadS (b, t, c) ⊃ On(b, t, do(a, s))

a ⊒ loadS (b, t, c) ⊃ ¬BIn(b, c, do(a, s))

loadF (b, t, c)
On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s) : .1

¬(On(b′, t′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s)) : 1
(note: loadF (b, t, c) equivalent tonoop)

load2(b, b
′, t′, c′) dropS (b, b′, t′, c′) (note: same probabilities and effects asdropS (b, b′, t′, c′) for unload2)

∀b′, t′, c′ dropF (b, b′, t′, c′) (note: same probabilities and effects asdropF (b, b′, t′, c′) for unload2)

drive(t, c1, c) drive1(t, c1, c) driveS (t, c1, c)
TIn(t, c1, s) : 1

¬TIn(t, c1, s) : 0

a ⊒ driveS (t, c1, c) ⊃ TIn(t, c, s)

a ⊒ driveS (t, c1, c) ⊃ ¬TIn(t, c1, s)

driveF (t, c1, c)
TIn(t, c1, s) : 0

¬TIn(t, c1, s) : 1
(note:driveF (t, c) equivalent tonoop)

drive2(b
′, c′, t′) dropS (b′, c′, t′)

BIn(b′, c′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s) : .1

¬(BIn(b′, c′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s)) : 0

a ⊒ dropS (b′, c′, t′) ⊃ ¬On(b′, t′, do(a, s))

a ⊒ dropS (b′, c′, t′) ⊃ BIn(b′, c′, do(a, s))

∀b′, t′, c′ dropF (b′, c′, t′)
BIn(b′, c′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s) : .9

¬(BIn(b′, c′, s) ∧ TIn(t′, c′, s)) : 1
(note:dropF (b′, c′, t′) equivalent tonoop)

Table 6.1:Factored FOMDP formulation of F-BOXWORLD. PredicatesTruckIn,BoxIn,BoxOn have been shortened to fit the table on one page.
Variables start with the same letter of their type (i.e.Box ,Truck ,City) and unused action parameters are omitted from the second aspects.
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sisted of two steps: (1) first-order decision-theoretic regression and (2) symbolic maximization.

As we will see, it is easy to symbolically define these steps for factored FOMDPs, but it often

requires some ingenuity to derive a compact and simplified result for SDP.

6.2.1 Exploiting Irrelevance

As we discussed in Chapter 3, an important aspect of efficiencyin the dynamic programming

solution of propositionally factored MDPs is exploiting probabilistic independence in the DBN

representation of the transition distribution. The same will be true for factored FOMDPs except

that now we must provide a novel first-order generalization of probabilistic independence:

Definition 6.2.1. An aspectAi(~x, ~y) having a set of deterministic sub-action outcomesNi(~x, ~y)

is irrelevantto a formulaφ(s) (abbreviatedIrr[φ(s), Ai(~x, ~y)]) iff

∀ ni(~x, ~y) ∈ Ni(~x, ~y). [Regr(φ(do(ni(~x, ~y), s))) ≡ φ(s)] . (6.27)

This definition simply states that an aspect is irrelevant toa formulaφ(s) if all deterministic

sub-action outcomes of that aspect cannot affect the regression of a formula. In general, we can

prove the case equivalence needed to show irrelevance by converting the case representation

to its logical equivalent and querying an off-the-shelf theorem prover. Most often though, a

simple analysis of the effect axioms and the removal of superficial inconsistencies such as

equality tests of distinct terms will allow us to show equivalence by syntactic comparison

without the need for theorem proving.

For example, in F-BOXWORLD, we can say that the aspectdrive1(t, c) that governs whether

a truckt is successfully driven to cityc (c.f., Table 6.1) is relevant toTruckIn(t, c, s), but irrel-

evant toBoxIn(b, c, s). This follows from an analysis of the effect axioms for thedriveS (t, c)

anddriveF (t, c) sub-action outcomes ofdrive1(t, c) where we see thatdriveS (t, c) clearly af-

fectsTruckIn(t, c, s), but neither sub-action affectsBoxIn(b, c, s). Furthermore, the more con-

stant substitutions we have in a formula or action, the more irrelevance we can detect. Assum-

ing we have unique constantsṫ1, ṫ2, ċ1, ċ2 and a ground aspectdrive1(ṫ1, ċ1), thendrive1(ṫ1, ċ1)

is relevant to∃t, c. TruckIn(t, c, s), but irrelevant toTruckIn(ṫ2, ċ2). A simple analysis of the

effect axioms and the removal of inconsistent equalities and conjunctions easily allows us to

show this.

Once we have detected irrelevant action aspects w.r.t. a formulaφ(s), we candrop any irrel-

evant sub-actions for these aspects from a joint actiona when performingRegr(φ(do(a, s))).
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More formally we can state this with the following proposition where we note that the domain

of c is restricted by the conditiona = ni(~x, ~y) ◦ c:

Proposition 6.2.2(Removal of Irrelevant Aspects).

Irr[φ(s), Ai(~x, ~y)] ⊃
{

∀ ni(~x, ~y) ∈ Ni(~x, ~y), ∀a ∈ NA(~x), ∀c. (a = ni(~x, ~y) ◦ c) ⊃
Regr [φ(s), ni(~x, ~y) ◦ c] ≡ Regr [φ(s), c]

}

Proof. See Section B.3 of Appendix B.

6.2.2 Backup Operators

Now that we have specified a compact representation of Nature’s probability distribution over

deterministic actions, we will exploit this structure in the backup operators that perform the

first-order decision-theoretic regression step of symbolic dynamic programming.

Following our definitions of theBA(~x)[·] andBA[·] operators from Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2,

we extend these definitions to incorporate factored transition models that are now possible

in factored FOMDPs. We start with theBA(~x)[·] operator with updated notation for factored

FOMDPs:

BA(~x)[V (s)] = γ
⊕

a∈NA(~x)

[

P (a|A(~x))⊗Regr(V (do(a, s)))
]

(6.28)

Of course,P (a|A(~x)) is implicitly factored according to Equation 6.16 and the factored action

representation, so we can expand this out using previous notation where (1) we substitute

a =©~̇y, i=1...pni(~x, ~̇y), (2) we express the marginalization over alla ∈ NA(~x) as an equivalent

sum over all factored sub-actionsni(~x, ~̇y), and (3) we substituteP (a|A(~x)) with its factored
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representation from Equation 6.16:

BA(~x)[V (s)] = γ
⊕

n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|),...,n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|)
[

∏

~y∈{~̇y1,...,~̇y|~y|}

∏

i=1...p

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s)

⊗ Regr(V (do(n1(~x, ~y1) ◦ · · · ◦ np(~x, ~y|~y|) ◦ · · · ◦ n1(~x, ~y1) ◦ · · · ◦ np(~x, ~y|~y|), s)))

]

(6.29)

Fortunately, we will often find that many sub-actions can be deemed irrelevant to a value func-

tion or aggregated in some compact manner that will prevent the need for regression through

the fully specified joint action. We will see this borne out intwo very different ways in the

SYSADMIN and F-BOXWORLD examples.

First, however, let us recall theBA[·] operator from Equation 5.8 in Chapter 5:7

BA[V (s)] = ∃~x.
{

BA(~x)[V (s)]
}

(6.30)

If the result ofBA(~x)[·] can be represented as an expression using⊕, ⊗, ⊖ over standard case

statements as defined in Equation 4.8withoutproduct or sum aggregators then we can apply∃~x
directly, taking care to exploit (linear) structure in our value function if it exists as discussed

in Section 5.1.2 of Chapter 5. However, if the result ofBA(~x)[·] contains indefinite sum or

product aggregator structure, the application of∃~x is less straightforward and we must leave

this operator in purely symbolic form; in some cases, we willbe able to directly evaluate∃~x in

conjunction with symbolic maximization that we describe next.

6.2.3 Symbolic Maximization

We note that the result of theBA[V (s)] operator is close to our definition of a Q-function from

Equation 4.25 except that we have omitted the reward. So let us add in the reward now to

obtain a proper Q-function representation for a factored FOMDP. Assuming we are given a

(t-1)-stage-go-to value function, we can compute at-stage-to-go Q-function for actionA as

7As done previously, we assume that the reward is not dependent on the action and thus omit it here. However,
if this was not the case, we could easily insert it in this equation and make appropriate adjustments to our later
equations.
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follows:

Qt(s, A) = R(s)⊕BA[V t−1(s)] (6.31)

As before, thisQt(s, A) represents a logical description of the Q-function for actionA indi-

cating the values that could be achieved byany instantiation ofA(~x) if acting so as to obtain

V t−1(s) after the action is performed.

And now, given the Q-functions, we want to maximize over themto computeV t(s) just as

we did in the original definition of symbolic dynamic programming from Chapter 4. Notwith-

standing computational difficulties owing to the structureof theQt(s, A), we recall Equa-

tion 4.26 and represent this computation symbolically assuming we have actionsA1, . . . , Am:8

V t(s) = casemax
[

Qt(s, A1) ∪ . . . ∪Qt(s, Am)
]

(6.32)

In the case where we are fortunate enough to representQt(s, A) as a standard case state-

ment from Equation 4.8 where the case partition values are numerical constants, we can com-

pute∪ and casemax as defined previously and this completes one stepof symbolic dynamic

programming. However, we note thatR(s) may contain indefinite sum aggregator structure as

in Equation 6.4 andV t−1(s) may also contain indefinite sum or product aggregator structure.

Furthermore as mentioned previously and as we will show for F-BOXWORLD, V t−1(s) or its

backup may be specified as case statements with case partition values that are a function of

domain properties rather than simple numerical constants (see further discussion below). Both

the indefinite and parameterized case structure that may arise in these case statements will al-

most always propagate to the representation ofQt(s, A), thus preventing the direct application

of the∪ and casemax case operators as previously defined in Chapter 4.We provide remedies

to exploit some of this additional structure in the following sections.

Parameterized Case Structure

In some cases, the result ofBA(~x)[·] may be parameterized by properties of the domain such

as the sizes of individual object classes, or more generally, counts of the number of satisfying

instances of some domain property. Thus, the result ofBA(~x)[·] may have the following generic

8We superscript the indices for different action templates in this chapter to avoid confusion with the action
subscripts that can be used to denote aspect indices for a particular action.
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parameterizedcase format:

(t = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn]) ≡









t =

φ1 : f1(·)
: : :

φn : fn(·)









(6.33)

Herefi(·) may be any arithmetic function and its argument may range over a variety of domain

and state properties. For example, we will see precisely such a structure when we provide

an example backup computation for F-BOXWORLD in Section 6.2.4 where some of the case

partition values ofBunload(b∗,t∗)[·] will be a function of the count of boxes on trucks in Paris in

situations. We note that such a parameterized case format does not pose any complications for

the computation ofBA[·] as previously noted (the∃~x can still be pushed directly into the par-

titions of the case representation), but it will pose a few moderate complications for symbolic

maximization that we discuss now.

If Qt(s, A) = BA(~x)[V t−1(s)] takes on the parameterized structure of Equation 6.33 then

we can still perform a∪ as usual in Equation 6.32, but we need to modify casemax to explicitly

check that a value is greater than all other values. To avoid cumbersome notation, we simply

provide a small example:

casemax
ψ1 : f1(·)
ψ2 : f2(·)

=

ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ [f1(·) ≥ f2(·)] : f1(·)
ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ [f2(·) ≥ f1(·)] : f2(·)
ψ1 ∧ ¬ψ2 : f1(·)
¬ψ1 ∧ ψ2 : f2(·)

(6.34)

In general, to perform the casemax ofn parameterized case partitions, we need to look at the

powerset of the configurations{φi,¬φi} of each case partition〈φi, ti〉 in the operand. Then

within each element of that powerset, we need to assign the functional value that is maximal for

that region of state space. While such a parameterized casemax does produce a case statement

with n · 2n case partitions in the worst case, we note that often the functional form offi(·) is

such that many inequalities can actually be determined without knowing the exact values of the

function arguments. For example, iffi(·) takes a value that is a linear function of its arguments

then it is easy to determine thatf1(x, y) = 2x + 3y strictly dominatesf2(x, y) = x + y for

x > 0 andy > 0. If these conditions held, we could then remove the second case partition of

the casemax result in Equation 6.34 since it would be inconsistent.

As such, we now can perform the full symbolic dynamic programming update on parame-
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terized case statements using the above modification to casemax. Unfortunately, the task will

not be as simple for indefinite case structure as we will see next.

Indefinite Case Structure

If Qt(s, A) contains indefinite sum aggregator structure9, then we can neither perform the∪
nor the casemax directly as specified in Equation 6.32. Both these problems arise from the fact

that the indefinite sum aggregator structure leads to an indefinite number of cases to analyze

for each of these operations. When does such structure occur in ourQt(s, A) representation?

If the reward was additively defined with a sum aggregator, then by the linearity of theBA(~x)[·]
operator, its result will retain this sum aggregator structure.

In this case, we indirectly maximize overQt(s, A1)∪. . .∪Qt(s, Am) by deriving an explicit

policy and using this to restrict the value function, much the same as we did in FOAPI. To do

this, we must first define the≥ case operator10, which produces an indicator function for states

where the inequality holds:11

case[φi, ti : i ≤ n] ≥ case[φj, vj : j ≤ m]

= case[φi ∧ ψj, I[ti ≥ vj] : i ≤ n, j ≤ m] (6.35)

Intuitively, to perform a≥ operation on case statements, we simply perform the corresponding

operation on the intersection of all case partitions of the operands:

φ1 : 10

φ2 : 5
≥ ψ1 : 5

ψ2 : 10
=

φ1 ∧ ψ1 : 1

φ1 ∧ ψ2 : 1

φ2 ∧ ψ1 : 1

φ2 ∧ ψ2 : 0

Second, following the policy construction of Guestrinet al [2002], we can assume that

our default policy is to applynoop, and that we only want to execute actionA(~x) in a state

for instantiations of~x that offer maximum advantage over thenoop. Thus we can write an

advantage functionADV t
A≻noop(s) as the following difference computation:

ADV t
A≻noop(s) = casemax∃~x

(

R(s)⊕BA(~x)[V t−1(s)]⊖Qt(s, noop)
)

(6.36)

9We do not discuss symbolic maximization whenQt(s,A) contains indefinite product aggregator structure.
10Based on the≥ definition, we can easily define similar procedures holding for >,<, and≤ case operators.
11As in previous chapters,I is an indicator function taking the value1 when its argument is true and0 otherwise.
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Here we see thatADV A≻noop(s) represents the maximal Q-value advantage that can be had

by taking some instantiation of actionA over anoop. This may seem like a small step, but

this step is crucial for obtaining a finite representation ofa policy even in circumstances where

the Q-functions retain indefinite sum aggregator structure. The key insight is that an action

will typically only have (finite) local effects and thus the rest of the state will evolve according

to it’s default distribution, presumably the same as thenoop distribution. Thus, by looking

at the advantage function, most of the indefinite structure should be identical and thus cancel

out in the⊖. While we are not claiming this will occur for all factored FOMDPs with sum

aggregators in their Q-functions, such structure is not uncommon and we will see an example

in Section 6.2.4 of how it can be exploited for the SYSADMIN domain.

Now, from advantage functions, we need to derive a policy indicator function indicating in

which states each action should be applied. We can compute this using a first-order generaliza-

tion of the policy generation technique used for factored MDPs in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3.

We assume we are given actionsA1, . . . , Am, and for the purpose of breaking ties, a total

preference ordering (perhaps random) over actions, that is, for all actionsAi andAj such that

Ai 6= Aj, we have eitherAi ≻ Aj orAj ≻ Ai. From this, we can then computeπt
Ai as follows:

1. Initializeπt
Ai = ⊤ : 1

2. For eachAj s.t.Ai 6= Aj updateπt
Ai:

πt
Ai :=

{

Ai ≻ Aj : πt
Ai ⊗

(

ADV t
Ai≻noop(s) ≥ ADV t

Aj≻noop(s)
)

Aj ≻ Ai : πt
Ai ⊗

(

ADV t
Ai≻noop(s) > ADV t

Aj≻noop(s)
)

To calculate thenoop policy, we simply perform the following calculation:

πt
noop = ⊤ : 1 ⊖ πt

A1 ⊖ · · · ⊖ πt
Am (6.37)

Finally, following the methodology used to extract a free variable policy as done in Equa-

tion 5.20 of Chapter 5, we can do likewise to obtainπt
A(~x) from πt

A. Note that we previously

stated that we could not explicitly computeBA[V (s)] for indefinitely structuredV (s). How-

ever, we can now computeBπt

[V (s)] if we have a collection of policiesπt
A1(~x), . . . , π

t
Am(~x) as

follows:

Bπt

[V (s)] =
m
⊕

i=1

∃~x.
[

πt
Ai(~x) ⊗ BA(~x)[V (s)]

]

(6.38)
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And in turn, we can finally note that this gives us an indirect method for computingV t(s)

via the policy forV t−1(s):

V t(s) = rCase(s)⊕Bπt

[V t−1(s)] (6.39)

Also as a side benefit of specifyingBπt

[V (s)], we also have a method for computing the value

of a policy under successive approximation. This provides us with a method for performing

modified policy iteration, or as we will see in a future section, a factored extension of first-order

approximate policy iteration.

6.2.4 Examples

Up to this point, our discussion has been quite abstract so wepause for a moment to provide

a few insightful examples of the previously defined operations applied to the F-BOXWORLD

and SYSADMIN problems.

Backups and Parameterized Structure

To demonstrate a situation where this parameterized case stucture occurs, we demonstrate

an application of theBA[·] operator for the F-BOXWORLD problem. Specifically, we com-

puteBunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)] wherevCase0(s) = rCase(s) as defined in Equation 4.9 from

Chapter 4.
To computeBunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)], we begin by writing out the full backup using the

template from Equation 6.40 and the F-BOXWORLD definition from Table 6.1 where we as-
sumeBox = {b1, . . . , b|B|}, Truck = {t1, . . . , t|T |}, andCity = {c1, . . . , c|C|} cities in our
problem domain leading to a joint action composed of|B| · |C| · |T | + 1 sub-actions that we
need to marginalize over:

Bunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)] = γ ·
⊕

n1(b∗,t∗,c∗)∈{unloadS(b∗,t∗,c∗),unloadF(b∗,t∗,c∗)}

(6.40)

⊕

n2(b∗,b1,t1,c1)∈{dropS(b∗,b1,t1,c1),dropF(b∗,b1,t1,c1)}

· · ·
⊕

n2(b∗,b|B|,t|T |,c|C|)∈{dropS(b∗,b|B|,t|T |,c|C|),dropF(b∗,b|B|,t|T |,c|C|)}
{

pCase(n1(b
∗, t∗, c∗)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗))⊗

∏

bi∈Box

∏

cj∈City

∏

tk∈Truck

[pCase(n2(b
∗, bi, tj , ck)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗))]

⊗ Regr

[

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris, do(n1(b
∗, t∗, c∗) ◦ n2(b

∗, b1, t1, c1) ◦ · · · ◦ n2(b
∗, b|B|, t|T |, c|C|), s)) : 10

¬“ : 0

]}

For completeness, we note thepCase definitions that follow from Table 6.1 with appropriate
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variable renamings:

pCase(unloadS (b∗, t∗, c∗)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗)

=
BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c∗, s) : .9

¬(BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c∗, s)) : 0

pCase(unloadF (b∗, t∗, c∗)|unload(b∗, t,c∗∗)

=
BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c∗, s) : .1

¬(BoxOn(b∗, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, c∗, s)) : 1

pCase(dropS (b∗, bi, tj, ck)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗)

=
b∗ 6= bi ∧ BoxOn(bi, tj, s) ∧ TruckIn(tj, ck, s) : .1

6= (b∗ 6= bi ∧ BoxOn(bi, tj, s) ∧ TruckIn(tj, ck, s)) : 0

pCase(dropF (b∗, bi, tj, ck)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗)

=
b∗ 6= bi ∧ BoxOn(b, tj, s) ∧ TruckIn(tj, ck, s) : .9

¬(b∗ 6= bi ∧ BoxOn(b, tj, s) ∧ TruckIn(tj, ck, s)) : 1

Now, our first task to simplify this computation is to identify irrelevant structure. Unfor-

tunately, given the existentially quantifiedBoxIn(b, paris , ·) fluent, we note that many actions

are relevant — we could unload a box that makesBoxIn(b, paris , ·) true, or any boxb1, . . . , b|B|

could drop off a truck to make this fluent true. However, an analysis of irrelevance does show

that alln2(b
∗, bi, tj, ck) for ck 6= paris are irrelevant to∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s)), so we can

remove these aspects from the joint action and aspect marginalization.

Nonetheless, we still have an indefinite number of actions that are not irrelevant. How-

ever, we can make one powerful observation. For all possiblecombinations of sub-actions

n2(b1, c1, t1) ◦ · · · ◦ n2(b|B|, c|C|, t|T |) from whicha can be composed, only one aspect of the

formn2(b
∗, bi, tj, paris) = dropS (b∗, bi, tj, paris) for anybi andtj (i.e., only one arbitrary box

falling off some truck) is required to make∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s)) true since it is easy to

verify the following:

∀bi, tj. a ⊒ dropS (b∗, bi, tj, paris) ⊃ Regr [∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(a, s))] ≡ ⊤ .

Likewise if all n2(b
∗, bi, tj, paris) = dropF (b∗, bi, tj, paris), then the regression is equivalent

to anoop.

Based on this analysis, we can aggregate all relevant aspectsn2(b
∗, bi, tj, paris) into two
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sets: set (a) where alln2(b
∗, bi, tj, paris) = dropF (b∗, bi, tj, paris) and set (b) where at least

onen2(b
∗, bi, tj, paris) = dropS (b∗, bi, tj, paris). Now, it is easy to compute the probability

of set (a), it is just the product of probabilities of thedropF sub-action for all of these aspects

which isp = 0.9|{〈bi,tj〉|bi∈Box∧bi 6=b∗.BoxOn(bi,tj ,s)∧TruckIn(tj ,paris,s)}|, or in words, 0.9 to the power

of the number of boxes on trucks in Paris excluding the box being unloaded. And the proba-

bility of set (b) is obviously1− p. Since all joint actions in sets (a) and (b) regress uniformly,

we can obtain the following (somewhat ad-hoc) simplified representation of the backup:

Bunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)] = γ· (6.41)
⊕

n1(b∗,t∗,c∗)∈{unloadS(b∗,t∗,c∗),unloadF (b∗,t∗,c∗)}

⊕

n2∈{set(a),set(b)}
[

pCase(n1(b
∗, t∗, c∗)|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗))⊗ pCase(n2|unload(b∗, t∗, c∗))

⊗ Regr
∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , do(n1(b

∗, t∗, c∗) ◦ n2, s)) : 10

¬“ : 0

]

Given that we know all of the probabilities for thepCase and the results of regression

through the four possible joint actions, we can explicitly perform the regressions (simplifying

equalities where possible in the process), and write out thesum over these four cases:

Bunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)] = γ· (6.42)

⊕ .9 · p · ∃b. [(t = t∗ ∧ BoxOn(b, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)) ∨ BoxIn(b, paris , s)] : 10

¬“ : 0

⊕ .1 · (1− p) · ∃b. [(∃t.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)) ∨ BoxIn(b, paris , s)] : 10

¬“ : 0

⊕ .9 · (1− p) ·
∃b. [(t = t∗ ∧ BoxOn(b, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s))

∨(∃t.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)) ∨ BoxIn(b, paris , s)] : 10

¬“ : 0

⊕ .1 · p · ∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬“ : 0

Of course to determine the joint action that led to each case,one need only examine the proba-

bilities that led to them. Here.9 is for unloadS (b∗, t∗, c∗), .1 is for unloadF (b∗, t∗, c∗), p is for

set (a) of actions, and(1− p) is for set (b).
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Finally, we perform the explicit sum to obtain the followingsimplified representation of

the backup:

Bunload(b∗,t∗,c∗)[vCase0(s)] = γ· (6.43)

∃b.BoxIn(b, paris , s) : 10

¬“ ∧ {∃b. [(t = t∗ ∧ BoxOn(b, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s))

∨(∃t.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)) ∨ TruckIn(t, paris , s)]} : 10− p
¬“ ∧ ∃b. [t = t∗ ∧ BoxOn(b, t∗, s) ∧ TruckIn(t∗, paris , s)] : 9

¬“ ∧ ∃b. [∃t.BoxOn(b, t, s) ∧ TruckIn(t, paris , s)] : 10− 10p

¬“ : 0

This is a fascinating result that symbolically represents the relevant information for this backup

for any domain size. That is, as defined previously(1 − p) represents the chance that a box

falls off a truck in Paris and by definition approaches1 as the number of boxes on trucks in

Paris approaches∞. This exactly reflects the fact that the more boxes there are on trucks in

Paris, the higher the chance that any one of them can independently fall off the truck. This

result is in the original spirit of symbolic dynamic programming, which intended to compute

and represent such information symbolically. In addition,we note that due to the dependence

on p, whose value is domain-instance dependent, we must treat this as a parameterized case

statement as defined previously.

In concluding this example, we note that most of the reasoning to obtain this result was

ad-hoc in the sense that we have not provided formal algorithms for automating it. However,

we remark at this early stage of investigation into factoredFOMDPs that our goal is simply to

demonstrate various types of structure that can be exploited.

Example of Backup with Indefinite Structure

In the case of SYSADMIN , we have a reward defined with a sum aggregator, which gives us

an entirely different kind of structure than we had in the case of F-BOXWORLD. We illustrate

this notion with an example of the backupBreboot(x)[vCase0(s)] for the SYSADMIN problem.

Recall thatvCase0(s) = rCase(s) from Equation 6.4. Then we can write the backup as follows
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wheren is the number of computers in the domain:12

Breboot(x)[vCase0(s)] = γ
⊕

a1∈{rebootS(c1),rebootF (c1)},...,an∈{rebootS(cn),rebootF (cn)}
[

(

n
∏

i=1

pCase(ai|reboot(x))
)

⊗
∑

ci∈Comp

Regr [Up(ci, s), a1 ◦ · · · ◦ an] : 1

Regr [¬Up(ci, s), a1 ◦ · · · ◦ an] : 0

]

Now we distribute
∏

through
∑

and reorder
∑

with
⊕

:

Breboot(x)[vCase0(s)] = γ
∑

ci∈Comp





⊕

a1∈{rebootS(c1),rebootF (c1)},...,an∈{rebootS(cn),rebootF (cn)}

(

n
∏

i=1

pCase(ai|reboot(x))
)

⊗ Regr [Up(ci, s), a1 ◦ · · · ◦ an] : 1

Regr [¬Up(ci, s), a1 ◦ · · · ◦ an] : 0

]

This last step is extremely important because it captures the factored probability distribution
∏

inside a specificci being summed over. Thus, for all SYSADMIN problems, we now exploit

the fact that we can proveIrr[Up(ci, s), reboot1(cj)] for all i 6= j. This gives substantial

simplification via Axiom 6.2.2:

Breboot(x)[vCase0(s)] =

γ
∑

ci∈Comp





⊕

a∈{rebootS(ci),rebootF (ci)}

pCase(a|reboot(x))⊗ Regr [Up(ci, s), a] : 1

Regr [¬Up(ci, s), a] : 0





Now we explicitly perform the
⊕

over the sub-actions:

Breboot(x)[vCase0(s)] =

γ
∑

ci∈Comp

[

pCase(rebootS (ci)|reboot(x)))⊗
Regr [Up(ci, s), rebootS (ci)] : 1

Regr [¬Up(ci, s), rebootS (ci)] : 0

⊕ pCase(rebootF (ci)|reboot(x))⊗
Regr [Up(ci, s), rebootF (ci)] : 1

Regr [¬Up(ci, s), rebootF (ci)] : 0

]

Recalling the results of regression from Eqs. 6.24 and 6.25, we see that the regressed top prod-

uct simplifies to 1 and the regressed bottom product simplifies to 0. Now, recalling the defi-

12Here, we write Nature’s choice sub-actions witha since for this problem we have previously assumed the
number of computers isn.
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Figure 6.1: Diagrams of the example SYSADMIN connection topologies that we focus on in
this document.

nition of pCase(rebootS (c)|reboot(x)) from Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11, we obtain the final pleasing

result:

Breboot(x)[vCase(s)] =γ
∑

ci∈Comp

pCase(rebootS (ci)|reboot(x)) (6.44)

= γ
∑

ci∈Comp







































x = ci ⊤ : 1

x 6= ci
Up(ci, s) : 0.95

¬Up(ci, s) : 0.05
⊗

1+
P

d

(

Conn(d, ci) ∧ Up(d, s) : 1

¬Conn(d, ci) ∨ ¬Up(d, s) : 0

)

1+
P

d

(

Conn(d, ci) : 1

¬Conn(d, ci) : 0

)

Example of Symbolic Maximization with Indefinite Structure

To complete the factored symbolic dynamic programming (SDP) step we would first seek to

computeBreboot [vCase0(s)]. However, noting our previous discussion, this is difficultto do

in a simplified closed form since the result ofBreboot(x)[vCase0(s)] contains indefinite additive

structure. Consequently, we need to take the indirect route of determiningBreboot [vCase0(s)]

via a policy as previously described.

To simplify the example, we make additional domain constraints that restrict our network

configuration to the simple unidirectional ring topology from Figure 6.1(b) where each com-

puterci−1 is connected toci (where subtraction is modulon).
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In this case, we can then simplify Equation 6.44 down to the following representation:

Breboot(x)[vCase0(s)] = γ
∑

ci∈Comp

x = ci : 1.0

Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.475

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.025

(6.45)

And assuming we have anoop action, which takes the same transition distribution asreboot(x)

minus the case of Equation 6.10 (sincenoop has no parameter), we can computeBnoop [vCase0(s)]:

Bnoop [vCase0(s)] = γ
∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.475

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.025

(6.46)

Thus, we seek to compute anaCase(s) instance of an advantage functionADV (s) as

defined previously. Forreboot(x), we can do this as follows:

aCaset
reboot(x)≻noop(s) = casemax∃~x

(

BA(~x)[vCaset−1(s)]⊖ qCaset(s, noop)
)

= ∃x.
∑

ci∈Comp

x = ci ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.975

x = ci ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

x = ci ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.525

x = ci ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

x 6= ci ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0

x 6= ci ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0

x 6= ci ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0

x 6= ci ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0

=

(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.975

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.525

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

While initially we had the∃x. on the outside of the
∑

c, we noted that only one of the cases
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could havex = ci, with the rest wherex 6= ci contributing0 and therefore removable from

the
∑

c. This leaves us with one remaining case (whenx = ci), which we then existentially

quantified. And as a reality check, we note that this advantage functions makes sense — the

more computers that are down in a single unidirectional connection, the more advantageous it

is to reboot one of those computers.

Since we only have areboot(x) and anoop action in SYSADMIN , we note that by the

previous discussion, the policy forreboot(x) can then be represented in the following manner

using the action precedencenoop ≻ reboot :

πCase1(s)reboot = aCaset
reboot(x)≻noop(s) > aCaset

noop≻noop(s) (6.47)

= aCaset
reboot(x)≻noop(s) > ⊤ : 0 (6.48)

=

(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬“ ∧ (∃x. x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 1

(6.49)

This policy is essentially a decision list that prioritizesrebooting computers based on their

status and the status of their upstream neighbor.

We note that in computing thenoop policy as previously described, we will get the follow-

ing result

πCase1(s)noop = ⊤ : 1 ⊖ πCase1(s)reboot (6.50)

= ⊤ : 1 ⊖ ⊤ : 0 (6.51)

= ⊤ : 0 (6.52)

sinceπCase1(s)reboot exhaustively partitions the entire state space.

Now, we need to extract a free variable policy forπCase1(s)reboot(x) as described previ-
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ously, which gives us the following representation:

πCase1(s)reboot(x) =

(x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s)]

(x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s)]

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s)]

(x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 1

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s)]

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ ¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s)]

¬[(∃x. x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s)]

(x = ci) ∧ Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 1

(6.53)

And finally, based on Equation 6.39, we arrive at the following representation forvCase1(s)

for SYSADMIN under the unidirectional ring constraints:

vCase1(s) = rCase(s)⊕BπCase1

[vCase0(s)]

= rCase(s)⊕ ∃~x.
[

πCase1
reboot(x) ⊗ Breboot(x)[vCase(s)]

]

=
∑

c∈Comp

Up(c, s) : 1

¬Up(c, s) : 0
⊕ ∃x.





















γ
∑

c∈Comp

x = ci : 1.0

Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.475

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.025





















Note that we cannot get rid of the sum aggregator structure asthis inherently defines the value

function structure of SYSADMIN . Nonetheless, this is a purely symbolic representation of the

maximum value achievable forvCase1(s) that has explicitly computed the casemax and thus

is amenable to further factored symbolic dynamic programming steps.

6.3 Linear-value Approximation for (some) Factored FOMDPs

We note that in factored SDP, the value function representation often blows up uncontrollably

in only a few steps. This is especially true when the results of factored SDP iterations intro-

duce parameterized or sum/product aggregator structure since simplifying this structure and
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maintaining a compact representation is difficult under these circumstances. Furthermore, it

is not always clear how to explicitly compute the result of factored SDP without leaving the

casemax and possibly the∃~x operators in symbolic form, which can complicate subsequent

factored SDP iterations.

Given this representational blowup and inability to simplify, this suggests that we might

want to use linear-value function approximation methods. Perhaps the most important advan-

tage of such an approach w.r.t. factored FOMDPs as previously noted in Chapter 5 is that it

does not require simplification, just the estimation of goodweights. And as we will see, even

when we can’t explicitly compute the casemax or∃~x and must leave these operators in their

original symbolic form, we may still be able to efficiently evaluate the linear programs at the

heart of linear-value approximation methods.

While we will consider indefinite structure in our discussionof linear-value approximation,

we note that the linear-value approximation approaches that we consider here currentlyprohibit

the solution of problems such as F-BOXWORLD that introduce parameterized case structure in

their backups. A linear-value approximation solution for such problems would require solving

parameterized (first-order) linear programsthat specify LPs in terms of free parameters such

as domain and state properties (e.g., the number of boxes on trucks in Paris in a given state).

In general the solution to parameterized LPs appears to be anopen problem in the literature

and we do not attempt to address this issue in this thesis. Consequently, from this point on, we

only consider factored FOMDPs with indefinite sum and product aggregator structure that do

not induce parameterized case structure. And for this reason, we exclude F-BOXWORLD from

future examples and focus solely on SYSADMIN .

6.3.1 Linear-value Representation

In this section, we demonstrate how we can represent a compact approximation of a value

function for a factored FOMDP defined with rewards using sum aggregators. We represent

each first-order basis function as a sum ofk basis functions much as we have done for factored

MDPs and FOMDPs. However, using the sum aggregator, we can tie parameters acrossk

classesof basis functions given by a parameterizedbi(c, s) statement:

V (s) =
k
⊕

i=1

wi

∑

c

bi(c, s) (6.54)

For example, we can use the followingvCase(s) instance ofV (s) to represent the value
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function

vCase(s) =w1

∑

c

bCase1(c, s)⊕ w2

∑

c

bCase2(c, s), (6.55)

which accounts for the single (unary) and pair (binary) basis functions commonly used in the

SYSADMIN literature[Guestrinet al., 2002; Schuurmans and Patrascu, 2001] wherebCase i(c, s)

are instances ofbi(c, s) and parameters are tied for each of the unary and pair basis function

classes:

bCase1(c, s) =
Up(c, s) : 1

¬Up(c, s) : 0
(6.56)

bCase2(c, s) =
Up(c, s) ∧ ∃c2Conn(c, c2) ∧ Up(c2) : 1

¬(Up(c, s) ∧ ∃c2Conn(c, c2) ∧ Up(c2)) : 0
(6.57)

There are a few motivations for this value representation:

• Expressivity: Our approximate value functionshouldbe able to exactly represent the

reward. Clearly the sum over the first basis function above allows us to exactly represent

the reward in SYSADMIN , while if it were defined with an∃c as opposed to a
∑

c, it

would be impossible for a fixed-weight value function toscale proportionallyto the

reward as the domain size increased.

• Efficiency: The use of basis function classes and parameter tying considerably reduces

the complexity of the value approximation problem by compactly representing an indef-

inite number of ground basis function instances. While current ALP solutions scale with

the number of basis functions, we will demonstrate that our solutions scale instead with

the number of basis functionclasses.

As far as automatically constructing these basis functionsis concerned, we note that we

can attempt to generalize regression-based techniques from Section 5.4 of Chapter 5. In this

case, however, the selection of which deterministic (joint) actions to regress through is a bit

more challenging. In Chapter 5, we typically had a few deterministic outcomes per stochastic

action whereas here we can have an indefinite number of deterministic joint actions. If we

do not know which subset of joint actions to consider for basis function generation, we may

just choose to use theBA[·] backup operator to derive potential basis functions (when it can

be computed). Since the most difficult and combinatoricallyexplosive part of factored SDP
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is computing the symbolic maximization over multiple actions, generating our basis functions

using the backup operators in this way would still save us from performing this task.

For example, we note that the previous two basis functions wespecified for SYSADMIN

were (1) the rewardrCase(s) and (2) the result of computingBnoop [rCase(s)]. In general, the

single, pairwise, triple, etc. basis functions used in the SYSADMIN literature can be derived by

theBnoop [·] operator in this way. While this approach seems effective forSYSADMIN , it is not

clear to what extent such a simple approach will generalize to other problems.

6.3.2 Factored First-order Approximate Linear Programming

Now, we generalize the first-order approximate linear programming (FOALP) approach from

Chapter 5 to the case of factored FOMDPs. Simply substitutingappropriate factored FOMDP

structure into Equation 5.13 we can specify the following factored FOALP (fFOALP) solution

for factored FOMDPs in terms of a first-order linear program whereR(s) is our case represen-

tation of reward:

Variables:wi ; ∀i ≤ k

Minimize:
∑

s

k
⊕

i=1

wi ·
∑

~c

bi(~c, s)

Subject to:0 ≥ R(s)⊕BA

[

k
⊕

i=1

·
∑

~c

bi(~c, s)

]

⊖
k
⊕

i=1

·
∑

~c

bi(~c, s) ; ∀ A, s (6.58)

As before we note that our objective is an indefinite summation (over all situationss) and we

have an indefinite number of constraints (one for each situation s). However, in the factored

FOMDP formalism, we can now also have indefinite sum and product aggregator structure in

the objective and constraints owing to the possibility of such structure in the reward and value

representations. For example, for SYSADMIN , we are using a rewardR(s) = rCase(s) from

Equation 6.4 defined with a sum aggregator and we are using a linear-value approximation of

vCase(s) from Equation 6.55 also based on the sum aggregator.

If the objective has no sum or product aggregator structure then we can simply use the same

approximation as used for FOALP in Chapter 5. We note that if our linear-value representation

does not contain product aggregators (i.e., we do not use them in the basis functionsbi(s) that
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we have chosen), we need not consider such structure in the objective. We can handle the

remaining problem of indefinite sum aggregator structure inthe objective fairly easily with

an approximation. We compute an approximation of the objective in fFOALP following the

approach for FOALP given in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1. Exploiting commutativity of⊕ with
∑

, we approximate the above fFOALP objective as follows:

∑

s

k
⊕

i=1

wi ·
∑

~c

bi(~c, s) =
k
⊕

i=1

wi ·
∑

s

∑

~c

bi(~c, s)

∼
k
∑

i=1

wi · |~c| ·
∑

〈φj ,tj〉∈bi

tj
|bi|

(6.59)

In the last step, we made an additional assumption that each of the~c in the
∑

~c bi(~c, s) should

be weighted uniformly and thus remove the
∑

~c and replace it with a constant multiplier|~c|,
which represents the number of ground basis functions for the basis function classbi. If all

basis functions use the same
∑

~c, then~c becomes a constant multiplier that we can factor out

of the objective. Otherwise, to determine|~c|, we need to know the actual size of domain object

classes.13 Here,|bi| represents the number of partitions inbi and for each basis function, we sum

over the valuetj of each partition〈φj, tj〉 ∈ bi normalized by|bi|. This gives an approximation

of the importance of each weightwi in proportion to the overall value function.

Before we tackle the problem of solving an LP with indefinitelysized constraints, we in-

troduce the factored generalization of first-order approximate policy iteration that will specify

a constraint form similar to fFOALP.

6.3.3 Factored First-order Approximate Policy Iteration

Defining factored first-order approximate policy iteration(fFOAPI) turns out to be trivial given

that we previously had to define theBπ[·] operator in our efforts to define symbolic maximiza-

tion for factored FOMDPs with indefinite structure. The policy manipulation procedures to

performBπ[·] in Equation 6.38 exactly reflect what we need to do for fFOAPI and thus, we can

immediately generalize the procedure given in Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5.

As for API and FOAPI, in fFOAPI we calculate successive iterations of weightsw(i)
j that

represent the best approximation of the fixed-point value function for policyπ(i)(s) at iteration

i. We do this by performing the following two steps at every iterationi after initializing ~w(0) =

13As we will discuss later when we evaluate the constraints, wewill actually have this information since we
make domain size assumptions in our fFOALP solution.
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~0 andi = 1:

1. Obtain the policyπ(i)(s) from the weights~w(i−1) using the procedure outlined in Sec-

tion 6.2.3. From this, we can easily deriveπ(i)
A(~x∗)(s) for all actionsA. We replace the1

values in theπ(i)
A(~x∗)(s) case partition values with0 and discard the0 value case partitions

(as for FOAPI as discussed in Section 5.2.2, we need not generate and test constraints

where the policy does not apply).

2. Solve the following first-order LP that determines the weights~w(i) for theL∞ minimizing

projection of the approximate value function for policyπ(i)(s):

Variables:w(i)
1 , . . . , w

(i)
k

Minimize: β(i) (6.60)

Subject to:β(i) ≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗
(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)⊕BA(~x∗)

[

k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j ·

∑

~c

bj(~c, s)

])

⊖
k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j ·

∑

~c

bj(~c, s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀A, s

3. If π(i)(s) = π(i)(s) or β(i) is less than a prespecified tolerance then exit, else increment i

and goto step (1).

We’ve reached convergenceif π(i)(s) = π(i−1)(s) (or equivalently~w(i) = ~w(i−1)). And if

convergence is reached, we conjecture that the loss bounds for API (Equation 2.19) generalize

to this case through a generalization of Theorem 5.2.1.

On a final note, we observe that our constraints could containboth indefinite sum and

product aggregator structure just as for fFOALP. As such, weneed some method for solving

an LP with such constraints, which we tackle next.

6.3.4 Constraint Generation with Indefinite Constraints

Now we turn to solving for maximally violated constraints ina constraint generation solution

to the first-order LPs given in Eqs. 6.58 and 6.60. We make two assumptions here: (a) each

basis function takes the form
∑

~c bi(~c, s) and (b) the reward takes the form
∑

~cR(~c, s) where

the
∑

~c in (a) and (b) refer to the same object domain~c.14

14While we are not necessarily restricted to have such symmetrical structure in our reward and linear-value
approximations, we note that the constraint generation methods outlined in this section can only generally be
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Under these assumptions, we will often find that the resulting constraint structure of fFOALP

(6.58) and fFOAPI (6.60) for each actionA has the following generalized format where we

have replaced the∀s with maxs:

0 ≥max
s
∃~x
{

case1(~x, s)⊕ . . .⊕ casep(~x, s)⊕
∑

~c

[

casep+1(~c, ~x, s)⊕ . . .⊕ caseq(~c, ~x, s)
]

}

(6.61)

We cannot guarantee that this structure holds for a given problem as (c) we may not be able to

fully reduce the indefinite product aggregator structure inthe transition distribution to a finite

product (by exploiting irrelevance or other properties) when computing the backup operators,

(d) the backups may induce parameterized case structure, or(e) the policy may take the form

of a single case statement with indefinite sum or product aggregator structure or parameterized

structure. However, if (a) and (b) hold andnoneof (c), (d), or (e) occurs then we note that the

above general constraint structure arises in the followingway:

1. Recall that the case statement and the result of all operators applied to case statements can

be written as a first-order formula (albeit a potentially indefinitely long formula if sum

or product aggregator structure are present). Thus, we can “Prenex” the∃~x quantifier

(implicit from the backup operations in fFOALP or explicitly stated in the constraint for

fFOAPI) from each constraint to the front of our constraint representation.

2. Any non-sum aggregator structure in the constraints suchas the policy in fFOAPI can be

represented bycase i(~x, s) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

3. Under our assumptions, the backup can be distributed through the
∑

~c into each basis

function and any residual finite product structure⊗ from the transition function can be

explicitly computed, thus yielding sum aggregator structure that can be represented in

the form
∑

c casej(~c, ~x, s) for (p + 1) ≤ j ≤ q. Then we can exploit commutativity

of ⊕ to rewrite
∑

~c casep+1(~c, ~x, s) ⊕ . . . ⊕∑~c caseq(~c, ~x, s) in the representation of

Equation 6.61.

We note that such a constraint structure holds for fFOALP applied to problems like SYSADMIN

for which we provide a concrete example at the end of this section.

This constraint form is very similar to that solved for the first-order linear programs in

Chapter 5 (c.f., Equation 5.22) with one important exception—here we have the addition of the

made to work under such assumptions.
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sum aggregator which prevents us from achieving a finite representation of the constraints in

all cases (recall that
∑

~c is an indefinitely large sum).

While we could conceive of trying to find a finite number of constraints that closely ap-

proximate the form in Equation 6.61, it is not clear how to ensure a good approximation for all

domain sizes. In fact, it is very easy to construct examples that have very different solutions for,

say, even vs. odd sized domains so it is not clear that a generic domain-size independent solu-

tion should always be desired.15 On the other hand, grounding these constraints for a specific

domain instantiation is clearly not a good idea since this approach would scale proportionally

to the domain size.

Fortunately, there is a middle ground that has received a lotof research attention very

recently—first-order probabilistic inference (FOPI)[Poole, 2003; de Salvo Brazet al., 2005].

In this approach, rather than making adomain closureassumption and grounding, a much

less restrictivedomain sizeassumption is made. This allows the solution to be carried out in

a lifted manner and the solutions to be parameterized by the domain size. Recent work[de

Salvo Brazet al., 2006] has explicitly examined a “first-order”max-
∑

cost network similar to

Equation 6.61 that we would need to evaluate during constraint generation.16

Inversion Elimination

Braz et al. [de Salvo Brazet al., 2005; de Salvo Brazet al., 2006] introduce the FOPI tech-

niques of(partial) inversion eliminationandcounting elimination. We do not use counting

elimination here and thus do not cover it. However, we do use inversion elimination for con-

straint simplification, which we describe next.

Assuming thatcaseP (c, s) only mentions relations or fluents in setP andcaseR(c, s) only

mentions relations or fluents in setR s.t. P ∩ R = ∅, we can perform the following inversion

15Imagine a logistics domain where a truck and a plane can deliver an item between cities connected in a
straight line with the truck and plane at one end and the goal at the other. The truck, for some reason, can only
move forward exactly two cities at a time (i.e., no odd-length moves) and the plane although having a very high
cost, can move freely between any two cities. In the optimal solution, the truck is used for domains with an even
number of cities and the plane used for an odd number of citiesleading to very different values.

16It turns out that ourmax-
∑

formalism is actually more general than FOPI in that we can represent not
only parameterized factorsover propositional variables, but also general first-orderformulae within our case
statements. Nonetheless, these FOPI techniques can be madeto generalize to our framework.
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elimination transform:

0 ≥max
s

∑

c

[caseP (c, s)⊕ caseR(c, s)] (6.62)

=

[

max
s

∑

c

caseP (c, s)

]

⊕
[

max
s

∑

c

caseR(c, s)

]

(6.63)

This result follows simply from the fact thatcaseP (c, s) andcaseR(c, s) can be maximized

independently as they have no common structure which may constrain the joint evaluation of

their maximal values.

Now we introduce two additional elimination techniques in order to demonstrate an effi-

cient solution to SYSADMIN .

Existential Elimination

We introduceexistential eliminationin order to exploit a powerful transformation for rewriting

an∃~x operator in a concise
∑

~c case(~c) format. In what follows, we handle the case for a single

∃x since it can be applied sequentially for each quantified variable in the case of∃~x.

We assume that we are given a constraint of the following form

0 ≥ max
s

{

∃x.
∑

ci∈C

case(ci, x, s)

}

(6.64)

where eachcase(ci, x, s) is restricted to referencex in its case partition formulae using only

the testx = ci (or by negationx 6= ci). For example,case(ci, x, s) could have the following

structure:

case(ci, x, s) =

x = ci ∧ φ1(s) : t1

: : :

x = ci ∧ φi(s) : ti

x 6= ci ∧ φi+1(s) : ti+1

: : :

x 6= ci ∧ φn(s) : tn

(6.65)

Our ultimate goal is to be able to rewrite the constraint in Equation 6.64 in an equivalent form

that does not contain the∃x operator. We describe how to do this in the following discussion by

introducing additional variables and case summands into the constraint structure and making
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substitutions in our originalcase(ci, x, s) representation.

To solve this problem, we will assume that we have a transitive ordering≻ (with equality:

�) on all of the elements in the domain ofC ∪ {cn+1} where|C| = {c1, . . . , cn} such that

c1 ≻ c2 ≻ · · · ≻ cn ≻ cn+1. We define a functionnext(·) that specifies the next element in the

order such thatnext(ci) = ci+1 ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n. And we introduce a new variableb(ci) whose

definition is the following:

∀c ∈ C. b(ci) ≡ x = c ∧ c ≻ ci

In words,b(ci) is defined as equivalent to the statement “x = c for somec comingbeforeci

in the ordering.” The beauty of this definition is that we can use it to redefinex = ci in the

following manner:

∀c ∈ C. [x = c] ≡ [¬b(c) ∧ b(next(c))]

This equivalence is most obvious in words: “x = c is the same asc being chosen before

next(c), but not beforec in the ordering.” Now we can rewritecase(ci, x, s) ascase′(ci, ci+1, s)

where we substitute every occurrence ofx = c andx 6= c with this equivalent definition

(that does not contain the variablex, thus allowing us to remove the vacuous quantifier∃x).

Rewriting thecase(c, x, s) statement from Equation 6.65, we would obtain the following:

case ′(ci, ci+1, s) =

¬b(ci) ∧ b(next(ci)) ∧ φ1(s) : t1

: : :

¬b(ci) ∧ b(next(ci)) ∧ φi(s) : ti

¬(¬b(ci) ∧ b(next(ci))) ∧ φi+1(s) : ti+1

: : :

¬(¬b(ci) ∧ b(next(ci))) ∧ φn(s) : tn

(6.66)

Now, if only we could enforce the definition ofb(ci) while ensuring that at least onex = ci

was chosen forc1 � ci ≻ cn+1 (to enforce the semantics of∃x), then we would have an

equivalent rewrite of our constraint without the variablex. To do this, we begin by defining the
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following two axioms:

∀c ∈ C. (b(c) ⊃ b(next(c)))

¬b(c1) ∧ b(cn+1)

The first axiom states in words that ifx = c for somec that occurs beforeci thenc also occurs

beforenext(ci). If this axiom is satisfied for allc ∈ C, it ensures that the definition ofb(ci) is

satisfied. The second axiom states in words thatx = ci for someci wherec1 � ci ≻ cn+1, thus

enforcing thatx = ci holds true for at least oneci.

Now we introduce an expression that encodes the above two axioms and takes the value0

when both of these axioms are satisfied:

¬b(c1) ∧ b(cn+1) : 0

b(c1) ∨ ¬b(cn+1) : −∞
⊕
∑

ci∈C

b(ci) ⊃ b(next(ci) : 0

¬(b(ci) ⊃ b(next(ci)) : −∞

Having done this, we achieve our goal by rewriting the original constraint without∃x where by

construction, if its maximal value is greater than−∞, then the original form of the constraint

with the∃x is satisfied:

0 ≥ max
s

{(

∑

ci∈C

case ′(ci, ci+1, s) ⊕
∑

ci∈C

b(ci) ⊃ b(next(ci)) : 0

¬(b(ci) ⊃ b(next(ci))) : −∞

)

⊕ ¬b(c1) ∧ b(cn+1) : 0

b(c1) ∨ ¬b(cn+1) : −∞

}

Linear Elimination

We next introduce an elimination technique intended to exploit symmetry in special cases of

themax-
∑

problem. In Figure 6.2, we are given a sum overci of case statements of the form

case(ci, ci+1) (whereci andci+1 are consecutive w.r.t. some total order). We generally refer to

this summation form aslinearly connectedsince eachci co-occurs withci−1 in case(ci−1, ci)

andci+1 in case(ci, ci+1) (except for the first and last variables which each only occurin one

case(ci, ci+1) summand). Our goal is to compute the max over all variables except the first

and last, each previous solution can be used todoublethe size of the next solution due to the

symmetryinherent in the elimination. As shown,r(2) = maxx2

∑2
i=1 case i and is structurally

identical tomaxx4

∑4
i=3 case i modulo variable renaming, thus leavingx3 to be eliminated from

the sum to obtainr(4). Applying the same elimination again tor(4) yieldsr(8) and so on. In
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• Compute: r(n) = maxc2…cn Σi=1…n case(ci,ci+1)

where case(ci,ci+1,s) =

ci ci+1

⊥ ⊥ 1
⊥ ⊤ -5
⊤ ⊥ -5
⊤ ⊤ 0

=

– r(2) = max c2 =+

+

c1 c5

⊥ ⊥ 4
⊥ ⊤ -2
⊤ ⊥ -2
⊤ ⊤ 0

c1 c2

⊥ ⊥ 1
⊥ ⊤ -5
⊤ ⊥ -5
⊤ ⊤ 0

c2 c3

⊥ ⊥ 1
⊥ ⊤ -5
⊤ ⊥ -5
⊤ ⊤ 0

c1 c3

⊥ ⊥ 2
⊥ ⊤ -4
⊤ ⊥ -4
⊤ ⊤ 0

c1 c3

⊥ ⊥ 2
⊥ ⊤ -4
⊤ ⊥ -4
⊤ ⊤ 0

c3 c5

⊥ ⊥ 2
⊥ ⊤ -4
⊤ ⊥ -4
⊤ ⊤ 0

=– r(8) = max c5 +

c1 c9

⊥ ⊥ 8
⊥ ⊤ 2
⊤ ⊥ 2
⊤ ⊤ 0

c1 c5

⊥ ⊥ 4
⊥ ⊤ -2
⊤ ⊥ -2
⊤ ⊤ 0

c5 c9

⊥ ⊥ 4
⊥ ⊤ -2
⊤ ⊥ -2
⊤ ⊤ 0

– r(4) = max c3

Figure 6.2: An example oflinear elimination.

general,r(2n) can be computed directly fromr(2n−1) in this manner. Thus, the elimination

can be done inO(log n) space and time and the maximizing instantiations can be represented

in O(log n) space also due to the inherent symmetry of the variable assignments.

Example of Linear and Existential Elimination

Having described a generic constraint structure and various elimination techniques intended

to efficiently find the maximally violated constraint under domain size assumptions, we now

provide an example of this applied to SYSADMIN . To simplify our exposition, we use the uni-

directional ring topology constraints of Figure 6.1(b) andwe use just the unary basis function

classbCase1(c, s) from Equation 6.56.

We note that the following techniques efficiently generalize to the pairwise, triple, etc. basis

functions discussed previously since they all make a linearly connected assumption that leads

to symmetry that can be exploited by both linear and existential elimination. And for more

complex network topologies that include lines (or rings) asa fundamental building block, these
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networks can be decomposed and linear and existential elimination applied to each line with

the results easily pieced together.

With the prior assumptions, we now examine the fFOALP constraint structure that we

would get for thereboot(x) action for SYSADMIN :

0 ≥ rCase(s)⊕Breboot

[

k
⊕

i=1

wi · bCase i(s)

]

⊖
k
⊕

i=1

wi · bCase i(s) ; ∀s

Now we expand out each of the case statements into their actual representation and substitute

our single basis linear value function representation. We also rewrite our constraints in terms

of maxs to get rid of the∀s:

0 ≥ max
s

{

∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0
⊕Breboot

[

w1

∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0

]

⊕w1

∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0

}

Noting that the result ofBreboot(x) for this particular case was given in Equation 6.45, we can

easily deriveBreboot by existentially quantifying it, so we substitute it in to obtain:

0 ≥ max
s







































∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0
⊕ wi · γ ∃x.

∑

ci∈Comp

x = ci : 1.0

Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.475

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.025

⊕w1

∑

ci∈Comp

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0

}

Next we apply existential elimination to get rid of the∃x assuming that we have defined
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next(ci) = ci−1 and exploit commutativity of⊕ to reorganize the
∑

ci∈Comp:

0 ≥ max
s







































∑

ci∈Comp





















Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0
⊕ wi · γ

¬b(ci) ∧ b(ci−1) : 1.0

Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.95

Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.475

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ Up(ci−1, s) : 0.05

¬Up(ci, s) ∧ ¬Up(ci−1, s) : 0.025

⊕w1

Up(ci, s) : 1

¬Up(ci, s) : 0
⊕ b(c) ⊃ b(ci−1) : 0

b(c) ∧ ¬b(ci−1) : −∞

)

⊕ ¬b(cn) ∧ b(c1) : 0

b(cn) ∨ ¬b(c1) : −∞

}

From this point, we have a representation that is directly amenable to the application of linear

elimination. To see this, we explicitly compute the “cross-sum” of the four case statements

inside the parens(·). Then we merge eachb(ci) andUp(ci, s) into a single 4-valued variablevi

with domain as follows

vi ∈ {〈b(ci) = ⊤,Up(ci, s) = ⊤〉, 〈b(ci) = ⊤,Up(ci, s) = ⊥〉,
〈b(ci) = ⊥,Up(ci, s) = ⊤〉, 〈b(ci) = ⊥,Up(ci, s) = ⊥〉}

and rewrite this sum ascase2(vi, vi+1). For uniformity, we can easily rewrite the last non-
∑

c

term overb(cn), b(c1) in the formcase1(v1, vn). Thus, we obtain the following rewrites of the

above constraint culminating in the final constraint form where we push themax in using the

principles of variable elimination:

0 ≥max
v1,vn

{

case1(vn, v1)⊕
(

max
v2,...,vn−1

n
∑

i=1

case2(vi, vi−1)

)}

≥max
v1,vn

{

case1(vn, v1)⊕ case2(v1, vn)⊕
(

max
v2,...,vn−1

n
∑

i=2

case2(vi, vi−1)

)}

≥max
v1,vn

{

case1(vn, v1)⊕ case2(v1, vn)⊕
(

max
v2,...,vn−1

n−1
∑

i=1

case2(vi+1, vi)

)}

Now, we can determine the innermaxv2,...,vn−1

∑n−1
i=1 case2(vi+1, vi) by linear elimination in

O(log n) time since this is essentially the form we evaluated in Figure 6.2 except that the

variablesvi are quaternary rather than binary (which can be easily accommodated). The final

and outermaxv1,vn
is only over 2 variables and can be computed in constant time.
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Therefore, once we have a weight instantiation during constraint generation, we can linearly

evaluate the maximizing variable assignment for this constraint inO(log n) time. This gives

us the maximizing value for the constraint and if it is a violation, we can easily extract the

structure of this constraint to add it to our LP. Thus, we see that for fFOALP on this particular

SYSADMIN problem, constraint generation takesO(log n) time per iteration.

As noted at the beginning of this subsection, these techniques generalize to larger sets of

basis functions (pairs, triples, etc...) since these all exhibit the symmetry that can be exploited

by linear and existential elimination. Furthermore, thesetechniques can also be applied to more

complex network topologies that can be decomposed into lines by solving each decomposed

piece separately and then piecing the solutions together.

6.4 Empirical Results

All of the solution techniques that we have described so far are targeted to very specific types of

problem structure and we note that the collection of techniques we have presented is far from a

universal solution. Our goal in our solution approaches wasto scale sub-linearly in the FOMDP

representation size, however, as we will discuss in the conclusion, the results of Jaeger[2000]

imply this is generally impossible. As a consequence, our current implementation of linear-

value approximation methods is geared specifically towardsthe types of problem structure that

we have exploited above, i.e., SYSADMIN problems with network topologies consisting of

linearly connected structure.

Given the general difficulty of automatically finding a compact policy representation in the

policy-driven approaches of factored SDP and fFOAPI for SYSADMIN , the only practical first-

order approach to solving this problem was fFOALP. We applied ALP and fFOALP solutions

to the SYSADMIN problem configurations from Figure 6.1(a,b,d) using unary basis functions;

each of these network configurations represents a distinct class of MDP problems with its own

optimal policy. Solution times and empirical performance are shown in Figure 6.3. We did not

tie parameters for ALP in order to let it exploit the properties of individual computers; had we

done so, ALP would have generated the same solution as fFOALP.

The most striking feature of the solution times is the scalability of fFOALP over ALP.

ALP’s time complexity isΩ(n2) since each constraint generation iteration must evaluaten

ground constraints (i.e.,n ground actions), each of lengthn (i.e.,n basis functions). fFOALP

avoids this complexity by using one backup to handleall possible action instantiations at once

andexploiting the symmetric relational structure of the constraints by using existential and lin-
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Figure 6.3: Factored FOALP and ALP solution times (top) and expected discounted reward divided by the maximum possible reward
(bottom) averaged over 200 trials of 200 steps vs. domain size for various network configurations (left:line, middle:unidirectional-ring,
right:star) in the SYSADMIN problem.
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ear elimination (plus inversion elimination for the star network) to evaluate them inO(log n)

time. Empirically, the fFOALP solutions to these SYSADMIN problems generate a constant

number of constraints and since LPs are polynomial-time solvable, the complexity is thus poly-

nomial in log n.

In terms of performance, as the number of computers in the network increases, it becomes

difficult to obtain a high reward since on average, more than one computer will fail on a given

time step (for sufficiently large problems), yet only one computer can be rebooted at each time

step. This leads to a necessary degradation of even the optimal policy value as the domain

size increases. Comparatively though, the implicit parameter tying of fFOALP’s basis function

classes does not hurt it considerably in comparison to ALP; certainly, the difference becomes

negligible for the networks as the domain size grows. This indicates that tying parameters

across basis function classes may be a reasonable approach for large domains. Secondly, for

completely symmetric cases like the unidirectional ring, we see that ALP and fFOALP produce

exactly the same policy—albeit with fFOALP having producedthis policy using much less

computational effort.

We note that the FOMDP formalism from Chapter 4 (originally appearing in Boutilieret

al. [2001]), the extensions for linear-value representation in Chapter 5, and all other FOMDP

formalisms[Hölldobler and Skvortsova, 2004; Kerstinget al., 2004; Wanget al., 2007] cannot

compactly represent factored structure in FOMDPs. Other non-first-order approaches[Fernet

al., 2003; Gretton and Thiebaux, 2004; Guestrinet al., 2003] require sampling where in the

best case these approaches could never achieve sub-linear complexity in the sampled domain

size.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

We have contributed the sum and product aggregator languageextension for the specification

of factored FOMDPs that were previously impossible to represent in a domain-independent

manner as FOMDPs. And we have generalized symbolic dynamic programming to exploit

novel definitions of first-order independence and sum/product aggregator structure. We have

also shown how parameterized structure can arise in the solution of factored FOMDPs as it did

for the F-BOXWORLD problem.

In addition to exact solution methods, we have generalized linear-value approximation solu-

tion techniques to handle factored FOMDPs. In many cases, the presence of sum and product

aggregator structure in our factored FOMDP definition prevents us from obtaining a finite-
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length form of the constraints in the linear program representations that arise from these solu-

tions. Nonetheless, we showed that we can make a mildly restrictive domain size assumption

and exploit the resulting constraint structure to efficiently evaluate them in a constraint gener-

ation framework without grounding. To do this, we borrowed from the first-order probabilistic

inference (FOPI) framework[Poole, 2003; de Salvo Brazet al., 2005] and introduced the novel

existential and linear elimination techniques for respectively exploiting existential and linear

structure in the evaluation of cost networks during constraint generation. Using these tech-

niques, we empirically demonstrated that we can solve the SYSADMIN factored FOMDPs in

time and space that scales polynomially in the logarithm of the domain size—results that were

impossibleto obtain for previous techniques that relied on grounding.

Unfortunately, while we have provided the representation and basic symbolic dynamic pro-

gramming equations for factored FOMDPs, we have only begun to scratch the surface of their

solution methods. Thus, this chapter should be viewed more as an introduction to the factored

FOMDP representation and potential solution methods rather than a guide to its generic solu-

tion. A lot of the underlying theories are in development andthe methods for manipulating

and simplifying first-order case expressions are just beginning to be explored. It is beyond

the scope of this thesis to address all of these topics comprehensively, nonetheless, it was our

objective to provide an idea of what is possible with these novel solution approaches.

In conclusion, we do note one negative result that may partially explain our inability to

provide comprehensive algorithms for factored FOMDP solutions. Jaeger[2000] proved that

lifted inference in relational Bayes nets (i.e., those equivalent in expressive power to ourpCase

representation for transition DBNs in factored FOMDPs, which condition probabilities on first-

order formulae) cannot always be done exactly for trivial queries (i.e., determining the prob-

ability of a single ground atom) in a manner whose inferential complexity is less than that of

performing inference in a fully grounded problem. Since inference in the backup operator for

factored FOMDPs is at least as expressive as these trivial queries, this implies that we will

not always be able to symbolically evaluate a factored transition distribution (or cost network

constraint structure built from this distribution) in an asymptotically faster manner than that

obtained by fully grounding it out — thus losing the benefits of the compact factored FOMDP

representation.

Nonetheless, this does not preclude the possibility of restricted classes of structure for

which we can obtain efficient solutions. As an example, for problem structures similar to the

F-BOXWORLD and SYSADMIN problems discussed in this chapter, we note that there is much

hope for efficient solutions. And one additional idea is thatif we are willing to approximate
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our model in order to fit into a class of efficiently solvable FOMDPs, then we can use a solution

to this approximated model as guidance for other more computationally expensive algorithms

ranging from seed values for value iteration to ground heuristic search to reward shaping in re-

inforcement learning[Ng et al., 1999; Marthi, 2007]. Or we may just choose to act according

to this approximated model, especially if we can obtain error bounds on performance[Dearden

and Boutilier, 1997]. We revisit this idea in our concluding chapter since it outlines an effec-

tive framework for making use of FOMDPs and factored FOMDPs where they excel, while

avoiding their use where they are problematic.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have come a long way since we first introduced the ground enumerated state MDP and its

variant solutions as the basic model for representing and solving decision-theoretic planning

problems. Since that point, we have introduced factored structure into MDPs and we have

covered a variety of exact and approximate solution algorithms that exploit this factored MDP

structure. We have also introduced the FOMDP representation to exploit some of the relational

and first-order structure inherent in many planning problemrepresentation languages such as

PPDDL. And we have combined factored and first-order structure into a factored FOMDP

model that combines the representational advantages of both.

Not only have we shown that various forms of factored and relational structure can be

exploited in the concise and natural representation of MDPs— we have also demonstrated

that this structure can be exploited in solution methods as well. We have introduced a variety

of methods for exploiting structure in exact solution approaches and we have heavily moti-

vated the linear-value approximation approach for exploiting all levels of MDP structure. For

this approach, we have presented comparative results from the ICAPS International Proba-

bilistic Planning Competitions that demonstrate that our first-order linear-value approximation

approach is competitive with other state-of-the-art planners. And finally, we have also pre-

sented encouraging empirical results showing vast reductions in solution complexity on certain

types of problems over less-structured approaches throughthe exploitation of various forms of

structure — be it context-specific, additive or multiplicative independence, or the exploitation

of factored MDP structure, first-order MDP structure, decomposable goal structure or combi-

nations of the above.

Here, we review the major contributions of the thesis, outline some interesting directions for

future work, and part with some concluding remarks on the framework of first-order decision-
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theoretic planning in structured relational environments.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

In a thesis such as this one that draws on so much background work, it can be difficult to

discern new contributions from prior work. Consequently, webriefly review some of the major

contributions of this thesis:

1. Affine Algebraic Decision Diagrams:Having identified various shortcomings with the

algebraic decision diagram (ADD)[Baharet al., 1993] representation, we introduced

the affine ADD (AADD) to simultaneously exploit additive, multiplicative and context-

specific independence in factored MDP representation and solution methods. We proved

that the AADD never performs more than a constant factor worse in time and space than

an ADD and can lead to an exponential-to-linear reduction intime and space over the

ADD. And we presented a variety of empirical results suggesting that AADDs are of-

ten as good as or better than ADDs or tabular representationsin the solution of factored

MDPs. Unfortunately, a preliminary investigation into theuse of AADDs for approx-

imate inference in MDPs has not proved fruitful; yet approximation approaches seem

crucial for scaling beyond the limits of exact inference while simultaneously mitigating

issues of representational blowup that may occur due to numerical precision errors in the

AADD computations.

2. First-order Decision Diagrams: In the same way that ADDs and AADDs exploit struc-

ture to compactly represent factored MDPs, we introduced first-order ADDs and first-

order AADDs (collectively termed FO(A)ADDs) to represent structure in the case rep-

resentation of FOMDPs. We introduced an additional type of structure — first-order

context-specific independence — that can be exploited in these diagrams and we dis-

cussed how to perform case operations directly on this representation. We explored the

difficulties that can occur with using FO(A)ADDs for all FOMDP solution computa-

tions and thus advocated a hybrid approach for their use thatenabled the fully automated

solution of a few example FOMDPs.

One of the key components for producing compact FO(A)ADDs isthe use of equality

simplification procedures to (a) remove unneccessary variables and quantifiers and (b) to

distribute quantifiers as deeply into a formula as possible in an effort to expose proposi-

tional structure in a first-order formula. Our current approach for simplification is based
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on the heuristic search-based application of rewrite rulesoutlined in Chapter 4, but it is

likely that there are better and more efficient methods for doing this.

3. Additive Decomposition of Universal Rewards:FOMDPs with universally quantified

rewards pose a number of interesting difficulties for solution techniques based on the case

representation or its decision diagram extensions. Havingdiscussed these issues, we then

proceeded to propose an additive goal decomposition approach to handling universal re-

wards motivated in part by the work of[Boutilier et al., 1997; Singh and Cohn, 1998;

Meuleauet al., 1998b; Poupartet al., 2002a]. This approach required an offline generic

solution combined with an online additive decomposition ofQ-values w.r.t. goals spec-

ified at run-time. Then we outlined an approach for exploiting the additivity of Q-

values to efficiently perform run-time policy evaluation. We used these techniques in

the FOALP and FOAPI planners — FOALP, in particular, proved to be a capable plan-

ner, due in part to its ability to efficiently exploit universal reward structure. However, we

remark that additive goal decomposition is only a heuristicapproach and it is relatively

easy to construct examples where it will fail; it is not clearto what extent enhancements

and a deeper analysis of goal structure can mitigate these problems.

4. Linear-value Approximation for FOMDPs: We showed how to generalize linear-value

approximation techniques from factored MDPs[Guestrinet al., 2002; Schuurmans and

Patrascu, 2001] to the case of FOMDPs. This solution involved a number of novel con-

tributions w.r.t. the introduction of the first-order linear programming paradigm, a gen-

eralization of the variable elimination algorithm to relation elimination, and the use of

this algorithm in an efficient constraint generation approach to solving the first-order

linear program. Additionally, we showed how the generationof orthogonal basis func-

tions could be exploited in our solution algorithms. Together, all of these contributions

made first-order generalizations of approximate linear programming (FOALP) and ap-

proximate policy iteration (FOAPI) possible. And in combination with additive goal

decomposition as mentioned previously, FOALP managed to outperform state-of-the art

stochastic planners on certain classes of problems due to its exploitation of relational and

goal-oriented structure.

We note that the generalization of approximate linear programming (ALP) to the first-

order case of FOALP was only heuristic in that we could not directly represent the

ALP objective in FOALP. It would be useful to revisit our assumptions in modeling the

FOALP objective to determine if there are better approaches. While we did manage to
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directly generalize approximate policy iteration (API) tothe first-order case of FOAPI —

thus obtaining a first-order generalization of the API errorbounds — we note that FOAPI

proved to be a difficult method to apply in practice. The main problem with FOAPI was

that its policy representation could not be maintained in a compact form and the growth

of the policy representation as more basis functions were added quickly outstripped the

ability of our theorem prover to detect inconsistency. Thus, for FOAPI to be a viable

approach in the future, we need to focus on compact ways to derive and represent the

policy. Finally, for both FOALP and FOAPI, we remark that ourbasis function gen-

eration was highly heuristic and geared towards a specific set of probabilistic planning

problems. More work is needed to identify general, automated methods of producing

first-order basis functions.

5. Representation and Solution of Factored FOMDPs: We contributed the factored

FOMDP formalism to permit FOMDPs to domain-independently represent factored struc-

ture such as additive rewards and factored actions that scale with the domain size. We

provided a compact formalization of effect axioms and discussed a number of their prop-

erties that could be exploited in solution approaches.

Beyond the representation, our investigation of solution methods was highly exploratory

and we were only able to provide small examples and ad-hoc approaches for exploiting

some of the structure that may occur in factored FOMDPs. For example, we identified a

case where parameterized case structure may arise and we modified our case operators to

handle such additional structure. We also contributed specialized symbolic dynamic pro-

gramming and linear-value approximation techniques to solve certain factored FOMDPs.

Even though our linear-value approximation approach was specific to a domain size, we

introduced a framework that allowed the constraints to be evaluated without requiring

domain grounding. These ideas built on the first-order probabilistic inference (FOPI)

work of [Poole, 2003; de Salvo Brazet al., 2005; de Salvo Brazet al., 2006] where we

also introduced the two novel elimination methods ofexistential eliminationandlinear

elimination for performing variable elimination in this framework without grounding.

Together, these ideas permitted the factored FOALP solution of the SYSADMIN problem

in space and time that scaled sublinearly in the domain size —a result that is impossible

to obtain for the corresponding grounded ALP approach. However this work is just the

tip of the iceberg and leaves many important open questions such as “what classes of

factored FOMDP structure can be solved efficiently?” We provide some guidance on
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this problem in the next section covering directions for future work.

6. Correspondence of Symbolic Dynamic Programming for FOMDPs and Dynamic

Programming for MDPs: We provided a proof of correspondence between symbolic

dynamic programming (SDP) for FOMDPs and Dynamic Programming for MDPs. The

key to this proof was showing that when an SDP solution to FOMDPs is grounded w.r.t.

a domain closure assumption, the result is equivalent to thesolution obtained by first

grounding the FOMDP and then applying standard ground MDP solution techniques.

We remark that this was an alternate proof approach than thatgiven in [Boutilier et al.,

2001]. There the emphasis was on proving the correctness of the SDPalgorithm at a

purely logical level (including the case of infinite models). In our proof, we focused on

proving correspondence between the first-order and well-known ground MDP solutions.

Among other things, this allowed us to lift the results for approximation error bounds to

the first-order case.

7.2 Future Directions

With respect to this thesis work, there are a number of open ends that are worth further explo-

ration. Here we enumerate a few of them:

1. An interesting approach for the practical application ofFOMDPs to decision-theoretic

planning is to combine their approximate offline solution with online methods for en-

hancing their performance. And for ideas, we need only look at the range of successful

planners used in planning competitions. Perhaps one of the most useful approaches

would be to use offline methods for solving FOMDPs to generatea domain-independent

approximated value function. Then we could use such a value function as a heuristic seed

for online search methods such as RTDP[Bartoet al., 1993]. Another approach would

be to consider domain-specific control knowledge encoded astemporal logic constraints

as in TLPlan[Bacchus and Kabanza, 2000], program constraints as in Golog[Levesque

et al., 1997] (both TLPlan and Golog are deterministic planners) or decision-theoretic

extensions such as DT-Golog[Boutilier et al., 2000]. We discuss the use of program

constraints further in a moment.

2. We did not fully evaluate all of the possible combinationsof structural exploitation in

FOMDPs. For example, we introduced both FOADDs and FOAADDs,but we only
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used FOADDs in our experiments since preliminary experiments involving FOAADDs

demonstrated that there was little additive or multiplicative structure to exploit in these

problems. Furthermore, we discussed the APRICODD extension of SPUDD for approx-

imate value iteration with ADDs in Chapter 3, but we did not consider similar extensions

for approximate value iteration with first-order ADDs for FOMDPs. Given the success

of APRICODD, this approach is quite appealing for first-order approximate value itera-

tion; when the FOADD representing the value function becomes too large we can simply

prune out nodes in the FOADD (as demonstrated in APRICODD for ADDs in Figure 3.6)

in an effort to reduce the size of the value function while minimizing the approximation

error.

3. We only skimmed the surface of research on factored FOMDPs. Perhaps the single

greatest unanswered question for factored FOMDPs is how to identify structure that can

be efficiently exploited by solution methods — and furthermore, how to automate these

solutions. One approach to addressing this would analyze specific classes of problem

structure, their efficient solution (if possible), and how these classes of problem structure

could be combined while still permitting efficient solutions. In many ways, this is similar

to the field of description logics in its nascency, when researchers sought to determine

which combinations of logical constructors permitted efficient subsumption reasoning.

However, the well-known result of Levesque and Brachman[1987] for description log-

ics (showing that very minor changes in logical representation can lead to major changes

in tractability) portends a similar negative result for factored FOMDPs due to the un-

derlying connections at an abstract logical level. That is,very simple factored FOMDP

structures that are efficiently solvable in isolation may interact such that their combi-

nation is no longer efficiently solvable. However, such discussion is only hypothetical

and a clear formal analysis is needed to verify this. Nonetheless, in light of the results

of Jaeger[2000] as discussed in the conclusion of Chapter 6, it does become clear that

exact solutions to factored FOMDPs will not always be tractable and thus we discuss

additional ideas for approximate solution approaches momentarily.

One other interesting avenue for future research is on methods that extend first-order

probabilistic inference (FOPI) ideas[Poole, 2003; de Salvo Brazet al., 2005; de Salvo

Brazet al., 2006] to the relation elimination approach of Chapter 5 to permit a more gen-

eral application of FOPI to linear-value approximation techniques for factored FOMDPs.

At the current time, FOPI-based inference focuses on non-quantified relational structure
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in the form of parameterized factors (i.e.,parfactorsin the FOPI lexicon), yet general

factored FOMDPs clearly permit the use of quantifiers in the case statement represen-

tation that generalizes parfactors to full first-order logic. However, while the represen-

tational generalization is clear, the algorithmic generalization is much less clear since

the lifted propositional ordered resolution used at the parfactor level in FOPI has much

better computational properties than the first-order ordered resolution used at the case

level in relation elimination (i.e., the propositional variant is guaranteed to terminate on

any single elimination step whereas the first-order variantmay not). But perhaps the use

of specially restricted languages and more complex orderedresolution methods based on

reduction orderings may resolve some of these difficulties;a fascinating thesis on this

latter topic is given by Motik[2006].

4. One very fascinating idea and perhaps one of the most promising uses of FOMDPs and

factored FOMDPs is at the highest level of an abstraction hierarchy for agent-based

decision-theoretic planning. Dearden and Boutilier[1997] demonstrate that an MDP

model can be approximated to a structure that is efficiently solvable and that error bounds

can be obtained on the resulting optimal policy in the abstracted model w.r.t. the opti-

mal policy in the non-abstracted version. If we lift such results to FOMDPs and factored

FOMDPs, then this offers a very appealing paradigm for theiruse: we can approximate a

general (factored) FOMDP model to a level that we know we can solve efficiently while

obtaining error bounds on the performance of the optimal policy in this approximated

model. Or, further afield, we can use a solution to this approximated model as guidance

for other more computationally expensive algorithms like ground heuristic search or as

shaped rewards[Ng et al., 1999; Marthi, 2007] or seed values[Wiewiora, 2003] for value

iteration in the non-abstracted MDP model.

In addition to the immediate open ends of our current research, we have only touched

on the surface of FOMDPs and the vast array of stochastic decision processes and symbolic

solution methods that are possible. There remain a number ofpromising directions for the

exploitation of structure in relationally-specified decision-theoretic planning problems that we

briefly describe here:

1. One of the original goals in the FOMDP and symbolic dynamicprogramming frame-

works [Boutilier et al., 2001] was to allow for very general symbolic representations.

While most current FOMDP research has assumed a constant numerical representation
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of the values in case statement partitions, we began to uncover situations where we might

obtain parameterized case structure in Chapter 6. We could continue this line of in-

quiry into parameterized value representations in the context of modeling continuous

state properties, perhaps combined with discrete state properties in ahybrid (FO)MDP.

This idea is intriguing in that it permits the specification of FOMDPs with the state

represented in terms of continuous quantities where actions may range over continuous

variables and rewards may scale continuously with state variables (or relations). It is

quite easy to formulate some simple problems in this domain,such as moving quantities

of water between tanks by opening and closing valves[Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2004;

Guestrinet al., 2004]. However, solving such a problem domain-independently andeffi-

ciently will likely require a significant extension of current methods.

2. In many FOMDPs there is an element of underlying topological graph structure. For

example, in logistics planning, this graph structure may involve the accessibility of dif-

ferent cities via roads and flight routes. Currently, this graph structure is not exploited

by our solution methods. Yet its regularity, if knowna priori, could likely be exploitable

by solution methods that could “compile” out this graph structure. This approach would

be far more advantageous than relying on the first-order caserepresentation to extract

relevant graph properties using the cumbersome specification of transitively composed

relations (i.e.,∃c1, c2.Road(c1, c2) ∧ ∃c3.Road(c2, c3) ∧ ∃c4.Road(c3, c4) ∧ . . .).

3. We often have a predefined set of constraints on the behavior of an agent and we need to

optimize the agent’s policy w.r.t. those constraints. If wecan specify the program con-

straints in the form of a Golog program[Levesqueet al., 1997], then we can generalize

the hierarchy of abstract machines (HAM) architecture[Parr and Russell, 1998; Andre

and Russell, 2001; Andre and Russell, 2002] to the case of solving FOMDPs w.r.t. Golog

program constraints. Such a solution would permit the (approximately) optimal execu-

tion of an incompletely specified program over all possible domain-instantiations. Var-

ious approaches in the decision-theoretic DT-Golog framework [Boutilier et al., 2000;

Soutchanski, 2001; Ferreinet al., 2003] have provided an initial investigation into these

ideas.

Altogether, it should be clear that this thesis only represents the tip of the iceberg for first-

order decision-theoretic planning in structured relational environments. And the above sugges-

tions are but a few of the many possible avenues in this fecundfield of research.
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7.3 Concluding Remarks

For a few years immediately succeeding the publication of first-order MDPs and their symbolic

dynamic programming solution[Boutilier et al., 2001], this approach was disparaged as being

unrealistic for practical applications due to the complexity of value functions or due to the need

for logical simplification and theorem proving[Yoonet al., 2002; Gardiol and Kaelbling, 2004;

Guestrinet al., 2003]. While these are all in fact significant obstacles to be overcome in the

practical application of first-order MDPs to decision-theoretic planning applications, this thesis

has aimed to show that these obstacles are not insurmountable. It has provided a substantial step

in the direction of demonstrating that with careful attention paid to the first-order representation

and algorithms specifically designed to exploit that representation, lifted solutionscanwork in

practice. And at the present point in time, not only can they work, but they can scale well

beyond that of grounded approaches in many notable cases.

Despite these successes, many researchers will continue toavoid lifted first-order meth-

ods and resort to grounded methods for the very practical reason that grounded methods are

both easier to understand and easier to implement. But there is a great potential payoff to

be gained by understanding and working at the first-order level when approaching decision-

theoretic planning problems. And there is a world of relational and symbolic structure waiting

to be exploited. This thesis represents just a few points in that space of ideas and there are

likely a plethora of breakthroughs in first-order decision-theoretic planning patiently awaiting

discovery. Our hope is that this thesis lays out the foundations for further exploration of this

space and helps move this nascent field further along the pathof practical impact.



Appendix A

Proof of Correctness of Symbolic Dynamic

Programming

In this appendix, we provide a proof of correspondence between symbolic dynamic program-

ming (SDP) for the FOMDP model of Chapter 4 and dynamic programming (DP) for the MDP

model of Chapter 2 under finite domain assumptions.

A.1 General Proof Approach

The key to this proof is showing that when a SDP solution to FOMDPs is grounded w.r.t. a

finite domain via domain closure axioms1, the result is equivalent to the solution obtained by

first grounding the FOMDP and then applying standard ground MDP solution techniques (see

Figure A.1 for a visual representation of this proof).

Boutilier et al. [2001] provide a proof that SDP and thus every step of value iteration pro-

duces a correct logical description of the value function. However, they do not provide an ex-

plicit correspondence between FOMDPs formalized with the deterministic situation calculus

and MDPs as formalized in Chapter 2 with explicit stochastic actions. While the correspon-

dence is not difficult to show, it is nonetheless useful to make this explicit. Thus, we provide a

direct correspondence between FOMDPs and MDPs in this Appendix and provide an alternate

proof of correctness of first-order value iteration based onthis correspondence

1Throughout this appendix, when we say ground, we mean to restrict the interpretations to a finite domain via
domain closure axioms. Domain closure will be formally defined in the next section.
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FOMDP Value Function
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Ground MDP
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(Domain
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(Domain
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FOMDP Solution Algorithm

Ground MDP Solution Algorithm

?
Ground MDP Value Function
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Figure A.1: Proving correspondence between FOMDPs and MDPs.

A.2 Correspondence of Case and Ground Representations

For simplicity, we will assume an unsorted first-order logicwith equality. While we have previ-

ously assumed a sorted representation, we will assume that sort information has been compiled

into an unsorted logical form where∀Sort : c φ(c) has been rewritten as∀c. Sort(c) ⊃ φ(c)

and likewise∃Sort : c φ(c) has been rewritten as∃c. Sort(c) ∧ φ(c). In the following pre-

sentation we draw on the logical notation and semantics for unsorted first-order logic given in

Brachman and Levesque[2004]. It is particularly important to note the following two restric-

tions:

• Predicate Symbols:We assume a set of predicatesPi of each arity0 ≤ i ≤ m for some

finite maximumm. We assume “=”∈ P2.

• Function Symbols:We assume a set of function symbolsfj of each arity0 ≤ j ≤ n for

some finite maximumn.

We recapitulate the case notation introduced in Chapter 4 andused in the first-order MDPs

in this thesis. We use the notation:

t = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn] (A.1)

as an abbreviation for the logical formula:

∨

i≤n

{φi ∧ t = ti} (A.2)
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Here, theφj(s) arestate formulae(whose situation term does not usedo) and we assume in

these proofs that thetj are real-valued constants such that∀i. ti ∈ R. We will always assume

an implicit case element〈¬φ1∧ . . .∧¬φn,−∞〉 to ensure that the case statement exhaustively

assigns a value to all possible ground states and we assume that all case partitions are mutually

exclusive2 unless otherwise noted. We assume that the free variablet in the logical formula for

which t = case[φ1, t1; · · · ;φn, tn] is an abbreviation does not appear in any of theφj.

A finite interpretation is a pairℑ = 〈D, I〉 whereD is a finite, nonempty set of domain

elements{c1, . . . , ck} andI is a mapping from all predicate names inPi for 0 ≤ i ≤ m into

a subset ofDi and from function names infj for 0 ≤ j ≤ n into a map ofDj → D. We

represent variable bindings for free variables of a formulaas a variable assignmentµ, which

is a set of substitutions{v/c} of c ∈ D for variablev. We useφµ to represent the formula

resulting from making the substitutions ofµ for free variables inφ. We say an interpretation

ℑ and a variable bindingµ satisfy a formulaφ, writtenℑ, µ |= φ, if φµ can be recursively

evaluated to be true under the model-theoretic interpretation of first-order logic syntax given

ℑ [Brachman and Levesque, 2004].

A domain closure assumptionis an axiom that restricts the universe of objects to those

explicitly in a finite domainD. Throughout this appendix, we will refer to a case statement

under a domain closure assumption, written generically ascaseD. We will assume that the

following domain closure axiom isimplicit in the background theory:

∀x. x = c1 ∨ . . . ∨ x = ck (A.3)

A.3 Correspondence of Representations and Operations

Although we typically use a ground representation expressed ascaseD, we note that there is a

simple transformation betweencaseD and the more familiar ground representation of propo-

sitional factors used in the ground factored MDP representation from Chapter 3. Here we

present a simple method for convertingcaseD to a propositional factor wherecaseD that we

call grounding:

Definition A.3.1 (Grounding). To groundcaseD to a propositional factorC as demonstrated

in Figure A.2, we perform the following steps where we assume the partitions of caseD are

mutually exclusive and exhaustive:

2Mutual exclusivity can be easily enforced with the unary casemax operator from Chapter 4.
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caseD =
∃x. A(x) : 10
¬∃x. A(x) : 5

7−→ Prop. FactorC:

A(c1) A(c2)

⊥ ⊥ 5
⊥ ⊤ 10
⊤ ⊥ 10
⊤ ⊤ 10

Figure A.2: Given the tabular representation of a case statementcaseD, its grounded repre-
sentation as a propositional factor forD = {c1, c2} is given on the RHS. If our language had
included function symbols, we would have included extra columns in the factorC representing
all truth-value of all possible function equalities.

1. Expand all quantifiers into finite conjunctions (∀) or disjunctions (∃) over all elements

of D. It is easy to see that the resulting case statement will only consist of connectives

over ground atoms and terms (with the exception of variablet).

2. Build a tabular representation of a propositional factorC that enumerates all truth as-

signments of all ground atoms w.r.t.D (the ground atoms for equality suffice to represent

all function valuations) referenced by thecaseD formula in therowsof the table.

3. Each rowr of C represents a set of interpretations w.r.t. domainD that are consistent

with the truth assignments to ground atoms in that row. Each row r ofC is also assigned

a valuetr. BecauseC forms an exhaustive truth table over relevant ground atoms,the

rows ofC disjointly and exhaustively partition the set of all interpretations for a fixed

domainD (no interpretation could satisfy the assignments from two different rows). We

denote the set of all interpretations for rowr ofC to beρr. We assume there are no free

variables ofcaseD other thant, which appears in the formal logical representation of

t = caseD. If 〈φj, tj〉 is a partition ofcaseD and∀ℑ ∈ ρr.ℑ |= φj then we assign value

tr = tj for row r.

Next we define a binary relation7−→ that allows us to establish a correspondence between

caseD and a ground propositional factorC:

Definition A.3.2 (7−→). Let all symbols be defined as in Definition A.3.1. Define the ground

atomsrelevantto caseD as all of the ground atom truth assignments that could be potentially

required during the model-theoretic evaluation of the logical representation ofcaseD. Assume

that the rows ofC exhaustively enumerate all truth assignments to relevant ground atoms of
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caseD. Then the correspondencecaseD 7−→ C holds iff for all rowsr ofC, there exists exactly

one partition〈φj, tj〉 of caseD s.t.∀ℑ ∈ ρr.ℑ, {t/tr} |= φj ∧ t = tj.

Lemma A.3.3. If we groundcaseD to obtainC using Definition A.3.1, thencaseD 7−→ C.

Proof. Let all symbols be defined as in Definition A.3.1. By the definition of the grounding

procedure, the rows ofC exhaustively partition all possible relevant ground atomsof caseD

(an examination of the rules for model-theoretic evaluation reveal that we need only know

truth assignments to the ground atoms for the relations and function symbols w.r.t.D in caseD,

which the grounding procedure indeed provides).

Now, choose any particular rowr of C. We know that every rowr (viewed as an interpre-

tation) is a model of exactly oneφj. This follows from the mutually exclusive and exhaustive

nature of partitions〈φj, tj〉 in caseD and the fact that rowr makes truth assignments to all rele-

vant ground atoms ofcaseD. Since allℑ ∈ ρr are just augmentations of the truth assignments to

r, we then know∀ℑ ∈ ρr.ℑ |= φj. Furthermore, by the definition of the grounding procedure,

we can infertr = tj. From this, we can then infer from Definition A.3.2 thatcaseD 7−→ C

must hold.

We provide a simple example of a case statement under domain closure and its grounded

representation as a propositional factor in Figure A.2. Note that the top partition of thecaseD

statement is modeled by the three bottom rows of the propositional factorC and that each row

of C corresponds to exactly one partition ofcaseD.

For a binary operationop ∈ {⊕,⊗,⊖,max}, the application ofop on tabular represen-

tations of propositional factors can be expressed in exactly the same form as a binary operation

on the case representation: a cross-product operationop of all rows with inconsistency re-

moval (and optional simplification).

We note that performing operations on case statements underdomain closure is equivalent

to transforming the case statements to propositional tables and performing the same operations

on propositional tables. To show that this is correct, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem A.3.4. Using Definition A.3.1 to groundcaseD
1 to C1 andcaseD

2 to C2, let caseD
R =

(caseD
1 op caseD2 ) and letCR = C1 op C2. ThencaseD

R 7−→ CR.

Proof. From Lemma , we know thatcaseD
1 7−→ C1 andcaseD

2 7−→ C2. Our goal is to show

thatcaseD
R 7−→ CR by Definition A.3.2.

By the construction ofCR as the result of a binary operation on ground propositional factors

(previously discussed), we know that it exhaustively enumerates truth assignments to all ground
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atoms ofC1 andC2, which in turn include all relevant ground atoms ofcaseD
1 andcaseD2 . As

the only possible relevant ground atoms ofcaseD
R are those corresponding to the grounding

of function symbols and predicates ofcaseD
1 andcaseD2 (recall thatcaseD

R simply contains a

conjunction of formulae fromcaseD
1 andcaseD2 ), we can infer thatCR exhaustively enumerates

truth assignments to all relevant ground atoms ofcaseD
R.

By the construction ofcaseD
R, we know that all partitions ofcaseD

R are exhaustive and

mutually exclusive. This follows from the fact that each ofcaseD
1 andcaseD

2 were exhaustive

and mutually exclusive and thus the resulting cross-product of case partitions incaseD
R likewise

retains this property.

Now, choose a rowr of CR. By construction, we know that rowr was formed from a row

i in C1 and a rowj in C2. Let ρ1
i andρ2

j be the set of respective intepretations corresponding

to a row i of C1 and rowj of C2. We note the following: (1)∀ℑ1 ∈ ρ1
i .ℑ1 |= φ1 and (2)

∀ℑ2 ∈ ρ2
j .ℑ2 |= φ2.

By definition of the case operations there will be a case element 〈φr, tr〉 in caseD
R where

φr ≡ φ1 ∧ φ2 and tr = t1 op t2 if φ1 ∧ φ2 0 ⊥. To complete the proof, we first need to

show that∀ℑR ∈ ρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j .ℑR, {t/(t1 op t2)} |= φr ∧ t = tr for 〈φr, tr〉 in caseD
R (i.e., we

need to show that all interpretations of rowr of CR model the correct value w.r.t.caseD
R).

Replacingφr with the equivalentφ1 ∧ φ2, and recursively decomposing the model-theoretic

interpretation of∧, this requires us to show (3)∀ℑR ∈ ρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j .ℑR, {t/(t1 op t2)} |= φ1,

(4) ∀ℑR ∈ ρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j .ℑR, {t/(t1 op t2)} |= φ2, and (5)∀ℑR ∈ ρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j .ℑR, {t/(t1 op t2)} |=
t = tr. (3) and (4) follow respectively from (1) and (2); (5) follows from the definition of

tr = t1 op t2. Finally we need to showφ1 ∧ φ2 0 ⊥, but this follows easily since (3) and (4)

imply ∀ℑ ∈ ρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j .ℑ |= φ1 ∧ φ2 and we knowρ1
i ∩ ρ2

j is non-empty because it contains the

model corresponding to rowr of CR.

A.4 Correspondence of a FOMDP and an MDP

To begin the correspondence proofs given in Figure A.1, we must first define the FOMDP and

its grounded MDP variant.

To define a FOMDP, we slightly modify notation from Chapter 4 such that we use the

case specification both for a generic FOMDP and a specific instanceto avoid confusion with

the ground MDP notation. A FOMDP is described by a reward casestatementrCase(s),

case statements representing Nature’s choice distribution over deterministic action outcomes

pCase(ni,j(~y), Ai(~y), s) where for each stochastic action termAi(~y) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p there is
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a corresponding set of Nature’s choice deterministic action outcomesni,j(~y) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p,

1 ≤ j ≤ q, and a set of successor state axioms (SSAs) for each fluent andNature’s choice

action. Often, when we are referring to a specific action, we will drop the indexi, e.g.,

pCase(nj(~x), A(~x)). Somewhat more importantly, we note the following notational conven-

tion:

• Since state properties can be recovered from situation terms due to the Markovian as-

sumptions of an MDP, we drop the situation terms from all FOMDP case statements

from here out. The use of the stage-to-go indext will allow us to track the state that a

case statement is referring to.

To define an MDP and derive it from a FOMDP grounded w.r.t. domain D, we use the

factored propositional MDP notation from Chapter 3. We definethe set of statesSD in terms of

all possible truth assignments to a vector of binary state variables~x consisting of the following

variables:

• For all i (0 ≤ i ≤ m), for all predicate namesP ∈ Pi, and for all~c ∈ Di, there is a

binary variable representing whether the atomP (~c) is true. Again, due to the inclusion

of the equality predicate, this suffices to handle all function valuations.

In essence, under a domain assumptionD, the state variables~x are capable of representing all

possible mappingsI for a finite interpretationℑ = 〈D, I〉.
With these definitions, we define the MDP reward as a factorR(~x) for ~x ∈ SD, and for all

i, j (1 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ q), and we define the MDP value function asV t(~x) for t ≥ 0 and

~x ∈ SD.

The setAD contains all grounded versions of stochastic actionsAi(~y) (1 ≤ i ≤ p) for

a FOMDP grounded w.r.t.AD. Likewise, the setND contains all grounded Nature’s choice

deterministic actionsni,j(~y) (1 ≤ i ≤ p,1 ≤ j ≤ q). We defineAD andND in the following

way where we assumeαi is the arity of actionAi:

• AD: For all i (1 ≤ i ≤ p) and for all~c ∈ Dαi , there is a stochastic action symbol for the

termAi(~c).

• ND: For all i (1 ≤ i ≤ p), for all j (1 ≤ j ≤ q), and for all~c ∈ Dαi, there is a Nature’s

choice deterministic action symbol for the termni,j(~c).

We note that the FOMDP and MDPsharesymbols at a syntactic level, namely those inAD

andND, which are function terms in the FOMDP case and enumerated symbols in the ground
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MDP case. However, the “meaning” of the symbols can be disambiguated by context in the

following presentation unless otherwise noted.

Next we show how to build the transition functionsP (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)) for all actionsAi(~c) ∈
AD in the MDP givenP (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~x) in the FOMDP whereni,j(~c) ∈ ND, Ai(~c) ∈ AD,

and~x ∈ SD.

To do this, we need to show how a next-state~x′ can be determined given a current state

~x and Nature’s choice deterministic actionni,j(~c). Recalling the definition of successor-state

axioms (SSAs) from Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2, this is easy. Foreach relational fluentF (~y, s)3,

we have an SSA of the formF (~y, do(a, s)) ≡ ΦF (~y, a, s). Given a ground actiona = ni,j(~c)

and the corresponding set of SSAs, we can determine the truth-value of all atoms represented

in ~x′ directly from these SSAs; for each atom in~x′, we find its corresponding fluent — call

it F (~d, s) — then we evaluateΦF (~d, ni,j(~c), s) on the pre-action state~x to determine whether

that atom should be set to true or false. We denote the~x′ that results from performing action

ni,j(~c) in ~x with the notation~x′ = Progress(~x, ni,j(~c)).

Given stochastic actionAi(~c) we want to buildP (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)) by summing the proba-

bility of reaching~x′ from ~x given one of Nature’s choice deterministic outcomesni,j(~c) of

Ai(~c) for each~x′ and~x . We implement this directly with the following calculationwhere

I[·] is an indicator function taking the value1 when its argument is true and0 otherwise and

pCaseD(nj(~c), A(~c)) 7−→ P (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~x):

P (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)) =

q
∑

j=1

I[~x′ = Progress(~x, ni,j(~c))] · P (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~x) (A.4)

Given the constructions above, we can now obtain an MDP instance from a particular

FOMDP under domain instantiationD:

Definition A.4.1 (Grounding a FOMDP w.r.t.D to obtain an MDP). A FOMDP and its

grounding w.r.t. a domainD to obtain an MDP are given by the following ground correspon-

dences where~x ∈ SD (the function may actually only be over a subset of variablesin ~x),

ni,j(~c, ~x) ∈ ND, andAi(~c) ∈ AD (as defined above):

• ObtainR(~x) from rCaseD by grounding according to Definition A.3.1

• ObtainP (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)) frompCaseD(nj(~c), A(~c)) via Equation A.4.

• Use the discountγ from the FOMDP for the MDP.

3We ignore functional fluents in this presentation as in Chapter 4, but they could be incorporated if needed.
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Note that given a FOMDPt-stage-to-go value functionvCaset,D, we can likewise obtain a

ground representationV t(~x) using Definition A.3.1.

Now we return to the overall goal of our proof as illustrated in Figure A.1. Definition A.4.1

gives us the correspondence between the FOMDP and its groundMDP representation illus-

trated as the vertical7−→ on the LHS of Figure A.1. But it also gives us a means for grounding

a FOMDP value functionvCaset,D to obtainV t(~x) for anyt ≥ 0 so that we can verify the verti-

cal 7−→ on the RHS of Figure A.1. Consequently, our task in the remaining sections is to show

that symbolic dynamic programming and dynamic programmingalgorithms (respectively, the

top and bottom horizontal7−→ in Figure A.1) preserve the correspondencevCaset,D 7−→ V t(~x)

of the respective representations for allt ≥ 0.

A.5 Correspondence of FODTR and DTR

Given the correspondence between a FOMDP and an MDP w.r.t. domain D from Defini-

tion A.4.1, we now seek to show a correspondence betwen first-order decision-theoretic re-

gression (FODTR) and decision-theoretic regression (DTR) for a specific action instantiation

A(~x).

To recap, in Chapter 3, we introduced DTR as a crucial step in the dynamic programming

solution of MDPs that yields the Q-function:

Qt+1(~x,A(~c)) = DTR[V t(~x), A(~c)] (A.5)

= R(~x) + γ

[

∑

~x′

P (~x′|~x,Ai(~c))V
t(~x′)

]

Here we have substituted appropriate notation from Definition A.4.1 on the RHS of this equa-

tion.

In Chapter 4, we introduced FODTR as a crucial step in the dynamic programming solution

of FOMDPs that yields the first-order Q-function. We includeit here in its original form with

situation terms in order to ensure thatRegr is well-defined:

qCaset+1(s, A(~y)) = FODTR[vCaset(s), A(~y)] (A.6)

= rCase ⊕ casemax∃y.γ
[

q
⊕

j=1

{pCase(ni,j(~c), Ai(~y), s)⊗ Regr(vCaset(do(ni,j(~y), s)))}
]
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For this proof, we are only interested in showing correspondence for a specific action parameter

substitution{~y/~c} so we can use the slightly simplified form of FODTR:

qCaset+1(s, A(~c)) = FODTR[vCaset(s), A(~c)] (A.7)

= rCase ⊕ γ
[

q
⊕

j=1

{pCase(ni,j(~c), Ai(~c), s)⊗ Regr(vCaset(do(ni,j(~c), s)))}
]

Note that in the following, we treat case statements as beingstate-oriented and thus drop situa-

tion terms for the most part. However, we must reintroduce situation terms to performFODTR,

but we assume they are stripped off once the result has been computed.

To prove correspondence of FODTR and DTR, we need to prove the following theorem:

Theorem A.5.1. GivenrCaseD, pCaseD(nj(~c), A(~c)), SSAs, andγ from a FOMDP, obtain

R(~x),P (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)), andγ for an MDP w.r.t. domainD from Definition A.4.1. LetqCaset+1,D(A(~c))

= FODTR[vCaset, A(~c)] as given in Equation A.7 for somevCaset. Obtain V t(~x) from

vCaset using Definition A.3.1. LetQt+1(~x,A(~c)) = DTR[V t(~x), A(~c)] be obtained by first

grounding the FOMDP w.r.t.D as defined above and applying the ground computation as

given in Equation A.5. ThenqCaset+1,D(A(~c)) 7−→ Qt+1(~x,A(~c)).

Proof. First we establish the one-to-one correspondence of the case statements in Equation A.7

and the propositional factors in Equation A.5 as assumed in Definition A.4.1. Specifically, it is

immediately obvious thatrCaseD 7−→ R(~x) andvCaset,D 7−→ V t(~x) by Definition A.3.1 and

Lemma A.3.

Now we prove correspondence of the expectation portions of Equation A.7 and Equa-

tion A.5 (i.e., the content in the square braces[·] in both equations). To make this clear, let

us temporarily ignore the reward and the discount factorγ and define two new equations where

we have substituted the definition ofP (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)) from Equation A.4 in the first equation:

Qt+1
−R,γ(~x,A(~c)) =

[

∑

~x′

q
∑

j=1

{

I[~x′ = Progress(~x, ni,j(~c))] · P (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~x)V
t(~x′)

}

]

(A.8)

qCaset+1
−R,γ(s, A(~c)) =

[

q
⊕

j=1

{

pCase(ni,j(~c), Ai(~c), s)⊗ Regr(vCaset(do(ni,j(~c), s)))
}

]

(A.9)

Our goal is to showqCaset+1
−R,γ(A(~c)) 7−→ Qt+1

−R,γ(~x,A(~c)). Specifically, letρr be the set of
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respective intepretations corresponding to some rowr of Qt+1
−R,γ(~x,A(~c)) having state variable

assignment~xr and taking valuevr. And let 〈φ, vφ〉 be some partition inqCaset+1
−R,γ(A(~c)). If

∀ℑ ∈ ρr.ℑ |= φ then our goal is to show thatvr = vφ.

We know by the definition of FODTR that for all Nature’s choiceoutcomesni,j(~c) (j =

1 . . . q) of Ai(~c) thatφ ≡ Regr [φ′
j(do(ni,j(~c), s))] for some value partition〈φ′

j, tj〉 of vCaset.

Thus, givenφ, we can directly expressvφ =
∑q

j=1 tj · pCase(ni,j(~c), Ai(~c)).

Similarly for DTR, given~xr andni,j(~c)), let t~xr,ni,j(~c) denote the value ofV t(~x′r) for the

unique~x′r satisfyingI[~x′r = Progress(~xr, ni,j(~c))] = 1. Then, we can directly expressvr =
∑q

j=1 t~xr,ni,j(~c) · P (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~xr).

To provevr = vφ, we need to show (1)pCase(ni,j(~c), Ai(~c)) 7−→ P (ni,j(~c)|Ai(~c), ~xr)

(already shown at beginning of proof) and (2)tj = t~xr,ni,j(~c). To prove (2), we need to show

that ifρr is a set of interpretations consistent with~xr andρr |= φ, then a set of interpretationsρ′r
consistent with~x′r (obtained by progressing~xr throughni,j(~c)) must satisfy∀ℑ ∈ ρ′r.ℑ |= φ′

j.

We prove (2) by contradiction. Assumeρr is a set of interpretations consistent with~xr and

ρr |= φ. Also assume there exists anℑ ∈ ρ′r s.t. ℑ is consistent with~x′r andℑ 6|= φ′
j. Briefly

reintroducing situation terms, we deriveφ(s) via the SSAs usingφ(s) ≡Regr [φ′
j(do(ni,j(~c), s))]

and then drop the situation terms fromφ(s) to obtainφ. We know that the modelsρr of φmust

be consistent with~xr. Then the ground atom truth assignments of~xr must be consistent with

the predecessor-state conditionsφ that makeφ′
j true. The interpretations inρ′ that are consis-

tent with~x′r (by definition) must also satisfy∀ℑ ∈ ρ′r.ℑ |= φ′
j — this is the crucial step and

follows from the fact that the truth assignments in~xr had to satisfy all of the preconditions

that led toφ′
j and thus~x′r = Progress(~xr, ni,j(~c)) (which simply uses a ground version of the

SSAs) can only produce truth assignments in~x′r that are consistent with all interpretations of

φ′
j. But this result contradicts our assumption and thus we can conclude that for allℑ ∈ ρ′r s.t.

ℑ is consistent with~x′r thatℑ |= φ′
j

This proves correspondence of the expectationsqCaset+1
−R,γ(A(~c)) 7−→ Qt+1

−R,γ(~x,A(~c)).

From this result and the two equations

Qt+1(~x,A(~c)) = R(~x) + γ ·Qt+1
−R,γ(~x,A(~c))

qCaset+1(A(~c)) = rCase ⊕ γ · qCaset+1
−R,γ(A(~c))

we can easily infer thatqCaset+1,D(A(~c)) 7−→ Qt+1(~x,A(~c)) follows directly from the results

of our case operation correspondence Theorem A.3.4.
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A.6 Correspondence of Symbolic and Ground Maximization

Having proved the correspondenceqCaset+1,D(A(~c)) 7−→ Qt+1(~x,A(~c)) for a ground action

A(~c), we now proceed to tackle the maximization required to make the full Bellman backup

and obtain the correspondence pairvCaset+1,D 7−→ V t+1(~x).

As previously defined, we assume the FOMDP hasp action templatesA1(~y), . . . , Ap(~y).

To compute the Bellman backup in the ground case, we must take the maximum ofQ(~x, a)

over all ground actionsa ∈ AD, where the elements ofAD can be partitioned according to

which of thep action templates they were derived from. Since maximization is commutative

and associative, we first tackle the maximization for all ground action instantations of a single

stochastic action templateA(~y) = Ai(~y) (1 ≤ i ≤ p). Recalling thatαi is the arity ofAi, we

enumerate all possible ground instantiations~y = ~c as~c ∈ Dαi whereDαi = {~c1, . . . ,~c|~y|}.

Theorem A.6.1. Define the FOMDP, MDP w.r.t. domainD, corresponding value functions

vCaset,D andV t(~x), and Q-functionsqCaset+1,D(A(~c)) andQt+1(~x,A(~c)) as in Theorem A.5.1.

Let qCaset+1,D(A(~y)) be the result of computing Equation A.7 forvCaset,D and action tem-

plateA(~y) w.r.t. a given FOMDP. Then the following correspondence holds:

casemax∃~y qCaset+1,D(A(~y)) 7−→ max
a∈{A(~c1),...,A(~c|A(~y)|)}

Qt+1(~x, a)

Proof. We can make the following equivalence transformations to rewrite the LHS until it

directly corresponds to the RHS (we justify the steps below):

casemax∃~y.
φ1(~y) : t1

: : :

φn(~y) : tn

= casemax

∃~y. φ1(~y) : t1

: : :

∃~y. φn(~y) : tn

(A.10)

= casemax

φ1(~c1) ∨ . . . ∨ φ1(~c|A(~y)|) : t1

: : :

φn(~c1) ∨ . . . ∨ φn(~c|A(~y)|) : tn

(A.11)
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= casemax

φ1(~c1) : t1

: : :

φ1(~c|A(~y)|) : t1

: : :

φn(~c1) : tn

: : :

φn(~c|A(~y)|) : tn

(A.12)

= max









φ1(~c1) : t1

: : :

φn(~c1) : tn

, . . . ,

φ1(~c|A(~y)|) : t1

: : :

φn(~c|A(~y)|) : tn









(A.13)

= max
a∈{A(~c1),...,A(~c|A(~y)|)}

qCaset+1,D(a) (A.14)

7−→ max
a∈{A(~c1),...,A(~c|A(~y)|)}

Qt+1(~x, a) (A.15)

The LHS of Equation A.10 is just the LHS of the theorem. The first equivalence in Equa-

tion A.10 follows from the properties of the∃ quantifier and the disjunction of case elements

within a case statement. The second equivalence in EquationA.11 follows from the application

of domain closure assumptions. The third equivalence in Equation A.12 is a rewrite of the case

elements since they are already disjunctively defined and wecan distribute the conjoinedt = ti

terms for each case element into the disjunction.

The rewrite between Eqs. A.12 and A.13 follows from the lemmaimmediately following

this proof (note that we have switched from unary casemax to n-ary max). The transforma-

tion from Equation A.13 to Equation A.14 simply involves a notational substitution and the

final step follows from the correspondence ofqCaset+1,D(a) 7−→ Qt+1(~x, a) proved in Theo-

rem A.5.1 for a ground actiona and the correspondence of the case (max) operation proved in

Theorem A.3.4. Thus, the theorem follows.

Lemma A.6.2. The transformation between Eqs. A.12 and A.13 is an equivalence-preserving

transform.

Proof. The rewrite between Eqs. A.12 and A.13 follows from the semantics of the unary case
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maximization operator and n-ary maximization operators discussed in Chapter 4. Assume for

an interpretationℑ thatℑ |= φi where〈φi, ti〉 is an element of case statement in Equation A.12

and for all other case elements〈φj, tj〉 eithertj ≤ ti orℑ 2 φj.

Let 〈φm, tm〉 be a case element in the resulting cross-product used to compute the n-ary

maximization of Equation A.13. To show the equivalence of the semantics of this maximization

with the previous from Equation A.12, we need to show that ifℑ |= φm thentm = ti. We

assume the condition and break this into two cases:

(1) φm was formed from a partition conjoined with〈φi, ti〉, or

(2) φm was not formed from a partition conjoined with〈φi, ti〉.

For (1), we know that ifφm is consistent then all other〈φj, tj〉 must havetj ≤ ti, so the

max yieldstm = ti. For (2), we can show thatℑ |= ¬φi due to the mutual exclusivity of all

partitions in the n-ary cross-product. Since this violatesour previous assumption thatℑ |= φi,

we know this case is vacuous and (1) must hold. Thus, the equivalence of Eqs. A.12 and A.13

follows.

Now we complete the (symbolic) dynamic programming step. For the ground case, we

specify the completion of the dynamic programming step as the following maximization (where

a ∈ AD
i (~y) denotes thata ranges over all ground instantiationsA(~c) of action templateAi(~y)

given domainD):

V t+1(~x) = max
i=1...p

max
a∈AD

i (~y)
Qt+1(~x, a) (A.16)

And for the FOMDP representation, we break the symbolic dynamic programming step into

the following two step maximization given by the following:

vCaset+1 = max
i=1...p

casemax∃~y. qCaset+1(Ai(~y)) (A.17)

Now we prove the final theorem that guarantees correspondence of dynamic programming and

symbolic dynamic programming for one step:

Theorem A.6.3. Define the FOMDP, MDP w.r.t. domainD, corresponding value functions

vCaset,D andV t(~x), and Q-functionsqCaset+1,D(A(~y)) andQt+1(~x,A(~c)) as in Theorem A.6.1.

Let vCaset+1,D be obtained from computing Equation A.16 and letV t+1(~x) be computed from

Equation A.17. ThenvCaset+1,D 7−→ V t+1(~x).
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Proof. Based on the assumptions and Theorem A.6.1, we know

casemax∃~y. qCaset+1(Ai(~y)) 7−→ max
a∈AD

i (~y)
Qt+1(~x, a).

The remainder of the theorem follows from the correspondence of themax operands from

Lemma A.3 and operator applications, for which correspondence has already been proved in

Theorem A.3.4.

A.7 Correspondence of Symbolic and Ground Value Itera-

tion

Our previous theorems lead us to the following obvious result:

Theorem A.7.1. GivenrCaseD, pCaseD(nj(~c), A(~c)), andγ from a FOMDP, obtainR(~x),

P (~x′|~x,Ai(~c)), andγ for an MDP w.r.t. domainD from Definition A.4.1. LetvCaset,D (for t >

0) be obtained by applying symbolic dynamic programming fort steps. LetV t(~x) (for t > 0)

be obtained by applying ground dynamic programming fort steps. ThenvCaset,D 7−→ V t(~x)

for all t ≥ 0.

Proof. The proof is by induction. As defined respectively in Chapters3 and 4V 0(~x) = R(~x)

andvCase0,D = rCaseD. By Lemma A.3, we know thatvCase0,D 7−→ V 0(~x) for any finite

domainD. This provides the base case fort = 0. For the inductive step, we have shown that

given vCaset,D 7−→ V t(~x), we can provevCaset+1,D 7−→ V t+1 after applying one step of

(symbolic) dynamic programming to the respective value representations via Theorem A.6.3.

This proves the inductive case for allt > 0. Thus the theorem follows.



Appendix B

Remaining Proofs

B.1 Proofs from Chapter 3

Lemma 3.4.2. Fix a variable ordering overx1, . . . , xn. For any functiong(x1, . . . , xn) map-

ping B
n −→ R, there exists a unique generalized AADDG over variable domainx1, . . . , xn

satisfying the given variable ordering such that for allρ ∈ B
n we haveg(ρ) = V al(G, ρ).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction onn. Forn = 0, we have a function representing a

constantC. The constraints imply thatG = C + 0 · 0 is the only legal representation of this

function.

Now, for the inductive case, we assume that we haven variables in our functionf(x1, . . . , xn)

with variablex1 first in the ordering. We inductively assume that the lemma holds for the rep-

resentation of the functionsfh(x1 = true, x2, . . . , xn) and fl(x1 = false, x2, . . . , xn) over

n − 1 variables so that both of these functions are represented byunique generalized AADDs

Gh = ch + bhFh andGl = cl + blFl. If Gh = Gl, then this case is satisfied by our inductive

assumption sincef(x1, . . . , xn) technically ranges overn − 1 variables. OtherwiseGh 6= Gl,

so the only way to representf(x1, . . . , xn) in the grammar is to use anif node branching onx1.

Constraint (1) implies that we can have at most oneif node aboveFh andFl branching on vari-

ablex1. So we buildF = if (F var) then c′h + b′hFh else c′l + b′lFl andG = c+ bF to represent

f(x1, . . . , xn). Let rmin = min(ch, cl), rmax = max(ch + bh, cl + bl), andrrange = rmax− rmin;

these respectively denote the minimum, maximum, and value span of the child functionsGl

andGh, which allow us to normalize the newly constructedF node to have a range of[0, 1],

while at the same time providing us with the offsetc and multiplierb for the newly constructed

G node.

234
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Now, we must solve forc, b, c′h, b
′
h, c

′
l, b

′
l that satisfy constraints (2) and (3). This gives us

the following six equations that must be simultaneously satisfied:

c = rmin

b = rmin + rrange

ch = b · c′h + c

bh = b · b′h
cl = b · c′l + c

bl = b · b′l

In matrix form, this linear system is non-singular whenb > 0, which follows fromrmin +

rrange > 0 as implied by constraint (4). Thus, the matrix is full rank and the linear system has

one unique solution. By simple Gaussian elimination, we can derive this unique solution as the

following: c = rmin, b = rmin + rrange, c′h = ch−rmin

rrange
, c′l = cl−rmin

rrange
, b′h = bh

rrange
, b′l = bl

rrange
. This

shows us that there is only one unique construction ofG to representf(x1, . . . , xn). Thus, the

inductive case is satisfied and the statement of the lemma follows.

Theorem 3.4.3. For all functionsF1 : B
n −→ R andF2 : B

m −→ R (n ≥ 0 andm ≥ 0),

the time and space performance ofReduce(F1) andApply(F1, F2, op ) for AADDs (operands

and results represented as canonical AADDs) is within a multiplicative constant ofReduce(F1)

andApply(F1, F2, op ) for ADDs (operands and results represented as canonical ADDs) in

the worst case assuming any fixed variable ordering.

Proof. The ADD Reduce andApply algorithms can be seen as analogs of the corresponding

AADD algorithms without the overhead of progagating the affine transforms of edge weights

during recursive calls and normalizing them when returning. However, a comparison of the

ADD/AADD Reduce andApply algorithms shows that there are only a constant number of

additional constant time operations for manipulating edgeweights in each AADD algorithm

in comparison to the corresponding ADD algorithm. Thus eachcall to the AADD algorithm

incurs an additional constant time overhead over the corresponding call to the ADD algo-

rithm. We denote the respective constant time to evaluate one ADD Reduce or Apply call to

beTReduce
ADD andTApply

ADD , respectively. Likewise, we denote the respective time to evaluate one

AADD Reduce or Apply call to beTReduce
AADD = TReduce

ADD +CReduce
AADD andTApply

AADD = TApply
ADD +CApply

AADD

whereC represents the additional constant time overhead of the call for an AADD in compar-
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ison to the ADD.

Now, we only need to show that the AADD makes equal or fewer calls to Reduce and

Apply than the ADD version. First we note that under the same variable ordering, an ADD is

equivalent to a non-canonical AADD with fixed edge weightsc = 0, b = 1. Thus, if we did

not normalize AADD nodes inReduce andApply , then there would be a direct 1-1 mapping

between eachReduce andApply call for ADDs and the corresponding call for AADDs. Since

normalization can only increase the number ofReduce andApply cache hits and reduce the

number of cached nodes, it is clear that an AADD must generateequal or fewerReduce and

Apply calls and have equal or fewer cached nodes than the corresponding ADD. This allows us

to conclude that in the worst case, the AADD generates as manyReduce andApply calls and

cache hits as the ADD. Assumingn calls are made by both the ADD and AADD variants of

Reduce andApply , then the ADD requires total timenTReduce
ADD andnTApply

ADD for each respective

algorithm whereas the AADD requires timen(TReduce
ADD +CReduce

AADD ) andn(TApply
ADD +CApply

AADD) for

each respective algorithm. This verifies that the AADD operations are within a multiplicative

constant of the time required by the corresponding ADD operations (specifically,T
Reduce
ADD +CReduce

AADD

TReduce
ADD

for Reduce and TApply
ADD +CApply

AADD

TApply
ADD

for Apply).

An analogous proof for space can be obtained by substituting“space” for “time” above.

Theorem 3.4.4. There exist functionsF1 andF2 and an operatorop such that the running

time and space performance ofApply(F1, F2, op) for AADDs can be linear in the number of

variables when the corresponding ADD operations are exponential in the number of variables.

Proof. Two functions andApply operation examples where this holds true are
∑n

i=1 2ixi ⊕
∑n

i=1 2ixi and
∏n

i=1 γ
2ixi ⊗∏n

i=1 γ
2ixi. (Examples of these operands as ADDs and AADDs

were given in Figures 3.7(c) and 3.8.) Because these computations result in a number of ter-

minal values exponential inn, the ADD operations must require time and space exponentialin

n. On the other hand, it is known that the operands can be represented in linear-sized AADDs.

Due to this structure, theApply algorithm will begin by recursing on the high branch of both

operands to depthn. Then, at each step as it returns and recurses down the low branch of

decision testxi, the respective additive difference of2i and multiplicative coefficient ofγ2i

in

the corresponding high-branch and low-branchApply operation calls will be normalized out

for the respective operations of⊕ and⊗ due to the canonical caching scheme in Table 3.2, thus

yielding cache hits for all low branches. For each operationon the specified pair of functions,

this results inn cached nodes and2n Apply calls for the AADD operations.
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B.2 Proofs from Chapter 5

Theorem 5.2.1. Let V (s) be the approximated value function obtained by the weights~w(i)

of the final LP solution of Equation 5.21 for FOAPI applied to agiven FOMDP where FOAPI

has converged. Letβ(i) be the objective value of this final LP solution. Then the error bounds

on Vπ̃(s) (the value function obtained by acting according to the greedy policyπ̃ w.r.t. V (s))

derived from pluggingβ(i) in for β in Equation 2.19 hold for all possible finite ground domain

instantiations of this FOMDP.

Proof. At convergence, we know that~w(i) = ~w(i−1). Then in summary, we note that the con-

straints in the FOAPI LP provide a bound on the Bellman error ofthe value function corre-

sponding to~w(i), which we can then use to derive a bound on the error of acting according to a

greedy policy w.r.t. this value function as described for MDPs in Section 2.5.2 of Chapter 2.

Define theSDP [·] operator to take a value functionV (s) and compute its one-step symbolic

dynamic programming backup under the FOMDP dynamics as defined in Section 4.4. Then

we break the proof into two parts:

1. At convergence, the constraints can be transformed with the following series of rewrites

explained below:

β(i) ≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗
(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)⊕BA(~x∗)

[

k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j · bj(s)

])

⊖
k
⊕

j=1

w
(i)
j · bj(s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀A, s

≥
∣

∣

∣
R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗

(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)]⊕BA(~x∗)[V (s)]

)

⊖ V (s)
∣

∣

∣
; ∀A, s (B.1)

≥ |SDP [V (s)]⊖ V (s) |; ∀s (B.2)

To obtain Equation B.1, we simply substitutedV (s) in for its linear-value representation

as defined in the statement of the theorem. To make it explicitthat the policy case

statementsπ(i)
A(~x∗)(s) were derived fromV (s), we make this explicit using the notation

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)]. To obtain Equation B.2 we apply Lemma B.2.1 below.

2. By Theorem A.7.1 (that proves the correspondence between symbolic dynamic program-

ming and ground dynamic programming) and Theorem A.3.4 (that proves the correspon-

dence of the case operator⊖ for the first-order and grounded representations of a case

statement) both from Appendix A, we know that the constraints in Equation B.2 hold

for all ground domain instantiations. Since these ground constraints imply a Bellman

errorβ(i) for all ground domain instantiations of the approximated value functionV (s),
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the error bounds onVπ̃(s) (the value function obtained by acting according to the greedy

policy π̃ w.r.t. V (s)) derived from pluggingβ(i) in for β in Equation 2.19 hold for all

ground domain instantiations.

The final result of step 2 proves the theorem.

Lemma B.2.1. Under the assumptions and notation of Theorem 5.2.1, if the constraints

β(i) ≥
∣

∣

∣
R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗

(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)]⊕BA(~x∗)[V (s)]

)

⊖ V (s)
∣

∣

∣
; ∀A, s

hold then the constraintsβ(i) ≥ |SDP [V (s)]⊖ V (s) |; ∀s must also hold.

Proof. We prove this through the following derivation, which we justify below:

β(i) ≥
∣

∣

∣R(s)⊕ ∃~x∗
(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)]⊕BA(~x∗)[V (s)]

)

⊖ V (s)
∣

∣

∣ ; ∀A, s (B.3)

≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕
⋃

A

[

∃~x∗
(

π
(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)]⊕BA(~x∗)[V (s)]

)]

⊖ V (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀s (B.4)

≥

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕
⋃

A









∃~x∗









ψA,1 ∧ φA,1(~x
∗, s) : 0

: ∧ : : :

ψA,n ∧ φA,n(~x∗, s) : 0

⊕
φA,1(~x

∗, s) : tA,1

: : :

φA,n(~x∗, s) : tA,n

















⊖ V (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀s

(B.5)

≥

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕
⋃

A

ψA,1 ∧ ∃~x∗φA,1(~x
∗, s) : tA,1

: ∧ : : :

ψA,n ∧ ∃~x∗φA,n(~x∗, s) : tA,n

⊖ V (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀s (B.6)

≥ |R(s)⊕ π(s)[V (s)]⊖ V (s)| ; ∀s (B.7)

≥
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

R(s)⊕ casemax

(

⋃

A

BA[V (s)]

)

⊖ V (s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

; ∀s (B.8)

≥ |SDP [V (s)]⊖ V (s) |; ∀s (B.9)

We assume that the constraints in Equation B.3 hold and proceed to rewrite them in Equa-

tion B.4 where we have exploited the disjointness of the policy π(i)
A(~x∗) for eachA; that is, for

any situations, if a partition ofπ(i)
A(~x∗) holds true then no partition ofπ(i)

B(~x∗) for B 6= A can also

hold true. This guarantees equivalence to Equation B.3 sincethe constraint is “active” for one

A in eachs and thus Equation B.4 self-selects whichA constraint should apply for eachs.

The transform to Equation B.5 is purely notational where we have written out the case
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statements forBA(~x∗)[V (s)] andπ(i)
A(~x∗). Note that the case statements share the formula pre-

fixed with φ since the policy case statementπ(i)
A(~x∗)(s)[V (s)] for actionA was derived from

BA(~x∗)[V (s)] (c.f., Section 4.4.4). The formulae prefixed withψ represent the additional guard

formulae added to each policy partition to prevent it from applying when higher valued pol-

icy partitions were possible. Then, performing the explicit “cross-sum”⊕ (and removing all

inconsistent partitions) and distributing the∃~x∗ into the result, we obtain Equation B.6.

We recognize that the case statements within the∪ in Equation B.6 are just the action-

specific policy case statementsπA(s)[V (s)], which were derived in Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5

by partitioning the policyπ(s)[V (s)] into case statements for each action. Thus we apply the

∪ to reverse this derivation and obtain Equation B.7. Next we substituteπ(s)[V (s)] with its

derivation from the RHS of Equation 4.28 (c.f. Section 4.4.4 of Chapter 4) to obtain Equa-

tion B.8. Noting that the first two terms of Equation B.8 are justthe definition ofSDP [V (s)],

we obtain the final result in Equation B.9 that proves the lemma.

B.3 Proofs from Chapter 6

Proposition 6.1.1. P (a|A(~x), s) defines a proper probability distribution overa, i.e.,

∑

a∈NA(~x)

P (a|A(~x), s) = ⊤ : 1 . (B.10)

Proof. We can effectively sum over alla ∈ NA(~x) by generating a summation over all possible

instantiations ofa according to its definition in Equation 6.14. Doing this and substituting the

definition ofP (a|A(~x), s) from Equation 6.16, we obtain the following:

∑

a∈NA(~x)

P (a|A(~x), s) =
⊕

n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|),...,n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|)




∏

~y∈{~̇y1,...,~̇y|~y|}

p
∏

i=1

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s)





Now, we can exploit the independence of the random variablesni(~x, ~̇y) inherent in this factored

representation of the joint probability distribution to marginalize over eachni(~x, ~̇y) indepen-

dently. Here we push the first marginalization into its only relevant factor, where the result
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follows from the properties ofP (ni(~x, ~̇y)|Ai(~x, ~̇y), s) as defined in Equation 6.13:

∑

a∈NA(~x)

P (a|A(~x), s) =
⊕

n2(~x,~̇y1)∈N2(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|),...,n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|)








∏

~y∈{~̇y1,...,~̇y|~y|}

p
∏

if ~y=~̇y1 then i=1 else i=2

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s)









⊕

n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1)

P (n1(~x, ~̇y1)|A1(~x, ~̇y1), s)









=
⊕

n2(~x,~̇y1)∈N2(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|),...,n1(~x,~̇y1)∈N1(~x,~̇y1),...,np(~x,~̇y|~y|)∈Np(~x,~̇y|~y|)








∏

~y∈{~̇y1,...,~̇y|~y|}

p
∏

if ~y=~̇y1 then i=1 else i=2

P (ni(~x, ~y)|Ai(~x, ~y), s)



 ⊤ : 1





Repeating this marginalization process indefinitely until none remain, we obtain the final result:

∑

a∈NA(~x)

P (a|A(~x), s) = ⊤ : 1

This proves the proposition.

Proposition 6.1.4. Let Ai(~x, ~̇yj) andAh(~x, ~̇yk) be two distinct aspects of stochastic action

A(~x) (i.e., eitheri 6= h or ~̇yj 6= ~̇yk) and recall thatNi(~x, ~̇yj) andNh(~x, ~̇yk) are the respective

sets of Nature’s deterministic sub-action outcomes for eachof these aspects. Then for allA(~x)

andi 6= h and~̇yj 6= ~̇yk whereni(~x, ~̇yj) ∈ Ni(~x, ~̇yj) andnh(~x, ~̇yk) ∈ Nh(~x, ~̇yk), if the following

condition holds:

∀~x. [ P (ni(~x, ~̇yj)|A(~x), s) > 0 ∧ P (nh(~x, ~̇yk)|A(~x), s) > 0

⊃ (Eni(~x,~̇yj)
∧ Enh(~x,~̇yk)) is consistent]

then Assumption 6.1.3 must hold for the given factored FOMDP.

Proof. By definition of inconsistency and the conjunctive effect representation, we note that

the effect setEa =
⋃

~̇y, i=1...pEni(~x,~̇y) for a joint actiona is inconsistent iff
∧

~̇y, i=1...pEni(~x,~̇y)

contains at least two respective conjoined fluents of the form F (~x, s) and¬F (~x, s). Since

we previously assumed that a singleEni(~x,~̇y) is consistent, these two fluents must have been
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contributed by two sub-action effect setsEni(~x,~̇yj)
andEnh(~x,~̇yk) where eitheri 6= h or ~̇yj 6= ~̇yk.

In addition, sinceP (a|A(~x), s) > 0, it must trivially hold that

P (ni(~x, ~̇yj)|A(~x), s) > 0 ∧ P (nh(~x, ~̇yk)|A(~x), s) > 0

since both of these are multiplicative factors ofP (a|A(~x), s) by definition in Equation 6.16.

Since every inconsistent joint actiona with P (a|A(~x), s) > 0 has at least two constituent

sub-actionsni(~x, ~̇yj) andnh(~x, ~̇yk) with inconsistent effects andP (ni(~x, ~̇yj)|A(~x), s) > 0 and

P (nh(~x, ~̇yk)|A(~x), s) > 0, this proves Proposition 6.1.4.

Proposition 6.2.2. (Removal of Irrelevant Aspects)

Irr[φ(s), Ai(~x, ~y)] ⊃
{

∀ ni(~x, ~y) ∈ Ni(~x, ~y), ∀a ∈ NA(~x), ∀c. (a = ni(~x, ~y) ◦ c) ⊃
Regr [φ(s), ni(~x, ~y) ◦ c] ≡ Regr [φ(s), c]

}

Proof. From the definition ofIrr[φ(s), Ai(~x, ~y)] we know that

∀ni(~x, ~y) ∈ Ni(~x, ~y). Regr(φ(do(ni(~x, ~y), s))) ≡ φ(s).

By this result and the construction of SSAs in terms of factored effect axioms derived from

Eni(~x,~y) (c.f., Section 6.1.3 and Equation 6.21), we can conclude that all disjoined elements of

the SSAs relevant to fluents ofφ(·) contributed byEni(~x,~y) simplified to⊥ and were removed

duringRegr[φ(do(ni(~x, ~y)))], thus yieldingφ(s). Since the effects considered in the regression

of Regr(φ(do(c◦ni(~x, ~y), s))) are compiled fromEc∪Eni(~x,~y) and we know that the disjoined

elements of the SSAs relevant to fluents ofφ(·) contributed byEni(~x,~y) simplify to⊥, the effects

contributed byEni(~x,~y) can be ignored during this regression. Then the only effectsrelevant to

the regression on the LHS and RHS of the final line of the proposition areEc and thus the

regressions are equivalent.
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